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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By Charles A. Coombs

As noted in the previous report covering the period 
March-August 1964, the Federal Reserve had completely 
liquidated its outstanding swap drawings by the end 
of June while drawings made by other central banks 
amounted to no more than $65 million. Such diminished 
use of international credit facilities reflected a reduced 
deficit in the United States balance of payments and a 
general narrowing of payments imbalances throughout the 
world. This general movement toward international pay
ments equilibrium suffered a setback during the second 
half of 1964, however, mainly owing to the eruption of 
the sterling crisis, heavy outflows of United States bank 
credit and long-term investment, and the continuation and 
even further tightening of the credit squeeze in continental 
European markets. The risk of sudden, heavy strains upon 
the gold exchange system had been well anticipated by 
the central banks and treasuries of the major industrial 
countries, but the severity of the pressures developing 
in late 1964 required a further reinforcement of inter
governmental defenses against currency speculation.

During the reporting period September 1964-February 
1965, the Federal Reserve swap network was strengthened 
by increases in the swap arrangement with the National 
Bank of Belgium from $50 million to $100 million and in 
the arrangement with the Bank of England from $500 
million to $750 million. The swap network now covers 
reciprocal credit lines totaling $2,350 million, as shown in 
Table I. The short-term credits extended to the Bank of 
England by the central banks of Europe, Canada, and 
Japan in November 1964 provided further impressive evi

* This is the sixth in a series of reports by the Vice President in 
charge of the Foreign Department of the New York Reserve Bank 
and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. The Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York acts as agent for both the Treasury 
and the Federal Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve 
System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

dence of the solidarity of central bank defenses when con
fronted with a currency crisis. Also during the period, the 
authority of the International Monetary Fund (IM F) to 
borrow from its member countries was invoked for the 
first time, and much progress was made toward the sched
uled 25 per cent increase in IMF quotas during 1965. This 
process of challenge and timely response will no doubt 
continue to guide the further evolution of the international 
financial system.

The sterling emergency necessitated sizable drawings 
by the Bank of England upon the Federal Reserve which 
more or less concurrently drew heavily upon its swap 
lines with the continental European central banks in 
order to cushion the impact of heavy dollar inflows arising 
from both the British and United States deficits. Bank of

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
March 1,1965

Institution

Amount of 
total facility 
(in  millions 
of dollars)

Term of 
arrangement 
(in  months)

Austrian National Bank ................................................ 50 12
National Bank of Belgium ............................................ 100 12
Bank of Canada .............................................................. 250 12
Bank of England .............................................................. 750 12
Bank of Franco ................................................................ 100 3
German Federal Bank .................................................. 250 6

Bank of Italy ..................................................................... 250 12
Bank of Japan .................................................................. 150 12
Netherlands Bank .......................................................... 100 3
Bank of Sweden .............................................................. 50 12
Swiss National Bank ...................................................... 150 6

Bank for International Settlements ............................ 150 6

T o ta l sw ap fa c ilitie s  ................................................................. 2,350
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England drawings on the Federal Reserve swap line rose 
to a peak of $700 million on November 27 but have 
subsequently been greatly reduced. To absorb part of 
the dollar flows to the continental European central banks, 
the Federal Reserve made drawings upon the swap lines 
with the central banks of Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, 
the Netherlands, and Italy and with the Bank for Inter
national Settlements (BIS). Of these drawings, $380 
million remained outstanding as of the end of February 
1965. Further assisting the financing of both British and 
United States payments imbalances, the central banks 
and governments of other countries provided short- and 
medium-term financing through accumulations of dollars, 
extension of credits to the United Kingdom, purchases of 
United States Treasury foreign currency securities, and 
provision of credit through the IMF.

In addition to central bank swap operations, both the 
Treasury and Federal Reserve also engaged in forward 
operations in Dutch guilders and Swiss francs in order to 
calm market fears and encourage an outward flow of 
short-term funds from Amsterdam and Zurich. The Swiss 
National Bank took steps to help cushion the effects of 
anticipated year-end pressures on the Swiss franc. The 
German Federal Bank also made available swap facilities 
to German commercial banks for investments in United 
States Treasury bills in order to reduce or offset temporary 
pressures on the exchange market resulting from short
term capital flows. Similarly, extensive use of forward 
operations was made by the Bank of England in December
1964 to reassure the market and relieve pressure on the 
spot rate.

The foreign currency bonds issued by the United States 
Treasury rose from a total of $1,035 million outstanding 
as of the end of August 1964 to $1,137 million as of early 
March 1965 (see Table II). Additional issues of $50 
million were made to the German Federal Bank and 
$50 million to the National Bank of Austria to absorb 
surplus dollars on the books of these central banks.

While these central bank and intergovernmental credit 
operations provided partial and temporary financing of 
the payments imbalances developing during the period, 
gold continued to play its traditional role. During the 
third and fourth quarters of 1964, sales of gold by the 
United States Treasury amounted to $442 million, against 
gold purchases of $338 million.

The international financial system was thus confronted 
with a major challenge in late 1964 which was success
fully countered. The unprecedented mobilization of $4 
billion of international liquidity in defense of sterling was 
a striking illustration of the strength and flexibility of the 
central bank and IMF defenses against currency crises.

Table n

UNITED STATES TREASURY BONDS 
DENOMINATED IN  FOREIGN CURRENCIES

March 3,1965

Amount (in  millions)

issued to

Foreign currency
United States 

dollar 
equivalent

Austrian National Bank ............... 2,600 Austrian schillings 100.6
National Bank of Belgium ........ 1,500 Belgian francs 30.1
German Federal Bank ................ 2,700 German marks 679.0
Swiss National Bank ..................... 1,112 Swiss francs 257.5
Bank for International 
Settlements ....................................... 300 Swiss francs 69.5

T o ta l ....................................................... 1,136.7

Perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that the inter
national defense of sterling was accomplished in the face 
of a serious deterioration in the balance of payments of 
the other major reserve currency center, the United States. 
Such a rallying of governmental and central bank support 
for the present system depended, however, upon one basic 
assumption: that both the British and the United States 
Governments would quickly put in motion forceful cor
rective programs to eliminate their payments deficits. 
These corrective programs are now under way and, if 
pursued with determination, will soon relieve the interna
tional financial mechanism of the enormous pressures 
generated by simultaneous deficits in the two major re
serve currency countries. Under such conditions, the 
gold exchange standard, adapting as it has in the past to 
changing world conditions, can efficiently facilitate a 
continuing growth of world trade and payments.

The successful response to the challenge of the sterling 
crisis has unfortunately been marred by the widespread 
and exaggerated publicity given to the French Govern
ment’s call for the return to the gold standard and the 
elimination of dollars and sterling from official reserves. 
This approach has found no support among central banks 
and treasuries of other countries. The main effect has 
been to stir up some previously dormant private specula
tion in the London gold market, to the detriment of official 
acquisitions of newly mined gold.

S T E R L I N G

Early in 1964 sterling showed weakening tendencies as 
a result of the deteriorating trade position of the United 
Kingdom and various uncertainties connected with the
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general election to be called sometime during the year. 
A timely increase of the Bank of England discount rate 
from 4 per cent to 5 per cent in late February tem
porarily relieved market pressures, while delay of the gen
eral election until October induced some short covering 
by commercial interests.

Late in May, however, tight conditions in several Con
tinental money markets exerted new pressure on sterling. 
These pressures became strong toward the end of June 
because of heavier-than-usual midyear window dressing by 
Continental banks. To temper the impact of these move
ments of funds on official reserves, the Bank of England 
on June 30 drew $15 million against its $500 million swap 
line with the Federal Reserve; it repaid the drawing on 
July 13.

As the credit squeeze in the Continental money market 
centers extended into July, moderate selling of sterling 
continued, and the spot rate moved downward with a 
minimum of official support to a low for the month of 
$2.7874 on July 20. The decline in the spot rate was 
taken in stride by the market without any speculative re
action developing. Indeed, market confidence in the ster
ling parity at that time was such that the discount on for
ward sterling tended to narrow as the spot rate declined.

As the discount on forward sterling was reduced, the 
covered interest-arbitrage differential on Treasury bills in 
favor of London became correspondingly more attractive 
and by July 13 had reached 0.44 per cent per annum. To 
forestall private covered outflows in response to this ar
bitrage inducement, the Federal Reserve, with the agree
ment of the Bank of England, intervened in the market to 
reduce the arbitrage differential. This intervention, amount
ing to a total of $54 million equivalent in mid-July and 
again in late August, was accomplished by swap transac
tions in the New York market, with the Federal Reserve 
buying sterling spot and selling sterling forward against 
United States dollars. These operations had the dual effect 
of protecting the dollar against short-term flows of funds 
from New York to London while at the same time lending 
useful support to the spot rate on sterling.

In September, sterling came under increased pressure, 
mainly owing to increasingly widespread recognition of the 
mounting balance-of-payments deficit of the United King
dom, which became further aggravated by the usual sea
sonal weakness during the autumn and early winter 
months. Uncertainties connected with the general election 
called for October 15 further unsettled the sterling ex
change market, and the problem of maintaining confidence 
in sterling seemed likely to become increasingly difficult. 
In anticipation of reserve losses, the Bank of England in 
mid-September made timely arrangements to supple

ment the $500 million swap line with the Federal Reserve 
by another $500 million of short-term credit facilities 
with other central banks in Europe and with the Bank of 
Canada. This reinforcement of the British reserve position 
cushioned the impact of recurrent, and increasingly force
ful, waves of selling during September and October. Net 
drawings by the Bank of England on the Federal Reserve 
swap line and on short-term facilities provided by other 
central banks rose to $415 million by the end of October.

The new Labor Government elected on October 15 was 
thus immediately confronted with a grave balance-of- 
payments situation* The announcement on October 26 of 
emergency surcharges of 15 per cent on a wide range of 
imports brought only brief relief as critical reactions ap
peared among Britain’s trading partners world wide, 
more particularly the European Free Trade Association 
(EFTA) group. In a formal budget presented to Parlia
ment on November 11, the government proposed certain 
new welfare benefits, to be financed by tax increases, and 
announced that it intended to introduce a capital gains tax 
and to substitute a new corporation tax for the existing 
application of the income tax to corporations. These pro
posals created uncertainty in business circles, in part be
cause the immediate deflationary influence of the increased 
tax on fuel as well as the import surcharge was to some ex
tent obscured by the other measures. These uncertainties 
in domestic financial markets were, in turn, communicated 
to the exchange market. During this period, the exchange 
market began to anticipate bank rate action on each suc
cessive Thursday, and thus a pattern developed of a 
strengthening of sterling prior to Thursday of each week, 
followed by a major selling wave on Friday as the bank 
rate remained unchanged. When the bank rate remained 
unchanged on Thursday, November 19, reserve losses by 
the Bank of England on the following day reached such 
proportions that action could no longer be postponed. On 
Monday, November 23, the Bank of England raised its dis
count rate from 5 per cent to 7 per cent.

Perversely enough, market reaction to such forceful use 
of monetary policy by the Labor Government quickly 
degenerated into fears that the threat to sterling must 
have reached a truly crisis stage. Whether these reactions 
might have been averted by earlier bank rate action, more 
particularly on the usual Thursday date for bank rate an
nouncements, may be debated for some time to come. In 
any event, the market seized on rumors that the $1 billion 
of short-term central bank credits at the disposal of the 
Bank of England in September had now been exhausted; 
that the $1 billion standby credit from the IMF secured 
by the British Government in August had accordingly 
been fully committed to repayment of such central bank
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credits; and, hence, that the United Kingdom would have 
to fall back in defense of sterling upon its reserves of 
roughly $2 billion. (The still-substantial unused drawing 
rights on the IMF would have required longer to mobilize 
than events at that time allowed.)

This situation assumed increasingly grave significance 
on the London afternoon-—and the New York morning— 
of November 24 when a virtual avalanche of selling de
veloped. If sterling were to be rescued, it was clear that a 
major package of international credit assistance would be 
required. On the afternoon of the 24th, the Federal Open 
Market Committee—meeting through a telephone confer
ence— committed itself to an increase in the Federal 
Reserve-Bank of England swap line from $500 million to 
$750 million if credit assistance on a roughly correspond
ing scale could be secured from other central banks. That 
evening the Export-Import Bank gave assurance of a $250 
million standby facility. Beginning early on the morning 
of November 25, the Bank of England, the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York, and the central banks of other 
major countries were in almost continuous telephone com
munication. At 2 p.m., New York time, it was announced 
that a $3 billion credit package provided by eleven coun
tries and the BIS was at the disposal of the Bank of Eng
land.

As a result of the heavy reserve losses, the $500 mil
lion Federal Reserve swap and the additional $500 million 
of other central bank credit facilities made available to 
the Bank of England in September were not only fully ex
hausted, but immediate drawings of $200 million on the 
new credit facilities were also required. From the end- 
of-October figure of $415 million, recourse by the Bank 
of England to central bank credit facilities thus rose by 
$785 million during November to a total of $1.2 billion. 
Of this total, the Federal Reserve share was $675 million.

In early December the British Government drew the 
full amount of its $ 1 billion standby facility with the IMF 
and so repaid an equivalent amount of the central bank 
credits outstanding, including $500 million of the Federal 
Reserve credit. At the same time, Switzerland, which, al
though not a member of the IMF, is associated with the 
General Arrangements to Borrow, provided the United 
Kingdom with a three-year credit of $80 million; $50 mil
lion of the Swiss credit was used to repay an earlier loan 
from Switzerland, outstanding from the sterling crisis of 
1961.

With its exchange reserves thus heavily reinforced, the 
British Government could face with confidence further 
temporary pressures on sterling during December. Selling 
was particularly heavy just prior to the long Christmas 
week end, and during the month the Bank of England in

creased its use of short-term central bank credit facilities 
from the $200 million outstanding early in December to 
$525 million at the year end. Of this $325 million increase, 
$25 million was secured by an increased use of the Fed
eral Reserve swap line, raising the total outstanding from 
$175 million to $200 million, while $300 million was 
drawn from other central banks.

Beginning in late November heavy selling of sterling 
appeared in the forward market, mainly by commercial 
interests insuring their future exchange transactions. This 
selling threatened to move the forward sterling rate to an 
excessive discount and hence intensify sales of sterling in 
the spot market. Accordingly, the Bank of England gave 
firm support to the forward rate. This support not only 
served to lessen the drain on reserves from spot trans
actions at the time, but more generally helped to buttress 
confidence in sterling by providing official reassurance that 
the sterling parity would be maintained. The operation 
was comparable to the determined stand taken in the for
ward market by other central banks in recent years and 
promised to achieve the same useful results.

After the turn of the year, both the spot and forward 
markets for sterling returned to a more balanced position. 
Since then, sterling has shown an increasingly buoyant 
trend. On February 10 it was announced that those of the 
central bank credit facilities made available last Novem
ber which were shortly due to expire would be replaced 
by new facilities, available to the end of May, thus re
constituting the entire $3 billion credit package. By the 
end of February the Bank of England was able to start 
repaying these debts.

In addition to direct swap transactions with the Bank 
of England, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York also 
moved into the market at various times during the autumn 
months to purchase sterling for both System and Treasury 
account. These acquisitions were made on both an out
right and a swap basis; the particular technique used was 
determined by market conditions at the time, in consulta
tion with the Bank of England.

S W I S S  F R A N C

At the beginning of 1964, Federal Reserve swap draw
ings of Swiss francs under the swap lines of $150 million 
equivalent with both the Swiss National Bank and the 
BIS amounted to $220 million equivalent. By the end 
of June, these drawings had been completely liquidated 
through gold sales of $30 million to the Swiss National 
Bank, purchase from the Bank of Italy of the Swiss franc 
proceeds of a $100 million equivalent lira-Swiss franc swap, 
issuance by the United States Treasury of a $70 million
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equivalent Swiss franc bond to the BIS, and purchases of 
Swiss francs from the Swiss National Bank. United States 
Treasury market commitments in forward Swiss francs 
were reduced during the course of the year from $121 
million to $51.5 million. At the outset of 1964, the United 
States Treasury and the Federal Reserve also had out
standing a combined total of $53 million in swaps of 
third currencies into Swiss francs. These contracts had 
been reduced to $15 million by the end of February 1965.

Despite the progress thus made in liquidating Treasury 
and Federal Reserve commitments in Swiss francs in
curred in late 1963, new problems arose when sizable short
term funds—mainly repatriated Swiss assets— again flowed 
into Switzerland, both at midyear and particularly toward 
the close of the year as the pound sterling came under 
pressure. During the spring of 1964, interest rates in 
Switzerland continued to rise as the heavy demands im
posed on the Swiss money and capital markets by the 
continuing high level of economic activity further squeezed 
the liquidity position of Swiss banks and firms. The inter
est rate on three-month deposits reached 3.50 per cent in 
June, an increase of about 0.75 per cent per annum over 
the previous year, while the average yield on government 
bonds moved up to 4.05 per cent, compared with 3.15 per 
cent a year earlier. To relieve the squeeze on their liquid
ity positions, and to satisfy midyear window-dressing needs, 
the Swiss commercial banks made sizable repatriations of 
funds during June.

These commercial bank operations caused the Swiss 
National Bank once again to take in substantial amounts of 
dollars. In July the reversing of some window-dressing 
operations and an easing of the Swiss money market 
brought about only a partial reversal of the previous in
flows. In these circumstances the United States Treasury 
issued to the Swiss National Bank on August 4 an addi
tional Swiss franc bond in the amount of $52 million 
equivalent and used the proceeds to absorb an equivalent 
amount of dollars on the books of the Swiss National 
Bank. (This issue brought the outstanding amount of 
United States Treasury securities denominated in Swiss 
francs to $327 million equivalent.)

Generally easier conditions prevailed in the market for 
Swiss francs from mid-August to mid-October, and the 
Swiss franc declined from its ceiling for a while, only to 
firm again in late October as the Swiss money market 
tightened. Then in the early part of November, funds 
began to move into Switzerland in quantity— some di
rectly out of sterling, some through the Euro-currency 
markets in response to the general uneasiness that per
vaded the exchanges. Throughout the rest of the year, 
sizable increases occurred in the dollar holdings of the

Swiss National Bank.
To absorb part of this intake of dollars, the Federal 

Reserve reactivated its $150 million swap with the BIS 
in early December by drawing $100 million of Swiss 
francs, which was simultaneously employed to purchase 
dollars from the Swiss National Bank. A further Swiss franc 
drawing of $60 million equivalent on the Swiss National 
Bank was made on January 19 for the same purpose. In 
addition, to calm the market and to encourage Swiss banks 
to invest abroad dollars that they might otherwise have 
sold to the Swiss National Bank, the Federal Reserve began 
in December to sell Swiss francs forward to the market 
through the Swiss National Bank. By January 8, 1965, 
such forward sales reached a peak of $32.5 million equiv
alent. Most of these contracts had been paid off by the 
end of February through spot purchases of Swiss francs. 
(The Swiss franc began to ease shortly after the year end 
as Swiss banks, finding themselves liquid, started to place 
funds abroad.) During the second half of 1964, the dollar 
acquisitions of the Swiss National Bank were further re
duced by purchases of $51 million of gold from the 
United States Treasury.

N E T H E R L A N D S  G U I L D E R

At the beginning of 1964, Federal Reserve commit
ments in guilders amounted to $80 million equivalent, all 
in the form of outstanding swap drawings. These were 
fully repaid by early April, as earlier inflows of funds into 
the Netherlands were reversed.

In May the Dutch money market began to tighten, and 
in early June the Netherlands Bank raised its discount 
rate from 4 per cent to W i per cent. In July Dutch com
mercial banks began to repatriate funds in substantial 
amounts. Moreover, the Netherlands balance of pay
ments strengthened, owing to a better trade balance and 
an inflow of long-term capital. By November the intensi
fied pressures on sterling and the ensuing movement of 
some funds out of sterling and into guilders helped push 
the guilder to its ceiling.

Meanwhile, the Netherlands Bank had been taking in 
dollars in an effort to moderate the rise in the guilder rate. 
During the first week of August the Federal Reserve drew 
$20 million equivalent of guilders under the swap line 
and immediately used the guilders to absorb some of the 
Netherlands Bank’s accruals of dollars. Further Federal 
Reserve drawings and sales of guilders followed in rapid 
sequence, and by mid-October the $100 million swap 
facility had been fully drawn. Additional dollars were 
purchased by the Federal Reserve and the United States 
Treasury from the Netherlands Bank in September and
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December with guilders acquired through three-month 
swaps of sterling for guilders with the BIS, for a total of 
$50 million equivalent. As intensified buying pressures 
on the guilder developed in late December, a temporary 
swap arrangement for $35 million between the Nether
lands Bank and the United States Treasury was agreed upon 
and fully employed.

In mid-December recourse was also had to forward 
operations in Dutch guilders for both Federal Reserve 
and Treasury account in order to provide reassurance to 
the market and induce covered capital outflows from the 
Netherlands. These operations, together with Dutch pro
vision of dollar credits to the Bank of England and pur
chases of gold from the United States Treasury, reduced 
the dollar holdings of the Netherlands Bank sufficiently to 
permit complete liquidation of the Treasury-Netherlands 
Bank $35 million swap by early January and repayment 
of $30 million of the Federal Reserve swap drawings in 
early February. As of the end of February, Federal Re
serve drawings upon the swap line with the Netherlands 
Bank had thus been reduced to $70 million equivalent. 
During the second half of 1964, gold purchases by the 
Netherlands Bank from the United States Treasury 
amounted to $60 million.

G E R M A N  M A R K

During 1963 and early 1964, there had been almost 
continuous upward pressure on the German mark. This 
pressure reflected a substantial increase in the German 
foreign trade surplus, large inflows of long-term capital, 
and occasional inflows of short-term funds in response to 
tight money market conditions or hedging operations. To 
ease the strain, the German Federal Bank, the Federal Re
serve, and the United States Treasury jointly conducted 
various spot and forward exchange operations, as outlined 
in previous reports in this series.

On March 23, 1964, an important turning point oc
curred, as the German Government announced its inten
tion to propose to Parliament the imposition of a 25 per 
cent withholding tax on income from German fixed- 
interest securities held by nonresidents. This action not 
only checked the long-term capital inflow, but also actu
ally induced liquidation of a considerable volume of for
eign investments in flxed-interest securities. Earlier 
surpluses on trade account also diminished as the year 
progressed and helped to restore a stable equilibrium in 
the exchange markets.

The effect on the exchange market of these basic shifts 
in the German balance of payments was reinforced by a 
number of technical measures initiated by the German

authorities to reduce temporary pressures on the exchange 
market resulting from short-term capital flows. The spe
cial swap facilities made available by the German Federal 
Bank to German commercial banks for investments in 
United States Treasury bills were used flexibly throughout 
the second half of the year, with maturities provid
ing the banks with liquidity at the year end. In addi
tion, under a special temporary arrangement in December, 
German commercial banks were permitted to borrow 
against collateral from the central bank at an effective cost 
lower than the posted rate. Nevertheless, the sterling crisis 
led to some inflow of funds to Germany in late December. 
Consequently, the Federal Reserve reactivated its $250 
million swap facility with the German Federal Bank by 
drawing $50 million equivalent of marks in order to ab
sorb $50 million of German dollar reserves. This drawing 
was reversed in late January 1965, as short-term outflows 
from Germany combined with German military purchases 
in the United States enabled the Federal Reserve to ac
quire $50 million of marks from the German Federal 
Bank. Another small drawing of $15 million equivalent 
was made by the Federal Reserve on February 4 to help 
control any speculative tendencies resulting from President 
de Gaulle’s press conference on the same date.

During the six-month period through February, the United 
States Treasury issued to the German Federal Bank in 
October 1964 a $50 million equivalent mark-denominated 
bond. This latest issue raised the total of such mark bonds 
outstanding to $679 million equivalent. The mark proceeds 
of this bond, together with $7 million of Treasury mark 
balances remaining from United States drawings of marks 
from the IMF, were sold to Canada to enable that country 
to make an IMF repayment. Subsequently, in early De
cember when the United States Treasury drew $125 million 
equivalent of marks from the IMF, it used $50 million 
equivalent to purchase excess dollars from the German 
Federal Bank, in effect compensating for the fact that 
marks derived from the earlier bond issue had been used 
in conjunction with Canada’s repayment to the IMF.

I T A L I A N  LERA

Italy’s balance-of-payments deficit had assumed major 
proportions in the fall of 1963, and the Federal Reserve 
and United States Treasury joined forces with the Bank 
of Italy in defense of the lira. As outlined in the previous 
report, Federal Reserve and Treasury operations in the 
autumn of 1963 and the first quarter of 1964 cushioned 
the decline in the Bank of Italy’s reserves to the extent of 
some $350 million and thereby helped to restrain specula
tive pressures against the lira.
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During the week of March 9 through March 14, 1964, 
an Italian delegation headed by Governor Carli of the 
Bank of Italy visited Washington to discuss with the World 
Bank and the IMF various possible sources of financing 
for Italy’s longer term investment requirements and its 
expected further balance-of-payments deficits. In the 
midst of these discussions, the lira was suddenly struck 
by a burst of speculation. This brought heavy pressures 
not only on the spot rate but also on the forward rate, 
which for a three-month maturity moved to a discount of 
7 per cent per annum. In this dangerous situation, an 
immediate and massive reinforcement of the Italian re
serve position was clearly called for. Within forty-eight 
hours the Italian authorities were able to announce that 
they had arranged for approximately $1 billion of exter
nal assistance provided by the United States, the Bank of 
England, and the German Federal Bank.

One of the most satisfactory aspects of this display of 
international cooperation in beating back a speculative 
attack on the Italian lira was that the provision of massive 
credit assistance to Italy more or less coincided with a 
turning point in the Italian economic and financial scene. 
During the first quarter of 1964 the Italian balance of pay
ments had registered a deficit of $436 million. A surplus 
of $226 million was recorded in the second quarter, as 
corrective policy measures initiated by the Italian authori
ties began to take effect and as a reversal in the leads and 
lags in payments brought about the covering of short posi
tions in lire. In early July, a governmental crisis generated 
a temporary speculative flurry, but forceful operations in 
the forward market by the Bank of Italy through the 
agency of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York pro
vided reassurance, and the speculation quickly subsided.

Italy continued to run a payments surplus during the 
third and fourth quarters of 1964, and by the year end 
Italian official reserves, which had dipped $233 million 
during the first quarter, were $389 million higher than at 
the outset of 1964. The reappearance of political un
certainties in the late summer triggered some selling of 
forward lire, and discounts for three-month maturities 
tended to widen at times to 4 per cent per annum. In 
such instances, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
again intervened for account of the Bank of Italy to sup
port the forward lira in the New York market and thus 
helped to relieve market uncertainties. By early October 
the discount on the three-month forward lira had nar
rowed to less than 1 per cent per annum.

Continuing heavy flows of dollars to Italy in the closing 
months of 1964 and early 1965 may have partially re
flected the sterling crisis. To absorb part of these dollar 
inflows, the Federal Reserve on January 22 reactivated its

$250 million swap arrangement with the Bank of Italy by 
drawing $50 million equivalent of lire.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

The spot market for Canadian dollars was relatively 
quiet through the first half of 1964, but there was con
siderable activity in the forward market as a result of 
grain sales to the Soviet Union beginning in the previous 
autumn. These sales generated heavy demands on the 
part of grain dealers for Canadian dollars for future 
delivery against United States dollars. In order to offset 
some of these pressures, the Bank of Canada sold United 
States dollars spot and purchased them forward, thus 
providing some counterpart to the commercial banks’ 
swap needs, while the Federal Reserve also intervened on 
a small scale. By the end of July, Canadian grain ship
ments to the Soviet Union had been fairly well completed, 
and pressures on the forward market eased.

In August, heightening tensions in Vietnam generated 
some buying of spot Canadian dollars by Continental 
interests and, as the spot rate rose in a thin market, 
Canadian exporters began to sell out United States dollar 
balances. New grain purchases by several Eastern Euro
pean countries exerted further upward pressure on the 
spot rate. At about the same time there was a tightening 
of the Canadian money market, which induced a tem
porary flow of short-term funds into Canada from the 
United States on a covered basis.

Substantial Canadian long-term borrowings in the 
United States market, the sterling crisis, and fiscal-year- 
end positioning by Canadian banks in October and 
November pushed the spot rate for the Canadian dollar 
to its eSective ceiling by November. As the Canadian 
dollar strengthened, the Bank of Canada intervened to 
moderate the rise in the rate, with the result that Canadian 
reserves increased by $210 million during the August- 
November period despite repayments of $107 million to 
the IMF in September and October. By December the 
market had returned to a more balanced position.

In early February the Canadian dollar softened, as 
press discussion of prospective United States balance-of- 
payments measures lead to some apprehension in the 
markets that Canada might be unfavorably affected. The 
United States balance-of-payments program, announced on 
February 10, made it clear that there was no United States 
intention to deprive the Canadian economy of essential 
inflows of capital. Nevertheless, the Canadian dollar weak
ened somewhat further in the second half of the month, 
reportedly reflecting Canadian commercial buying of 
United States dollars and unfavorable seasonal factors.
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B E L G I A N  F R A N C

Early in July 1964 the Belgian franc strengthened, 
following the announcement of new measures designed to 
curb the growth of credit in Belgium. On July 3 the Na
tional Bank of Belgium raised its discount rate by Vi 
percentage point to 4% per cent and announced that, 
effective August 17, it would impose a cash reserve 
requirement against commercial bank deposits for the 
first time. Tighter money market conditions developed, 
and, in conjunction with long-term investment in Belgium, 
an improved trade balance beginning in the third quarter 
and the sterling crisis later in the year contributed to 
substantial dollar inflows into Belgium.

Early in August, the Federal Reserve used $7.5 million 
equivalent of Belgian francs drawn under the $50 million 
swap arrangement to absorb dollars on the books of the 
National Bank of Belgium. By mid-October the entire 
$50 million equivalent of franc balances had been so 
utilized. Effective October 22 the Federal Reserve and 
the National Bank of Belgium expanded the existing $50 
million swap facility with an additional $50 million ar
rangement to be available on a standby basis. As dollars 
continued to flow into Belgium, the Federal Reserve 
made further drawings on this additional swap and by 
the end of November had used the full amount.

The Federal Reserve was able to reduce its swap com
mitments to Belgium to $25 million equivalent in early 
December, when the National Bank of Belgium pur
chased $75 million from the Federal Reserve to make 
special outpayments. On December 30, however, the 
Federal Reserve again drew $20 million equivalent of 
francs in order to absorb further inflows of dollars into 
Belgium, and further utilization of $40 million equivalent 
under the swap arrangement became necessary in Jan
uary and February 1965. As of the end of February, total 
Federal Reserve use of the $100 million swap arrange
ment with the National Bank of Belgium amounted to 
$85 million equivalent. Meanwhile, during the second 
half of 1964, the National Bank of Belgium had pur
chased $40 million of gold from the United States.

O T H E R  C U R R E N C I E S

Ja p a n e s e  y e n . On April 30, the Bank of Japan drew 
$50 million under the $150 million swap arrangement 
with the Federal Reserve in order to cushion a decline in 
Japanese reserves. This drawing was renewed on July 30, 
as reserve pressures continued, and a further drawing of 
$30 million was made on July 31. In August, however, do
mestic restraint measures began to take effect: import de

mand diminished and, with a continued growth in exports, 
the trade balance improved considerably. With this im
provement in Japan’s balance-of-payments and reserve 
position, the Bank of Japan began repaying its swap ob
ligations at the end of September and, by early November, 
had liquidated them in full.

a u s t r ia n  s c h i l l i n g . There were no System operations 
in Austrian schillings during the period. Although the 
Austrian balance of payments registered a considerable 
deficit in the last quarter of 1964, the figures for 1964 as 
a whole continued to show a surplus. Therefore, on Febru
ary 23 and March 3, 1965, the Treasury issued to the 
Austrian National Bank two $25 million equivalent 
eighteen-month bonds denominated in Austrian schillings, 
using the proceeds to absorb some of that bank’s dollar 
holdings. These issues brought the outstanding total of 
United States Treasury Austrian schilling-denominated 
bonds to $100 million equivalent.

s w e d i s h  k r o n a  a n d  f r e n c h  f r a n c . There were no Fed
eral Reserve or Treasury operations in Swedish kronor 
or French francs during the period under review.

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  D R A W I N G  O N  T H E

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  M O N E T A R Y  F U N D

Over the course of several years before 1964, foreign 
countries had been repaying more dollars to the IMF than 
the IMF had been paying out in new drawings. As a re
sult, the IMF’s dollar holdings rose to a point where they 
equaled the amount that the United States had paid into 
the IMF as part of its quota. At this point the IMF, under 
its rules, could no longer accept dollars in repurchase, and 
countries having repurchase obligations could make re
payments only with gold or with other eligible convertible 
currencies. So as to be able to sell such currencies to 
countries having repurchase obligations, the United States 
Treasury on February 13 and June 1 made two drawings 
on the IMF—predominantly in German marks and French 
francs—in the amount of $125 million equivalent each 
under the $500 million standby agreement with the IMF 
announced by President Kennedy in July 1963. By Sep
tember 1, the bulk of these currencies had been sold to 
various countries effecting repayments to the IMF.

On July 23, 1964, the original standby arrangement 
expired, and the Treasury announced that it had made a 
further standby arrangement with the IMF for another 
year. This restored the amount available to $500 million. 
The first drawing under the new standby arrangement was 
made on September 1, when the United States drew $50
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million in five European currencies. Unlike the first two 
drawings under the original arrangement, which were used 
to cover a number of transactions that took place during 
ensuing weeks, this drawing was occasioned by Italy’s re
purchase of $65 million equivalent of lire from the IMF. 
Again, on September 30, the United States Treasury drew 
equal amounts of Dutch guilders and German marks total
ing $100 million equivalent, half of which was immediately 
sold to Canada in connection with a repayment to the IMF. 
The remaining balances were disbursed in subsequent 
weeks. On December 7 a third drawing of $125 million 
equivalent was made, this time solely in German marks.

Since this program was initiated, the United States 
Treasury has drawn $525 million equivalent of seven con
tinental European currencies, of which some $15 million 
equivalent remained undisbursed as of the end of Febru
ary 1965. The effect of these drawings on the United States 
position in the IMF has been offset to a considerable ex
tent, however, by drawings of dollars by other countries. 
The largest single dollar drawing was $200 million, under 
the $1 billion equivalent multicurrency drawing in Decem
ber by the United Kingdom., As a result, the United States 
repayment obligation to the IMF as of the end of Febru
ary 1965 had been reduced to $256 million.

T H E  G O L D  M A R K E T  

A N D  U N I T E D  S T A T E S  G O L D  T R A N S A C T I O N S

Throughout the first eight months of 1964 the London 
gold market was generally stable, with the gold-fixing 
price ranging between $35.06 and $35.10. With the im
provement in the United States balance of payments, 
and consequent strengthening of confidence in the dollar, 
speculative demand for gold receded and, as new pro
duction also increased, the Gold Pool regularly absorbed 
surpluses of output reaching the market. The Pool took 
in further sizable amounts of gold from Russian sales 
which were heavily concentrated over a few weeks’ span 
in late March and early April.

Over the closing months of 1964, various political and 
financial disturbances tended to rekindle speculative buy
ing of gold. International tensions arising out of the 
Vietnam conflict have continued to generate market ap
prehension. But renewed speculation in the gold market 
was also attributable to the increasing pressures on sterling 
during the latter part of the year. In addition, the sharp 
deterioration in the United States balance of payments 
during the closing months of 1964 contributed to market 
uncertainties, especially after the turn of the year. In Feb

ruary, various pronouncements emanating from Paris 
further stimulated speculative buying of gold by private 
interests. Both the United Kingdom and the United States 
have now taken forceful action to deal with their balance- 
of-payments deficits, and if these corrective programs are 
vigorously pursued, speculative pressures in the gold mar
ket may be expected to subside.

The Bank of England, on behalf of the Gold Pool, 
continued to exert a stabilizing influence on the market 
and to moderate price movements. Although private 
demand for gold increased during the closing months of
1964, over the year as a whole the Pool once again ac
quired and distributed to its members more than $600 
million.

During the fourth quarter of 1964, Continental central 
banks took in sizable amounts of dollars and several sold 
part of their acquisitions to the United States Treasury for 
gold. These conversions, as well as the continued French 
monthly gold purchases, more than offset United States 
acquisitions from other sources. As a result, the United 
States became a net seller of gold in its international 
monetary transactions after having been a net purchaser 
earlier in the year (see Table III). For 1964 as a whole, 
taking into account sales of about $89 million to domestic 
users, total United States gold holdings—including Stabili
zation Fund holdings as well as the Treasury gold stock— 
declined by $125 million. During the first two months of
1965, the Treasury gold stock declined by an additional 
$450 million.

Table III

UNITED STATES NET MONETARY GOLD TRANSACTIONS 
WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

July-December 1964

In millions of dollars at $35 per fine troy ounce;
United States net sales(—), net purchases(+)

Country Third
quarter

Fourth
quarter

— 40.1
— 1.1 +  28.2 

— 101.4— 101.4
— 25.0

— 60.0
— 30.0
— 51.0
— 12.5

United Kingdom ......................................... +162.5 
+  6.0

+  125.0 
-  2.8All other ......................................................

Net sales or purchases........................ +  41.0 — 144.6
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Treasury and Federal R eserve Foreign Exchange Operations *

By Charles A. Coombs

During the period covered by this report, March-August 
1965, the exchange markets reflected not only the shifts tak
ing place in underlying balance of payments positions, but 
more particularly the speculative pressures focusing on the 
pound. During the summer months, the market became in
creasingly skeptical of the outlook for sterling, largely dis
counting each new measure taken by the British Govern
ment to right its payments position and thus failing to re
flect the over-all improvement that was gradually taking 
place. For the first eight months of this year, compared 
with the same period in 1964, British exports, for example, 
rose by about 6 per cent while imports grew by 1 per cent, 
cutting the trade deficit by well over a third. On the other 
hand, the turnabout in the United States balance of pay
ments following introduction of the Voluntary Foreign 
Credit Restraint Program and other measures in February 
was so sharp as to have a major effect on the exchanges. 
Lingering doubts about the stability of the dollar evapo
rated, and the United States Treasury and Federal Reserve 
were able to make good progress in reducing the foreign 
currency commitments that had been undertaken the pre
vious fall and winter when a massive United States deficit 
had coincided with the sterling crisis. To be sure, gold 
sales by the United States Treasury reached very high 
levels despite the striking improvement in the United 
States payments position. These sales, however, to a large 
extent resulted from the overhang of dollars that had 
accumulated in official reserves in earlier months, as well 
as the persistent surplus position of France whose gold pur

* This is the seventh in a series of reports by the Vice President in 
charge of the Foreign Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. 
The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and the Federal Open 
Market Committee of the Federal Reserve System in the conduct 
of foreign exchange operations.

chase policy has been widely publicized. Italy also con
tinued to experience very large surpluses, but policies 
were adopted by the Italian authorities that minimized the 
impact of these surpluses on the exchanges and on official 
reserves.

It was against this background that the Federal Reserve 
swap network was further strengthened by increases in 
the swap arrangements with the Bank of Italy (from $250 
million to $450 million), the Bank of Japan (from $150 
million to $250 million), and the Bank for International 
Settlements (from $150 million to $300 million). The 
swap network now covers reciprocal credit lines totaling 
$2.8 billion, as shown in Table I.

Table I
FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 

September 1, 1965

Institu tio n

Amount of 
to ta l facility  
(in  m illions 
of dollars)

Term of 
arrangem ent 
(in m onths)

Austrian National Bank ............................................. 50 12
National Bank of Belgium ......................................... 100 12
Bank of Canada ........................................................... 250 12
Bank of England ........................................................... 750 12
Bank of France ............................................................ 100 3
German Federal Bank ................................................. 250 6
Bank of Italy ................................................................ 450 12
Bank of Japan .............................................................. 250 12
Netherlands Bank ......................................................... 100 3
Bank of Sweden ........................................................... 50 12
Swiss National Bank ................................................... 150 6
Bank for International Settlements............................. 300 6

Total swap facilities .............................................. 2,800
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Table n
DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FEDERAL RESERYE SYSTEM 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS
March 1962-Augu st 1965

In millions of dollars equivalent

Institution
Year Amount

Repaid within
Outstanding on 

August 31,1965
3 months 3-6 months 6-9 months 9-12 months

Austrian National Bank
1962 .................................................................. 50.0 50.0
Total .......................................... .................. 50.0 50.0 —

National Bank of Belgium*
1962 .................................................................. 30.5

25.0
145.0
140.0

30.5
25.0
62.5
45.0

37.5
35.0

45.0
5.0

1963 ..................................................................
1964 . .......................................................
1965f .................................................................
Total ....................................................... 340.5 163.0 72.5 50.0 55.0$

Bank of Canada
1963 ................................................................... 20.0 20.0

20.0 20.0 —

Bank of England
1962 .................................................................. 50.0

35.0
50.0
35.01963 .................................................................

85.0 85.0 —

Bank of France
1962 .................................................. 50.0

21.5 21.5
50.0

1963 ....................................................- ............
Total ......................... ....................... 71.5 21.5 50.0 —

German Federal Bank
1963 .................................................................. 286.0

105.0
15.0

143.5
105.0
15.0

142.5
1964 ..............................................................
1965t .................................................................
Total ................................................................

Bank of Italy
1962 ..................................................................

406.0 263.5 142.5 __

50.0
350.0

50.0
82.0 168.01965t .................................................................

Total ................................................................ 400.0 132.0 168.0 100.0J

Netherlands Bank
1962 ................................................................. 60.0

150.0
100.0 
25.0

50.0
60.0

10.0
90.0
55.0 45.0

1963 .......................................................
1964 ........................................................
1965t ................................................................
Total ............................................................. 335.0 110.0 155.0 45.0 25.0$

Swiss National Bank
1962 ................................................................ 50.0

80.0 
25.0

150.0

5.0
25.0
90.0

20.0

12.0

55.0
50.0

1963 ............................................................
1964 ..................................................................
1965f .................................................................
Total ............................................................. 305.0 120.0 32.0 55.0 50.0 48.0§

Bank for International Settlements
1962 ................................................................. 80.0

150.0
100.0

40.0
5.0

5.0
65.0
35.0

19.5
80.0
65.0

15.5
1963 ..................................................................
1964 ..................................................................
Total ....................................................... 330.0 45.0 105.0 164.5 15.5 —

All banks
1962 ................................................................... 420.5

767.5
475.0
680.0

270.5
315.0
192.5
232.0

65.0
317.5
127.5 
215.0

19.5
135.0
155.0 

5.0

65.5
1963 ........................ ........................................
1964 . .................................................
1965t ................................................................
Total .............................................. 2,343.0 1,010.0 725.0 314.5 65.5 228

* Data relate to disbursements and repayments under the $50 million fully drawn portion of the swap facility and 
to utilization of the $50 million standby portion available since December 1964. 

t  First eight months. t Outstanding less than three months.
§ Outstanding more than six but less than nine months.
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As noted in the previous report covering the period 
September 1964-February 1965, Federal Reserve draw
ings on the swap lines amounted to $380 million equiva
lent at the end of February 1965. Subsequently, such 
drawings rose to a peak of $585 million equivalent on 
April 6 but, by the end of July, all but $48 million had 
been repaid. However, partly as a result of intensified pres
sures on sterling, new Federal Reserve drawings on the 
swap network became necessary in August, and as of 
September 17 the System was indebted under the swap 
lines to the extent of $228 million, including $100 million 
to the Bank of Italy, $55 million to the National Bank of 
Belgium, $48 million to the Swiss National Bank, and 
$25 million to the Netherlands Bank.

During the period under review, the Bank of England 
was the only foreign central bank to draw on its swap 
facility with the Federal Reserve. Bank of England draw
ings had declined from a peak of $700 million on Novem
ber 27, 1964 to only $105 million at the end of February
1965. Further drawings in March and April brought the 
net amount outstanding on May 25 to $230 million, which 
was completely repaid on that date out of the proceeds of 
the $1.4 billion equivalent British drawing on the Inter
national Monetary Fund (IM F). To offset speculative 
pressures developing during the summer months, the Bank 
of England made new drawings of $360 million during 
June, and had further recourse to the swap line in July and 
August.

On September 10 the Bank of England announced that 
new facilities for support of sterling had been provided by 
the United States monetary authorities together with 
nearly all the other central banks that had joined in the 
November 1964 rescue operation. This new assistance 
came at a time when further corrective measures had just 
been announced by the British Government and growing 
confidence in sterling was evident in the market. Rather 
than representing a defensive measure taken at a time of 
pressure on sterling, the current arrangements permit ac
celeration of a favorable trend. They demonstrate the sol
idarity of the cooperative arrangements linking the major 
central banks and treasuries of the Free World. Within this 
defensive network any government which is fully prepared 
to defend its currency should be able to mobilize sufficient 
financial resources to beat off any speculative attack.

A  comprehensive view of drawings and repayments 
under reciprocal currency arrangements between the Fed
eral Reserve System and foreign monetary institutions 
from March 1962 through the summer months of 1965 is 
provided in Tables II and III. As indicated in Table II, 
nearly half of all Federal Reserve drawings of $2.3 billion 
during the period was repaid within three months, and al-

Table III
DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS
March 1962-June 1965

In millions of dollars equivalent

Institution
Year Amount

Repaid within
Outstanding on 
June 30,1965

3 months 3-6 months

National Bank of Belgium
1963 ........ .......................... 45.0 40.0 5.0

Bank of Canada
1962 ........................... .......

45.0 40.0 5.0 —

250.0 250.0
Total .................................

Bank of England
1963  .....
1964  
1965* .................................

250.0 250.0 —

25.0
1.370.0
1.215.0

25.0
1,370.0

855.0

Bank of Italy
1963  .............
1964  

2,610.0 2,250.0 360.0t

50.0
100.0

50.0
100.0

Total .......... ......................
Bank of Japan

1964 ............... ......... ..........

150.0 150.0 —

80.0 30.0 50.0

All banks
1962  
1963  .......
1964  
1965* .................................

80.0 30.0 50.0 —

250.0
120.0

1.550.0
1.215.0

65.0
1,400.0

855.0

250.0 
55.0

150.0

3,135.0 2,320.0 455.0 360.0t

* First half only.
f Outstanding less than three months.

most three quarters of such drawings were liquidated within 
six months. Similarly, nearly three quarters of foreign draw
ings of $3.1 billion under the arrangements were paid 
off within three months, thus confirming that in practice 
the swap network has been used— as intended— as a 
means of providing temporary financing.

In addition to central bank swap transactions, the mone
tary authorities in a number of countries continued to 
refine and develop further the use of forward exchange 
operations as an efficient instrument for dealing with 
pressures in their markets. The Bank of England con
tinued to exert a strong stabilizing effect on the dollar- 
sterling forward market, while temporary cushioning oper
ations were also undertaken by the Swiss National Bank, 
the German Federal Bank, and the Netherlands Bank. In 
addition, forward operations by the Italian authorities 
had the effect of reducing Italian reserve gains, and of 
simultaneously preventing an excessive buildup of domes
tic liquidity in Italy by channeling dollar inflows back 
into the Euro-dollar market. Otherwise a severe squeeze on
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Eurodollar credit availabilities might have been produced 
by the United States Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint 
Program. In connection with this operation, the United 
States Treasury once again undertook to share with the 
Italian authorities sizable commitments in forward lire, 
which will subsequently be reported in some detail.

The foreign currency bonds issued by the United States 
Treasury rose from a total of $1,137 million as of early 
March to a new peak of $1,259 million as of Septem
ber 17. Additional issues of $125 million were made 
to the Bank of Italy and $23 million to the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS) for purposes of absorbing 
dollars on the books of the Italian and Swiss central banks. 
On the other hand, as the German balance of payments 
moved into deficit, it proved possible for the United States 
Treasury to accumulate marks and, on July 12, $25 million 
equivalent was employed to retire a maturing mark- 
denominated bond for that amount previously issued to 
the German Federal Bank.

Extensive use thus continued to be made by the United 
States and other major industrial countries of the spectrum 
of international credit facilities available for financing pay
ments imbalances. One of the more significant develop
ments during the period under review was the United 
States drawing from the IMF. This drawing, which pro
vided medium-term financing, permitted repayment of 
earlier drawings under the swap network as well as the 
absorption of dollars temporarily accumulated by foreign 
central banks, thus economizing on the use of gold in 
international settlements.

S T E R L I N G

By mid-January 1965, sterling began to show signs of 
recovery from the speculative onslaught of late 1964, and 
this improvement continued through February. In March, 
however, the market once again became beset by doubts as 
to whether the British Government’s pledge to defend the 
sterling parity would be matched by truly effective measures 
to curb excessive domestic demand and to restrain the infla
tionary trend of wage settlements. New complications arose 
as the United States Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint 
Program led to some withdrawal of funds from London. 
Large forward commitments previously entered into by 
the Bank of England also began to mature, but firm de
fensive operations in both the spot and forward markets 
facilitated the rolling-over of most of these commitments. 
For those interested in the technical complexities of offi
cial intervention in the forward markets, a useful sum
mary may be found in the Bank of England’s Quarterly 
Bulletin for June 1965, pages 107-108.

With the announcement of new restraint measures in 
Chancellor Callaghan’s budget message on April 6, sterling 
moved strongly upward and this trend was reinforced as 
the Bank of England on April 29 introduced special 
deposit requirements for the London clearing and Scottish 
banks and on May 5 requested the London clearing banks 
to limit the increase in their advances to the private sector 
to no more than 5 per cent during the year ending March
1966. The other banks operating in London and a wide 
range of other financial institutions were also asked to ex
ercise comparable restraint. However, following the an
nouncement in mid-May of disappointing trade figures for 
April, the sterling rate once more began to drift down
ward. The British drawing on May 25 of $1.4 billion 
equivalent from the IMF and full repayment with the 
proceeds of $1,097 million of short-term central bank 
credits did little to bolster market sentiment. On the con
trary, publication of figures showing a continuing deterio
ration in the British trade position during the second quar
ter further undermined market confidence, and substantial 
support had to be given to both the spot and forward 
markets. By late July, the market had become convinced 
that a new crisis was shaping up for the autumn months. 
Against this ominous background, the British Government 
took further corrective action on July 27, announcing cut
backs and deferments in public sector spending programs 
and a further tightening of instalment credit.

Unfortunately, an initially favorable market reaction 
to the July 27 measures was quickly swamped by the 
report on August 3 of a reserve loss for July that was 
much larger than the market had anticipated. As a result, 
sterling was again heavily offered in both the spot and 
forward markets, requiring substantial official support. By 
mid-August, however, the market began to take on a more 
balanced look, no doubt reflecting in part the improved 
July trade figures but also suggesting that sterling had 
become grossly oversold. From time to time, the market 
gave clear evidence of a squeeze for sterling balances.

Against these mixed developments during August, the 
British Government on September 2 announced its inten
tion to seek statutory authority to require advance notifica
tion and, if deemed appropriate, temporary deferment of 
wage and price increases. This basic policy action went a 
long way toward relieving the market’s apprehension of a 
progressive undermining of the sterling parity by wage 
and price inflation. Meanwhile, negotiations were progress
ing among the central banks with the objective of pro
viding additional facilities in order to further the recovery 
of confidence. On Friday, September 10, the Bank of 
England announced that these negotiations had been 
completed, stating that
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There is increasing evidence that the measures taken 
by Her Majesty’s Government to restore the United 
Kingdom balance of payments are having their ef
fects. Sentiment towards sterling in the exchange 
markets is improving. To further this trend the 
Bank of England with the full authority of Her 
Majesty’s Government has entered into new ar
rangements with the central banks of Austria, Bel
gium, Canada, Germany, Holland, Italy, Japan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, the United States, and the 
Bank for International Settlements who co-operated 
in the support of sterling last November.

These new arrangements take various forms and 
will enable appropriate action to be taken in the 
exchange markets with the full co-operation of the 
central banks concerned.

Immediately following this announcement concerted mar
ket action was initiated. As the spot rate for sterling 
moved up, short covering developed causing a further 
jump in the rate. The recent measures thus appeared to 
be yielding good results.

S W I S S  F R A N C

In late 1964, the Swiss National Bank had taken in a 
sizable amount of dollars as funds moved into Switzerland 
during the sterling crisis. These dollars were partially ab
sorbed by a Federal Reserve drawing of $100 million equiv
alent in Swiss francs in December under the System’s swap 
line with the BIS. Further Swiss franc drawings, amounting 
to $60 million equivalent on January 19 and $90 million 
equivalent on March 1, were made for the same purpose—  
this time under the swap line with the Swiss National Bank. 
Thus, by March 1, the System had utilized $250 million of 
its $300 million credit facilities in Swiss francs. In addi
tion, further dollars were absorbed through Swiss purchases 
of gold from the United States Treasury totaling $50 million 
during the first four months of the year.

The operations just mentioned, though carried out for 
the most part during the early months of 1965, were made 
necessary by the overhang of dollars accumulated by the 
Swiss National Bank during the latter part of 1964. In point 
of fact, the Swiss franc began to ease shortly after the year- 
end as Swiss banks, finding themselves liquid, started to 
place funds abroad, and the United States Treasury was able 
in February to purchase $10 million equivalent of Swiss 
francs in order to reduce by that amount a $25 million 
equivalent sterling-Swiss franc swap with the BIS. By 
March, the rate had moved below $0.2300 and the Swiss 
National Bank sold dollars to the market for the first

time since 1962. Swiss commercial demand for dollars 
accentuated the effects of the continued ease in the 
money market, and this softness in the franc rate persisted 
through the early summer. Moreover, by the end of April, 
the Bank of Italy had fully repaid its $100 million equiva
lent Swiss franc-lira swap with the Swiss National Bank 
initiated in June 1964. The Swiss National Bank thus found 
itself in need of dollars to cover its lira requirements for 
remittances by Italian workers in Switzerland. Under these 
circumstances, the United States authorities were able to 
acquire a total of $175 million equivalent in Swiss francs 
during the period April-July, to some extent through market 
purchases but mainly through direct transactions with the 
Swiss National Bank. These acquisitions were used to re
duce a variety of Swiss franc obligations of the System and 
the Treasury.

At the end of March a start was made on repayment 
of the System’s Swiss franc drawings when $20 million 
equivalent of francs was acquired from the Bank of Eng
land in connection with a credit to the latter by the Swiss 
National Bank. These francs, along with $82 million 
equivalent purchased during subsequent months, were 
used to reduce the System’s liability under its swap line 
with the Swiss National Bank from $150 million to $48 
million equivalent. In addition, the System fully repaid its 
$100 million drawing on the BIS, partly with francs ac
quired through spot purchases and partly with the pro
ceeds of a $40 million equivalent swap of German marks 
for Swiss francs with the BIS. (This latter transaction 
illustrated once again the flexibility of third-currency swaps, 
where available balances in one foreign currency can be 
used to acquire other needed currencies.)

Treasury commitments resulting from forward sales of 
Swiss francs in the Swiss market, which had been reduced 
from $121 million to $51.5 million equivalent during 
1964, were paid down further by $29 million equivalent 
to $22.5 million equivalent by late June. In addition, 
System forward sales of Swiss francs were completely 
liquidated. These sales which had been initiated in Decem
ber to calm the market and to encourage Swiss banks to 
invest abroad dollars they might otherwise have sold to the 
Swiss National Bank, reached a peak of $32.5 million 
equivalent by January 8. (The bulk of these contracts 
were paid off by mid-February through spot purchases of 
Swiss francs.) Through all these operations, official United 
States commitments in Swiss francs were thus reduced by 
a total of $233 million during January-July.

In June, the Swiss franc began to firm, rising to a range 
of $0.2307-10, in conjunction with the approach of mid
year positioning by Swiss commercial banks. The usual 
pressures associated with such operations were absent this
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year, however, as the Swiss authorities acted in both the 
money and foreign exchange markets to mitigate the sea
sonal liquidity squeeze. Swiss Confederation bonds falling 
due at the end of June were only partially refunded and 
the Swiss National Bank undertook substantial swap 
operations with Swiss commercial banks, buying United 
States dollars spot against Swiss francs and selling them 
back to the banks for delivery after midyear. Conse
quently, the Swiss franc remained below its effective ceil
ing during June, and United States authorities continued 
to acquire Swiss francs from the Swiss National Bank. Op
portunities for further acquisitions diminished consider
ably after midyear, however, as the unwinding of the mid
year swaps brought about a tightening in the Swiss money 
market and the Swiss franc advanced to its effective ceiling. 
Under the circumstances, the Swiss National Bank decided 
to repurchase part of the foreign exchange that it had sold 
on a covered basis to Swiss commercial banks earlier in the 
year when the domestic market had been excessively liquid. 
The liquidity thus injected into the market by the reversal 
of these earlier swaps helped to reduce dollar repatriations 
by these banks.

Renewed nervousness about sterling in the exchanges 
held the franc at its ceiling until the latter part of August. 
Under the circumstances, the Swiss National Bank had 
to buy additional dollars in the market, and the United 
States authorities in turn absorbed part of this inflow 
by purchasing dollars from the central bank against Swiss 
francs. The francs needed for this operation were obtained 
by sale to the BIS on July 30 of a $23 million equivalent 
fifteen-month Swiss franc-denominated United States 
Treasury bond. (This sale raised the Treasury’s Swiss franc 
bond indebtedness to $350 million equivalent.) As the 
period closed, renewed Swiss commercial demand for dol
lars and easier Swiss money market conditions brought 
about a moderate decline of the franc below its ceiling.

N E T H E R L A N D S  G U I L D E R

Official United States commitments in Netherlands 
guilders reached a peak of $348 million equivalent on 
January 8 as a result of operations undertaken during Au
gust 1964-January 1965 when the basic Dutch payments 
position was strong and when, in addition, funds were 
moving into the Netherlands as a result of pressures on 
sterling. Thus, the $100 million Federal Reserve swap 
facility with the Netherlands Bank had been fully utilized, 
a temporary $35 million swap between the United States 
Treasury and the Netherlands Bank had been arranged, 
another $50 million of guilders had been acquired through 
sterling-guilder swaps with the BIS for sale to the Nether

lands Bank to absorb dollars, and $163 million equivalent 
of guilders had been sold forward in the Netherlands market.

Early in January the $35 million United States 
Treasury-Netherlands Bank temporary swap was liqui
dated as Federal Reserve and Treasury sales of forward 
guilders, initiated in mid-December, induced covered out
flows of funds from the Netherlands by the Dutch com
mercial banks, thus facilitating the acquisition of spot 
guilders by the United States authorities. Commitments 
on these forward contracts through the market reached a 
peak of $197 million equivalent on January 19, but by 
early February $10 million of short-dated contracts had 
been paid off at maturity. Moreover, in the early part of 
February, the Federal Reserve started to repay its drawings 
under the swap arrangement, reducing the amount out
standing to $70 million equivalent by the end of the month. 
However, major reductions in United States commitments 
had to wait until the early spring and summer months, when 
the Netherlands balance of payments was seasonally less 
strong and guilder purchases could be made in size. A  
Dutch payments deficit did begin to emerge in March, and 
by late July the United States authorities had acquired a 
sufficient amount of guilders, mainly through purchases 
from the Netherlands Bank as it sold dollars in its market, 
to reduce outstanding commitments by a total of $225 mil
lion equivalent. These acquisitions were made despite the 
persistence of generally tight money market conditions in 
the Netherlands and occasional pressures arising from shifts 
of funds out of sterling. Thus, during March and April, the 
System purchased enough guilders from the Netherlands 
Bank to repay a further $25 million equivalent of its swap 
drawings. The remaining $45 million equivalent of draw
ings was paid off in late May with guilders acquired in con
junction with the United Kingdom drawing from the IMF.

In addition to reducing Federal Reserve swap drawings, 
the United States authorities paid off at maturity a total 
of $68 million equivalent of forward contracts by late 
April. As the guilder continued on offer, another $62 mil
lion equivalent was acquired by the Federal Reserve and the 
Treasury in June and July to repay forward contracts at 
maturity, thereby reducing the total outstanding to $57 mil
lion equivalent. Some of these repayments, occurring as 
they did prior to midyear, helped relieve tight money mar
ket conditions in the Netherlands. In addition, in June the 
System and the Treasury liquidated a total of $25 million 
equivalent of sterling-guilder swaps. Finally, the Nether
lands Bank also undertook exchange transactions in July 
to alleviate the money market pressures generated by a sea
sonal increase in currency in circulation, buying dollars 
spot from the Dutch commercial banks and selling them 
back forward, mainly for one-month maturities.
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Toward midsummer, renewed nervousness regarding 
sterling contributed to flows of funds into the Netherlands. 
These flows coincided more or less with the abatement 
of seasonal pressure on the Netherlands’ payments posi
tion, and the Netherlands Bank consequently began to 
buy dollars to prevent too rapid a rise in the guilder rate, 
Its dollar acquisitions soon raised its total holdings above 
usual levels, and some absorption of the excess dollar 
holdings accordingly was called for. Consequently, the 
United States Treasury purchased $25 million at the end 
of July with guilders drawn from the IMF under a $300 
million equivalent multicurrency drawing (see section on 
United States drawings on the International Monetary 
Fund), and in August the Federal Reserve reactivated 
its swap arrangement with the Netherlands Bank to the 
extent of $25 million equivalent. By the end of August, 
buying pressure on the guilder diminished as the exchange 
markets calmed and the Dutch money market eased.

G E R M A N  M A R K

In late December 1964, the Federal Reserve had drawn 
$50 million equivalent under its $250 million swap facility 
with the German Federal Bank to absorb dollars taken in 
by that bank at the time of the sterling crisis. This draw
ing was reversed in late January, as short-term outflows 
from Germany combined with German military purchases 
in the United States enabled the Federal Reserve to acquire 
$50 million of marks from the German Federal Bank. 
Another small drawing of $15 million equivalent in Febru
ary was likewise quickly reversed.

Beginning in May, the mark began to display an in
creasingly softer tone. For some time, German import 
demand had been outpacing export growth, with the 
result that the previously very sizable trade surplus that 
had helped to keep the mark close to its ceiling for 
nearly two years began to decline. Indeed, by June, the 
trade account had swung into deficit for the first time 
since 1958, and the mark was quoted below its par of 
$0.2500 for the first time since February 1963. Apart 
from the sharp shift in the German trade account and 
the related change in the pattern of leads and lags, there 
were some indications that the United States Voluntary 
Foreign Credit Restraint Program had had some influence 
on capital movements, reinforcing the downward pressure 
on the mark rate. Under these conditions, first the Treas
ury and then the Federal Reserve began in June to purchase 
marks systematically, in the market as well as from the Ger
man Federal Bank, with a view toward employing the marks 
to liquidate other foreign currency commitments. Thus, 
the Federal Reserve purchased $39 million of marks

in June and early July and on July 8 swapped $40 million 
equivalent of marks for Swiss francs with the BIS in 
order to repay the remaining Federal Reserve Swiss franc 
commitment under the swap drawings from that institu
tion. Additional marks were purchased by the Federal 
Reserve during July and August, part of which were used 
on two occasions to acquire a total of $12.5 million 
equivalent of Dutch guilders through a third-currency swap 
with the BIS; an equivalent amount of sterling which had 
been previously swapped with the BIS for Dutch guilders 
was simultaneously reacquired.

For its part, the Treasury also employed mark acquisi
tions to modify its third-currency swaps with the BIS. In 
late July, the Treasury swapped with that institution $15 
million equivalent of marks for Swiss francs and $5 mil
lion equivalent for Dutch guilders, and used the francs 
and guilders to liquidate equivalent outstanding sterling- 
Swiss franc and sterling-Dutch guilder swaps with the BIS. 
At the end of August, the Treasury swapped an additional 
$7.5 million equivalent of marks for guilders with the BIS, 
similarly liquidating an equivalent sterling-guilder swap. 
Earlier, on July 12, the Treasury had redeemed at ma
turity a $25 million equivalent mark-denominated bond. 
This represented the first reduction in the Treasury’s 
mark-denominated bonds, which were first issued to the 
German Federal Bank in January 1963 and which reached 
a total last year of $679 million equivalent.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

The diminished rate of growth of Belgian economic 
activity first evident in 1964 carried over into 1965 and 
contributed to a slowing-down in the rise of Belgian im
port demand. Belgium continued to run a surplus on its 
balance of payments during the first eight months of 1965, 
and with the Belgian franc generally at its ceiling Belgian 
official reserves increased by some $47 million. In addi
tion, Belgium’s position in the IMF improved by $108 
million during the first seven months of the year.

At the end of 1964, System drawings under the $100 
million swap arrangement with the National Bank of 
Belgium amounted to $45 million equivalent. Continued 
dollar inflows during January and February were partly 
absorbed through additional drawings of $40 million 
equivalent, and in early March the Federal Reserve uti
lized the remaining $15 million of its Belgian franc facil
ity. In addition, the National Bank of Belgium purchased 
a total of $62 million in gold from the United States 
Treasury during the first half of the year.

In the latter part of March, demand for dollars in 
Belgium enabled the System to acquire $10 million of
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Belgian francs and reduce its drawings by that amount. 
However, with the Belgian franc back at its ceiling in 
April, $10 million was again drawn to absorb dollars from 
the National Bank of Belgium. The first major reduction 
in the Federal Reserve’s Belgian franc commitments oc
curred in late May when the Federal Reserve purchased 
$40 million equivalent of Belgian francs from the National 
Bank of Belgium, following a United Kingdom conversion 
into dollars of Belgian francs acquired under its $1.4 bil
lion multicurrency drawing from the IMF.

During July and August, there was a succession of 
drawings and repayments, reflecting in part temporary 
swings in Belgium’s balance of payments position and in 
part special transactions. In early July, the System once 
again increased its drawings in Belgian francs— from $60 
million to $80 million equivalent— before a temporary de
mand for dollars in Belgium enabled the Federal Reserve 
to buy the equivalent of $40 million of Belgian francs 
from the National Bank of Belgium. In late July, the Fed
eral Reserve liquidated its remaining uncovered Belgian 
franc position by purchasing from the United States Treas
ury $40 million equivalent of Belgian francs which the 
Treasury had acquired under its $300 million equivalent 
multicurrency drawing from the IMF. As indicated else
where, this operation represented the first funding of a 
System swap drawing through use by the United States of 
an IMF drawing. No sooner had the System reconstituted 
its franc position than dollars once again began to move into 
the reserves of the National Bank of Belgium on a sub
stantial scale, mainly as a consequence of the renewed pres
sures on sterling, and the Federal Reserve during August 
utilized Belgian francs available under its swap facility with 
that bank to absorb a total of $55 million.

I T A L I A N  L I R A

During 1965, the Italian balance of payments continued 
to show the effects of the stabilization measures intro
duced during the two preceding years to deal with the 
severe payments deficit that had emerged in 1963. In 
fact, during the first seven months of this year Italy had 
a balance of payments surplus of over three fourths of a 
billion dollars, attributable to record high earnings on 
invisibles and a much reduced trade deficit. With the 
Italian financial markets relatively easy as a result of lag
ging internal demand and a consciously stimulative mone
tary policy, Italian banks purchased sizable amounts of 
foreign exchange from the Italian authorities on a swap 
basis and used the funds to reduce their indebtedness in 
the Euro-dollar market as well as to finance external 
trade. Nevertheless, Italian reserves increased, particularly

during the summer months when seasonal factors are 
favorable to Italy. Under the circumstances, the United 
States authorities employed a variety of techniques to ab
sorb official Italian holdings of dollars.

The Federal Reserve reactivated its $250 million swap 
arrangement with the Bank of Italy on January 22 by 
drawing $50 million equivalent in lire and selling the pro
ceeds to that bank for dollars. An additional drawing of 
$50 million equivalent was made in March. With $100 
million of the $250 million swap line already utilized and 
with the prospect of further increases of Italian holdings 
over the seasonally strong summer months, it was thought 
desirable to increase the size of the System’s swap facility 
with the Bank of Italy. Thus, on April 1, it was announced 
that the arrangement had been expanded to $450 million, 
and a further $100 million was immediately drawn. (Of 
the $200 million increase in the swap line, $100 million 
replaced a standby swap facility for a like amount made 
available to Italy by the United States Treasury in March
1964 as part of a $1 billion credit package.) In May, the 
System increased its swap drawings by another $50 mil
lion equivalent in order to absorb additional dollars from 
the Bank of Italy.

As reported in previous articles, the United States 
Treasury in January 1962 had undertaken to share with the 
Bank of Italy contracts to purchase forward dollars which 
that institution had entered into with the Italian com
mercial banks in order to encourage a re-export of dollars 
during a period of heavy balance of payments surpluses. 
The last of these contracts had been reacquired by the 
Italian authorities in March 1964, thus fully liquidating 
the Treasury’s forward lira commitments. In view of the 
reappearance of substantial Italian payments surpluses, the 
United States Treasury in 1965 began once again to share 
contracts to purchase forward dollars with the Bank of Italy. 
In addition, the Treasury sold to the Bank of Italy $80 mil
lion of gold in April, thus absorbing a further part of the 
dollar inflow and reconstituting part of the gold which Italy 
had sold to the United States the preceding year.

An opportunity to begin reducing the Federal Reserve’s 
swap drawings became available in late May when the 
United Kingdom drew $82 million equivalent of lire from 
the IMF and sold them to the Federal Reserve, thus per
mitting the System to reduce its swap drawings by that 
amount on May 25. A  similar operation in connection 
with a subsequent drawing of lire from the Fund by 
another member enabled the System to make an addi
tional repayment of $5 million on July 2. However, as 
sizable Italian balance of payments surpluses continued, 
it seemed appropriate to fund the drawings still outstanding. 
Accordingly, in July the United States drew $180 million
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equivalent of lire as part of its $300 million multicurrency 
drawing from the IMF (see section on United States draw
ings on the International Monetary Fund). Of this amount, 
$163 million equivalent was employed to liquidate out
standing Federal Reserve swap drawings and the balance 
to absorb uncovered dollars from the Bank of Italy. 
Another $125 million was purchased from the Bank of 
Italy with proceeds from an eighteen-month lira- 
denominated bond which the Treasury issued to the Bank 
of Italy. In August, inflows partly associated with con
tinuing pressures on sterling caused the Federal Reserve to 
reactivate its swap facility with the Bank of Italy by 
drawing $100 million of lire in order to absorb an equiv
alent amount of dollars.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

Canada’s strong balance of payments performance in 
late 1964, sustained in part by long-term borrowing in the 
United States and repatriation of funds from the United 
Kingdom, gave way to a deficit early in 1965, and by 
March the spot Canadian dollar had fallen below par. This 
turnabout was in part related to seasonal factors and to a 
sharp deterioration in Canada’s trade account. The United 
States Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint Program left un
touched essential long-term capital flows to Canada but did 
have the initial effect of inducing United States corporations 
to repatriate an important amount of previous short-term 
investments in Canada. The great bulk of their withdrawal 
of short-term funds was apparently met by reduced place
ment of funds by Canadian banks in New York or other 
foreign markets and, therefore, had little impact on Cana
dian reserves.

As a result of a deterioration in the trade and capital 
accounts, Canadian reserves dipped $120 million during 
the first quarter of 1965. However, during the second 
quarter if allowance is made for Canada’s participation in 
the United Kingdom’s IMF drawing, the net effect of 
which was to reduce Canadian reserves by $72.5 million 
in May, Canadian reserves remained steady on balance, 
helped by Canadian bond sales in the United States during 
April and May. (The British IMF drawing, together with 
net use of Canadian dollars by other IMF members brought 
about an improvement in Canada’s Fund position of $129 
million during the first six months of the year, thus com
pensating for a good part of the reserve drain during this 
period.)

Around midyear, demand for Canadian dollars once 
again subsided and the spot rate gradually declined to its 
low for the period by mid-July, before turning around 
once again. The renewed firmness in the Canadian dollar

appeared linked primarily to the flotation of further bond 
issues in the United States and the successful negotiations 
for substantial Russian purchases of Canadian wheat and 
flour announced in mid-August. Grain houses, anticipating 
future United States dollar receipts from Russia, pur
chased Canadian dollars forward. In the spot market, the 
rate advanced to well above par as banks purchased Cana
dian dollars spot to cover forward commitments to the 
grain houses, and commercial interests moved into the mar
ket in anticipation of a further strengthening in the rate.

During the period under review, no official United 
States operations in Canadian dollars were undertaken.

O T H E R  C U R R E N C I E S

Ja p a n e s e  y e n . The series of measures aimed at restrain
ing domestic demand that were initiated by the Japanese 
authorities as early as October 1963 led to a noticeable 
improvement in Japan’s trade position beginning in the 
latter part of 1964. While import demand this year has re
mained fairly steady at a high level, exports have set new 
records. This improved trade performance has largely off
set the effects on Japan’s reserves of diminished inflows of 
foreign capital, and has permitted the reversal of previous 
restrictive measures.

On April 1 the Federal Reserve and the Bank of Japan 
agreed to increase their reciprocal swap arrangement from 
$150 million to $250 million. In view of the above- 
mentioned balance of payments developments, no recourse 
to the swap facility has been necessary during the period 
under review.

f r e n c h  f r a n c . France continued to register a substantial 
balance of payments surplus during the first eight months 
of 1965 under the influence of a strong export perform
ance and lagging import demand. This development in 
the trade account reflected, to a considerable extent, the 
reduced rate of domestic economic expansion associated 
with the official stabilization program. Official French re
serves rose $241 million during this period notwithstand
ing a debt prepayment of $179 million to the United 
States in July. (In addition, the French position in the 
IMF improved by $247 million during the same period.) 
Most of the dollar gains were used to purchase gold from 
the United States Treasury. Moreover, substantial amounts 
of dollars acquired prior to 1965 also were converted into 
gold. Total French gold purchases consequently consti
tuted the largest single element in United States gold sales 
to foreign countries during the first half of the year, ac
counting for a little over one half of total sales. In August, 
the United States Treasury used the francs obtained from
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its $300 million equivalent multicurrency drawing from 
the IMF to purchase $40 million from the Bank of France, 
thus reducing French dollar reserves by that amount.

a u s t r ia n  s c h il l in g . As reported in the March 1965 
Monthly Review, the Treasury on February 23 and March 3 
issued to the Austrian National Bank two $25 million 
equivalent eighteen-month bonds denominated in Austrian 
schillings, and used the proceeds to absorb some of that 
bank’s dollar holdings. Following these transactions, total 
Treasury bond indebtedness denominated in Austrian 
schillings amounted to $100 million equivalent.

s w e d is h  k r o n a . On July 30, the United States Treas
ury used kronor obtained from its $300 million equiva
lent multicurrency drawing from the IMF to purchase $15 
million from the Bank of Sweden.

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  D R A W I N G S  O N  T H E  
I N T E R N A T I O N A L .  M O N E T A R Y  F U N D

Over the course of several years prior to 1964, foreign 
countries had been repaying more dollars to the IMF 
than the IMF had been paying out in new drawings. As a 
result, the Fund’s dollar holdings rose to a point where they 
equaled the amount that the United States had paid into 
the IMF as part of its quota. At this point the Fund, under 
its rules, could no longer accept dollars in repurchase, and 
countries making repurchases could do so only with other 
eligible convertible currencies or with gold. In order to 
be able to sell eligible currencies to countries making repur
chases, the United States Treasury has itself drawn such 
currencies from the IMF on a number of occasions begin
ning in February 1964. By the end of 1964, the Treasury 
had made five drawings totaling $525 million equivalent 
in seven continental European currencies. A sixth drawing 
of this type in the amount of $75 million equivalent ($25

million each in Canadian dollars, German marks, and 
Italian lire) was made on March 22. As in the case of 
previous drawings, the bulk of the currencies drawn was 
sold to countries making repurchases during the ensuing 
months. No further drawings for the technical purposes 
described above were made by the United States through 
the month of August.

As indicated elsewhere, dollars continued to accumulate 
in the official reserves of certain European countries dur
ing the first half of the year. Some of these dollars were 
temporarily absorbed by use of the Federal Reserve short
term swap arrangements. Since in certain cases there sub
sequently appeared to be little near-term prospect for any 
reversal in these dollar inflows, the United States authori
ties decided to draw on the Fund to acquire foreign ex
change on a medium-term basis for use in paying off some 
of the short-term credits, and otherwise to reduce official 
holdings of dollars abroad by purchasing dollars with the 
currencies drawn. In this drawing on July 30, the first oc
casion on which the United States had made an ordinary, 
nontechnical drawing on the IMF, the Treasury acquired 
$300 million equivalent of five European currencies: 
Italian lire, $180 million; French francs, $40 million; 
Belgian francs, $40 million; Netherlands guilders, $25 
million; and Swedish kronor, $15 million. As detailed else
where in this report, the Belgian francs and the bulk of 
the Italian lire were used to liquidate in full the Federal 
Reserve swap drawings in the respective currencies. The 
French francs, Netherlands guilders, Swedish kronor, and 
remaining lire were used to absorb dollars from the re
spective central banks.

The United States has thus drawn a total of $900 million 
equivalent in foreign currencies from the IMF during the 
last two years. During the same period, other Fund opera
tions in dollars resulted in net disbursements of $508 mil
lion; consequently the United States repurchase obligation 
to the IMF as of the end of August was only $392 million.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By C h a r l e s  A. C o o m b s

The announcement on September 10 of new central 
bank arrangements in support of sterling helped to set the 
stage for the strong recovery of sterling this past winter. 
This operation brought about a definite turning in market 
sentiment, the effects of which were evident not only on 
sterling itself but on several other major currencies in
cluding the dollar. Indeed the air of impending crisis that 
had hung over the exchanges during so much of the year 
prior to last September faded rapidly once the success of 
the September 10 operation became evident. During the 
succeeding six months through February, the period cov
ered by this report, the markets were generally calmer and 
more orderly than at any time in recent years.

More fundamental than the change in market psychol
ogy were the indications that a number of countries were 
moving away from positions of extreme deficit or surplus 
and toward better balance of payments equilibrium. The 
persistent payments deficit of the United States at last 
seemed to be yielding to the latest series of official measures, 
including most notably the voluntary foreign credit restraint 
program, backed up by gradually tightening credit condi
tions. At the same time, the United Kingdom position 
showed substantial improvement. Although there were 
fairly wide swings in the capital account, the British trade 
deficit was narrowing. At the other end of the spectrum, the 
huge surpluses of Italy and France began to taper off dur
ing the winter months as domestic activity expanded.

Other developments that helped to promote stability

* This is the eighth in a series of reports by the Vice President in 
charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. 
The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and the Federal Re
serve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

in the exchange markets this past winter were the actions 
taken by a number of foreign central banks to minimize 
the effects on international money and exchange markets 
of temporary domestic credit squeezes, year-end pressures, 
and abnormal strains. The Netherlands Bank, for ex
ample, resumed swap operations with Dutch commercial 
banks in the fall (taking in dollars spot and selling them 
forward), thus providing the domestic liquidity that the 
banks were seeking through repatriations of foreign assets 
without running up the central bank’s holdings of dollars. 
Likewise the Italian authorities during the fall continued to 
engage in swaps with Italian commercial banks, in this case 
selling spot dollars to the banks under forward repurchase 
contracts in order to funnel back into private channels dol
lars that otherwise would have been drained off into official 
reserves. This type of exchange operation, which the 
Italians had resumed in 1964 when a large payments sur
plus had reemerged, reached record levels during 1965, and 
served not only to promote balanced conditions in the Euro
dollar market, but also averted the possibility of large-scale 
drains on the United States gold stock and consequent re
duction in international liquidity. To facilitate the Italian 
operation, first the United States Treasury and then, in No
vember, the Federal Reserve System agreed to share the 
forward exchange contracts assumed by the Italian authori
ties. Toward the year-end, when some Italian banks began 
to repatriate dollars they had previously placed abroad, the 
Italian authorities stepped up the pace of their swaps with 
other banks to offset partially the effect of these repatria
tions.

In addition to the Bank of Italy, the Swiss and German 
authorities also took steps to see that the usual repatriation 
of funds toward the year-end exerted as little disruptive 
influence on the international financial markets as pos
sible. The German Federal Bank, for example, temporarily 
reduced commercial bank reserve requirements during
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Institution
Term of 

arrangement 
(in months)

Amount of 
total facility, 

February 28,1966

System commitments

December 31, 
1964

April 6, 
1965

February 28, 
1966

in millions of dollars equivalent

Austrian National Bank ................................... 12 50
National Bank of Belgium ............................... 12 100 45 100
Bank of Canada ................................................ 12 250
Bank of England ................................................ 12 750

Bank of France .................................................. 3 100

German Federal Bank .......... ............................ 6 250 50 5
Bank of Italy ....................................................... 12 450 200
Bank of Japan .................................................... 12 250

Netherlands Bank .............................................. 3 100 100 50
Bank of Sw eden................................................... 12 50

Swiss National Bank ......................................... 6 150 130
Bank for International Settlements................... 6 300* 100 100

T o ta l.......................................................... 2,800 295 585 0

* Of which, half is available in Swiss francs and half in other European currencies.

December, thus easing seasonal pressures and, in con
junction with other developments, successfully avoiding 
the sizable repatriations that had characterized previous 
years. The Swiss National Bank, following the pattern that 
it had developed to deal with seasonal pressures in the 
past, began in early December to take dollars in from the 
market on a swap basis. Before the end of the month, it 
had purchased a record $385 million from Swiss com
mercial banks under swaps, and had in turn placed them 
back in the Euro-dollar market via the Bank for Inter
national Settlements (BIS). All these special arrangements 
helped to insure that temporary pressures would not cause 
dislocations in the exchange markets that could easily have 
complicated the recovery of sterling as well as posed prob
lems in official reserve management.

With the reversal of pressures on sterling and the broad 
improvement in the position of the dollar, both the United 
States and United Kingdom authorities made good prog
ress in reducing short-term commitments. Reflecting 
the success of the September 10 operation, the improving 
balance of payments trend, and the special central bank 
arrangements over the year-end, sterling showed sustained 
strength during the winter months and between September 
and February the Bank of England took in over $1 billion, 
exclusive of very substantial receipts used to liquidate 
maturing forward contracts. As a result, the British

authorities were able to pay off not only the special end-of- 
August United States credits of $140 million, but the 
entire $750 million in drawings under the swap line with 
the Federal Reserve System as well.

Similarly, during 1965, System swap commitments were 
reduced by $450 million equivalent from a peak of $585 
million in early April to $135 million equivalent at the 
end of the year, and the remainder of these drawings was 
paid off during January and February. Thus, by the end 
of February, the Federal Reserve swap network—now 
totaling $2.8 billion (see Table I ) —was fully on a standby 
basis. During the four years since the first swap arrange
ment was initiated in 1962, total drawings by the Federal 
Reserve and foreign central banks amounted to more than 
$6 billion; of this total, $5.6 billion, or 93 per cent, was 
repaid within six months (see Tables II and III), and no 
drawings were outstanding for more than one year.

In addition to swap repayments, System and Treasury 
forward contracts—exclusive of technical commitments in 
Italian lire—which had reached a 1965 peak of $281 
million in January were all paid off. The Treasury also 
acquired sufficient marks to repay $175 million equivalent 
of mark-denominated bonds during the period July- 
March, thus largely offsetting the increase in foreign cur
rency bonds that had taken place earlier in 1965 (see 
Table IV).
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Table II

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

March 1962-February 1966

In millions of dollars equivalent

Institution Drawings*
Repaid within

Year
3 months 3-6 months 6-9 months 9-12 months

Austrian National Bank
1962 ................................................................ 50.0 50.0
Total ............................................................ 50.0 50.0

National Bank of Belgiumf
1962 ................................................................ 30.5 30.5

25.0
62.5
70.0

1963 ................................................................ 25.0
1964................................................................ 145.0 37.5

75.0
45.0

5.01965 ................................................................ 150.0
Total .............................................................. 350.5 188.0 112.5 50.0

Bank of Canada
1963 ................................................................ 20.0 20.0
Total .............................................................. 20.0 20.0

Bank of England
1962 ................................................. .............. 50.0 50.0

35.01963 ................................................................ 35.0
Total .............................................................. 85.0 85.0

Bank of France
1962 ................................................................ 50.0 50.0
1963 ................................................................ 21.5 21.5
Total .............................................................. 71.5 21.5 50.0

German Federal Bank
1963 ................................................................ 286.0 143.5 142.5
1964................................................................ 105.0 105.0
1965 ................................................................ 15.0 15.0
Total .............................................................. 406.0 263.5 142.5

Bank of Italy
1962 ................................................................ 50.0 50.0
1965 ................................................................ 350.0 82.0 268.0
Total .............................................................. 400.0 132.0 268.0

Netherlands Bank
1962 ................................................................ 60.0 50.0 10.0
1963 ................................................................ 150.0 60.0 90.0
1964................................................................ 100.0 55.0 45.0
1965 ................................................................ 25.0 25.0
Total .............................................................. 335.0 110.0 180.0 45.0

Swiss National Bank
1962 ................................................................ 50.0 50.0
1963 ................................................................ 80.0 5.0 20.0 55.0
1964 ............................................................... 25.0 25.0
1965 ................................................................ 150.0 90.0 12.0 48.0
Total .............................................................. 305.0 120.0 32.0 55.0 98.0

Bank for International Settlements
1962 ................................................................ 80.0 40.0 5.0 19.5 15.5
1963 ................................................................ 150.0 5.0 65.0 80.0
1964 ................................................................ 100.0 35.0 65.0
Total .............................................................. 330.0 45.0 105.0 164.5 15.5

All banks
1962..................... .......................................... 420.5 270.5 65.0 19.5 65.5
1963 ................................................................ 767.5 315.0 317.5 135.0
1964................................................................ 475.0 192.5 127.5 155.0
1965 ................................................................ 690.0 257.0 380.0 5.0 48.0
Total .............................................................. 2,353.0 1,035.0 890.0 314.5 113.5

* No drawings were outstanding at the end of the period.
t  Data relate to disbursements and repayments under the $50 million fully drawn portion of the swap facility 

and to utilization of the $50 million standby portion available since December 1964.
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Table HI

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

March 1962-February 28, 1966

In millions of dollars

Institution Drawings*

Repaid within

Year
3 months 3-6 months

National Bank of Belgium
1963 .................................... 45.0 40.0 5.0
Total .................. ................ 45.0 40.0 5.0

Bank of Canada
1962 ..................................... 250.0 250.0
Total ............................... 250.0 250.0

Bank of England
1963 .................................... 25.0

1.370.0
1.765.0

25.0
1964 ............ ........................ 1.370.0

1.290.01965 ..................................... 475.0
Total ................................... 3,160.0 2,685.0 475.0

Bank of Italy
1963 .................................. 50.0

100.0
50.0

100.01964 ............................... .
Total ................................. 150.0 150.0

Bank of Japan
1964 ..................................... 80.0 30.0 50.0
Total ................................... 80.0 30.0 50.0

All banks
1962 ..................................... 250.0 250.0
1963 ..................................... 120.0 65.0 55.0
1964 ..................................... 1.550.0

1.765.0
1,400.0 150.0

1965 ..................................... 1,290.0 475.0
Total ................................... 3,685.0 2,755.0 930.0

* No drawings were outstanding at the end of the period.

STERLING

By August 1965 the sterling crisis had stretched out 
over a full year. During this period, the Bank of England 
twice drew the full amount of the Federal Reserve swap 
line, $500 million by November 1964 and $750 million 
by August 1965, while also receiving sizable credits from 
other central banks. At the end of August, the Bank of Eng
land drew supplementary credits of $140 million from the 
Federal Reserve and United States Treasury. In December
1964 and May 1965, the British authorities drew the full 
$2.4 billion available to them from the International Mone
tary Fund (IMF) and received $120 million in medium- 
term credits from Switzerland: of that total of $2.5 billion, 
around $2,1 billion was used to repay earlier short-term 
credits from the Federal Reserve and other central banks. 
Throughout this period, not only the British financial 
authorities but central banks and treasuries all over the

world lived under the constant threat that the pressures 
against sterling might have seriously disturbing effects upon 
the flow of world trade and payments.

While short-term central bank credits and subsequent 
funding operations through the IMF provided the basic 
defense line for sterling during this troubled period, inade
quate recognition has been given to the success of Bank 
of England operations in the forward market which were 
conducted forcefully and with great technical skill during 
the course of the year. Such large-scale operations in the 
forward market not only exerted at critical moments a 
highly salutary influence on market confidence, but also had 
the vitally important effect of relieving pressure on the 
spot market and British dollar reserves by providing at 
reasonable cost the alternative of hedging in the forward 
market. In the absence of such forward operations, it 
seems all too clear that the drain upon British reserves and 
utilization of central bank credits would have been much 
heavier and consequently would have aggravated still 
further an already dangerous crisis.

As noted in the previous report in this series, one of 
the most striking features of the sterling market during the 
summer months of 1965 was the skepticism of the market 
regarding the effectiveness of the series of policy measures 
taken by the British Government to correct the deficit in 
the British balance of payments. There was, in fact, im
pressive statistical evidence that these policy correctives 
had begun to yield results; during the first eight months of 
1965, for example, British exports had risen more than 5 
per cent over the corresponding period of 1964, while the 
rise in imports was negligible. With price and wage pres
sures continuing, however, the market remained convinced 
that sterling was heading into a new and even more serious 
crisis, and by the late summer of 1965 market confidence 
in sterling had withered away almost to the vanishing 
point. At this moment, the British financial authorities were 
again confronted with a crisis situation which was in many 
respects even more dangerous than the flight from sterling 
in November 1964. As of August 31, the British drawing 
rights of $2.4 billion with the IMF had been exhausted, 
short-term credits from the Federal Reserve and United 
States Treasury had reached the sizable total of $890 
million, while very heavy commitments in the forward 
market had also been assumed. The market was aware of 
the heavy depletion of foreign credit resources during the 
preceding year and increasingly questioned whether 
Britain’s financial defenses would not collapse simply for 
lack of funds.

It would indeed have been a major tragedy if the forces 
of speculation had overwhelmed sterling at this point 
through lack of outside assistance, more particularly since
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selling pressure on sterling was showing signs of exhaustion 
and from time to time market shortages of sterling began 
to appear. The bonds of mutual interest linking the cen
tral banks and treasuries of the Western world again 
proved their strength, however, and in a special meeting 
at the BIS on September 5 the Bank of England and the 
Federal Reserve enlisted the assistance of nine other cen
tral banks and the BIS in a new operation in support of 
sterling. (Under these new arrangements, the Federal Re
serve agreed to provide an additional $200 million for co
operative action on the exchange markets while the United 
States Treasury supplied a further substantial amount.)

This new operation was based upon a policy deci
sion of the British Government to take determined action 
to arrest the inflationary trend of prices and wages which 
had been progressively undermining the position of sterling 
and creating market fears of devaluation. Announcement 
on September 1 of the British Government’s intention to 
seek Parliamentary authorization of new powers to deal 
with the wage-price spiral had in fact brought an imme
diate improvement in market sentiment and a more buoy
ant tendency in the sterling rate. The central banks which 
agreed to participate in a new support operation for 
sterling were also well aware of the fact that speculative 
pressures over the preceding year had left sterling in a 
grossly oversold position, in both the spot and forward 
markets. In fact, the technical position of sterling in the 
exchange markets had become so favorable as to open up

an excellent opportunity for executing a bear squeeze.
This official counterattack was launched on September 

10 with good results. At 9 a.m. New York time and 
2 p.m. London time, the Bank of England announced the 
negotiation with the central banks of Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the United States, and the BIS of new arrange
ments which would enable appropriate action to be taken in 
the exchange markets with the full cooperation of the cen
tral banks concerned. Fifteen minutes later, the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York, operating for System account, 
simultaneously placed bids for sterling totaling the equiv
alent of nearly $30 million with all the major banks operat
ing in the New York exchange market at the then-prevailing 
rate of $2.7918. The market rate immediately reacted up
ward, and the Federal Reserve pursued the upward move
ment with new and higher bids until the rate of $2.7934 was 
reached; at this rate level, $8 million equivalent of sterling 
was sold by the market to the Federal Reserve. After the 
rate had held at this level for a certain interval, the New 
York Bank proceeded to bid the rate up still further. By 
the close of the day the rate had risen to $2.7945 and Fed
eral Reserve sterling purchases totaled no more than $13 
million equivalent.

On the following day, in both London and New York, 
market forces took over and bid the rate up so strongly 
that the Bank of England intervened to limit the rise and 
in the process began an accumulation of dollars which

Table IV
OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES, 

FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES
In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to
Amount 

outstanding 
January 1,1965

Transactions 
(-f) denotes issued; (—) redeemed

Amount 
outstanding 

March 1,19661965 1966

1 II III IV January-February

Austrian National Bank .................................. 50.3 +  50.3 100.7

National Bank of Belgium .............................. 30.1 30.2

German Federal Bank ...................................... 678.7 -  25.1 -  50.3 -  100.6 501.0

Bank of Italy ...................................................... +  124.8 124.8

Swiss National Bank ........................................ 257.4 257.3

Bank for International Settlements* ............. 69.5 +  23.2 92.6

Total ....................................................... ...... 1,086.0 +  50.3 0 +122.9 - 5 0 .3 -  100.6 1,106.6

Note: Discrepancies in amounts are due to valuation adjustments and rounding. 
* Denominated in Swiss francs.
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continued almost without interruption over the following 
five months. Since the intervention by the Federal Reserve 
on September 10 succeeded in triggering such a strong 
shift in market expectations, possibilities of simultaneous 
intervention in support of sterling by other central banks 
in their markets did not have to be called into play but 
remain available if and when needed.

The major swing in the position of sterling since the 
bear squeeze was initiated on September 10 has appar
ently reflected not only extensive short covering but also 
a major improvement in the British balance of payments 
position during the fourth quarter of 1965. Since the turn 
of the year, favorable seasonal forces have also come into 
play, with the result that the sterling rate moved into new, 
high ground during January and the Bank of England 
took in a further sizable amount of dollars. In February, 
however, poor trade figures for January and rumors of an 
early election (announced on February 28 for March 31) 
tended to unsettle the market by injecting new elements 
of uncertainty. Exchange traders understandably took a 
more cautious view, which became reflected in a narrow
ing of the sterling market and a reduced rate of reserve 
gains by the Bank of England.

As dollars have flowed back to the Bank of England 
since September, the Bank has shown a scrupulous regard 
for honoring the maturity dates of its short-term borrow
ing from foreign financial authorities. Of the total influx of 
more than $1 billion during the six months’ period, Sep
tember 1965 to February 1966, the Bank of England has 
devoted $890 million to repaying in their entirety 
credits received during the summer months of 1965 
from the Federal Reserve and United States Treas
ury. Simultaneously, the Bank of England has succeeded in 
liquidating a very substantial part of its forward exchange 
commitments and has thereby strengthened its hand for 
dealing with any new pressures in the forward market. With 
so much of the inflow of dollars thus used in liquidating of
ficial debt and forward market commitments, the British 
Government, on March 1, deemed it useful to reinforce its 
official reserves by shifting $885 million of liquid 
dollar assets from its securities portfolio into the official 
reserves. This action raised British official reserves to a 
level of $3,648 million, an increase of $1,064 million 
over the end-of-August-1965 level. As noted by Chan
cellor Callaghan, these reserve availabilities are effec
tively enlarged by the reconstitution of the $750 million 
swap line with the Federal Reserve, an unused Export- 
Import Bank credit line of $250 million, and the remain
ing $500 million in the British Government securities 
portfolio to an over-all figure in excess of $5 billion. To
gether with the facilities from the September 10 package,

this adds up to an impressive total of financial resources 
which can be readily deployed to deal with any recur
rence of speculative pressure on sterling.

SW ISS  FRANC

The heavy demand for Swiss francs that had prevailed 
during most of 1964 appeared only sporadically during
1965. Indeed, francs frequently were on offer in the 
exchange markets— despite a sharp reduction in Switzer
land’s trade deficit last year. Under these circumstances, 
United States authorities were able to purchase large 
amounts of Swiss francs. Since March 1965, a total of 
$299.6 million of short-term Swiss franc commitments has 
been liquidated.

About one half the commitments that were repaid had 
been incurred during January and March to absorb dollars 
taken in by the Swiss National Bank at the end of 1964. 
After the turn of the year the franc rate began to ease, and 
the United States authorities were able to purchase Swiss 
francs throughout the spring and early summer; between 
March and July, purchases totaled some $239 million, in
cluding $20 million equivalent purchased from the Bank of 
England and $40 million acquired under a German mark- 
Swiss franc swap with the BIS. These francs were used 
to liquidate $202 million of the Federal Reserve’s $250 
million drawings under the swap arrangements and $37 
million of Federal Reserve and Treasury forward market 
sales.

In mid-July, however, the Swiss franc rose to its effec
tive ceiling of $0.2317Vi in connection with the unwinding 
of midyear swaps and inflows of funds from London. Con
sequently, the Swiss National Bank bought dollars in 
its market, and the United States Treasury absorbed $23 
million of these gains with the proceeds of a Swiss franc- 
denominated bond issued to the BIS. This bond sale 
raised the Treasury’s Swiss franc bond indebtedness to 
$350 million equivalent.

In mid-August the Swiss franc began to back away 
from its ceiling, as tensions associated with sterling sub
sided and the Swiss money market became easier. By 
October the franc had dipped to $0.2314 as short-term 
funds were placed abroad, and the Swiss National Bank 
began late that month to meet some of its current dollar 
requirements by selling Swiss francs to the Federal Re
serve. These and other purchases enabled the System by 
early December to liquidate its remaining $48 million 
equivalent swap drawing from the Swiss National Bank. 
Also, during December, the final $22.5 million equivalent 
of Treasury forward market commitments was paid off.

It is significant that these repayments extended into
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December, a period when the Swiss franc is usually at its 
ceiling as a result of repatriations of short-term Swiss 
assets. On previous occasions the Swiss National Bank 
met these pressures partly through outright purchases of 
dollars and partly through short-term swaps with the com
mercial banks. But in 1965 the Swiss National Bank 
began on December 1 to buy dollars from Swiss banks 
on the basis of one-month swaps. These swaps—which 
eventually reached a record level of $385 million—made 
it possible for the Swiss National Bank to minimize the 
increase in its uncovered dollar position. At the same time, 
the Swiss National Bank acted to insure that this inflow of 
dollars did not result in a tightening of the Euro-dollar 
market; as it absorbed dollars under these short-term swaps 
with the market, it simultaneously entered into gold-dollar 
swaps with the BIS and that institution immediately in
vested most of the dollars in the Euro-dollar market.

After the year-end the Swiss franc eased further below 
its ceiling, and during January and February the spot rate 
was generally below $0.2310, despite heavy trading vol
ume on occasion. In February and early March, dollar 
requirements of the Swiss Confederation prompted the 
Swiss National Bank to purchase $33.5 million from the 
Federal Reserve with Swiss francs. Most of the francs 
were then used to repay $30 million of the System’s $40 
million equivalent German mark-Swiss franc swap with 
the BIS. Thus, by early March, outstanding United States 
short-term Swiss franc indebtedness had been reduced to 
only two German mark-Swiss franc third currency swaps 
with the BIS— one for $10 million equivalent for System 
account and one for $15 million equivalent for Treasury 
account. Both Federal Reserve swap lines in Swiss francs 
were fully on a standby basis, and there were no outstand
ing forward commitments, while medium-term indebted
ness had increased by only $23 million to $350 million 
equivalent.

NETHERLANDS GUILDER

During the course of 1965, the Federal Reserve and 
Treasury were able to purchase at only nominal cost to 
United States gold reserves sufficient guilders to liquidate 
all outstanding commitments to the Netherlands Bank, the 
BIS, and Dutch commercial banks. Most of these obliga
tions had been undertaken during the August 1964- 
January 1965 period when a strong Dutch balance of pay
ments position and a flight from sterling contributed to 
large dollar gains by the Netherlands Bank.

Over-all United States commitments in guilders had 
reached a peak of $348 million equivalent by January 8,
1965. Progress in reducing these commitments was slow

until the spring, when the Netherlands balance of pay
ments weakened seasonally and the dollar began to show 
the first positive effects of corrective United States balance 
of payments measures. At that point, the United States 
authorities were able to begin purchasing sizable amounts 
of guilders from the Netherlands Bank, and by late July 
the System had repaid virtually all its $223.7 million 
equivalent in guilder commitments, while the Treasury 
had reduced its obligations by $89.2 million to $69.4 
million equivalent.

Toward midsummer, the Netherlands Bank resumed 
taking in dollars. Consequently, at the end of July the 
United States Treasury purchased $25 million from the 
Netherlands Bank with guilders drawn from the IMF, and 
in August the Federal Reserve drew $25 million equivalent 
under its swap arrangement with the Netherlands Bank.

Beginning in late September the guilder eased gradually 
as funds flowed back to London, and later in the fall the 
demand for dollars picked up as Dutch imports accelerated, 
largely in anticipation of the imposition of new excise 
taxes on January 1, 1966. With the Netherlands Bank 
selling dollars in support of the guilder rate, the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York was able to purchase from the 
Netherlands Bank guilders totaling $56.9 million equiv
alent between late September and mid-December and to 
repay at maturity all the remaining Treasury forward 
guilder commitments to the market. Continuing support 
operations by the Netherlands Bank in December further 
reduced its dollar holdings, and in late December this 
Bank was able to acquire sufficient guilders from the 
Netherlands Bank to repay all the remaining official United 
States commitments in guilders: $25 million equivalent 
under the System’s swap arrangement with the Netherlands 
Bank and the two $12.5 million German mark-Dutch 
guilder swaps with the BIS for System and Treasury 
account.

BELGIAN FRANC

The dollar rate rose in Brussels at the end of 1965 
after having been subject to virtually uninterrupted down
ward pressure for more than a year, and the Belgian 
market was in relative equilibrium during the first two 
months of 1966. As a result, the National Bank of Bel
gium ceased taking in dollars in the exchange market and 
instead found it necessary on occasion to buy dollars for 
current needs. Consequently, during this period the Fed
eral Reserve was able to acquire sufficient Belgian francs 
to eliminate its short position in that currency.

The Federal Reserve swap line of $100 million with the 
Belgian National Bank was heavily utilized during the first
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eight months of 1965. Early in the year the facility was 
fully drawn by the Federal Reserve, and although subse
quent developments made it possible to repay these draw
ings by the end of July, a renewed downward movement 
of the dollar rate in Brussels during August in connection 
with the United Kingdom’s balance of payments difficulties 
led to further employment of the swap line. Thus, at the 
beginning of the period covered by this report, the Federal 
Reserve had utilized $55 million equivalent of Belgian 
francs available under the $100 million arrangement.

In mid-September the Belgian franc moved away from 
its ceiling when the situation in the United Kingdom be
gan to improve, and the Belgian National Bank sold dol
lars in order to maintain smooth conditions in the market. 
Consequently, early in October the Federal Reserve was 
able to purchase $15 million of francs from that bank and 
to reduce correspondingly its Belgian franc commitments 
under the swap line. The franc temporarily returned to its 
ceiling in November, however, and the Federal Reserve Sys
tem absorbed $10 million from the Belgian central bank 
with funds available under the swap facility. Then in De
cember the franc eased once again, and the National Bank 
of Belgium sold $15 million equivalent of francs to the 
System. Thus, by the year-end, uncovered System commit
ments in Belgian francs amounted to $35 million equiv
alent. In early 1966, the National Bank again sold dollars 
when commercial demand for dollars developed in Belgium, 
and the System was then able to cover its remaining franc 
commitments. By January 14, the Federal Reserve swap 
line with the National Bank of Belgium was fully available.

GERM AN M ARK

Germany’s official reserves fell by $377 million last 
year, and a further drop occurred during the first two 
months of 1966. This decline reflected mainly a sharp 
increase in German expenditures for foreign goods and 
services as a result of boom conditions in the domestic 
economy. As Germany’s trade and services account moved 
into deficit last spring, marks began to come on offer in the 
exchange markets and the spot rate eased significantly 
below its ceiling for the first time in nearly two years. By 
June the rate had dipped below par, as the German trade 
surplus virtually disappeared. Then, beginning in October, 
demand for marks picked up, mainly in connection with 
foreign subscriptions to German mark bond offerings by 
foreign borrowers and the adoption in Germany of a more 
restrictive monetary policy—the effect of which was in 
part to prompt a repatriation of German funds and sub
stantial borrowings abroad by German corporations. Un
der the circumstances, the spot mark rose to parity late in

the month and held there until mid-December, while marks 
for three-month forward delivery moved to a discount. 
The customary large year-end repatriation of funds did 
not occur, however, partly because the German Federal 
Bank had moved to ease bank liquidity, and thereby to 
temper the inflow of funds for year-end purposes, by sus
pending for December the August 1964 increase of 10 per 
cent in commercial bank reserve requirements, and partly 
because of the inflow of short-term funds in earlier months. 
In fact, by the time the Christmas holidays were over, 
the mark had begun to come on offer as a result of repay
ments of corporate borrowings abroad and some short
term outflow of funds. With Germany’s over-all balance 
of payments continuing in deficit, the mark eased further 
in January and February, reaching $0.2490 in mid- 
February.

In June 1965, the decline in the mark rate had prompted 
this Bank to initiate substantial purchases of marks, both 
in the New York market and directly from the German 
Federal Bank, in order to strengthen the over-all official 
United States foreign currency position, to begin repayment 
of outstanding United States Treasury mark-denominated 
bonds, and to liquidate other commitments. In all, United 
States authorities purchased a little over $300 million 
equivalent of marks between late June 1965 and March 1,
1966.

These mark purchases were used for a variety of pur
poses. Initially, the System on July 8 sold to the BIS $40 
million equivalent of marks for Swiss francs on a three- 
month swap basis and used the francs to liquidate its re
maining Swiss franc drawing under the swap arrangement 
with that institution. Then in July the Treasury substituted 
$15 million of marks for sterling in a sterling-Swiss franc 
swap with the BIS, and in July and August the System and 
Treasury each substituted another $12.5 million equiva
lent of marks for sterling in outstanding sterling-guilder 
swaps with that institution.1 The largest operation in 
marks, however, consisted of repaying at maturity a 
total of $175 million of United States Treasury German 
mark-denominated bonds. The Treasury had begun to 
issue such bonds to the German Federal Bank in January 
1963, and commitments eventually reached a peak of $679

1 In the fall of 1964, both the System and Treasury needed guild
ers to absorb dollars from the Netherlands Bank and consequently 
swapped some of their excess sterling balances for guilders with 
the BIS, purchasing the guilders spot and selling them forward 
against sterling. By substituting marks for sterling in these swaps, 
both the System and the Treasury were in effect reconstituting their 
sterling balances while leaving unchanged their forward commit
ments to deliver guilders and Swiss francs to the BIS.
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million equivalent by 1964. Repayments were initiated on 
July 12 when a $25 million equivalent bond matured. Sub
sequently, bonds of $50 million equivalent each were re
paid on October 1, 1965 and on February 1 and March 1,
1966. The Federal Reserve and the Treasury meanwhile 
added $20 million and $14 million of marks, respectively, 
to their balances available for future operations.

CANADIAN  DOLLAR

The Canadian dollar eased gradually below parity by 
midsummer, with the spot rate declining as low as $0.92% 
in early July. This easing was partly seasonal but also re
flected a sharp rise in imports, in response to the con
tinuing high level of Canadian economic activity, as well 
as the initial impact of the United States voluntary foreign 
credit restraint program. That program, while leaving un
touched essential long-term capital flows to Canada, gave 
rise to large outflows of short-term United States funds, and 
Canadian banks drew heavily on resources available in 
the Euro-dollar market. Beginning in late July, however, 
the spot Canadian dollar began to firm, as a bulge in Cana
dian bond offerings in the United States together with sub
stantial Russian purchases of Canadian wheat and flour 
added to upward seasonal pressures. Heavy demand for 
Canadian dollars in August and September resulted in 
substantial official reserve gains; these were partially 
absorbed by the United States Treasury in September when 
it swapped temporarily with the Bank of Canada Canadian 
dollars that it had drawn from the IMF for eventual sale 
to countries repaying the Fund. More balanced conditions 
prevailed in October, and reserve increases that month 
reflected essentially the progressive unwinding by the 
Treasury of its swap with the Bank of Canada.

In the final two months of the year, the exchange mar
ket was less even, the spot rate fluctuating rather widely 
in response to alternating pressures. The rate dipped when 
the market learned of the United States Government’s 
request in late November that Canadian issues scheduled 
for placement in the United States prior to the year-end 
be deferred until early 1966, and again in response to the 
December 6 United States measures raising domestic 
interest rates and curbing capital outflows. The rate re
covered quickly, however, once initial uncertainties dis
appeared and the market readjusted to the generally tight 
short-term money market conditions in Canada and the 
year-end preparations for some $200 million of portfolio- 
capital inflows scheduled from the United States in 
January 1966.

By early December, the Treasury had sold virtually 
all the $60 million of Canadian dollars drawn from the

IMF in September. In anticipation of a new United States 
drawing of Canadian dollars from the IMF, the Treasury 
swapped with the Bank of Canada US$10 million for 
Canadian dollars. This swap was repaid from the proceeds 
of a $100 million Canadian dollar drawing from the Fund 
on January 4, 1966.

ITALIAN LIRA

During 1965, Italy’s balance of payments surplus 
doubled to $1.6 billion as domestic economic activity con
tinued sluggish. The impact of this record surplus on inter
national financial markets and reserves was minimized, 
however, since United States and Italian monetary authori
ties undertook a variety of measures to offset the inflow of 
dollars. In this respect, a recent statement by Paolo Baffi, 
General Manager of the Bank of Italy, is of interest. Mr. 
Baffi noted that during the 1940’s and 1950’s Italy had 
achieved an outstanding success first in stopping inflation 
and then in achieving a high and stable rate of growth. He 
went on to say: “Our distinction during the sixties has been 
so far of a more doubtful nature, since it has been based 
mainly upon the extraordinary magnitude of our balance of 
payments swings. Now that we are in the upswing and 
approaching a total gold and foreign exchange reserve of 
$5 billion, we have not chosen to add to that distinction by 
making ourselves a nuisance. We have always been ready 
to cooperate in all appropriate ways so that the present 
international monetary system would work while progress 
is being made on the slow path of reform. Just to give an 
instance, we have extensively used the recent surplus in our 
balance of payments to reduce drastically our borrowing in 
the Euro-dollar market. This reflow of dollars from Italy to 
the Euro-dollar market was partly due to market considera
tions, but also was the result of the readiness on the part of 
the monetary authorities to provide to our banks alterna
tive facilities.”2

A major portion of Italy’s potential reserve gain was 
reabsorbed directly by the Italian commercial banks under 
swap arrangements with the Italian authorities. In addi
tion, some $572 million of official Italian dollar gains 
was absorbed by the United States authorities during the 
period January-August 1965 (as detailed in the previous 
report): swap drawings by the Federal Reserve on its 
expanded arrangement with the Bank of Italy totaled 
$350 million ($250 million of which was repaid from

2 Statement at the meeting of the National Industrial Conference 
Board in New York City on October 7,1965.
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the proceeds of lira drawings on the IMF which the Fed
eral Reserve purchased from the United States Treasury, 
the United Kingdom, and Ceylon); a Treasury lira- 
denominated bond for $125 million equivalent was sold 
to the Bank of Italy; $17 million was purchased with lire 
drawn from the IMF; and $80 million was absorbed by 
a Treasury sale of gold.3 In February 1966, the Federal 
Reserve was able to acquire sufficient lire to repay the re
maining $100 million equivalent swap drawing with the 
Bank of Italy.

Although the Italian payments surplus remained sub
stantial, it diminished considerably during the winter 
months, partly for seasonal reasons. After August, reserve 
gains were largely limited to a temporary bulge over the 
year-end reflecting repatriated funds. In general, swaps 
between the Italian authorities and the Italian commercial 
banks offset official dollar receipts, and no additional 
direct absorption of dollars from the Italian authorities 
was necessary. Such swaps had already reached substantial 
proportions as early as March 1965, and it was agreed at 
that time that the United States Treasury would begin 
sharing with the Italian authorities technical commitments 
for these swap contracts with the Italian banks. The 
Treasury had undertaken similar commitments, beginning 
in January 1962 and continuing until the contracts be
tween the Italian authorities and Italian banks were fully 
liquidated as Italy’s balance of payments swung into deficit 
in 1963.4

Not only did these arrangements have the effect of 
reducing Italy’s potential demand for gold, but they 
helped materially to avoid a potentially disturbing squeeze 
for dollars that might have arisen on the international 
markets as a result of the United States balance of pay
ments program. As Italian banks received dollars from 
the Bank of Italy under these swap arrangements, they 
placed funds in the Euro-dollar market, thereby replac
ing funds being repatriated to the United States. Since 
the Federal Reserve had an interest in assuring the mainte
nance of market balance and since the volume of Italian 
swap contracts was still increasing during the fall, it was 
agreed that the System should join with the Treasury in the 
operation. Thus, in late November the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York was authorized to assume commitments 
for forward sales of lire up to $500 million equivalent as

3 This purchase by Italy represented a partial reconstitution of 
the $200 million of gold sold to the United States during 1964.

4 See this Review  (September 1964), page 168.

a means of facilitating both the retention of dollar hold
ings by private foreign holders and the orderly flow of 
short-term funds through international money markets.

OTHER CURRENCIES

There were no official United States transactions in 
Austrian schillings, French francs, Japanese yen, or 
Swedish kronor during the period under review.

INTERNATIO NAL  M O NETAR Y  FUND

As outlined in previous reports in this series, the United 
States began in 1964 to draw currencies from the IMF 
for sale to countries having repurchase obligations to the 
Fund. Two drawings of Canadian dollars were made 
during the period covered by this report—one for $60 
million on September 28, 1965 and one for $100 million 
on January 4, 1966. These operations brought to $760 
million equivalent the total of United States technical 
drawings under this program. In addition, the United 
States in July 1965 had drawn $300 million equivalent 
in five European currencies in a regular Fund drawing 
and used the currencies to repay short-term swap com
mitments of the Federal Reserve and to absorb dollars 
from several European central banks. As an offset, how
ever, other countries have continued to draw dollars from 
the Fund, thereby reducing the Fund’s holdings of dollars 
in excess of 75 per cent of the United States quota and 
thus reducing this country’s repayment obligation to 
the Fund. Consequently, at the end of February 1966 
net United States indebtedness to the Fund was only 
$516 million.

In 1964, a draft agreement was signed by the governors 
of the Fund, providing for increases of 25 per cent or 
more in members’ quotas. Such quota increases must be 
paid to the Fund partly in a country’s own currency and 
partly in gold. In order to compensate the United States 
and the United Kingdom—the two reserve currency coun
tries—for gold losses incurred as a result of other mem
bers’ conversions of dollars and sterling into gold for 
payment of their gold subscriptions, the agreement also 
provided that the IMF would deposit up to $350 million 
of gold with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and 
the Bank of England. Insofar as the United States is con
cerned, these compensating operations began last Septem
ber and as of February 28 the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York held for United States Treasury account 
$37 million of gold so deposited by the IMF. These de
posits are reflected in the Federal Reserve’s statement of 
condition under “Other assets” and “Other deposits” .
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THE GOLD M ARKET

International political tensions and exchange specula
tion resulted in very heavy private demand for gold on 
the London market through most of 1965. In addition, 
Communist China bought a fairly sizable amount of gold. 
Under these circumstances, prices tended to rise somewhat 
above the levels of the past two years.

At the beginning of 1965 the private demand for gold 
was stimulated by continuing apprehension regarding the 
future of sterling, widespread speculation on the conse
quences of the French decision to convert a large amount 
of dollars into gold— as well as French criticism of the 
gold exchange standard— and the worsening conflict in 
Vietnam. Thus, during the winter months, the fixing price

rose as high as $35.17% and the Pool had to supplement 
market supplies. During the spring the gold market was 
calmer but, as speculation against sterling revived in early 
summer and as Communist Chinese buying reached its 
peak, the fixing price was allowed to rise to $35.19%. 
Thereafter, the situation improved significantly, as the 
exchange markets quieted with the recovery of sterling 
and as the Soviet Union resumed large-scale gold sales 
to finance purchases of wheat from the West. Neverthe
less, there were periodic surges of demand as a result of 
the continued enlargement of the Vietnam war and the 
emergence of new crises on the Indian subcontinent and 
in Rhodesia. By the year-end, the volume of activity on the 
London gold market had receded to more normal levels 
and the Gold Pool had registered a small surplus.

Per Jacobsson Foundation Lectures

The Per Jacobsson Foundation in Washington, D.C., will again make available to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York a limited number of copies of the Proceedings of their 1965 Washing
ton lectures. (The inaugural 1964 lecture series was held in Basle, Switzerland.) In sponsoring and 
publishing annual lectures on international monetary affairs by recognized authorities, the Founda
tion continues to honor the late Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund.

The second of the lecture series sponsored by the Foundation was held in Washington, D.C., 
on October 1, 1965. Two lectures were given on that date: “The Balance Between Monetary Policy 
and Other Instruments of Policy in a Developing Economy” by Dr. C. D. Deshmukh of India and 
“The Place of Monetary Policy in the Economic Policy of the United States” by Dr. Robert V. 
Roosa of the United States.

Because of the interest of many readers of this Review in international monetary affairs and 
in view of this Bank’s sympathy for the Foundation’s aims, we will distribute copies of the texts 
upon request.

Requests should be addressed to the Publications Section, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 
New York, N.Y. 10045. Requests for French and Spanish versions of the lectures can also be filled.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By Charles A. Coombs

During the past six months, the international financial 
system was again subjected to considerable buffeting, 
particularly during the first three weeks of July when 
speculation against sterling reached major proportions. 
The impact of these pressures was cushioned, however, by 
use of the Federal Reserve reciprocal currency network 
and other central bank credit arrangements which, in the 
case of sterling, provided the time needed by the British 
Government to plan and put into effect the sweeping cor
rective program announced on July 20. By late August, 
the sterling and other exchange markets had settled down 
to reasonably well-balanced and orderly trading but in an 
atmosphere of continuing anxiety.

Against this background of market uncertainty, the 
Federal Reserve broadened out earlier discussions of in
creases in several of the swap lines to negotiation of a 
general expansion of virtually the entire network. The gen
eral objective of these negotiations was to increase the 
reciprocal credit facilities available, both to the Federal 
Reserve and to its central bank partners, to levels well 
above the size of any routine drawings that might rea
sonably be expected and thus to create a broad margin 
of safety against any unforeseeable threats to international 
currency stability. As a result of these negotiations, the 
Federal Reserve swap network has been enlarged from 
$2.8 billion to $4.5 billion.

Partly due to the backwash of the speculative pressures 
on sterling and partly reflecting seasonal payments pat
terns, the Federal Reserve made several drawings on the

* This is the ninth in a series of reports by the Vice President in 
charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. 
The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and the Federal Re
serve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

reciprocal currency lines during July and August in order 
to absorb flows of dollars to certain continental European 
central banks. A total of $150 million equivalent of Swiss 
francs was drawn in July under the arrangements with the 
Swiss National Bank and the Bank for International Set
tlements (BIS); drawings also were made under the 
arrangements with the Netherlands Bank in the amount 
of $65 million equivalent, with the National Bank of 
Belgium for $30 million equivalent, and with the Bank of 
Italy for $225 million equivalent. In late August the entire

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
A N D  COMMITMENTS

Institution

Amount of facility System
commitments

February 28, 
1966

September 15, 
1966

August 31, 
1966

in millions of dollars equivalent

Austrian National Bank ......................... 50 100

National Bank of Belgium ................. 100 150 20

Bank of Canada ...................................... 250 500

Bank of England ...................................... 750 1,350

Bank of France ........................................ 100 100

German Federal Bank ........................... 250 400

Bank of Italy ............................................ 450 600

Bank of Japan .......................................... 250 450

Netherlands Bank .................................... 100 150 65

Bank of Sw ed en ........................................ 50 100

Swiss National B a n k ............................... 150 200 75

Bank for International Settlements. .. 300* 400* 75

Total ................................................ 2,800 4,500 235

* H all is available in Swiss francs and half in other European currencies.
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Table II

OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to

Amount 
out

standing 
January 1, 

1966

Redemptions—1966 Amount 
out

standing 
August 31, 

19661 II July-
August

Austrian National Bank....... 100.7 — 25.2 75.5*

National Bank of Belgium.... 30.2 30.2

German Federal Bank ....... 602.1 — 100.6 — 100.6 — 50.3 349.5

Bank of Italy ......................... 124.8 124.8

Swiss National Bank............ 257.3 — 23.2 — 23.0 211.1

Bank for International
Settlementsf ............................. 92.6 92.6

Total ...................................... 1,207.8 — 100.6 — 148.9 — 73.3 883.8

Note: Discrepancies in amounts are due to valuation adjustments 
and rounding.

* $25.2 million equivalent redeemed September 6. 
f  Denominated in Swiss francs.

drawing on the Bank of Italy was repaid from a United 
States drawing of lire from the International Monetary 
Fund (IM F), and a repayment of $10 million was made 
on the drawing from the National Bank of Belgium. As 
of August 31, therefore, the total outstanding drawings 
by the Federal Reserve amounted to $235 million.

During the course of the late spring and summer 
months, the Bank of England drew on the swap line with 
the Federal Reserve, and $300 million remained outstand
ing as of August 31. With the increase in the Federal 
Reserve-Bank of England facility to $1,350 million, there 
thus remains available to Britain somewhat more than $1 
billion of unused credit facilities under this arrangement. 
Moreover, on September 13 the Bank of England an
nounced the negotiation of new facilities with other cen
tral banks. Apart from the new facilities the Bank of 
England still has at its disposal important unused facilities 
arranged previously. Finally, in August the BIS drew 
$75 million from the Federal Reserve under the recipro
cal credit facility providing for drawings against Euro
pean currencies other than Swiss francs.

In April and May, before the exchange markets became 
disturbed by flows of volatile funds, the United States 
Treasury also made further substantial progress in retiring 
outstanding obligations in the foreign currency series. 
Beginning in the summer of 1965, a good start had been 
made in repaying German mark-denominated obligations 
of the Treasury as the German balance of payments 
moved into deficit, and further progress continued through

July 1 by which time the total mark obligations outstand
ing had been reduced from a peak of $679 million to $350 
million. In addition, opportunities appeared to acquire 
Swiss francs and Austrian schillings, and repayments of 
$46 million of Swiss franc securities and $50 million of 
Austrian schilling securities were effected. As a result, 
such Treasury foreign currency obligations were reduced 
on balance by $400.2 million equivalent from the peak 
of $1,259.1 million in July 1965 to $858.9 million equiva
lent on September 6, 1966. Since the Treasury regards 
such foreign currency obligations only as a means of fi
nancing temporary balance-of-payments deficits, it natu
rally takes advantage of every market opportunity to retire 
such obligations at maturity or, in certain circumstances, 
to effect repayment in advance of maturity.

During the period under review, the Bank of Italy con
tinued its cooperative efforts to minimize the impact 
on world financial markets of Italy’s heavy balance-of- 
payments surplus. As previously noted, the Federal Re
serve made drawings of $225 million in Italian lire on 
the swap line of the Bank of Italy in July and early Au
gust, and this swap drawing was liquidated in August. The 
lire needed to repay the Bank of Italy were acquired by 
a United States Treasury drawing of $250 million equiva
lent of lire from the IMF. In order to insure that the 
Fund’s supply of lire would be adequate to finance such a 
United States drawing, the IMF, whose regular lira hold
ings were at a low level, arranged to borrow from Italy 
the lire needed for the United States drawing. This trans
action was of material benefit to the United States and 
Italy and demonstrates the flexible manner in which the 
Fund can assist reserve currency countries as well as other 
countries in financing their balance-of-payments surpluses 
and deficits.

S T E R L IN G

Sterling enjoyed a six-month period of recovery, follow
ing the announcement of new international support for the 
pound on September 10, 1965. As dollars flowed back to 
the Bank of England between September and February 
1966, the bank repaid in its entirety $890 million in short
term credit received from the Federal Reserve and the 
United States Treasury and, in addition, succeeded in 
liquidating a substantial part of its forward exchange 
commitments. Beginning in late February, however, ster
ling began to weaken once again, and by July the pressures 
had reached crisis proportions. Indeed, even when the 
British Government reacted to the massive attack on the 
pound by announcing on July 20 a profound and far- 
reaching austerity program, the exchange markets were
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so demoralized after two years of almost continuous 
tension that there was no immediate recovery in sterling. 
To be sure, the intense selling wave was stemmed, but 
market sentiment remained extremely cautious and after 
a brief upward surge the sterling rate again declined. By 
early September, however, there was evidence that the 
British Government’s determination to defend sterling 
would receive broad public support and that the program 
was already beginning to show results.

At the end of February the sterling rate moved be
low par for the first time since September 1965, as the 
exchange markets became more cautious in view of the 
disappointing January trade results and the impending 
British general election scheduled for late March. These 
uncertainties were reflected particularly in a reduced 
volume of sterling trading and an increased vulnerability 
of the spot rate to any downward pressures. When the 
sterling rate dropped very sharply on March 9, to 
$2.7930, the Federal Reserve entered the market with 
heavy bids for sterling. This reminder of continued 
United States official support quickly reassured the mar
ket, and sterling rebounded to about $2.7960 on the 
following day. Over succeeding weeks, however, the 
pound again eased, as the uncertainties generated by the 
approaching election were reinforced by an increasing 
stringency in the Euro-dollar market— a development that 
was to intensify in coming months and exert recurrent 
pressure on sterling as funds flowed from London.

The Labor Party’s decisive victory at the polls on 
March 30 produced little reaction in the exchange markets 
since this result had long been anticipated. Indeed, the 
markets remained relatively quiet throughout April, await
ing Chancellor Callaghan’s new budget. When the budget 
was announced, however, the market interpreted it as 
being only moderately restrictive, with the principal pro
visions not taking effect until the fall, and initially there 
was some selling of sterling. With support from both the 
Bank of England and this Bank, the market soon re
gained its equilibrium, but it remained vulnerable to any 
new setbacks.

In this atmosphere, the outbreak of the British seamen’s 
strike in mid-May was a devastating blow. Sterling quickly 
declined to about $2.7900 in heavy trading and, as 
the strike dragged on, the market became increasingly 
apprehensive. The announcement of a large reserve de
cline in May heightened the general tension, and the first 
of a series of intensive and prolonged selling waves began 
on June 3. Relief from these pressures was provided 
temporarily by the announcement in mid-June that the 
short-term credits from European central banks which 
had formed part of the September 1965 arrangements in

support of the pound had now been placed on a continuing 
basis, this time including French participation. The Fed
eral Reserve and United States Treasury participation in 
the September 1965 arrangements continues to be avail
able to the United Kingdom alongside these other facilities.

The respite for sterling provided by the announcement 
of this arrangement was short-lived, however, as increas
ing stringency in the Euro-dollar market left British interest 
rates not fully competitive, with consequent outflows from 
London in late June. While spot sterling came under 
pressure, forward sterling quotations narrowed and a 
sizable arbitrage incentive in favor of the United Kingdom 
developed in relation to short-term instruments in the New 
York market. Consequently, the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York, with the agreement of the Bank of England, 
undertook market swap transactions in which, for System 
and Treasury accounts, it bought a total of $66.6 million 
equivalent of sterling spot and sold it for delivery one- 
month forward. This operation both reduced the arbitrage 
incentive to shift funds from New York and at the same 
time eased exchange market pressures and bolstered spot 
sterling quotations.

As the maritime strike continued and the situation in 
Rhodesia remained unresolved, market sentiment steadily 
deteriorated. Despite a 9 per cent rise in exports in the 
five months prior to the outbreak of the strike, the United 
Kingdom’s trade account had not improved significantly 
over the corresponding months of 1965 as import demand 
had remained abnormally high. Moreover, the figures re
leased at the end of June indicated that in the preceding 
four months, British reserves had declined $372 million, 
even after recourse to central bank assistance. In addition, 
uneasiness was heightened by evidence of dispute within 
the Labor Party over the proposed tightening of the 
incomes policy, an important element in the long-term 
resolution of Great Britain’s payments difficulties. The 
resignation from the government of Mr. Frank Cousins, a 
veteran trade union leader, proved particularly disturbing 
to market confidence.

Selling pressures on sterling intensified, reaching very 
heavy proportions in mid-July. In the face of these sales, 
the Bank of England continued to provide firm support 
for the pound in both spot and forward markets, and on 
July 14 raised its discount rate from 6 per cent to 7 per 
cent and doubled the special deposits required of the 
London and Scottish banks. The market, however, 
shrugged off the bank rate increase as merely a technical 
adjustment to rising interest rate levels abroad. That same 
afternoon Prime Minister Wilson, in speaking to Par
liament, confirmed that Britain was faced with a new 
financial crisis and warned that additional measures would
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be taken by the government. As tension mounted, ster
ling was heavily sold in both the spot and forward mar
kets, but determined resistance by the Bank of England 
prevented the market situation from getting out of hand.

Against this background, the British Government on 
July 20 introduced a massive austerity program that called 
for a wage freeze, restraint on prices and dividends, addi
tional taxes, reduced travel allowances, and further curbs 
on public expenditures both at home and overseas. The 
new program clearly strikes at the problem of excessive 
domestic demand and, given adequate time, should prove 
effective. Reflecting the confidence of the United States 
Government that the British program could accomplish its 
objectives, the Federal Reserve moved into the sterling 
market shortly after the British Government’s announce
ment on July 20 in order to stem, and if possible reverse, 
the drain on the Bank of England’s reserves. By July 22, 
the sterling rate had recovered from $2.7866 immediately 
before announcement of the new program to a level above 
$2.7900.

In the final week of July and the beginning of August, 
the sterling rate held fairly steady, but no vigorous recovery 
developed as the market waited to see whether the British 
Government would succeed in carrying through so drastic 
a program. Indeed, sterling remained vulnerable to down
ward pressures throughout the month of August and, as 
yields on dollar-denominated investments rose rapidly, 
exerting a strong pull on funds from London, the spot 
sterling rate declined to $2.7880 while forward sterling 
discounts narrowed very sharply to under 1 per cent. 
Nevertheless, there is already evidence that the British Gov
ernment’s new program has begun to take hold at the same 
time that the measures introduced in the April budget 
are also taking effect. Even before the full effect of these 
corrective measures is felt, the technical position of ster
ling, which has been grossly oversold in recent months, 
should bring about a strong recovery of the sterling rate. 
In the meanwhile, with the reinforcement of the Bank 
of England’s credit lines that has now taken place with the 
Federal Reserve and other central banks, the Bank clearly 
has ample resources to deal with any temporary specula
tive flurries that might otherwise impede the progress of 
recovery.

S W I S S  F R A N C

The Swiss franc declined steadily during the first quar
ter of 1966 as a result of seasonal influences, sizable out
flows of capital induced by easy monetary conditions in 
the Swiss market, rising Euro-dollar rates, and attrac
tive yields on offshore United States corporate issues. In

early March, when the Swiss franc fell to $0.2304Vs, the 
Swiss National Bank sold dollars to moderate the rate 
decline and replenished its dollar holdings by selling Swiss 
francs to the Federal Reserve and United States Treasury.

From February through early April, the United States 
authorities bought a total of $118 million equivalent of 
Swiss francs. With these francs, the Federal Reserve 
System fully repaid its $40 million equivalent German 
mark-Swiss franc swap with the BIS, while the United 
States Treasury liquidated a similar swap for $15 mil
lion equivalent (see this Review, March 1966). The 
System temporarily added $46 million equivalent to its 
Swiss franc balances, simultaneously selling these Swiss 
francs forward to the Treasury for delivery on May 16 and 
July 20, on which dates the Treasury repaid at maturity 
two Swiss franc-denominated securities issued to the Swiss 
National Bank as fiscal agent for the Swiss Confederation. 
(These repayments reduced the amount of such commit
ments from $349.9 million to $303.7 million equivalent.) 
At the same time, the Treasury added $17 million equiv
alent to its Swiss franc balances. In addition, the Treasury 
purchased $18 million in gold from the Swiss authorities.

During April, monetary conditions in Switzerland tight
ened and the Swiss franc began to strengthen. When the 
rate reached its effective ceiling of $0.2317^ in early 
May, the Swiss National Bank entered the market as a 
buyer of dollars for the first time since the beginning of the 
year. The franc remained at the ceiling in subsequent weeks 
as the Swiss banking community began to repatriate funds 
to meet midyear liquidity needs and as foreigners who had 
previously borrowed Swiss francs switched to less costly 
Euro-currencies, paying off their Swiss franc borrowings 
with outright purchases of francs. At the same time, 
mounting pressures on sterling added further to the de
mand for Swiss francs. Consequently, during May and 
June the Swiss National Bank took in $200 million 
through outright purchases, and an additional $82 million 
in short-term swaps with Swiss commercial banks to help 
provide for their temporary midyear requirements.

By July, uncertainties generated by the pressures on 
sterling again dominated the foreign exchange markets, 
and the usual reflux of funds from Switzerland following 
the midyear window-dressing date was sharply reduced. 
Moreover, as some additional funds gravitated to the coun
try, the franc remained at or close to its ceiling. Accord
ingly, in July the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap 
facilities with the Swiss National Bank and with the BIS, 
drawing $75 million of francs from each bank to absorb 
uncovered dollars from the Swiss central bank. In addition, 
the Swiss authorities purchased $20 million of gold from 
the United States Treasury. Thereafter, however, pressures
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on sterling subsided somewhat, and with yields on dollar 
investments moving higher during late July and August, 
funds once more began to flow out of Switzerland, and 
the franc eased well below its ceiling.

G E R M A N  M A R K

The deficit that had emerged in the German balance 
of payments during 1965 continued at a reduced rate in 
early 1966. In the first five months of this year official 
German reserves declined $310 million (exclusive of a 
payment on its increased IMF quota), reflecting short
term outflows of funds attracted by higher Euro-dollar 
rates, and rising net overseas expenditures for services. 
Consequently, during this period the mark was generally 
on offer at rates somewhat below the parity of $0.2500.

The ready availability of German marks enabled United 
States monetary authorities to continue purchasing marks 
— as they had since June 1965—in order to repay 
medium-term mark-denominated United States Treasury 
indebtedness to the German Federal Bank. By March 1, 
1966 some $175 million equivalent of such obligations had 
been repaid (see this Review, March 1966). In the next 
four months a total of $117 million equivalent of marks 
was purchased for Treasury account, mostly in the New 
York market. The Treasury used these marks, together 
with balances on hand, to redeem at their respective 
maturities on April 1, June 1, and July 1 an additional 
$150 million equivalent of mark-denominated securities 
held by the German Federal Bank. Thus in the course of 
twelve months ended in mid-1966 the Treasury had re
duced its mark-denominated indebtedness by $326 million 
to $350 million equivalent.

The German Federal Bank had been pursuing a gen
erally more restrictive monetary policy throughout 1966, 
and on May 26, in line with this policy, it announced an 
increase in its discount rate to 5 per cent from 4 per cent. 
With large tax payments also falling due in June, the 
German money market tightened toward midyear. This 
factor, together with increasing pressures on sterling, 
the usual midyear window-dressing operations, and the 
beginnings of a recovery in the German trade position 
following a sharp deterioration in 1965, contributed to re
newed demand for marks. By late June the spot mark had 
risen to parity. The further worsening in the sterling situ
ation and the continued improvement in Germany’s trade 
account imparted additional strength to the mark in July, 
and by the end of that month official German reserves 
were $391 million higher than at the end of May. More 
balanced conditions emerged in the exchanges in August, 
however, and mark quotations steadied at about $0.2506.

IT A L IA N  L IR A

Italy continued to register a substantial balance-of- 
payments surplus during the first eight months of 1966. 
The surplus was smaller than a year earlier, however, 
partly because of a wider trade deficit but mainly because 
of a sizable outflow of long-term capital attracted by 
the high yields available in the international bond market. 
In addition, Italian commercial banks once again began 
supplying fairly important amounts of short-term funds 
to the Euro-dollar market in the early months of the year. 
These short-term outflows offset the overall surplus and 
Italian official reserves actually changed little during the 
first half-year.

At the beginning of 1966, the Federal Reserve had out
standing a drawing of $100 million under its swap ar
rangement with the Bank of Italy. In February, this draw
ing was liquidated using $50 million equivalent of lire 
purchased in a special transaction with a foreign central 
bank and $50 million acquired through a sterling-lira swap 
with the BIS. In March and May, there were occasionally 
small offerings of lire in the New York market and the 
Federal Reserve purchased a total of $10 million equiva
lent. These lire were used on May 25 to reduce the third- 
currency swap with the BIS from $50 million to $40 
million equivalent.

In June, demand for lire began to rise as Italy’s tourist 
season moved into full swing. By this time, moreover, 
most Italian banks had already eliminated any net 
liability position vis-a-vis foreigners, and in these circum
stances the Bank of Italy was no longer prepared to shift 
dollars abroad through short-term swaps with those com
mercial banks at preferential rates. As a result, the Italian 
payments surplus was increasingly reflected in the growth 
of official reserves, which rose rapidly during the summer 
months. Accordingly, the Federal Reserve reactivated its 
$450 million swap facility with the Bank of Italy in July 
and early August, absorbing a total of $225 million from 
the Italian authorities. These drawings under the swap 
arrangement were liquidated through a United States 
drawing of $250 million equivalent of lire from the IMF 
on August 22. The lire drawn from the Fund were sold 
by the United States Treasury to the Federal Reserve, 
which in turn used $225 million equivalent to repay in 
full its swap commitment to the Bank of Italy. The re
maining $25 million equivalent, plus $1 million of existing 
lira balances, was used to reduce to $14 million the 
sterling-lira swap with the BIS. Federal Reserve and Trea
sury technical forward commitments in Italian lire, under
taken in 1965, remained unchanged during the period 
covered by this report.
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B E L G IA N  F R A N C

The Belgian franc traded below its ceiling during the 
first half of 1966, as the sizable current account surplus of 
the previous year gave way to a small deficit. In the 
late spring, however, as credit policy in Belgium tightened 
and the money market firmed, the spot franc rate began 
to strengthen. The National Bank of Belgium moved to 
reinforce its existing measures of restraint by raising its 
discount rate by V2 percentage point to 5V4 per cent on 
June 2. Nevertheless, official reserve gains remained small 
until July and August, when funds were repatriated as a 
result both of the domestic liquidity squeeze and the 
speculative pressure on sterling. The spot franc rate moved 
to its ceiling in late July, and the National Bank began 
purchasing fairly sizable amounts of dollars.

In order to absorb some of the rapid increase in Bel
gium’s holdings of dollars, the Federal Reserve in August 
reactivated the $50 million standby portion of its $100 
million swap facility with the National Bank of Belgium 
and purchased a total of $30 million from the Belgian 
authorities. Later in August, however, the Belgian money 
market eased and funds once again began flowing abroad 
in response to higher dollar investment rates. The National 
Bank then began supplying foreign exchange to the mar
ket and covering these losses by purchasing dollars from 
the Federal Reserve. Thus, by the end of the month the 
System was able to reduce its short position in Belgian 
francs to $20 million equivalent.

D U T CH  G U ILD E R

The Dutch guilder was generally on offer during the 
first four months of the year, as both seasonal weakness 
and some special factors contributed to a widening in the 
Netherlands trade deficit. Occasionally, tight money mar
ket conditions in Amsterdam induced inflows of short
term funds which temporarily offset the downward pres
sure on the guilder rate, but on balance quotations eased 
noticeably. As early as January, the guilder was quoted 
below par, and by late April it had reached the lowest 
level since the revaluation of March 1961.

Effective May 2, the Netherlands Bank raised its dis
count rate to 5 per cent from AV2 per cent in order to curb 
the growth of domestic bank credit and stem the deteriora
tion of the Dutch balance of payments. The guilder im
mediately rallied and then continued to rise, reaching par 
by early June. After midyear, increasingly tight money 
market conditions in Amsterdam and growing tensions in 
the sterling market led to a sizable inflow of funds. As a re
sult, Dutch reserves increased $94 million in July and rose

further in early August, and the Federal Reserve reactivated 
its $100 million swap facility with the Netherlands Bank, 
drawing a total of $65 million of guilders and using them, 
together with $2.5 million of guilder balances, to absorb 
an equivalent amount of dollars. By mid-August, however, 
the Dutch money market had eased and, as increasingly 
attractive interest rates on dollar investments were exert
ing a pull on Dutch funds, there was no further need for 
System operations in guilders.

A U S T R IA N  S C H IL L IN G

Austria’s international reserves decreased in late 1965 
and early 1966, as a consequence of a weakening in the 
Austrian balance of payments. In order to meet this de
velopment, the Austrian National Bank in April sold to the 
United States Treasury $25 million of Austrian schillings 
and the Treasury used these schillings to repay at maturity 
an Austrian schilling-denominated Treasury bond. Aus
tria’s overall payments position then improved, and through 
the early summer months the Austrian National Bank was 
able to add somewhat to its reserves. In late August, how
ever, there was again an outflow of funds from Austria, and 
official reserves declined. Once again, this provided an 
opportunity for the Treasury to acquire Austrian schillings, 
and on September 6 the Treasury paid off another $25 
million equivalent Austrian schilling-denominated bond, 
thereby reducing its total schilling-denominated indebted
ness to $50 million equivalent.

C A N A D IA N  D O L L A R

Movements in the Canadian dollar rate during the early 
months of the year were significantly influenced by fluc
tuations in the volume of new Canadian securities offer
ings in New York. At the same time, seasonal weakness 
in the trade account and Canadian government purchases 
of about $110 million of United States-held Canadian gov
ernment debt resulted in a decline of $323 million in 
Canada’s official gold and dollar reserves during the first 
half of the year (after payment of $47 million to the 
IMF in connection with its quota increase). About mid- 
June, however, the return of seasonal strength in Canada’s 
external accounts, announcements of some fairly sizable 
new securities sales in New York, and conversions of 
sterling by Canadian exporters as the pound came under 
increased pressure, led to a firming of the Canadian dollar 
rate. Moreover, the announcement on June 20 of a new 
Canadian-Russian wheat agreement, providing for ship
ments to Russia of $740 million of wheat over three years, 
helped sustain market demand. Official reserves never
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theless declined once again because of additional official 
purchases on July 2 of $31 million of United States-held 
Canadian Treasury securities.

Canadian dollars also were actively sought in the for
ward market during much of the period as a result of 
covered conversions by Canadian banks of domestic time 
deposits into United States dollar investments. In early 
summer, this demand was reinforced by intermittent buy
ing by grain interests and by exporters hedging future 
sterling receipts. The latter activity subsided later in Au
gust, however, when an easier tone also reappeared in 
the spot market, with quotations fluctuating narrowly just 
below $0.9300. There were no Federal Reserve or Trea
sury operations in Canadian dollars during the period 
except for those relating to IMF transactions described 
below.

O T H E R  C U R R E N C IE S

There have been no official United States transactions 
in French francs, Japanese yen, or Swedish kronor this 
year.

IN T E R N A T IO N A L  M O N E T A R Y  F U N D

During the period under review, the United States made 
two separate types of drawings on the IMF. The first, 
designated “technical”, extended the practice initiated in 
February 1964 of obtaining currencies from the IMF for 
sale to other countries making repayments to the Fund 
(see this Review, October 1965, page 208, for a detailed 
explanation of this type of operation). The United States 
Treasury, between March and August, arranged for draw
ings totaling $300 million equivalent of Canadian dol
lars. Whereas earlier the facilities were drawn on in their 
entirety at their inception, under the current arrangements 
drawings are made periodically as needed.

The second type of drawing was of the more conven
tional type in which member countries obtain currencies 
for use directly in the financing of their international pay
ments deficits. The United States first had recourse to the 
Fund in this manner in July 1965, when it made a multi- 
currency drawing equivalent to $300 million and used 
most of the drawing to fund earlier short-term credits. 
On August 22, 1966, the Treasury again went to the 
Fund for this purpose, drawing $250 million equivalent 
of Italian lire and subsequently selling the lire to the 
Federal Reserve for liquidation of its $225 million equiv
alent swap commitment to the Bank of Italy and a partial 
repayment of a sterling-lira swap with the BIS. The Fund, 
whose lira balances were at a low level, borrowed the

required lire from the Italian government under an agree
ment lying outside the $6 billion General Arrangements 
to Borrow (G.A.B.). This was the first occasion on which 
the IMF had employed its authority under the articles of 
agreement to borrow needed currency from a member 
country other than under the G.A.B., and it marked an
other significant step in the evolution of the Fund credit 
machinery.

United States drawings from the Fund between Febru
ary 1964 and August 1966 have totaled $1,532 million. 
At the same time, other countries have drawn dollars 
from the Fund, thereby reducing the Fund’s holdings of 
dollars in excess of 75 per cent of the United States quota 
and thus reducing this country’s repayment obligation to 
the Fund. Consequently, at the end of August 1966 net 
United States indebtedness to the Fund was only $893 
million.

The vital role that the IMF plays in the international 
financial mechanism was greatly reinforced last February 
when a general Fund quota increase of 25 per cent or 
more, adopted in 1964 by the Governors of the Fund, 
became effective for 58 members who had accepted the 
proposal and whose combined quotas as of February 23, 
1965 constituted the requisite two-thirds majority for ap
proval. By August 31, an additional 32 members had sub
mitted their ratification, and Fund resources had been 
increased from $16 billion to $20.6 billion, or close to the 
ultimate $21 billion target for the Fund’s entire 104 
nation membership. The quota increases must be paid 
to the Fund partly in a member’s own currency and partly 
in gold. Such gold payments, however, have entailed 
gold losses for the two key currency countries, the United 
States and the United Kingdom, as other members have 
converted dollars and sterling into gold for payment of 
their gold subscription. In order to compensate for these 
losses, the quota increase arrangement provides that the 
Fund will deposit a total of up to $350 million of gold 
with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the 
Bank of England. Insofar as the United States is con
cerned, these compensating operations began in Septem
ber 1965 and as of August 31 the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York held for United States Treasury account 
$202.7 million of gold so deposited by the IMF. The gold 
is reflected in the Federal Reserve’s statement of condition 
under “other assets” and the deposit liability under “other 
deposits”.

G O L D  M A R K E T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

The price of gold in the London market has ranged 
between $35.11 and $35.1940 during the first eight
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Table III

UNITED STATES NET MONETARY GOLD TRANSACTIONS 
WITH FO REIGN COUNTRIES A N D  INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS*

January-June 1966

In millions of dollars at $35 per fine troy ounce;
United States net sales (—), net purchases (+ )

Country First
quarter

Second
quarter

Canada .............................................................. + 100.0 +  50.0

Colombia ......................................................... + 7.0

France .............................................................. - 102.8 — 220.7

Lebanon ......................................................... _ 10.8

Switzerland ..................................................... + 7.0 +  11.0

United Kingdom .......................................... - 19.0 -  7.2

All other ......................................................... - 15.6 -  0.4

Net sales ................................................. - 34.0 -  167.3

Note: Because of rounding, figures do not necessarily add to totals.
* Not reflected in this table are United States monetary gold transactions with 

foreign countries mitigated through special deposits by the IMF.

months of this year, with upward pressures on the price 
predominating during much of the period. The underlying 
supply-demand relationship in the market has been quite

different this year, however, from the same period a year 
ago when similar price pressures prevailed. Private de
mand for gold this year has remained well below last 
year’s levels, no doubt reflecting in part the much more 
attractive interest yields this year as a result of tightening 
credit conditions in many countries. On the other hand, 
the supply of gold coming on the market has also been 
considerably reduced from last year, primarily because 
of the shift in South Africa’s balance-of-payments posi
tion. Whereas during the first seven months of 1965 
South African gold reserves declined by $213 million, 
adding roughly that much to the supplies available from 
new production for sale in London, during the same pe
riod this year South African gold reserves have increased 
by $250 million, with consequent reduction of the amount 
of new production available for sale. As a result of 
this swing in South Africa’s payments position and re
serves, therefore, there has been a temporary decline of 
about $500 million in gold coming on the London mar
ket from this source. Moreover, there have been no 
Russian sales of gold during the first eight months of this 
year. Over coming months there is a reasonable likelihood 
that the flow of gold to the London market will return to 
more normal levels.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations’"

By Charles A. Coombs

During the period September 1966 through early March 
1967, all outstanding drawings on the Federal Reserve 
swap network—both by foreign central banks and by the 
Federal Reserve—were repaid and the $4.5 billion of 
credit lines available under the network have thus been 
restored to a fully available standby basis (see Table I) . 
Federal Reserve drawings of $235 million outstanding as 
of the end of August 1966 were fully liquidated, while sub
sequent Federal Reserve drawings of $100 million on the 
Bank of Italy and $140 million on the German Federal 
Bank were also repaid by early 1967.

By early March 1967, the Bank of England had com
pletely liquidated its swap drawings on the Federal Re
serve, which had reached a peak of $450 million last July, 
while also fully repaying further special credits in sizable 
amount received during the height of the sterling crisis 
from both the Federal Reserve and the United States 
Treasury. Drawings on the Federal Reserve of $233 mil
lion by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and 
a small amount by another central bank during the period 
have also been paid off.

Since the inception of the Federal Reserve swap net
work nearly five years ago, total drawings on the network 
have amounted to $7.7 billion, of which 91.3 per cent was 
repaid within six months and 98.5 per cent within nine 
months, while no drawing has been outstanding for as long 
as a year. Nor has there been any instance of unduly 
protracted use of other comparable central bank credit

* This is the tenth in a series of reports by the Vice President in 
charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. 
The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and the Federal Re
serve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

arrangements. The assurance of such integrity in the use of 
central bank credit facilities has been the foundation on 
which the Federal Reserve swap network and related credit 
arrangements have been built up into a solid defense line 
against international currency speculation.

Another significant development during the period under 
review was the joint endeavor of the Federal Reserve and 
several other central banks, together with the BIS, to 
minimize a potentially severe strain on the Euro-dollar 
market toward the close of 1966. The Euro-dollar market, 
which has become a multibillion dollar operation, functions 
as a truly international money market and consequently 
cannot rely, as can a national money market, on the sup
port of any single central bank to relieve temporary strin
gencies or knots in the market.

There is a great deal which the central banks whose na
tionals use the Euro-dollar market can do in an ad hoc, 
informal way, however, to alleviate undesirable strains on 
the market. Such a seasonal stringency in the Euro-dollar 
market appeared on November 29, 1966, when year-end 
window-dressing activities abruptly pushed up the one- 
month Euro-dollar rate from 6V2 per cent to IVs per cent, 
while rates for other maturities reacted sympathetically. 
On the very same day, concerted action to deal with the 
situation was taken by several central banks and the BIS.

First, the Swiss National Bank announced that, as in 
previous years, it would be prepared to enter into swaps 
over the year-end with Swiss commercial banks. Under 
these swap contracts, the Swiss National Bank bought spot 
dollars against a forward resale contract. The dollars so 
acquired were immediately channeled back into the Euro
dollar market, either directly or via the BIS, thus prevent
ing an abrupt contraction in the supply of Euro-dollars. 
The volume of such operations by the Swiss National Bank 
reached the record total of nearly $400 million during 
December. In addition, the Swiss National Bank placed
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Table I
FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 

AND COMMITMENTS
February 28,1967

Institution
Amount of facility System drawings 

outstanding

In millions of dcllars equivalent

Austrian National Bank....................... 100
National Bank of Belgium....................... 150
Bank of Canada........................................ 500
Bank of England...................................... 1,350
Bank of France....................................... . 100
German Federal Bank.............................. 400 <I
Bank of Italy............................................. 600
Bank of Japan........................................... 450
Netherlands Bank........ ............................ 150
Bank of Sweden........................................ 100
Swiss National Bank................................. 200
Bank for International Settlements......... 400*

Total............................................... 4,500 0

* Half is available in Swiss francs and half in other European currencies.

in the Euro-dollar market $75 million which it had pur
chased outright in November.

Second, the BIS, with the agreement of the Federal 
Reserve, began drawing upon a $200 million swap line 
with the System for the express purpose of channeling these 
dollars into the Euro-dollar market to counter year-end 
strains. During December, the BIS employed in such oper
ations the full $200 million facility while also shifting $75 
million of its own investment funds into the Euro-dollar 
market. These operations by the BIS supplemented its nor
mal participation in the Euro-dollar market.

Third, the New York Reserve Bank immediately moved 
into the sterling market, where spot rates were beginning 
to sag as a result of the competitive pull on British funds 
by the Euro-dollar market, and executed a total of $88 
million of one-month swap contracts, thereby helping to 
insulate sterling from the year-end strain.

During the closing weeks of the year, the Netherlands 
Bank also rechanneled some funds into the Euro-dollar 
market, while the German Federal Bank and the Bank of 
Italy took action to reduce the pullback of Euro-dollar 
placements by their banks. As a result of these coordinated 
actions, the one-month Euro-dollar rate fell back to 65/s 
per cent by December 12,1966, and rates tended to soften 
further during the remainder of the month as the Euro

dollar market remained adequately supplied with funds. 
By thus averting an abrupt rise in Euro-dollar rates toward 
the end of the year, such central bank operations may also 
have facilitated to some extent the general easing of credit 
internationally during recent months.

STERLING

During the past six months, sterling has staged a strong 
recovery from the severe crisis of last summer. This has 
reflected a gradual strengthening of confidence in the 
pound, with consequent short covering. The easing of 
credit conditions internationally has also contributed to a 
reversal of earlier drains of short-term funds out of ster
ling to other markets. More fundamental has been the 
remarkable achievement of the British Government in 
securing public acceptance of perhaps the most drastic 
stabilization program ever to be put forward by a demo
cratic government in peace time.

The wage-price freeze and other measures announced by 
Prime Minister Wilson on July 20 were so severe, in fact, 
that the market initially was skeptical of their political 
feasibility, and selling pressure on the pound continued 
unabated. In order to demonstrate United States Govern
ment support of the British Government’s defense of ster
ling, this Bank for the System and Treasury moved into 
the market immediately following Prime Minister Wilson’s 
announcement with massive bids for sterling to all major 
New York dealers and, despite continuing selling pres
sure, drove the rate up sharply to over $2.79. These 
operations were sustained for three days in sizable volume 
and seemed to exert a useful stabilizing influence in a 
badly demoralized market. But, as confidence remained 
at a low ebb and the competitive pull of other markets 
for short-term funds became even stronger, no significant 
amount of short covering developed and sterling was sub
ject to pressure through most of August.

More generally, the world economy was confronted in 
the late summer of 1966 with seriously strained credit 
conditions in many national money markets. These ten
sions in domestic markets were naturally aggravated by 
widespread anxiety as to whether the British Govern
ment’s battle to defend sterling would succeed. Against this 
background of dangerous unsettlement in the financial 
markets, the Federal Reserve announced on September 13 
a generalized increase in its swap facilities from $2.8 bil
lion to $4.5 billion, including a $600 million rise to $1,350 
million in the line with the Bank of England. The Bank of 
England simultaneously announced that it had arranged 
additional facilities with other central banks. Initial wire- 
service reports of these large increases in international
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credit facilities were necessarily cryptic, and the market 
—unclear about their implications—responded with some 
nervous selling. In order to maintain orderly conditions 
and prevent any slippage in quotations, this Bank again 
entered the sterling market, making moderate purchases 
for both Federal Reserve and Treasury account, with the 
rate at about $2.7877. As it became clear to the market 
that the increased central bank credit facilities did not 
reflect an exhaustion of existing credit lines but were 
rather designed to provide a broad margin of safety 
against unforeseeable contingencies, sentiment in the ster
ling market began to improve.

Moreover, during the course of September, the British 
trade unions endorsed the Prime Minister’s call for wage 
restraint and there was increasing evidence that the 
July 20 measures were beginning to take hold. By the 
end of the month, the spot rate was up to $2.7910 and 
sterling was in good demand as the oversold position of 
the market began to be reflected in a covering of short 
positions. For the first time in four months, the Bank of 
England was able to forego net recourse to central bank 
assistance.

In succeeding weeks, sterling continued to improve as 
further covering of short positions was encouraged by 
better trade figures as well as by the November 10 an
nouncement that Britain would initiate top-level discus
sions aimed at membership in the Common Market. Also, 
during this period the level of interest rates on dollar in
vestments receded from their August-September highs, 
and the drain on sterling from this source came to an end. 
In October and November, the Bank of England added 
$120 million to United Kingdom reserves, while making 
a start on repaying central bank assistance.

This pattern of gradual recovery was interrupted briefly 
at the end of November and in early December, both 
because of the mounting tensions surrounding Britain’s 
impasse with Rhodesia and because of the usual year-end 
window-dressing preparations of commercial banks in 
several Continental centers. Such year-end window dress
ing led to large flows of funds across the exchanges, most 
notably outflows from London on a short-term covered 
basis—either directly to countries repatriating funds or 
to an increasingly stringent Euro-dollar market.

These covered outflows from London in turn brought 
about an appreciable narrowing in the discount for one- 
month sterling and, with United States money rates con
tinuing to decline, incentives developed to move private 
funds from the United States into United Kingdom money 
market instruments. Such flows, while desirable from the 
point of view of sterling, would have had adverse con
sequences for the United States balance of payments. In

order to avoid such a development, while at the same time 
bolstering sagging spot quotations for sterling, this Bank, 
in consultation with the Bank of England, engaged in mar
ket swaps for the Federal Reserve and the Treasury, pur
chasing $88 million of spot sterling against sales for 
delivery in January 1967. These operations complemented 
the coordinated action being taken by several other cen
tral banks and the BIS to relieve potentially disruptive 
year-end pressures in the Euro-dollar market.

During December, therefore, sterling was well insulated 
by concerted central bank action designed to cushion 
year-end short-term capital flows, and occasional Bank of 
England intervention in defense of the pound was only 
moderate. The announcement that Britain’s seasonally 
adjusted trade balance had moved into surplus in No
vember for the first time in the postwar period helped 
generate new demand for sterling and, as the year drew 
to a close, there was additional buying of sterling when 
some British corporations repatriated profits for the year- 
end. On balance, the Bank of England had a small reserve 
gain from exchange operations in December, even after 
further repayments of short-term central bank credits.

After the turn of the year, the progressive relaxation of 
monetary restraint in the United States, Germany, and other 
countries, combined with reflows of funds from the Con
tinent, resulted in a sharp decline in Euro-dollar rates. 
Yields on British local-authority deposits also declined, 
but more slowly, so that for the first time in a year a 
significant incentive developed to shift funds from Euro
dollars to local-authority sterling deposits. The Bank of 
England on January 26 reduced its bank rate from the 
crisis level of 7 per cent to 6V2 per cent. Central banks 
in several other financial centers also cut their discount 
rates, but the general lowering of interest rates left those 
in Britain still relatively attractive and short-term in
vestment funds continued to be drawn to London. In 
addition, demand for sterling reflected the underlying im
provement in the United Kingdom payments position and 
the beginning of the period of seasonal strength, including 
in particular substantial buying for oil royalty payments. 
Moreover, as confidence recovered still further, foreigners 
continued rebuilding their sterling balances. As dollars 
flowed back to the Bank of England, the bank continued 
its practice of devoting the bulk of such receipts to repay
ment of central bank debt while adding only modest 
amounts to its reserves.

As sterling moved through crisis to convalescence, the 
Bank of England made extensive use of the network of 
central bank credit facilities of various types that have 
been constructed during the past five years. In the case 
of the Federal Reserve swap line, Bank of England draw
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ings rose to a peak of $450 million at the end of July, 
declined to $400 million by the end of September, to $350 
million at the year-end, and were paid off completely by 
early March. In addition to drawings on the Federal 
Reserve swap line, the Bank of England made use of 
sizable special credits provided by the United States 
Treasury and, to a lesser extent (i.e., a maximum of $50 
million), by the Federal Reserve. After rising to a peak 
during the midsummer months, such special credits de
clined to $175 million at the end of September, to $160 
million at the year-end, and were fully liquidated during 
January 1967. During the height of the crisis, the Bank of 
England also secured credit assistance from other central 
banks with repayments being subsequently effected.

GER M AN  M ARK

The German balance of payments swung into sizable 
surplus in the second half of 1966. Official gold and con
vertible currency reserves rose by $578 million in the 
six-month period, resulting in a net reserve gain of $419 
million for the year as against a loss of $617 million in 
1965. The swing was largely related to cyclical factors. The 
German economy, which had been overheated through 
most of 1965 and early 1966, cooled off considerably in 
the second half of last year. With domestic pressures 
easing, the growth of German imports slowed and exports 
began to rise sharply. The resultant improvement on trade 
account was the major force behind the reemergence of a 
payments surplus, as other current-account items con
tinued in deficit and the capital accounts were about in 
balance.

Starting late last year, monetary measures were taken 
to bring about renewed expansion in the German econ
omy. After reducing reserve requirements in December, 
the German Federal Bank in January and February cut 
its discount rate in two steps from 5 per cent to 4 per cent 
per annum and further lowered commercial bank reserve 
requirements.

The balance-of-payments surplus was reflected during 
the period under review not only in rising official reserves 
but also in a strengthening of the German mark. After 
fluctuating slightly above par ($0.2500) in September, 
the spot rate advanced in October to about $0.2515 as 
the trade surplus widened. The tightening domestic money 
market, coupled with the onset of the usual year-end 
liquidity pressures, prompted German banks during No
vember and December to repatriate funds normally held 
abroad in foreign currency assets. Despite the relaxation 
of reserve requirements in Germany, these demands carried 
the mark rate even higher and, as it approached its upper

limit of $0.2518%, the German Federal Bank made very 
large purchases of dollars.

Under the circumstances, the Federal Reserve acted in 
cooperation with the German authorities in December to 
alleviate the exchange market pressures resulting from 
these flows of funds. In order to meet the demand for 
marks that spilled over into the New York market, the 
Federal Reserve sold $28.7 million equivalent of marks 
from its balances early in December. When the market 
began bidding strongly for marks on a one-month swap 
basis shortly before Christmas, the System shifted its 
intervention and sold $17.5 million equivalent of marks 
spot against repurchase one month later. In addition, the 
System absorbed $155 million of the dollar gains of the 
German Federal Bank, using $15 million of marks previ
ously held outright and $140 million of marks drawn under 
the swap arrangement with the German central bank.

After the year-end, there was a substantial reflow of 
funds out of Germany. In addition to using existing mark 
balances, the Federal Reserve was able to acquire suffi
cient marks—from the maturing one-month swaps, from 
purchases in the New York market, from Spain following 
its drawing of marks from the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), and through the German Federal Bank—to 
repay by mid-February its $140 million mark swap draw
ing. Nevertheless, the mark remained strong in the ex
change market, as the German trade account continued in 
heavy surplus. With the reemergence of a German pay
ments surplus, the United States Treasury was unable 
to make further progress in reducing its indebtedness in 
mark-denominated securities issued to the German au
thorities. The overall amount outstanding remained at $351 
million at the end of February, compared with $602 mil
lion at the beginning of 1966.

SW IS S  FRANC

In April the Swiss franc began to strengthen after hav
ing declined steadily during the first quarter of 1966, 
and by early May it had reached its effective ceiling of 
$0.2317Vi. The franc remained at its ceiling in subsequent 
weeks as a result of repayments of Swiss franc borrowings 
by foreigners, attributable to a tightening of the domestic 
money and capital markets, and later because of capital 
repatriations in connection with midyear liquidity needs. 
Consequently, the Swiss National Bank purchased $200 
million outright, and effected an additional $82 million in 
short-term swaps with Swiss commercial banks to help 
provide for their temporary midyear requirements.

In July, tensions associated with the pressures on ster
ling dominated the foreign exchange markets and the usual
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seasonal outflow of funds was converted into an actual 
inflow of $69 million. Accordingly, the Federal Reserve 
drew $75 million of francs from the Swiss National Bank 
and another $75 million of francs from the BIS, using 
these funds to absorb uncovered dollars from the Swiss 
central bank. In late July, however, Swiss francs gradually 
came on offer as the pressures on sterling began to sub
side and high interest rates abroad gave rise to extensive 
capital outflows. In early autumn, with funds continuing 
to move out of Switzerland, the spot rate declined to 
$0.2305V4 and the Swiss National Bank began selling 
dollars to the market. In addition, there were relatively 
heavy official requirements for dollars between September 
and November. The consequent reduction in its dollar 
holdings led the Swiss National Bank to buy $60 million 
against Swiss francs from the Federal Reserve during this 
period. The System used the Swiss francs so acquired to 
reduce its swap drawings from the Swiss National Bank to 
$15 million equivalent.

In November, the Swiss commercial banks began to re
patriate large amounts of funds in connection with heavy 
year-end requirements and, when the spot rate moved to 
its ceiling, the Swiss National Bank purchased $75 million 
in the market. Then, at the end of the month, the Swiss 
National Bank—as it had done in previous years—an
nounced that it would buy dollars from the Swiss com
mercial banks on a short-term swap basis and the spot 
rate immediately receded from the ceiling. The swaps 
eventually reached a record level of $398 million. In order 
to prevent these movements of funds from putting pressure 
on the Euro-currency markets, the Swiss National Bank, 
as usual, rechanneled the dollars so acquired into the 
Euro-dollar market.

After the year-end the Swiss franc eased further, and 
during January and February the spot rate was generally 
under $0.2310. Aside from the unwinding of the Decem
ber market swaps, however, outflows of funds from Switzer
land were smaller than usual because lower interest rates in 
other countries made short-term investments abroad some
what less attractive. Consequently, while the Federal Re
serve was able to reduce its swap drawing from the Swiss 
National Bank by $5 million to $10 million equivalent 
with francs purchased in New York, the $75 million 
drawn from the BIS in July remained outstanding. The 
United States authorities therefore decided to use some of 
their sterling balances to enter into a $75 million equiv
alent sterling-Swiss franc swap with the BIS, half each for 
the System and the Treasury accounts. The Federal Re
serve then purchased the Treasury’s share of the swap pro
ceeds and thus acquired sufficient Swiss francs to liquidate 
completely its $75 million Swiss franc drawing from the

BIS. Finally, at the end of February, the Federal Reserve 
repaid its remaining $10 million drawing from the Swiss 
National Bank with francs purchased from that bank.

ITALIAN  LIRA

Italy registered a substantial balance-of-payments sur
plus during 1966, although on a decidedly smaller scale 
than in 1965. At first, reserve gains were moderate as 
Italian commercial banks made large short-term invest
ments in the Euro-dollar market. About midyear, how
ever, Italian payments moved into a period of seasonal 
strength, and there were short-term capital inflows result
ing from growing speculation against sterling. Moreover, 
by then, most Italian banks had eliminated any net liabil
ity position vis-si-vis foreigners and the Bank of Italy was 
no longer prepared to shift dollars abroad through short
term swaps with those banks at preferential rates. Con
sequently, there was a marked rise in Italian official 
reserves, and the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap 
facility with the Bank of Italy, in July and August draw
ing lire to absorb a total of $225 million from the Italian 
authorities. These drawings were repaid on August 22, 
when the United States Treasury drew $250 million of 
lire from the IMF and sold the lire to the System. Using 
the remaining $25 million of lire, plus some balances, the 
System reduced to $14 million equivalent a sterling-lira 
swap with the BIS (originally $50 million at its incep
tion in February 1966 but reduced to $40 million equiva
lent during the spring).

While these operations were under way, large amounts 
of dollars continued to flow into official Italian reserves 
during August. Accordingly, in early September the Sys
tem again used its swap line, drawing lire to absorb $100 
million from the Italian authorities. Shortly thereafter, 
however, Italian reserves began to decline, as strong sea
sonal inflows subsided, a tighter Euro-dollar market ex
erted a renewed pull on Italian bank funds, and the Italian 
authorities prepaid $145 million of postwar debt to the 
United States. Against this background, the System in late 
September purchased $13.9 million of lire from the Bank 
of Italy and, adding some lire on hand, unwound its re
maining $14 million equivalent sterling-lira swap with 
the BIS.

In succeeding months, dollars were generally in demand 
in Italy in response to conversion of lira borrowings by 
foreign firms and outflows to the Euro-dollar market; as 
a result, lira quotations eased steadily, falling below par 
by mid-January. Offerings of lire in the market were siz
able, and between October and January the Federal Re
serve purchased sufficient lire in New York to repay in
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Per Jacobsson Foundation Lecture

The Per Jacobsson Foundation in Washington, D. C., will make available to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York a limited number of copies of the text of the 1966 lecture on inter
national monetary affairs. In sponsoring and publishing annual lectures on this topic by recognized 
authorities, the Foundation continues to honor the late Managing Director of the International 
Monetary Fund.

The third of the lecture series sponsored by the Foundation was held in Rome, Italy, on 
November 11, 1966. One lecture was given on that date: “The Role of the Central Banker Today” 
by Louis Rasminsky, Governor of the Bank of Canada; supplementary comments were made by 
Marcus Wallenberg of the Stockholms Enskilda Bank and Dr. Franz Aschinger of the Neue 
Ziircher Zeitung.

Because of the interest of many readers of this Review in international monetary affairs and 
in view of this Bank’s sympathy with the Foundation’s aims, we will distribute copies of the text 
upon request.

Requests should be addressed to the Public Information Department, Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y. 10045. Requests for French and Spanish versions 
of the lecture can also be filled.

full its $100 million equivalent swap drawing from the 
Bank of Italy. The $600 million swap facility was thus 
fully restored to a standby basis.

Although the turn in Italy’s balance of payments in 
late 1966 was sufficient to make possible the liquidation 
of System lira commitments, Italy’s overall reserve posi
tion strengthened over the year as a whole. In particular, 
Italy’s creditor position in the IMF increased by some 
$336 million. In view of the substantial surplus in their 
payments position, the Italian authorities at the year-end 
purchased $60 million of gold from the United States 
Treasury in order to replenish their gold holdings. Be
ginning in January, however, Italy’s foreign exchange re
quirements increased, partly for seasonal reasons. As a 
result, the Italian lira remained below par and Italian 
official dollar holdings declined by about $200 million in 
January and February.

Federal Reserve and Treasury technical forward com
mitments in Italian lire, undertaken in 1965, were rolled 
over periodically during the course of 1966.

DUTCH GUILDER

The Netherlands money market tightened around mid
year and, as mounting tensions in the sterling market led 
to additional inflows of funds, Dutch official reserves rose

sharply. The Federal Reserve accordingly reactivated its 
swap facility with the Netherlands Bank—drawing a total 
of $65 million of guilders which it used, together with 
$2.5 million of guilder balances, to absorb dollars from 
that bank.

By mid-August, however, the Dutch money market had 
eased and, as increasingly attractive interest rates on dol
lar investments were exerting a pull on Dutch funds, the 
spot guilder rate began to decline, falling below par by 
mid-September. In order to moderate the decline, the 
Netherlands Bank sold some dollars to the market and later 
bought $10 million from the Federal Reserve against 
guilders. The System in turn used the guilders to reduce 
its swap commitment to $55 million equivalent as of 
September 16.

During the fall the guilder moved back above par, and 
subsequently fluctuated within a narrow range during the 
remaining weeks of 1966 as the Netherlands trade account 
was seasonally strong and the money market in Amster
dam finned. During this period, the Netherlands Bank 
intervened only sporadically and then mainly to relieve 
money market pressures, which were particularly strong 
in early November and again in mid-December. In so 
doing, it used the technique of market swaps, buying 
dollars spot from Dutch commercial banks and selling 
them forward (in this instance for 1967 delivery). To help
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moderate year-end pressures in the Euro-currency mar
kets, the Netherlands Bank reinvested its December dol
lar purchases in the Euro-dollar market.

At the end of 1966, foreign currency requirements of 
the Dutch government led the Netherlands Bank to buy 
$20 million against guilders from the Federal Reserve, 
and the Federal Reserve immediately used the guilders to 
reduce its swap commitment with that bank to $35 mil
lion equivalent. Then, in January, there was a flow of 
funds from the Netherlands into sterling (through dol
lars) and the central bank provided some support for the 
guilder. These dollar losses, coupled with the conversion 
into dollars of the guilder portion of Spain’s multicurrency 
drawing from the IMF, reduced the Netherlands Bank’s 
dollar holdings, and the bank purchased $35 million from 
the Federal Reserve against guilders. The System in turn 
repaid the remainder of its outstanding guilder swap draw
ing, restoring the $150 million arrangements fully to a 
standby basis. There were no further Federal Reserve or 
Treasury operations in guilders during the period covered 
by this report.

BELGIAN FRANC

During the early summer of 1966, Belgium’s trade and 
service accounts moved into surplus and the Belgian franc 
began to strengthen. By late July, the Belgian franc had 
reached its ceiling and the National Bank of Belgium 
began buying fairly sizable amounts of dollars. In order 
to absorb some of these gains, the Federal Reserve in 
early August drew $30 million of francs under the $50 
million standby portion of the reciprocal swap arrange
ment with the National Bank.

Belgium’s current account swung into deficit later in 
August, and the National Bank then started supplying 
foreign exchange to the market, covering these losses by 
purchasing dollars from the Federal Reserve against Bel
gian francs. By late September, such purchases totaled 
$30 million and the System had fully repaid its swap 
drawing from the National Bank.

During the early fall the Belgian franc drifted some
what below par as a result of a continued deterioration 
on the trade account, and in November the Belgian cen
tral bank again began to lose dollars. Because of these 
market losses, and exchange requirements of the Belgian 
Treasury, the National Bank again needed dollars in the 
last few weeks of 1966. The bank bought $30 million 
from the United States Treasury against Belgian francs, 
which the Treasury used to build up a balance for future 
contingencies. Thus, by the end of 1966 the Treasury had 
a fully covered position in Belgian francs, since its franc

balances matched its Belgian franc-denominated bond in
debtedness.

During the first two months of 1967 there was an im
provement in the Belgian current account, and the franc 
moved somewhat above par after mid-January. Tighter 
Belgian money market conditions associated with a large 
Belgian government bond flotation contributed to the rise 
in the rate, but at no time were there any significant pres
sures in the market, and at the end of February Belgian 
official reserves were virtually unchanged.

C A N A D IA N  DOLLAR

Although there were some large capital flows to Canada 
during the first half of 1966, seasonal weakness in the 
trade and tourist accounts early in the year and sizable 
covered conversions of domestic time deposits into United 
States dollar investments by Canadian banks accounted 
for net Canadian demand for foreign exchange. During 
the summer months, the Canadian dollar strengthened, 
but official gold and exchange reserves continued to de
cline as Canadian authorities purchased from United 
States residents nearly $141 million of Canadian govern
ment debt and some $25 million of IBRD (International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development) bonds to 
adjust their total official reserve holdings to levels mu
tually agreed upon with the United States. Including those 
purchases and a $47 million gold payment to the IMF in 
connection with Canada’s quota increase, Canadian gold 
and foreign exchange reserves fell $420 million during the 
first nine months of 1966.

During the fourth quarter the spot rate for Canadian 
dollars declined, as there were few new Canadian securi
ties offerings in New York and Canada’s balance of pay
ments again entered a period of seasonal weakness. By 
early November spot quotations had fallen below the 
$0.9250 parity, and they remained below par in the 
remaining weeks of the year when there were large finan
cial outflows associated with dividend payments to non
residents and year-end repatriations of funds by foreign
ers. There was no significant selling pressure, however, 
and there was little net change in official Canadian gold 
and foreign exchange reserves during the final quarter. 
(Late in the year, the United States Treasury purchased 
$17 million of Canadian dollars from the Bank of Canada 
for resale to IMF members having repurchase obligations 
to the Fund. Earlier in 1966, the United States Treasury 
had drawn a total of $400 million equivalent of Canadian 
dollars from the IMF for sale to Fund members meeting 
repayment obligations.)

Seasonal factors continued to run against Canada in
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early 1967. With an easing in monetary conditions in the 
United States, however, there was a revival of Canadian 
borrowing in New York and some repatriation of Cana
dian funds from the Euro-dollar market. As a result, the 
spot Canadian dollar rose sharply during January. Once 
the borrowings in New York were completed, however, 
the spot rate tended to ease, and through mid-February 
it traded just above par in a quiet and balanced market. 
At the end of the month, there was a flurry of selling when 
the Royal Commission on Taxation made its report and 
the spot rate eased just below par.

IN TE R N A TIO N A L  M O NETAR Y  FUND

The United States continued the practice initiated in 
February 1964 of drawing currencies from the IMF for 
sale to countries making repayments to the Fund. During 
the period under review, takedowns were made under the 
drawing of $100 million of Canadian dollars arranged 
on August 18 and the United States arranged an addi
tional “technical” drawing for $30 million equivalent of 
German marks.

United States drawings from the Fund—both regular 
and technical—between February 1964 and February 
1967 totaled $1,640 million. During the same period, 
other countries drew dollars from the Fund, thereby re
ducing the Fund’s holdings of dollars and reducing this 
country’s repayment obligation. Consequently, at the end 
of February 1967, net United States indebtedness to the 
IMF was $933.5 million.

The general Fund quota increase of 25 per cent adopted 
in 1964 by the Governors of the Fund was ratified by two 
more members during the period, bringing the number 
of ratifications to ninety-two; Fund resources were thereby 
increased to over $20.9 billion. As indicated in previous 
reports, a member must pay its quota increase to the 
Fund partly in its own currency and partly in gold. The 
quota increase arrangement provides that the Fund will 
deposit a total of up to $350 million of gold with the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the Bank of 
England to compensate for any losses arising from other 
members’ gold subscription payments to the Fund. As 
of February 28, 1967, the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York held for United States Treasury account $213.4 
million of gold so deposited by the IMF.

THE GOLD  M ARKET

Early estimates suggest that official gold reserves of the 
noncommunist world declined slightly over the course 
of 1966. Although private hoarding demand evidently de

clined somewhat, industrial and artistic use again rose and, 
with new gold supplies off sharply, total demand exceeded 
the volume of gold coming on to the market. This im
balance was reflected in higher prices on the London gold 
market and in the activity of the central bank gold 
pool, which for the first time since its inception closed the 
year with a net drain on its resources. In the past five 
months, however, the supply-demand relationship has im
proved, as South African sales have risen and hoarding 
demand has declined.

South Africa, the world’s leading gold producer, had a 
payments surplus for the first half of the year and on bal
ance absorbed into its own reserves slightly more than $200 
million of gold from new production in 1966. In addition, 
the Soviet Union apparently sold no gold in 1966 for the 
first time in recent years. Commercial and artistic use of 
gold continued to rise, but private hoarding demand 
moderated. Tight monetary conditions in many countries 
increased the yields on alternative investments and un
doubtedly cut down on speculative buying. On the other 
hand, speculative demand was encouraged by several fac
tors during the year—the Vietnam conflict, the Rhodesian 
situation, and the repeated intimations on the part of 
French officials that the price of gold should perhaps be 
raised. In addition, the sterling crisis during the summer 
led to strong demand and a firm price throughout the 
third quarter.

During the period under review, the London gold price 
backed away from the high of $35.1940 reached in August 
and September and dipped below $35.15 on several occa-

Table n
UNITED STATES NET MONETARY GOLD TRANSACTIONS 

WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS*
January-December 1966

In millions of dollars at $35 per fine troy ounce;
United States net sales (—), net purchases (+)

Country First Third Fourth Yearhalf quarter quarter

+150.0 4- 50.0 +  200.0

-  323.5 -277.3 -600 .8

-6 0 .0 -  60.0

+  18.0 -  20.0 -  2.0

United Kingdom.......................... -  26.1 +126.0 -2 0 .1 +  79.8

-  19.6 -  22.2 -  5.7 -  47.5

Net sales.................... -  201.2 — 143.5 -8 5 .8 -4 30 .6

Note: Because of rounding, figures do not necessarily add to totals.
* Not reflected in this table are United States monetary gold transactions with 

foreign countries mitigated through special deposits by the IMF.
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sions in October and early November. Demand was di
minishing as the pressures on sterling eased, and at the 
same time the volume of South African supplies was 
picking up rapidly, following an adverse swing in South 
Africa’s payments position. Nevertheless, with the ap
proach of the year-end, demand became very strong once 
again, influenced partly by heightened tensions in the 
Middle East and by rumors that economic sanctions might 
be applied to South Africa in connection with the Rhode

sian situation. As a result, the price rose to $35.1971 to
ward the end of December. Thereafter, the market eased 
once again in early 1967, although there were brief flurries 
of demand in response to renewed French official discus
sion of the role of gold in world monetary arrangements. 
The lifting of restrictions on French gold trading in Paris 
was taken in stride both in the London market and else
where on the Continent, and at the end of February the 
London fixing price had fallen to $35.1486.

The Business Situation

The growth of business activity moderated somewhat 
further in recent weeks. Severe snowstorms throughout 
the Midwest and Northeast during late January and early 
February adversely affected production and sales. These 
storms, moreover, have greatly complicated the assessment 
of underlying business trends—a task already made diffi
cult by the many crosscurrents developing in both the 
financial markets and the markets for goods and services.

But, taking all factors into consideration, the economy 
still is moving ahead. Indicators of current strength include 
the high backlogs of unfilled orders on the books of 
durables manufacturers, the continuing large gains in em
ployment and personal income, and the steady climb of 
both defense outlays and spending by state and local 
governments. While the likelihood of a sizable downward 
adjustment of inventory spending continues to cloud the 
outlook for total spending in the coming months, new 
information indicates more potential strength in some other 
important areas of private activity than many observers 
have been anticipating.

RECENT M O N TH LY  INDICATORS

Due in part to the severe snowstorms that disrupted 
production in much of the northeastern and midwestem 
regions of the country late in the month, industrial output 
in January declined substantially from the December level. 
The Federal Reserve Board’s index of industrial produc
tion fell by 1.0 percentage point (or 0.6 per cent), after

having risen by 0.3 percentage point from November to 
December. At 157.9 per cent of the 1957-59 average, the 
January production index was back down to the level of 
last August (see Chart I). The largest January declines 
occurred in durable consumer goods and durable mate
rials. Automobile assemblies fell by 15 per cent to a 
seasonally adjusted annual rate of IV4 million units. Be
cause of production stoppages caused by the heavy snows, 
this rate of output was lower than had been scheduled. 
Iron and steel production, also affected by weather con
ditions, declined by 6 per cent in January, for a total re
duction of 14 per cent from last July’s high. Business 
equipment production, which had risen sharply month 
after month in 1966, leveled off in January, but defense 
equipment production continued to expand strongly.

The volume of new orders received by durables manu
facturers fell by a sizable $1.6 billion in January, and the 
seasonally adjusted level of $22.4 billion was the lowest in 
more than a year (see Chart I). Contrary to the experi
ence of earlier months, when fluctuations in new orders 
centered in defense-related businesses, the January decline 
reflected lower orders in a wide range of industries. Be
cause shipments by durables manufacturers remained 
strong—the seasonally adjusted volume of $23.3 billion in 
January was exceeded only twice—the backlog of unfilled 
orders was reduced by $0.9 billion. However, the $75.5 
billion of orders on the books of durables manufacturers 
at the end of the month was still equivalent to 3V4 months 
of shipments at current sales rates (see Chart I).
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By C h a r l e s  A. C o o m b s

During the first four months of 1967, sterling staged a 
strong recovery while international financial markets gen
erally moved into better balance as inflationary pressures 
receded and credit conditions eased. Toward the end of 
May, unfortunately, the sudden eruption of the Middle 
East crisis jolted confidence in both the gold and foreign 
exchange markets. Money immediately flowed in heavy 
volume to the traditional haven of Switzerland, thereby 
imposing further strain on the Euro-dollar market from 
which funds were already being withdrawn in anticipation 
of midyear liquidity requirements. Sterling also came under 
pressure, reflecting concern that Britain might prove par
ticularly vulnerable to adverse developments in the Middle 
East. In the gold market, fears that the Middle East hos
tilities might develop into a broader conflict briefly, but 
strongly, intensified speculative buying, already influenced 
by public discussions of United States gold policy, the 
Treasury’s suspension of silver sales, alternating reports 
of imminent success or failure of negotiations to increase 
international liquidity, and tensions in the Far East.

These severe pressures in the gold and exchange mar
kets in early June brought an immediate central bank 
response. To relieve the stringency in the Euro-dollar 
market, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 
drew $143 million on its swap line with the System and 
placed these funds in the market. This BIS operation, which 
was reversed in July, helped to settle the market and ease 
the pressures on sterling resulting from the pull of higher

* This report, covering the period March to September 1967, 
is the eleventh in a series of reports by the Vice President in 
charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. 
The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and the Federal Re
serve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

Euro-dollar rates. At the same time, the United States 
authorities, in cooperation with the Bank of England, 
acted to absorb sterling from the market by purchasing 
spot against forward resale a total of $112.8 million equiv
alent of sterling. In addition, the Bank of England strength
ened its own resources by reactivating its swap line 
with the Federal Reserve through a drawing of $225 mil
lion in June. The Federal Reserve made even heavier draw
ings on its Swiss franc swap lines to absorb the flow of

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 

August 31, 1967

Institution

Austrian National Bank .....................

National Bank of Belgium .................

Bank of Canada ...................................

National Bank of Denmark ...............

Bank of England ...................................

Bank of France ....................................

German Federal Bank .........................

Bank of Italy .........................................

Bank of Japan .......................................

Bank of Mexico .....................................

Netherlands Bank .................................

Bank of Norway ...................................

Bank of Sweden ...................................

Swiss National Bank ...........................

Bank for International Settlements
Swiss francs/dollars .........................

Other European currencies/dollars 

Total .............................................

Amount of facility 
(in millions of dollars)

100

150

500

100

1,350

100

400

600

450

130

150

100

100

250

250

300

5,030
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Table U

DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

March 1962-August 1967

In millions of dollars

1962 1963 1964 1965 19 66 1967 Drawings
outstanding

Institution
First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

July-
August

Total on
August 31, 

1967

Austrian National Bank
Drawings ................................................
Repayments.............................................

50.0
50.0

50.0
50.0

National Bank of Belgium
Drawings ................................................
Repayments............................................

30.5
15.5

10.0
25.0

15.0
15.0

145.0
100.0

65.0
50.0

85.0
110.0 35.0

30.0
30.0

37.5
10.0

92.5 510.5
390.5

120.0

Bank of Canada
Drawings ................................................
Repayments............................................

20.0
20.0

20.0
20.0

Bank of England
Drawings ................................................
Repayments............................................

50.0
50.0

25.0
25.0

10.0
10.0

85.0
85.0

Bank of France
Drawings ................................................
Repayments.............................................

50.0
50.0

21.5
12.5 9.0

71.5
71.5

German Federal Bank
Drawings ................................................
Repayments............................................

150.0 136.0
226.0

55.0
115.0

50.0 15.0
65.0

140.0
140.0

546.0
546.0

Bank of Italy
Drawings ................................................
Repayments............................................

50.0
50.0

250.0
82.0

100.0
168.0 100.0

325.0
310.0 15.0

725.0
725.0

Netherlands Bank
Drawings ................................................
Repayments.............................................

10.0 50.0
50.0

50.0
10.0

100.0
70.0 80.0

100.0
100.0

25.0
25.0

65.0
30.0 35.0

20.0 420.0
400.0

20.0

Swiss National Bank
Drawings ................................................
Repayments.............................................

50.0
50.0

80.0
5.0

25.0
100.0

150.0
90.0 60.0

75.0
60.0

185.0
43.0

33.0
17.0

598.0
425.0

173.0

Bank for International Settlements
Drawings ................................................
Repayments.............................................

80.0
25.0 55.0

150.0
5.0 145.0

100.0
60.0 40.0

75.0 185.0
75.0

15.0 605.0
405.0

200.0

All banks
Drawings ................................................
Repayments............................................

110.0 310.5
190.5

235.0
265.0

532.5
348.5

80.0
464.0

395.0
100.0

480.0
447.0

210.0
403.0 135.0

710.0
430.0

407.5
318.0

160.5
17.0

3.631.0
3.118.0

513.0

dollars to Switzerland, while the Gold Pool kept the Lon
don gold market price under firm control.

Although the immediate disturbances in the gold and 
exchange markets associated with the Middle East crisis 
were thus quickly dealt with, international financial mar
kets remained uneasy during succeeding months while 
short-term funds continued to move across the exchanges 
in response to differentials in interest rates and credit con
ditions. Recurrent pressures on sterling, for example, 
seemed to reflect interest rate differentials marginally un
favorable to London, as well as hedging. At the close of 
August, the successful conclusion of the Group of Ten 
discussions on international liquidity brought about some 
covering of short positions in sterling while also relieving 
speculative buying pressure on the London gold market.

As in the past, dollar rates in the exchange markets

were influenced both by the United States balance-of- 
payments deficit and the backwash from large shifts of 
funds among third countries. The Federal Reserve swap 
lines, after having reverted fully to a standby basis last 
February, were once again activated in May when the Sys
tem began a series of drawings on its swap line with the 
Belgian National Bank in order to absorb a continuing 
influx of dollars into Belgium. Such drawings of Belgian 
francs rose to $120 million equivalent by the end of 
August, while drawings of $20 million equivalent of Dutch 
guilders were also required to absorb dollar acquisitions by 
the Netherlands Bank. By far the largest operation, how
ever, was undertaken in Swiss francs in order to absorb 
$390 million that poured into the Swiss National Bank 
during May and June. There were only very limited op
portunities to reverse these operations during the sum-
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Table III

OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to

Amount 
outstand

ing on 
January 1, 

1966

Net
changes
1966

1967
Issues or redemptions (—) Amount 

outstand
ing on 

August 31, 
19671 II

July-
August

Austrian National Bank.... 100.7 — 50.3 50.3

National Bank of Belgium ... 30.2 -30 .2

German Federal Bank.......... 602.1 -251.5 125.5 477.0

Bank of Italy.......................... 124.8 124.8

Swiss National Bank............. 257.3 — 46.2 210.8

Bank for International
Settlements*........................... 92.6 60.2 152.7

Total............................... 1,207.8 —348.0 30.0 125.5 1,015.5

Note: Discrepancies in amounts are due to valuation adjustments, refundings, 
and rounding.

* Denominated in Swiss francs.

mer months, and at the end of August System swap 
drawings outstanding totaled $513 million (see Table II). 
Subsequently, in early September the Federal Reserve drew 
an additional $5 million under its arrangement with the 
National Bank of Belgium and $10 million from the Neth
erlands Bank.

During the period under review, the Federal Reserve 
swap network was expanded and further strengthened. In 
May, new swap facilities were negotiated with the cen
tral banks of Denmark and Norway in the amount of 
$100 million each and with the Bank of Mexico for 
$130 million. Then in July, against the background 
of the Middle East problem, the System negotiated in
creases in: (1) its Swiss franc swap lines with the Swiss 
National Bank and the BIS (each facility being increased 
by $50 million to $250 million), and (2) its swap line 
with the BIS providing for swaps of dollars against other 
European currencies (this facility rising from $200 mil
lion to $300 million). Thus, the Federal Reserve swap 
network now comprises bilateral agreements with fourteen 
central banks plus the BIS which provide mutual credit 
facilities totaling $5,030 million.

In April and May, the United States Treasury issued 
to the BIS certificates of indebtedness denominated in 
Swiss francs, the proceeds of which ($60.2 million equiva
lent) were used to reduce third-currency swaps negotiated 
with the BIS last February to liquidate previous Swiss 
franc drawings by the System. In July the Treasury issued 
the first of four scheduled AVi-year $125 million notes, 
denominated in German marks. These latest security is

sues, partly offset by redemption at maturity of Belgian 
franc-denominated bonds totaling $30.2 million, brought 
to $1,015.5 million total outstanding issues of United 
States Treasury foreign currency obligations (see Table III).

STERLING

During the first quarter of 1967, funds that had fled 
from sterling during the summer of 1966 began moving 
back at an accelerated pace. By early March, these in
flows had enabled the Bank of England to liquidate com
pletely the swap drawings from the Federal Reserve 
and to repay fully other sizable special credits from the 
Federal Reserve and the United States Treasury. (At their 
peak in August of last year, credits from the United 
States had reached $750 million. By the end of September 
they had been reduced to $575 million through substitution 
of other credit facilities.) Announcement of these repay
ments confirmed to the market the degree of recovery that 
had already taken place and triggered a spurt of buying that 
gained momentum as the month progressed.

Other developments during March contributed to a 
surge of covering of short positions. These included an
nouncements of (1) renewal of the credit lines from nine 
central banks and the BIS, (2) unexpectedly good fourth- 
quarter balance-of-payments figures, (3) a cut in bank rate 
from 6V2 per cent to 6 per cent, which was taken as a sign 
of confidence, and (4) the Government’s decision to con
tinue strict control over price and wage increases through 
July 1968. In addition to having repaid early in March its 
swap with the Federal Reserve, the Bank of England later 
in the month used most of its record reserve gains to repay 
other short-term central bank debts. Thus, within a six- 
month period, the Bank of England had repaid $575 mil
lion to the United States authorities and $720 million to 
other parties. Remaining central bank credits linked spe
cifically to changes in overseas sterling balances were 
liquidated early in the second quarter.

The influx of short-term capital continued in April and 
early May, though at a diminishing rate. The British 
authorities were able to announce a reserve increase of 
$145 million in April, as foreign short-term interest rates 
continued to fall and the United Kingdom budget message 
met with a generally favorable reception. As early as April, 
however, some market concern was beginning to be ex
pressed about the trend in the trade figures, and by early 
May covered interest rate comparisons that had tended 
to favor London earlier in the year started to turn ad
verse. Shortly after the announcement on May 4 of the 
third cut in bank rate this year, from 6 per cent to 5 V2 
per cent, Euro-dollar rates began to firm, despite subse
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quent steps toward further monetary ease by several Con
tinental countries. Moreover, announcement on May 11 
that the British trade deficit had jumped from $36 million in 
March to $115 million in April was followed a few days 
later by President deGaulle’s sharply negative comments 
at a press conference on Britain’s application to join the 
Common Market. By mid-May the combination of these 
adverse factors had led to the first net selling of sterling this 
year. Nevertheless, the British authorities proceeded with 
their plans to prepay $405 million on May 25 to the Inter
national Monetary Fund (IM F)—more than half of the 
amount due this December under the 1964 drawing— 
together with the whole amount ($80 million) borrowed 
in 1964 from Switzerland, thus further reestablishing avail
able credit facilities.

On June 1, market expectations of an imminent out
break of hostilities in the Middle East sparked a burst 
of selling of sterling. Such apprehension of war affected 
sterling not only directly but also indirectly through the 
Euro-dollar market, where precautionary withdrawals of 
funds combined with the usual pressures associated with 
midyear window dressing to create a sudden squeeze and a 
sharp hike in rates. These dual pressures were immediately 
met by a coordinated central bank response in both the 
exchange and Euro-currency markets. On June 1 the 
United States authorities, in consultation with the Bank of 
England, purchased a total of $92.9 million of sterling in 
the New York market on a swap basis, buying spot against 
forward sales. That same day the BIS began placing in 
the Euro-dollar market new dollar funds drawn under its 
swap arrangement with the Federal Reserve. By June 7, 
when a cease-fire resolution by the United Nations served 
to reduce tensions somewhat, the BIS had drawn a total of 
$143 million from the System and had placed these dollars, 
together with funds received from other central banks, in 
the Euro-dollar market. Meanwhile, the United States 
authorities had temporarily taken another $20 million of 
sterling out of private hands through additional swap pur
chases in New York. With the cessation of actual hostili
ties, covering by the market of short positions in sterling 
boosted the spot rate from a low of $2.7900 on June 6 to 
$2.7932 on June 7 while permitting the Bank of England 
to recoup much of the exchange that had been used during 
the preceding few days.

As the month progressed, however, rumors that Arab 
countries might withdraw sterling balances revived market 
anxieties while the announcement at midmonth of disap
pointing trade figures for May had a further disturbing 
effect. Finally, the pull of foreign interest rates, particu
larly during a brief squeeze in the Euro-dollar market 
at the end of June, exerted further pressure. To cushion

the reserve impact of these adverse developments, the 
Bank of England drew $225 million during June under its 
$1,350 million swap arrangement with the Federal Re
serve.

SWISS FRANC

During the first half of 1967, Swiss interest rates de
clined less rapidly than rates outside Switzerland. Indeed, 
during much of this period, the Swiss credit market re
mained relatively tight, and there was on the whole more 
incentive for foreigners to pay off previous Swiss franc 
borrowings than there was for Swiss residents to place new 
funds abroad. Even in the early months of the year, the 
reflux to foreign markets of funds repatriated by Swiss 
residents at the year-end was less than might have been 
expected on the usual seasonal pattern. As a result, the 
Federal Reserve was unable to acquire through the market 
sufficient francs to pay down completely earlier drawings 
under its swap lines with the Swiss National Bank and the 
BIS. To liquidate the residual balance of $75 million in 
Swiss francs due to the BIS, the United States authorities 
in February used $75 million equivalent of sterling bal
ances to acquire Swiss francs from the BIS on a temporary 
swap basis. Subsequently, when the Swiss National Bank 
released to the Swiss commercial banks part of their de
posits that had been blocked since 1961 the banks bought 
BIS Swiss franc promissory notes in the amount of $60.2 
million equivalent. The BIS placed these francs at the dis
posal of the United States Treasury, which in exchange 
issued certificates of indebtedness denominated in Swiss 
francs. The Swiss franc proceeds of these issues were used 
to reduce the commitment under the sterling/Swiss franc 
swap to $14.3 million equivalent.

In order to forestall a rapid rise in the Swiss franc rate 
during March when Swiss banks repatriated funds for 
liquidity requirements, the Swiss National Bank announced 
early in the month that it would provide Swiss francs 
against dollars for end-of-quarter needs through short
term swaps with the Swiss commercial banks. This was the 
first time that the Swiss authorities had offered this facility 
other than at midyear and at the year-end. During the 
final weeks of March, the central bank took in $221 mil
lion on this basis and immediately reinvested the money 
in the Euro-dollar market to assist in moderating pres
sures in that market.

Following the end of the quarter, interest rates on ster
ling and dollar investments continued to decline, while the 
unwinding of the Swiss National Bank swaps with its com
mercial banks tended to tighten the Swiss market once 
again. Foreigners, particularly Italians, began to bid for
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Table IV
DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 

UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

March 1962-June 1967

In millions of dollars

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 Drawings
outstanding

Institution
First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Second
half

First
half

Total on June 30, 
1967

National Bank of Belgium
35.0
25.0

10.0
20.0

45.0
45.0

Bank of Canada
Drawings ..............................................................
Repayments.................................................... .....

250.0
250.0

17.6
17.6

267.6
267.6

Bank of England
Drawings ..............................................................
Repayments..........................................................

25.0
25.0

15.0 1.355.0
1.170.0

1.215.0
1.055.0

550.0
435.0

175.0
475.0

450.0
275.0

225.0
350.0

4.010.0
3.785.0

225.0

Bank of Italy
Drawings ..............................................................
Repayments....................................................... ...

50.0 100.0
150.0

150.0
150.0

Bank of Japan
D raw ings..............................................................
Repayments..........................................................

50.0 30.0
80.0

80.0
80.0

Bank for International Settlements*
D raw ings................................................ .............
Repayments.........................................................

285.0
85.0

225.0
282.0

510.0
367.0

143.0

All banks
D raw ings..............................................................
Repayments..........................................................

250.0
250.0

60.0
25.0

60.0
45.0

165.0
150.0

1.385.0
1.250.0

1.215.0
1.055.0

550.0
435.0

175.0
475.0

752.6
377.6

450.0
632.0

5.062.6
4.694.6

368.0

* Includes, in addition to drawings in connection with Euro-dollar operations, BIS drawings of dollars against European currencies other than Swiss francs to 
meet temporary cash requirements. During the first six months of 1967, such drawings totaled $82 million.

Swiss francs to repay indebtedness previously incurred and 
started shifting their borrowings to currencies that were 
being lent more cheaply, notably German marks, while 
in addition there may have been some net repatriation of 
funds by Swiss banks. As a result, the spot rate moved up 
from $0.2307Vi at the beginning of April to the effective 
ceiling of $0.23 VJV2 by April 26, at which point the Swiss 
National Bank became a buyer of dollars for the first time 
in 1967. With credit conditions remaining tight and some 
nervousness developing about sterling and the prospects 
of a Middle East clash, the rate held at or close to the ef
fective ceiling through most of May, and the Swiss Na
tional Bank added some $180 million to its reserves. The 
prepayment by the Bank of England in May of the $80 
million credit extended to it in December 1964 resulted 
in equivalent dollar acquisitions by the Swiss National 
Bank.

During the first days of June the rumor, and then actual 
outbreak, of hostilities in the Middle East precipitated a 
heavy flow of funds to Switzerland. The dollar holdings 
of the Swiss National Bank, already swollen by the in
flows in May, jumped by $212 million in the first week of 
June. In order to absorb these dollar flows, the Federal

Reserve on June 2 and June 8 drew a total of $370 
million equivalent of Swiss francs in equal amounts 
under its swap arrangements with the Swiss National Bank 
and the BIS; in addition, the Swiss National Bank pur
chased $30 million of gold from the United States Trea
sury. Although only a part of the shift of funds to Switzer
land during this period represented transfers directly out 
of sterling, the Swiss authorities were prepared to cooper
ate with the Bank of England in countering the effects of 
such shifts. One by-product of this cooperation was the 
acquisition by the Federal Reserve of $28 million equiva
lent of Swiss francs which were used on June 16 to repay 
an equivalent amount of its drawings on the Swiss Na
tional Bank.

Following the cease fire in the Middle East, the demand 
for francs abated, only to pick up again on a moderate 
scale just before midyear. Once again, the Federal Reserve 
drew on its swap arrangements to absorb these inflows; it 
added $33 million to its drawings on the Swiss central 
bank and $15 million to its drawings on the BIS, bringing 
the total of Swiss franc drawings outstanding on July 3 to 
the equivalent of $390 million, out of credit lines then to
taling $400 million. The drawing on the Swiss National
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Bank was reduced on July 28 to $180 million, when the 
Swiss National Bank purchased $10 million from the Sys
tem against Swiss francs to meet Swiss official require
ments. In view of continuing uncertainties in financial 
markets and unsettled conditions in the Middle East during 
the summer, it was agreed in mid-July that the Federal Re
serve swap lines in Swiss francs with the Swiss National 
Bank and the BIS should be expanded by $50 million each 
to a new combined total of $500 million. (At the same 
time, the $200 million swap facility with the BIS in Eu
ropean currencies other than Swiss francs was increased 
by $100 million equivalent to $300 million.)

The capital inflows in May and especially in June led to 
increased liquidity in Switzerland and eliminated the need 
for any special measures, such as short-term swaps, to 
meet midyear needs. Indeed, there was some easing in 
Swiss interest rates. In order to reinforce this trend, the 
Swiss central bank on July 10 reduced its discount rate 
from 3V2 per cent to 3 per cent, explaining that the move 
was “likely to facilitate the reestablishment of interest rate 
differences existing normally between Switzerland and 
foreign countries and thus also the reflux abroad of the 
excess liquidity registered in the past two months”. Follow
ing this move, and as Euro-dollar rates became relatively 
more attractive, some movement of funds out of Switzer
land began to develop, and by late August the franc had 
eased considerably. When the rate reached $0.2304V&, 
the Swiss National Bank began selling dollars to the mar
ket. The Bank subsequently purchased $7 million from the 
System which used the Swiss franc counterpart to reduce 
its outstanding drawings in Swiss francs. Such Federal Re
serve drawings thus amounted to $373 million as of the 
end of August.

GERMAN MARK

The German economy has been operating at less than 
capacity this year, and the slack in domestic activity has 
been reflected in a substantial drop in imports and buoy
ant exports. As a result, the German trade surplus nearly 
quadrupled from $555 million in the first half of 1966 
to $2.2 billion in the first half of this year. Had it not been 
for the very large outflows of short-term funds stimulated 
by the significant easing in German monetary policy, this 
trade surplus could have created severe strains in interna
tional credit markets and the foreign exchange market. 
Thus, the series of reductions in the discount rate and in 
reserve requirements during the first eight months of this 
year, while designed primarily to stimulate the flagging 
domestic economy, were very helpful from an international 
standpoint as well.

Following the usual seasonal pattern, there was a sub
stantial reflow of funds from Germany just after the year- 
end, and the Federal Reserve was able to acquire in the 
market and through special transactions sufficient marks 
to liquidate by mid-February the $140 million drawn on 
the swap line with the German Federal Bank in December 
1966. During March and April, the spot rate generally 
held close to its upper limit but the central bank did not 
add significantly to its reserves. By mid-May, however, 
the mark began to ease as the cumulative influence of 
easy money policy induced heavy outflows of commercial 
bank funds. At the same time, German firms that had 
taken up sizable amounts of funds abroad began making 
repayments as credit became more readily available in 
Germany.

The easing trend in spot marks became more pro
nounced toward the end of June, when the German Fed
eral Bank announced the fourth reduction in reserve 
requirements this year. To encourage retention in Ger
many of this newly released bank liquidity, the German 
Federal Bank at the same time altered its pattern of ex
change market activity. For several months, the central 
bank had been concerned that its policy of active ease 
had been more successful in stimulating outflows of funds 
than in reducing domestic interest rates. By widening its 
announced buying and selling rates and permitting a rapid 
fall in the spot rate, the central bank sought to increase 
the degree of uncertainty about future rate movements, 
particularly for those who were investing abroad at very 
short term on an uncovered basis. As the spot rate 
dropped sharply in early July to just below par, investors 
immediately began to purchase forward cover to avoid the 
risk of a future rise in the rate and the cost of such cover 
back into marks jumped from about 3A  per cent for three- 
month maturity, for example, to over 1% per cent and 
remained close to IV2 per cent through August.

During the period under review, there were discussions 
between Germany and the United States, together with 
the United Kingdom, concerning military forces in NATO 
and the balance-of-payments consequences of United 
States and United Kingdom troop deployments in Ger
many. In early May, the United States authorities released 
an exchange of letters growing out of these discussions 
between the President of the German Federal Bank, Karl 
Blessing, and the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, 
William McChesney Martin, Jr., in which the former indi
cated that the Federal Bank intended to continue its prac
tice of not converting dollars into gold as part of a policy 
of international monetary cooperation. This statement 
was made with the agreement of the German Federal 
Government, which at the same time took note of the
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Federal Bank’s intention to purchase $500 million of 
United States Government medium-term securities in four 
equal quarterly instalments beginning in July. The first 
$125 million equivalent German mark security was issued 
on July 3.

DUTCH GUILDER

During the early part of 1967, the guilder came on 
offer as the Dutch trade balance moved into deficit, pri
marily due to slackening demand by some of its major 
trading partners. At the same time, the recovery of sterling 
attracted additional outflows of guilder funds. Under the 
circumstances, the Netherlands Bank released dollars to 
the market and further reduced its dollar reserves by con
verting into dollars the guilder tranche of a multicurrency 
drawing from the IMF by Spain. The Netherlands Bank 
then replenished its dollar reserves by buying $35 million 
from the Federal Reserve against guilders. The Federal 
Reserve used the guilders to repay by the end of January 
the remaining commitment under a $65 million swap draw
ing made during the summer of 1966.

The Dutch economy continued to ease, and in mid- 
March the Netherlands Bank reduced its discount rate 
from 5 per cent to 4Vz per cent. (The rate had been 
raised to 5 per cent in May 1966 in order to damp down 
the then overheated economy.) The move also brought in
terest rates in the Netherlands more nearly into line with 
those in other centers. At the same time, the Netherlands 
Bank removed the penalty deposit requirement for banks 
exceeding credit ceilings. Despite these moves, money 
market conditions in the Netherlands remained tighter 
than abroad and Dutch banks withdrew funds from other 
markets. Under the circumstances, the Dutch authorities 
began to rely increasingly on swap transactions in the ex
change market—that is the purchase of dollars spot 
against forward delivery— as a regular method of relieving 
money market pressures. Dollars taken in by the central 
bank on a swap basis reached fairly substantial levels be
ginning in May and rose to a peak of $150 million in 
early June.

In the early summer, the backwash of the hostilities in 
the Middle East and renewed pressures on sterling domi
nated the foreign exchange markets. As additional funds 
moved into Amsterdam, the guilder rose sharply and the 
Netherlands Bank took in dollars both outright and on a 
swap basis. Accordingly, at the end of July the Federal 
Reserve drew $20 million of guilders under its $150 mil
lion swap line with the Netherlands Bank and used the 
proceeds to absorb an equivalent amount of dollars on the 
books of the Dutch central bank. Following a further flow

of funds into the Netherlands, in early September the 
Federal Reserve made an additional drawing of $10 mil
lion equivalent.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

During the early part of 1967, movements in the Cana
dian dollar rate were influenced by fluctuations in the 
volume of new Canadian bond flotations in the New York 
market and by short-term capital flows. A flurry of new 
issues in January, together with the take-down of proceeds 
of previous issues and the repatriation of funds from the 
United States, more than offset adverse seasonal factors 
and the Canadian dollar moved above par ($0.9250) 
where it held through mid-February. At the end of Feb
ruary, as the rate of new external issues abated and ad
verse seasonal factors asserted themselves, the rate moved 
below par and remained there during the rest of winter 
and early spring.

The Canadian dollar began moving into a period of sea
sonal strength late in the spring as grain shipments started 
up again. Then in June an increase in the level of bond 
issues lent further strength to the Canadian dollar, push
ing it above par. An additional—although quite temporary 
—boost was given to the spot rate when unfounded 
rumors of an increase in the Canadian-Russian wheat 
agreement were prompted by the arrival in Canada of a 
Russian trade delegation. During the summer, tourist re
ceipts were unusually large as the success of EXPO 67 
drew an exceptional number of visitors to Canada. Con
sequently, the Canadian dollar remained quite strong dur
ing July and August, fluctuating in a narrow range around 
$0.9300. Official gold and foreign exchange reserves 
nevertheless declined moderately during the first seven 
months of the year (by $53.3 million), with the decline in 
large part ($31.8 million) the result of purchases by the 
Canadian authorities of Canadian Government debt held 
by United States residents.

BELGIAN FRANC

The Belgian franc moved above par in January as 
lightly slackening activity in the Belgian economy con
tributed to a more than seasonal drop in imports, and the 
current account shifted from deficit to surplus during the 
winter. There was no real pressure in the exchange mar
ket, however, and official holdings of gold and foreign ex
change were little changed through the first quarter.

In April the franc began to strengthen further as the 
current account continued in surplus and from May on
ward the franc held at or near its upper intervention point.
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In part, this strength reflected an inflow of short-term 
capital despite steps by the central bank to ease monetary 
policy somewhat, including three discount rate cuts dur
ing the first half of the year. During the rest of the period, 
the National Bank of Belgium was compelled to take in 
substantial amounts of dollars. Inflows in late April and 
early May led the Federal Reserve to absorb $30 million 
that had been acquired by the National Bank by utilizing 
its $150 million swap line with that Bank. In an unrelated 
transaction, the United States Treasury during May re
paid two maturing Belgian franc denominated bonds to
taling $30.2 million originally issued in 1963 using francs 
it had acquired in late 1966 when the dollar was in de
mand in Belgium.

The Federal Reserve used an additional $7.5 million 
of the swap line in June but shortly thereafter repaid $10 
million by selling dollars to the National Bank to meet 
Belgian Government needs. In July and August demand 
for francs was intensified as commercial banks increased 
their inflow of short-term capital. (The scope for the banks 
to employ in Belgium the proceeds of foreign borrowings 
increased with the removal in late June of the credit ceil
ings that had been previously applied on a voluntary basis.) 
The renewed pressures on sterling also contributed to the 
substantial inflow as commercial interests and banks re
duced their holdings of sterling. In order to absorb dollars 
purchased by the National Bank during this period, the 
Federal Reserve used a further $92.5 million under the swap 
arrangement plus $3 million of Belgian franc balances. 
Thus at the end of August, total swap drawings by the 
Federal Reserve stood at $120 million. Following a fur
ther flow of funds into Belgium, in early September the 
Federal Reserve made an additional drawing of $5 mil
lion equivalent.

ITALIAN LIRA

The deficit that had emerged in late 1966 in Italy’s bal
ance of payments continued during the first two months 
of 1967, reflecting seasonal factors and intensified im
port demand associated with an expanding economy. In 
addition, there were sizable exports of capital, partly in 
anticipation of changes in the Italian tax laws. Under 
the circumstances, United States monetary authorities 
were able to acquire sufficient lire to repay short-term 
lira commitments totaling $114 million, of which the 
final $15 million portion was liquidated at the begin
ning of 1967.

In March, Italy’s balance of payments began to 
strengthen, although the reemerging surplus was consid
erably less than during the comparable period a year

earlier as import demand expanded further and capital ex
ports continued. As economic expansion generated mount
ing financial requirements on the part of Italian residents 
for both foreign exchange and local currency, Italian banks 
reduced their net claims on foreigners by nearly $275 mil
lion during the first six months of the year. During the 
same period, Italian official reserves, including Italy’s 
position in the IMF, increased by $55 million.

About midyear the Italian payments position moved into 
the period of seasonal strength and the demand for lire 
intensified. The Italian authorities began to acquire sub
stantial amounts of dollars, though on a lesser scale than 
the previous year. The Federal Reserve did not draw upon 
its $600 million swap line with the Bank of Italy during 
the period, but outstanding Federal Reserve and Treasury 
technical commitments in forward lire were rolled over 
periodically during 1967.

OTHER CURRENCIES

During the period under review, there were no Sys
tem transactions in Austrian schillings, French francs, 
Japanese yen, Danish kroner, Norwegian kroner, Swedish 
kronor or Mexican pesos. Nor were there any drawings 
by the United States Treasury on the IMF. As of the end 
of August, net United States indebtedness to the Fund 
was $922.2 million.

EURO-DOLLAR MARKET

The Euro-dollar market eased considerably during the 
first four months of 1967, after having been subjected to 
considerable strain last year. Excessive reliance on mone
tary policy in a number of countries had pushed domestic 
interest rates to historically high levels which affected the 
international money market as well. United States banks 
in particular turned to the Euro-dollar market in an effort 
to recoup deposits being lost as certificate of deposit rates 
reached ceiling levels under Regulation Q and became 
uncompetitive with commercial paper. Thus, between 
late June and the peak in mid-December, United States 
banks added some $2.4 billion to their borrowings 
through foreign branches. Later, year-end liquidity re
quirements placed additional demands on the market. 
In the final weeks of 1966, concerted action was taken by 
the BIS and a number of central banks to counter these 
year-end pressures, and the constellation of Euro-dollar 
rates began to ease. (For a description of these operations, 
see this Review, March 1967, pages 43-51.)

The decline in rates was even more pronounced after 
the turn of the year. By late April, three-month deposits
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YIELD COMPARISONS BETWEEN THREE-MONTH EURO-DOUARS 
UNITED KINGDOM IOCAL AUTHORITY DEPOSITS AND 
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT OF UNITED STATES BANKS

Per c«nt Per cent

1964 1967

were quoted at 41%6 per cent, lower than at any time in 
1966 and 2Vi percentage points below their peak of late 
November (see chart). This sharp decline in rates re
flected, in addition to the usual seasonal pattern, decidedly 
easier monetary conditions in the United States and Ger
many and to a lesser extent in other countries as well. 
By the end of the first quarter, United States banks had 
reduced their liabilities to foreign branches mainly in 
London by some $1.25 billion from the mid-December 
peak, while German and Swiss institutions added sub
stantially to their net foreign currency assets abroad. 
A large part of the foreign funds shifted to London dur
ing the early months of the year were converted into

sterling, reflecting both the relative attractiveness of 
sterling-denominated short-term assets and the return of 
confidence in that currency. As indicated on the accom
panying chart, British local authority deposits commanded 
a modest edge over Euro-dollars early in the year and again 
in April, even allowing for exchange cover. On an un
covered basis, of course, there had been a substantial 
interest margin in favor of sterling assets right along, but 
this incentive became of practical significance in terms 
of shifts of funds only with the return of confidence.

The trend in interest rate relationships shifted during 
the second quarter as conditions in the Euro-dollar mar
ket began to tighten, partly reflecting a similar movement 
in United States short-term rates. Banks in some countries 
began to withdraw funds from the Euro-dollar market 
while those in other countries accelerated the pace of their 
previous borrowing. At the same time, placement of Ger
man funds tapered off and United States banks on balance 
were no longer repaying previous borrowings. Rates in the 
Euro-dollar market began to rise in May, and with the 
outbreak of hostilities in the Middle East in June, precau
tionary withdrawals of funds combined with preparations 
for mid-year to cause a sharp jump in rates. The increased 
interest incentive to shift funds from sterling to the Euro
dollar market added a further element of pressure on 
sterling. Accordingly, as indicated in the section on 
sterling, the BIS immediately began to place sizable 
amounts of dollars in the Euro-dollar market, financing 
$143 million of such placements by drawing on the swap 
line with the Federal Reserve. These operations quickly 
calmed the market, and, with the cessation of fighting, the 
rapid rise in rates came to a halt.

Apart from a brief period of stringency at midyear and 
in early July, Euro-dollar rates have generally tended 
downward in recent weeks despite renewed borrowings by 
United States banks through their branches that have 
brought these liabilities back to a level approaching last 
December’s peak. Some new funds have come into the 
market as a result of the United States payments deficit as 
well as from short-term outflows from Germany and Swit
zerland. In addition, there has been a shift of funds out of 
sterling, partly because the covered incentive between 
sterling and Euro-dollar investments has favored the latter 
for several months now.
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T rea su ry  and F ed era l R e s e r v e  F o reig n  E x c h a n g e  O p era tio n s*

By Charles A. C oom bs

The shock effects on international financial markets of 
the cut in the sterling parity from $2.80 to $2.40 on No
vember 18, 1967 dramatically illustrated some of the rea
sons why the British government, the Bank of England, and 
monetary authorities throughout the world had fought for 
the previous three years to stave off such a devaluation of 
the pound. Without the strenuous effort made by the Labor 
Government to defend the $2.80 parity by severe domestic 
restraint programs, reinforced by foreign financial support, 
sterling might have collapsed in disorder long before, with 
far more damaging repercussions on world trade and finance.

As it was, the decision of the British government last 
November to reinforce its program of shifting resources 
from domestic to export uses by a moderate devaluation of 
sterling was a deliberate, careful judgment based on pro
spective balance-of-payments trends. The very choice of 
the new $2.40 parity, a rate cut which provided a fully ade
quate stimulus to British overseas trade without simulta
neously forcing any other major currency into a competitive 
depreciation, was in itself evidence of the remarkable 
development of international financial cooperation in re
cent years.

Much advance thinking had, of course, been done on 
the damage-control measures that would be required in 
the event of a devaluation of sterling, and there was an 
immediate closing of the ranks among the major industrial 
countries. By the end of the first week after the devaluation 
of sterling, a series of official announcements had made it

* This report, covering the period October 1967 to March 1968, 
is the twelfth in a series of reports by the Vice President in charge 
of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. The Bank 
acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal Reserve System in 
the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

clear that no other major currency would follow.
As expected, however, the sterling devaluation triggered 

heavy speculative buying on the London gold market and 
massive flows of funds across the exchanges. To deal with 
these problems, the governors of the central banks of Bel
gium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States convened in Frank
furt on November 26, 1967. As noted in their subsequent 
communique, they “took decisions on specific measures to 
ensure by coordinated action orderly conditions in the ex
change markets and to support the present pattern of ex
change rates based on the fixed price of $35 per ounce 
of gold”.

In addition to continuing operations in the London gold 
market, the Frankfurt meeting approved a number of 
specific new measures designed to deal with the danger
ously heavy flows of funds into central bank reserves 
that had been set off by the sterling devaluation. These 
included agreement on a massive expansion of the Federal 
Reserve swap network, from $5,030 million to $7,080 
million. Most of the increases in individual swap lines 
were negotiated and announced within a few days’ time. 
Thus strengthened, the Federal Reserve swap network 
readily accommodated sizable additional drawings by the 
Federal Reserve in order to absorb flows of “hot” money 
into the reserves of member central banks in the network. 
By late December 1967, such Federal Reserve drawings had 
risen to a record level of $1,791 million, of which $650 
million was in Swiss francs drawn from the Swiss National 
Bank and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), 
$500 million was in Italian lire, $350 million in German 
marks, $170 million in Dutch guilders, and $121 million in 
Belgian francs. These drawings were made in the expecta
tion that much of the heavy flow of funds to continental 
European central banks would be reversed, as the shock 
effects of the British devaluation began to wear off and
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the United States took measures to protect the dollar. 
On January 1, President Johnson announced a drastic 
program to improve the United States payments balance. 
Reflows of funds out of continental European currencies 
subsequently developed in heavy volume, enabling the 
United States authorities to make very sizable paydowns 
on their short-term commitments. In addition to such re
flows, the United States Treasury drew $200 million of 
continental European currencies from the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and issued $166 million of foreign 
currency securities. As a result, by early March the debt to 
foreign central banks incurred by the Federal Reserve had 
been reduced by $1,234 million to a currently outstanding 
level of $557 million. As noted in Table I, Federal Reserve 
swap commitments outstanding as of March 8 consisted 
of $325 million in Italian lire, $132 million in Swiss francs, 
$65 million in Dutch guilders, and $34.5 million in Belgian 
francs.

Among the increases in the Federal Reserve swap net
work announced shortly after the British devaluation was 
a rise in the swap line with the Bank of England from

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEM ENTS 
A N D  COMMITMENTS

Amount of
Federal Reserve commitments

Institution

facility 
March 8, 

1968
September 1, 

1967
December 27, 

1967 j
March 8, 

I 1968

Millions 
of dollars Millions of dollars equivalent

A ustrian N ational B ank.............. 100
N ational Bank of Belgium.......... 225 120.0 120.8* 34.5
Bank of C anada ............................. 750
N ational Bank of D e n m ark ...... 100
Bank of England............................ 1,500
Bank of F rance ............................. 100
G erm an Federal B ank................. 750 350.0
Bank of I t a ly ................................. 750 500.0 325.0
Bank of Jap an ................................ 750
Bank of M ex ico ............................. 130
Netherlands B ank.......................... 225 20.0 170.0f 65.0
Bank of N orw ay............................ 100

Bank of Sweden............................. 200

Swiss N ational B ank................... 1 400 173.0 250.0 77.0
Bank for International 
Settlements:

Swiss fran c s /d o lla rs ................ 400 200.0 400.0 55.0
A uthorized European 
currenc ies/do lla rs ................... 600

T ota l......................................... 1 7,080 !! 513.0 1,790.8 556.5

* Peak commitment of $150 million reached on N ovem ber 13, 1967.
* Peak commitment of $185 million reached on January 4, 1968.

$1,350 million to $1,500 million. In addition to this $150 
million increase in the Federal Reserve credit line, new 
facilities totaling over $1,350 million were also secured 
by the Bank of England from the United States Treasury 
and various foreign central banks. Such reinforcement of 
the defenses of the new sterling parity was deemed desirable 
in view of the heavy Bank of England recourse to the Fed
eral Reserve and other credit lines (including temporary 
accommodation from time to time by the United States 
Treasury) to cope with reserve drains prior to devaluation. 
In the case of the Federal Reserve swap line, sizable Bank 
of England drawings had been necessary from the Middle 
East war until the final speculative onslaught on the Friday 
preceding devaluation. During this period, the entire 
$1,350 million then available was used, with a large drawing 
on the last day of the $2.80 parity. Since then, the Bank 
of England has repaid $300 million, thus leaving available 
$450 million under the Federal Reserve swap line. There 
were no other foreign central bank drawings on the Federal 
Reserve swap network during the period under review ex
cept for a $250 million drawing made by the Bank of Can
ada at the end of January in order to offset the effects of 
speculation primarily engendered by the announcement 
on January 1 of the United States balance-of-payments 
program.

Other major developments during the period under 
review included sizable operations in the forward markets 
by the German Federal Bank, the Swiss National Bank, 
the Netherlands Bank, and the National Bank of Belgium, 
in a number of instances acting on behalf of the Federal 
Reserve and United States Treasury. In fact, one of the 
major decisions at the Frankfurt meeting w7as a coordinated 
launching of central bank operations in the forward market, 
specifically designed to induce reflows into the Euro-dollar 
market of hot money which had gone into continental 
European financial markets in the wake of the sterling de
valuation. During November and December, such forward 
operations by the German Federal Bank rose to a total 
of $850 million, while similar forward operations by the 
central banks of Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Belgium, 
on behalf of the Federal Reserve System and the United 
States Treasury, not only helped to arrest speculative in
flows to these markets, but also provided cover for roughly 
$115 million of placements abroad.

Even as the rush of speculative capital flows was sub
siding, however, the approach of the year-end window- 
dressing period produced new, heavy inflows of short-term 
funds to continental European markets. As in previous 
years, however, a joint central bank effort was undertaken 
to maintain orderly conditions in the Euro-dollar market by 
rechanneling such funds back to the market. Reinforcing
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Table II

OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

Millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to

Issues or redemptions (—)

Amount 
outstanding on 
March 8 ,1968

Amount 
outstanding on 

December 31, 1966
1967

January 1- 
March S, 1968

1 II
! ">

IV

Austrian National Bank ...................................... 50.3 ! 1 50.3

National Bank of Belgium .................................. 30.2 ! -  30.2 | 60.4 60.4

German Federal Bank .......................................... 350.7 125.5 124.9 124.9 726.1

Bank of Italy ............................................................ 124.8 124.8

Netherlands Bank ................................................... -0- j 65.7 65.7

Swiss National Bank ............................................ 210.9 !
j 100.1 310.7

Bank for International Settlem ents*................ 92.6 ! 60.2 i 151.8

Total ........................................................................ 859.5 -0- | 30.0 125.5 185.3 290.7 1,489.8

Note: Discrepancies in amounts are due to valuation adjustments, refundings, and rounding. 
* Denominated in Swiss francs.

these efforts by the European central banks to avoid undue 
year-end pressure in the Euro-dollar market, the BIS, at 
the suggestion of the Federal Reserve, drew dollars on its 
swap line with the System for placement in the market. By 
the year-end, BIS drawings stood at $346 million. In re
sponse to such smoothing operations, the Euro-dollar mar
ket continued to function efficiently, with no more than a 
normal seasonal rise in rates. In the aggregate, such central 
bank operations designed to avert potentially disruptive 
strains in the Euro-dollar market during the devaluation 
and pre-year-end period totaled approximately $1.4 billion. 
By March 8, the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had re
duced their forward currency liabilities in connection with 
these various operations from $115 million to $60.4 million 
equivalent.

During the period under review, the Treasury increased 
its foreign-currency securities indebtedness by $476.0 
million, to $1,489.8 million equivalent (see Table II). 
In order to fund some of the short-term Treasury and Sys
tem commitments, the Treasury sold a two-year $60.4 mil
lion note to the National Bank of Belgium, a twelve-month 
$65.7 million certificate of indebtedness to the Netherlands 
Bank, and a fifteen-month $100 million note to the Swiss 
National Bank. The Treasury used most of the Dutch 
guilders to help meet special swap commitments with the 
Netherlands Bank, maturing in January, and sold the Bel
gian franc, Swiss franc, and the residual Dutch guilder 
proceeds to the System for System liquidations of swap 
commitments in those currencies between November and

March. In addition, the Treasury issued to the German 
Federal Bank the second and third of four scheduled 4Vi- 
year $125 million notes denominated in German marks. 
These notes have been issued quarterly since last July to 
the German Federal Bank in conjunction with the agree
ment between the United States and German governments 
regarding the offsetting of $500 million of United States 
military expenditures in Germany.

Apart from the issuance of foreign currency securities, 
the United States acquired certain Continental cur
rencies in connection with drawings on the IMF. When 
Canada drew $426 million equivalent of convertible cur
rencies from the IMF in late February, arrangements were 
made among the respective Canadian, American, and Euro
pean authorities so that the German marks, Italian lire, 
Belgian francs, and Dutch guilders (together the equiva
lent of $150 million) in the package could be employed to 
reduce United States official foreign currency commitments. 
On March 8, the United States Treasury itself drew $200 
million of continental European currencies from the IMF, 
and the balances so acquired were used to make further 
liquidations of existing commitments.

S T E R L I N G

During the first quarter of 1967, sterling staged a strong 
recovery from the speculative onslaught suffered during the 
summer of 1966. Unexpectedly good balance-of-payments 
figures for the fourth quarter of 1966 encouraged hopes
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that the progressive curbing of inflationary pressure during 
the preceding two years might finally enable the Labor 
Government to close the payments deficit. The London 
money market regained a competitive edge in attracting 
international short-term funds as credit conditions in for
eign financial centers eased considerably. Spurred by these 
favorable developments on both trade and capital account, 
a surge of short covering heavily swelled market demand 
for sterling, and the Bank of England made exceptional 
reserve gains. By the end of March, the exchange inflow 
had enabled the Bank of England to liquidate completely 
$1.3 billion of international credits previously received 
from the Federal Reserve and other foreign financial 
authorities, while remaining central bank credits linked 
specifically to changes in sterling overseas balances were 
paid off early in the second quarter.

After this auspicious beginning, unfortunately, the tide 
began to swing against sterling with gradually cumulative 
force. Shortly after the announcement on May 4 of the 
third cut in the bank rate since the beginning of the year, 
from 6 per cent to 5 Vi per cent, Euro-dollar rates began 
to firm and covered interest rate comparisons which had 
tended to favor London earlier in the year started to turn 
adverse. Even more disturbing were indications that Brit
ain’s foreign trade account was lapsing into new diffi
culties. The announcement on May 11 that the British 
trade deficit had jumped from $36 million in March to 
$115 million in April was followed a few days later by 
President de Gaulle’s sharply negative comments at a 
press conference on Britain’s application to join the Com
mon Market. By mid-May these and other adverse devel
opments had eroded the earlier recovery of confidence and 
brought the influx of exchange to a standstill.

In this vulnerable situation, new heavy burdens were 
suddenly thrust upon sterling by the Middle East war 
that flared up in the week of June 4. On June 1, market 
expectations of an imminent outbreak of hostilities in the 
Middle East sparked a burst of selling of sterling. Such 
apprehension of war affected sterling not only directly but 
also indirectly through the Euro-dollar market, where pre
cautionary withdrawals of funds and the usual pressures 
associated with midyear window dressing combined to cre
ate a sudden squeeze and a sharp hike in rates. These dual 
pressures were immediately met by a coordinated central 
bank response in both the exchange and Euro-currency 
markets. On June 1 the United States authorities, in con
sultation with the Bank of England, purchased a total of 
$92.9 million of sterling in the New York market on a 
swap basis, buying spot against forward sales. That same 
day the BIS began placing in the Euro-dollar market new 
dollar funds drawn under its swap arrangement with the

Federal Reserve. (See section on Euro-dollar market for 
details.) As war broke out, the United States authorities 
temporarily took another $20 million of sterling out of 
private hands through additional swap purchases in New 
York. With the cessation of actual hostilities, covering 
by the market of short positions in sterling boosted the 
spot rate from a low of $2.7900 on June 6 to $2.7932 
on June 7 while permitting the Bank of England to recoup 
its losses of the preceding few days.

As the month progressed, however, market anxieties 
were aggravated by rumors of major withdrawals of ster
ling by Arab countries. In the latter part of June, reports 
of shifts of Arab-held sterling balances to Paris triggered 
heavy selling of sterling, and the Bank of England ex
tended substantial support in holding the rate at just under 
$2.7900. The market had also become concerned over the 
probable adverse consequences for the British balance of 
payments of the Suez Canal closure, and the announce
ment at midmonth of disappointing trade figures for May 
created still more apprehension. Finally, the pull of foreign 
interest rates, particularly during a brief squeeze in the 
Euro-dollar market at the end of June, exerted further 
pressure. To cushion the reserve impact of these develop
ments, the Bank of England drew $225 million during 
June under its $1,350 million swap arrangement with 
the Federal Reserve.

This swap drawing enabled the Bank of England to cut 
its June reserve loss to $120.4 million, but announcement 
of this figure early in July nevertheless confirmed to the 
market that sterling had once more come under pressure. 
During the month, outflows of short-term funds continued 
for reasons of confidence and for higher yields abroad. At 
midmonth, announcement of a further widening of the trade 
deficit in June touched off heavy sales of sterling, and by the 
end of July the spot rate had declined to $2.7858.

The mid-August announcement of a sharp swing in the 
United Kingdom trade balance in July—to a small sur
plus from a large deficit the month before—provided a 
brief respite from the continuing pressures on the pound. 
Moreover, market concern over the risk of a breakdown 
in intergovernmental discussions of international liquidity 
was relieved after it was announced on August 26 that 
an agreement along general lines had been reached by the 
Group of Ten, and that a plan to strengthen the interna
tional monetary system would be ready for submission to 
the IMF at its annual meeting in September. Nevertheless, 
short-term outflows persisted on balance, and the Bank of 
England drew a further $425 million on the Federal Re
serve during the third quarter, bringing its commitments 
under the swap line to $650 million.

The rearguard action being fought by Bank of England
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officials in the exchange markets became progressively more 
difficult and costly in October and November. In mid- 
October, it was reported that Britain’s September trade bal
ance had deteriorated sharply to a deficit of $146 million, 
the largest in fifteen months. As expected, the Suez Canal 
closing had raised the cost of fuel oil imports, but the trade 
figures also appeared to indicate a weakening trend in ex
ports. The outbreak in late September of a strike on the 
Liverpool docks, which subsequently spread to London, 
raised justifiable fears that exports might show even sharper 
declines in October, and market confidence in sterling de
teriorated sharply. Even more important, the unremitting 
selling pressure on sterling since the Middle East war had 
fanned into lively debate long-smoldering doubts held by 
many responsible publications and private individuals, both 
in the United Kingdom and abroad, as to whether the $2.80 
parity was economically viable. In this debate, the basic 
government policy of seeking to shift domestic resources 
into exports by restraining domestic demand came increas
ingly under attack. In the eyes of the market, the lagging 
recovery of exports, the rise in unemployment, and the 
decision of the British government to ease instalment 
credit controls in late August increasingly suggested that 
a policy impasse had been reached.

These market fears were translated into a heavy wave 
of selling of sterling, in both the spot and forward mar
kets, during the first two weeks in October. Despite heavy 
intervention by the Bank of England, the sterling rate 
by October 12 had dropped to $2.7824. In an effort to 
reassert official determination to hold the parity and to 
reduce the still-continuing covered incentive in favor 
of the Euro-dollar market, the Bank of England raised 
its discount rate by Vi percentage point to 6 per cent on 
October 19. The British rate action was immediately 
supported by the BIS which, in agreement with the Federal 
Reserve, made placements of funds in the Euro-dollar 
market by drawing on its swap facility with the System, 
in an effort to prevent a rise in Euro-dollar rates from off
setting rate increases on sterling money market instruments. 
But market reaction was one of disappointment that the 
British bank rate had not been raised a full percentage point, 
and heavy sales of sterling resumed, requiring very sizable 
intervention by the Bank of England in both the spot and 
forward markets that same day. In an effort to stabilize ster
ling quotations in New York, the United States Treasury 
initiated purchases of sterling at rates just under $2.7830. 
These operations, eventually involving total purchases of 
$47.1 million equivalent, continued through Monday, Oc
tober 23, and seemed to help calm the market somewhat 
during the final week of October.

The announcement on November 2 of a $75.6 million

reserve gain for October, after taking credit for a loan of 
$103 million equivalent from Swiss commercial banks, 
was brushed aside by a market which had become in
creasingly persuaded that a devaluation of sterling was 
imminent. Sales of sterling in pre-weekend trading were 
heavy, and on November 9 the Bank of England, for the 
second time in three weeks, raised its discount rate by an
other Vi percentage point to 6V2 per cent. Once again the 
BIS backed up this move with operations in the Euro
dollar market by additional drawings on the Federal Re
serve swap line.

The announcement on November 14 that the trade 
deficit in October had jumped to $300 million equivalent, 
the largest ever recorded, dramatized the disastrous effects 
of the dock strike and very nearly extinguished any remain
ing hopes in the market that the $2.80 parity could be held. 
At this critical juncture, however, rumors began to circulate 
that negotiations were in progress for sizable new inter
national credits to tide the United Kingdom over its dif
ficulties once more. If a new credit package had in fact 
materialized, the grossly oversold position of sterling might 
have led to massive short covering such as had occurred 
in late 1965 and again in early 1967. Accordingly, traders 
began to hedge their exposed positions in sterling, and on 
Thursday, November 16, short covering pushed the sterling 
rate to $2.7848. That afternoon in London, however, 
Chancellor Callaghan refused in Parliament to confirm or 
deny that such negotiations were in progress. Financial mar
kets throughout the world immediately concluded that the 
last hope of a turnaround in the sterling situation had dis
appeared. On the next day, Friday, the market was inun
dated by offers of sterling in the expectation that a decision 
to devalue that weekend had already been taken. To help 
meet the avalanche of offerings of sterling, the Bank of 
England, which had already made further use of the Federal 
Reserve swap line, drew the remainder available under this 
arrangement, bringing the total amount outstanding to 
$1,350 million.

On Saturday, November 18, Chancellor Callaghan an
nounced the British government’s decision to devalue the 
pound by 14.3 per cent to $2.40. In order to stiffen the 
defense of the new parity, the Bank of England raised its 
discount rate to 8 per cent per annum (the highest level 
in fifty-three years) and redirected bank credit toward 
exports, while the government announced curbs on con
sumer instalment credit and programmed cuts in govern
ment spending and an increase in the corporation tax. The 
Prime Minister set as the target of his government’s policy 
a major improvement in the country’s balance of payments 
designed to bring the external accounts into substantial 
surplus by the second half of 1968. A $1.4 billion standby
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agreement with the IMF was formally requested. In addi
tion, the British government reported that negotiations for 
an additional $1.5 billion of central bank credits were in 
progress.

When markets in London reopened on Tuesday, Novem
ber 21, after a special bank holiday on Monday, trading 
was hectic as banks and commercial interests scrambled 
to purchase or borrow sterling to meet immediate- and 
near-term requirements, including maturing forward sales 
undertaken earlier. The demand for pounds pushed ster
ling firmly against its new upper limit ($2.4200), and the 
Bank of England made large dollar gains. Such abnor
mally heavy demand for sterling to meet immediate cash 
commitments soon faded, but the Bank of England contin
ued to buy dollars on a moderate scale.

As in earlier periods of recovery the Bank of England 
used its gains to reduce short-term debts, repaying $300 
million to the Federal Reserve. Bank of England commit
ments under the $1,350 million credit line, which had 
been fully utilized to help meet pressures prior to devalu
ation, were thereby reduced by the end of November to 
$1,050 million. On November 30 the reciprocal currency 
arrangement with the Bank of England was increased to 
$1.5 billion, along with the other increases in the System’s 
swap network.

Market atmosphere changed abruptly in early Decem
ber—in view of a British railway labor dispute and higher 
United States interest rates—and the spot rate for sterling 
declined sharply. The market took no special notice of the 
announcement of a $127.2 million reserve gain during No
vember, reflecting incorporation into the reserves of the 
$490 million remainder of the United Kingdom dollar port
folio. (In November, the authorities also announced that 
the $250 million debt repayment falling due on Britain’s 
1964 IMF drawing had been repaid, with the reserve impact 
offset by a new credit from central banks and the United 
States Treasury.)

Despite subsequent mediation of the railway difficulties, 
the market remained uneasy, and by December 7 the spot 
rate had moved below $2.4100. Prior to the Christmas holi
days, however, the market quieted and sterling took on a 
firmer tone. After the long Christmas holiday, there were re
ports that the British government was planning sizable cuts 
in welfare and defense-spending programs to backstop its 
devaluation package, with details scheduled for release in 
mid-January 1968. These cuts were duly announced on Jan
uary 16, and although their major impact was not to take 
effect until 1969-70, as Britain would phase out its military 
operations east of Suez, a significant reduction in pro
grammed spending—by some .£300 million—was sched
uled for this year. The trade figures for both December and

January showed major improvements over the pre
devaluation deficits while export orders were reported to be 
on an encouraging uptrend. Toward the end of January 
the sterling rate moved firmly above $2.4100, and during 
that month and February there was a steady demand for 
sterling that enabled the Bank of England to liquidate a 
large volume of maturing forward commitments.

Reviewing the sterling devaluation and its aftermath in 
an address to the Overseas Bankers Club in early February, 
Governor O’Brien of the Bank of England noted:

Those who so readily advocated devaluation before 
we had made any attempt to apply other correctives 
had scant regard for our obligations abroad, for the 
risks entailed for ourselves and others, and for the 
harsh medicine which must be taken to make devalu
ation work. All these things are now being made 
abundantly clear. Those who thought devaluation 
was a soft alternative to strict internal policies have 
been disabused.

S W I S S  F R A N C

The Swiss National Bank’s dollar holdings rose sharply 
in May and early June, as funds poured into Switzerland 
prior to and during the crisis in the Middle East. In order 
to absorb these heavy inflows, and further moderate gains 
by the National Bank near the end of June, the Federal 
Reserve took on commitments of $390 million under its 
Swiss franc swap facilities—$190 million from the Swiss 
National Bank and $200 million from the BIS—out of 
credit facilities then totaling $400 million.

The heavy inflows to Switzerland left Swiss commer
cial banks in a highly liquid position, and after midyear 
there was an easing in Swiss interest rates. To reinforce 
this trend, the National Bank reduced its discount rate 
from 3 V2 per cent to 3 per cent on July 10. Although 
there was some immediate outflow of funds from Switzer
land, there were no sizable offerings of Swiss francs as 
the exchange market atmosphere remained highly un
certain. Under the circumstances, with the System’s Swiss 
franc lines almost fully utilized, it was agreed in mid-July 
that these swap facilities with the National Bank and the 
BIS should each be expanded by $50 million to $250 
million. By the end of July, the only repayment made on 
the System’s Swiss franc swap drawings was $10 million 
equivalent acquired by the Federal Reserve as a result of 
Swiss official needs for dollars; thus, outstanding commit
ments stood at $380 million equivalent.

As the exchanges settled down in August, there was 
some further shifting of funds out of Switzerland into the
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Euro-dollar market, and by late August the rate for the 
franc had eased considerably. Short-term outflows from 
Switzerland continued through early November and kept 
the spot Swiss franc close to the low for 1967 ($0.2301Vi) 
reached on September 12. Although the Swiss National 
Bank did not have to supply any dollars to the market 
during this period, the Federal Reserve was able to make 
some progress in liquidating its Swiss franc swap commit
ments, as a substantial amount of dollars was required by 
Swiss official agencies during the fall. In order to replenish 
dollar balances sold to the Swiss Government, the National 
Bank purchased a total of $57 million from the Federal Re
serve. The System used the francs so acquired to reduce its 
outstanding swap commitments to the Swiss National Bank 
to $123 million by mid-November.

The growing pressures on sterling in early November 
were quickly reflected in an increase in the rate for spot 
francs. In addition, the Swiss money market was tightened 
by the payment of the $103 million equivalent Swiss franc 
loan granted to the United Kingdom government by three 
large Swiss commercial banks. With continuing interna
tional uncertainties and the approach of the year-end, the 
franc rate advanced further. Despite the turbulence in the 
exchanges in connection with the devaluation of the pound 
on November 18, the Swiss National Bank purchased only 
a small amount of dollars in market intervention dur
ing the rest of the month. As a consequence of unrest in 
the exchange market, however, the premium on the forward 
Swiss franc then widened, and following the Frankfurt 
meeting of Gold Pool members the Swiss National Bank, as 
part of the general cooperative effort, indicated to the mar
ket its willingness to sell forward francs on behalf of the 
United States authorities. This move helped restore a calmer 
atmosphere and the premium on three-month forward Swiss 
francs dropped substantially below 2 per cent per annum, 
the premium prevailing just before the Swiss National 
Bank’s offer to sell forward francs.

In November, the System purchased from the Bank of 
England $80.1 million equivalent of the Swiss franc pro
ceeds of the one-year loan by Swiss commercial banks. 
(The United States Treasury also purchased $14.3 mil
lion equivalent of the loan proceeds and used the francs 
to pay off the remainder of an earlier sterling-Swiss franc 
swap with the BIS.) The System used the francs, together 
with a small amount in balances and $4 million equivalent 
purchased from the National Bank in connection with 
Swiss government needs, to reduce swap drawings from 
the BIS to $115 million by November 30. By the end of 
that month, total Federal Reserve commitments under its 
Swiss franc swap lines were thus reduced to $238 million.

Heavy inflows to Switzerland resumed on December

1, and during the first half of the month the Swiss Na
tional Bank purchased about $350 million as the Swiss 
financial community prepared for its year-end liquidity 
needs. In past years these inflows had been accommodated 
on a swap basis by the National Bank, but in view of the 
tense international monetary situation the Swiss banks 
were reluctant to enter into such swap transactions. In
deed, not only was the spot franc in demand but the pre
mium on the forward franc again widened, especially dur
ing the midmonth flare-up in the gold market. To deal 
with this pressure, on December 14 the Swiss National 
Bank initiated forward sales of Swiss francs jointly for 
Federal Reserve and United States Treasury accounts. A 
total of $65.5 million equivalent of forward francs was 
sold by December 19, before the market responded to this 
evidence of official reassurance and the demand for both 
spot and forward francs eased. Thereafter, a more normal 
trading pattern emerged, and Swiss commercial banks 
began to make use of the usual year-end swap facilities 
offered by the National Bank to obtain additional Swiss 
franc liquidity.

In order to increase its capacity to deal with the heavy 
inflows to the Swiss National Bank, the Federal Reserve, 
after discussions with the Swiss National Bank and the 
BIS, increased its Swiss franc swap facilities by $150 mil
lion equivalent each on December 15, bringing each credit 
line to $400 million. The Federal Reserve subsequently 
drew $127 million on the Swiss National Bank, raising 
Swiss franc commitments to that institution to $250 million 
equivalent. The System also drew $285 million on the BIS, 
thus fully utilizing that $400 million Swiss franc credit line.

After the turn of the year, and following the President’s 
balance-of-payments message on New Year’s Day, there 
was a sharp reversal in the market as Swiss commercial 
banks moved to rebuild their dollar investments. By mid- 
January outflows from Switzerland had become quite large. 
The spot rate dropped sharply, and the National Bank ex
tended sizable support in the spot market. The bank covered 
its losses from exchange market intervention by purchasing 
dollars from the Federal Reserve, which used the Swiss 
francs, together with moderate amounts purchased in the 
market and obtained in special transactions, to reduce its 
swap obligations in Swiss francs by $343 million. Moreover, 
early in March the Federal Reserve was able to pay off an 
additional $175 million of its drawings on the BIS and the 
Swiss National Bank through Treasury issuance of a $100 
million equivalent Swiss franc security and the purchase 
of $75 million equivalent of Swiss francs from the Swiss 
National Bank. The Swiss National Bank simultaneously 
purchased $25 million of gold from the United States Trea
sury. These transactions brought the System’s outstanding
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Swiss franc commitments to $132 million, a reduction of 
$518 million from the peak at the end of 1967.

In addition, the United States authorities were able to pay 
off at maturity the first $10 million of forward sales of Swiss 
francs concluded by the Swiss National Bank for the 
accounts of the System and the United States Treasury 
late in 1967, leaving $55.5 million still outstanding, di
vided evenly between System and Treasury accounts.

G E R M A N  M A R K

Germany’s international position maintained in the 
second half of 1967 the strength that had characterized 
the first six months of the year. With relatively slack do
mestic demand continuing through most of the year, the 
trade account remained in surplus, and for the year as 
a whole the current-account surplus reached $2.4 bil
lion. Had the foreign exchange earned as a result of this 
surplus flowed into official reserves rather than remaining 
in private hands, the stresses in the international credit 
markets and the exchanges during the summer and fall 
months would have been immeasurably greater. The huge 
surplus was not permitted to put pressure on international 
financial markets, however, as the German authorities 
acted throughout the year to avoid any massive increase 
in official reserves. By maintaining an easy monetary pol
icy, the German Federal Bank not only stimulated the 
regeneration of domestic economic growth during the latter 
part of the year but also facilitated very large outflows of 
capital, both long- and short-term funds, into the Euro
dollar and other markets.

During the early fall months, Euro-dollar rates firmed 
up, and there was some refinancing in German marks of 
maturing Euro-dollar credits. But the principal result of 
easier monetary conditions in Germany continued to be 
further placements of funds abroad by commercial banks. 
As a result, the spot mark traded narrowly just below par 
through October. The Federal Reserve took advantage of 
occasional offers of spot marks in New York to build up 
balances, and between August and early November pur
chased $20.1 million equivalent of marks.

On November 3, the growing uneasiness in the sterling 
market and a tightening in the German money market 
were reflected in repatriation of funds by German interests 
and a consequent sharp strengthening in the spot quotation 
for marks. The demand for marks intensified on Novem
ber 7, as growing speculation in the gold and exchange 
markets spawned wide-ranging rumors of imminent 
changes in currency arrangements, including an upward 
revaluation of the mark. In the ensuing heavy buying of 
marks the German Federal Bank purchased a total of $57

million as the spot rate advanced to $0.2512^. A flat 
denial by the German authorities of any intention to revalue 
led some speculators to cover their positions, and the spot 
mark eased slightly.

This burst of demand for marks had no sooner died 
down than another wave of buying developed, partly 
reflecting the massive selling of sterling on Friday, Novem
ber 17. The heavy demand was repeated the following Fri
day, when the intense pressures in the London gold market 
led to further precautionary repatriations of German funds 
from abroad. During this period the German Federal Bank 
took in nearly $300 million. The market atmosphere 
changed abruptly, however, when on November 26 the 
active members of the Gold Pool met in Frankfurt and 
pledged concerted support of the existing exchange parities 
based on the $35 gold price. As part of the coordinated 
central bank effort to calm the exchange markets follow
ing the Frankfurt meeting, the German Federal Bank acted 
to return dollars to the market on a swap basis in trans
actions with German commercial banks, selling dollars 
spot against repurchase at a later date. These operations 
relieved the developing stringency in the Euro-dollar mar
ket resulting from the earlier heavy withdrawals of funds 
and helped cut the covered incentive to move additional 
funds out of dollars as a result of the wide premiums then 
being quoted on the forward mark (nearly 3 per cent per 
annum for three-month maturity, by November 24). Ini
tially, the swap facilities were offered to the German com
mercial banks at rates representing a premium on the 
forward mark of 1% per cent per annum; this rate pro
vided an incentive of close to 1 per cent per annum to 
switch funds into Euro-dollar investments. By November 
30, about $600 million had been shifted from official 
reserves to private holders at premiums on the mark 
ranging up to 2Va per cent. Euro-dollar rates responded 
immediately by moving sharply lower. The Federal Re
serve participated in this operation by drawing $300 
million equivalent of German marks on its swap line with 
the German Federal Bank, to this extent providing cover 
for part of the dollars purchased forward by that bank.

Apart from these operations, at the end of November 
the Federal Reserve drew $50 million equivalent of marks 
under the swap line and held the marks for possible direct 
market intervention related to prevailing uncertainties and 
expected year-end pressures. (On November 30, as part 
of a general strengthening of the swap network, the swap 
facility with the German Federal Bank was increased by 
$350 million to $750 million.) Demand for marks began 
to grow in mid-December, as heavy speculative pressures 
again struck the London gold market and there was a re
newed heavy inflow of funds to the German Federal Bank.
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When the backwash of these demands spilled over into the 
New York exchange market on December 15, the Federal 
Reserve sold some $7 million equivalent of the marks 
drawn for market operations.

The heavy inflows into Germany resulting from market 
uncertainties proved considerably larger than necessary 
to meet German commercial banks’ usual year-end needs, 
in good part because the German Federal Bank had as
sisted the banks in arranging for such mark liquidity in 
advance by selling them a large amount of money market 
paper scheduled to mature in mid-December. Moreover, 
it also became apparent that the earlier heavy selling of 
dollars had depleted the German banks’ investment port
folios. By December 21, with the German money market 
becoming quite liquid and the exchanges returning to a 
more normal atmosphere, funds began to flow back into 
Euro-dollar investments.

As German commercial banks bid strongly for dollars 
on a covered basis, the German authorities sold an addi
tional $250 million on a swap basis, before raising the swap 
rates offered to the banks, and permitted the spot mark to 
move lower. By the end of the year, outflows from Ger
many had offset the German Federal Bank’s dollar gains 
earlier in December. In the last few trading days of the 
year the spot mark moved still lower, and the Federal 
Reserve began buying to replace the small amount of 
marks sold from the earlier $50 million swap drawing. 
By January 5, 1968 the System’s balances had been fully 
reconstituted and the swap was repaid in advance of 
maturity.

Demand for dollars in Germany continued through the 
first two months of 1968. Part of the outflow of funds 
reflected the usual seasonal pattern, but more significant 
was the fact that the German economy still was not absorb
ing all the liquidity available in the domestic market, 
and the German commercial banks again were invest
ing very sizable excess funds in the Euro-currency and other 
markets. As a result, the supply of German marks in the 
exchange market increased substantially and the Federal 
Reserve purchased marks in New York almost continuously 
through January and February, using them to reduce its 
swap drawings on the German Federal Bank. By the end of 
February the System had purchased sufficient marks to 
repay fully its $300 million swap commitment, thereby 
restoring the full $750 million facility to a standby basis. 
In the currency packages put together by the IMF for the 
Canadian and United States drawings late in February 
and early March, Germany supplied a total of $100 mil
lion equivalent of marks. Under arrangements worked out 
with the various parties, the Federal Reserve purchased 
these marks and sold them to the Bank of Italy, against

lire (using the lire to repay part of the System’s swap 
obligations in that currency).

During the period under review, the German Federal 
Bank continued its purchases of special United States Trea
sury medium-term securities denominated in German 
marks, in conjunction with the German government’s agree
ment to offset part of the cost of stationing United States 
troops in Germany. The first of four equal quarterly pur
chases of $125 million was made on July 3, the second on 
October 2, and the third on January 5, 1968, bringing the 
outstanding total of such special United States Treasury 
notes denominated in German marks to $375 million 
equivalent. As a result the total of all mark-denominated 
Treasury securities rose to $726.1 million equivalent.

IT A L I A N  L IR A

In 1967, the Italian balance of payments was in surplus 
by some $325 million, representing a further reduction 
from surpluses of $700 million in 1966 and $1.6 bil
lion in 1965. During the course of 1967, however, this trend 
was reversed, perhaps only temporarily, as the surplus 
widened significantly in the second half. Thus, for the first 
six months through June, the accounts were actually in 
deficit by $220 million (compared with a $280 million 
surplus for the first half of 1966). This deficit—which in 
part reflected unusually heavy Italian investments in the 
Euro-bond market—was financed largely by a running- 
down of Italian commercial bank net short-term assets 
abroad rather than by a reduction in official reserves. Over 
the course of the summer, when tourist receipts are a 
strong factor for Italy, there emerged an official reserve 
buildup well in excess of usual seasonal gains. Even after 
seasonal demands receded, Italian official reserves con
tinued to increase in October and early November, and 
the gain for the second half of the year amounted to nearly 
$500 million.

This renewed surplus was largely unexpected, given the 
buoyant demand in Italy that had been swelling imports 
and the sluggish rate of expansion in northern European 
economies that had been exerting a drag on Italian exports. 
Indeed, the impressive trade performance may indicate 
that Italy’s recent strong record of relative price stability 
is beginning to show through in increased competitiveness 
in European and other markets. In addition to a stronger 
than expected trade account, Italian long-term capital out
flows tapered off in the second half of the year and, like 
other countries, Italy was affected by developments in the 
sterling market through a sizable repatriation of funds.

Under the circumstances, between September 19 and 
November 30, the Federal Reserve drew a total of $500
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million equivalent of lire, using the lire to absorb dollars 
from the Italian official reserves. (With the $600 million 
swap facility almost fully utilized, the System and the 
Bank of Italy agreed in late November to increase their 
arrangement by $150 million to $750 million; this was part 
of the general move to strengthen the swap network.)

Late in the year, delayed seasonal outflows finally began 
to emerge. The lira rate declined somewhat in December 
and even further in early January 1968, when adverse sea
sonal influences were reinforced by market concern over 
possible reductions in United States tourist and other 
expenditures in Italy as a result of the United States pay
ments program. Nevertheless, the spot rate remained above 
par, and outflows from Italy were insufficient to permit 
liquidation of United States commitments in lire. In late 
February-early March, the Federal Reserve purchased 
some $75 million equivalent of lire from the Bank of 
Canada and from the United States Treasury in connection 
with the Canadian and United States drawings from the 
IMF. From the same drawings, the Federal Reserve was 
able to acquire $100 million equivalent of German marks 
which it converted into lire. These transactions enabled 
the System to reduce its swap obligations to the Italian 
authorities by $175 million equivalent to $325 million 
equivalent.

Federal Reserve and Treasury commitments in for
ward lire, which had arisen in connection with dollar-lira 
swaps the Bank of Italy has extended to its commercial 
banks, were rolled over during the period in review; in addi
tion, the Treasury added a moderate amount to its forward 
lira commitments.

D U T C H  G U E L D E R

Relatively tight money market conditions in Amsterdam 
during the spring of 1967 induced Dutch commercial 
banks to repatriate funds from abroad in order to 
strengthen their liquidity in guilders. The Netherlands 
Bank dealt with this inflow by purchasing a substantial 
amount of dollars on a swap basis (i.e., against resale for
ward), thus avoiding a large buildup in its net dollar hold
ings. These operations built up rapidly in May and rose to 
a peak of $150 million in early June.

At that point, the Middle East crisis and related pres
sures on sterling generated further demand for guilders. 
As funds flowed into the Netherlands the spot rate rose 
sharply and the central bank took in dollars outright as 
well as on a swap basis. To cushion these pressures, the 
Federal Reserve reactivated its swap facility with the 
Netherlands Bank, drawing $10 million of guilders on July 
26 and $10 million more before the end of the month.

Further inflows to the Netherlands continued inter
mittently through the fall months, reflecting firmness in 
the Amsterdam money market, an improvement in the 
Dutch balance of payments, and repatriations of Dutch 
money from London. The resulting increases in the dollar 
reserves of the Netherlands Bank were taken over by a 
series of Federal Reserve drawings on the swap facility 
until the full $150 million line had been utilized by Novem
ber 13.

The exchange market turbulence arising out of the de
valuation of sterling and subsequent speculation in the gold 
market was accompanied by further heavy inflows of funds 
into the Netherlands. These speculative influences also 
were reflected in the forward market, where the premium 
on the guilder reached nearly 2 per cent per annum for 
three-month maturities. Joining in a concerted central bank 
effort to restrain such speculation, on November 23 the 
Netherlands Bank initiated forward sales of guilders on 
behalf of the Federal Reserve and the United States Trea
sury. Most of these forward sales were part of swap trans
actions—i.e., spot purchases of guilders against resale at 
a later date—designed to return dollars to the inter
national markets while at the same time curbing the risk 
that the wide forward premium on guilders might stimulate 
further inflows. By November 29, when $37.5 million 
equivalent of forward guilders had been sold, speculative 
pressures eased sufficiently for operations to be discon
tinued. Meanwhile, in order to absorb the heavy inflows 
to the Netherlands Bank during November, the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York executed temporary swap 
drawings of guilders on behalf of the United States Trea
sury, and by the end of November Treasury commitments 
under these ad hoc arrangements were $126 million. Such 
swap drawings by the United States Treasury, combined 
with already outstanding Federal Reserve drawings of $150 
million under the regular swap line, lifted the United States 
swap debt in guilders to $276 million equivalent.

Buying of guilders was small and sporadic during early 
December, but a tightening of the money market in 
Amsterdam in the latter part of the month produced 
more substantial inflows. Just before the year-end, com
mercial demand for guilders boosted the spot rate to 
$0.2782^ and the Netherlands Bank purchased a further 
sizable amount of dollars. The Federal Reserve swap line 
with the Netherlands Bank meanwhile had been increased 
to $225 million, and by January 4 an additional $35 mil
lion equivalent had been drawn, raising the System’s draw
ings to a peak of $185 million.

Shortly after the year-end, the money market in Amster
dam began to ease and the spot guilder softened as Dutch 
commercial banks started to move excess funds back into
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the Euro-dollar market. In mid-January, outflows from 
Amsterdam were sufficiently large for the Netherlands 
Bank to provide support for the guilder. The Netherlands 
Bank then restored its dollar position through purchases 
from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York acting for 
account of the United States Treasury. Through these 
transactions the Treasury obtained $23 million equivalent 
of guilders, which were used to reduce Treasury commit
ments under its swap with the Netherlands Bank to 
$103 million.

These outflows from the Netherlands were short-lived, 
however, and the Federal Reserve was able to make only a 
modest start in repaying its commitments outstanding under 
the swap with the Netherlands Bank. Accordingly, on Janu
ary 29 the United States Treasury issued to the Netherlands 
Bank a twelve-month certificate of indebtedness denomi
nated in guilders equivalent to $65.7 million. The Treasury 
used $55.7 million equivalent plus a small amount in bal
ances to reduce its swap commitments to $47 million. 
The Federal Reserve purchased the balance of the guilders 
and used them to reduce its swap indebtedness to the 
Netherlands Bank to $165 million.

On February 21 the Treasury repaid its remaining $47 
million equivalent of swap commitments to the Nether
lands Bank with guilders purchased from that bank. The 
Netherlands Bank in turn then purchased $23.5 million 
in gold from the Treasury. Shortly afterward, Canada 
made its drawing from the IMF; included was $30 mil
lion equivalent of guilders, which the Bank of Canada 
converted to United States dollars through the Netherlands 
Bank. This reduced the Dutch dollar position enough for 
the United States authorities to purchase sufficient guilders 
to liquidate the $37.5 million in forward contracts (entered 
into last November) maturing in late February and early 
March. Finally, the United States Treasury drawing from 
the IMF included $100 million equivalent of guilders, 
which were used by the Federal Reserve to make a further 
reduction on its swap obligation with the Netherlands 
Bank. As of March 8, the swap debt of the Federal Reserve 
to the Netherlands Bank was thus reduced to $65 million.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

During the early part of 1967, the surplus in Belgium’s 
current international payments kept the franc at or near 
its upper intervention point. To absorb these inflows, 
the Federal Reserve reactivated its swap line and by early 
June had drawn a total of $37.5 million. Shortly afterward, 
however, Belgian government dollar needs enabled the 
System to purchase francs and reduce its swap commit
ment to $27.5 million as of the end of June.

Demand for Belgian francs intensified in July and 
August, partly as a consequence of the continuing Middle 
East crisis and the growing pressure on sterling. In order 
to absorb dollars purchased by the National Bank of 
Belgium through early September, the Federal Reserve 
drew $97.5 million equivalent of francs under its swap 
facility, bringing commitments in Belgian francs to $125 
million equivalent. Later in the month, Belgian govern
ment requirements for dollars again enabled the Federal 
Reserve to purchase francs from the National Bank and 
reduce its swap commitments in Belgian francs to $115 
million equivalent by the end of September.

The Belgian balance of payments on current account 
strengthened in October. In addition, the money market 
tightened, following the flotation of a large government 
bond issue. The resulting demand for francs pushed the 
spot rate to the ceiling, and the National Bank acquired 
still more dollars. The surplus on current payments per
sisted as the Belgian economy remained sluggish. The 
Federal Reserve continued to use its swap facility to cover 
the National Bank’s dollar gains, and by November 13 
the full $150 million had been employed.

During the period immediately preceding the British 
devaluation, and in the days of heavy speculative activity 
afterward, the Belgian authorities took in further substan
tial amounts of dollars. With the Federal Reserve swap 
line fully utilized, on November 24 the United States 
Treasury issued a $60.4 million equivalent 24-month 
Belgian franc-denominated Treasury note in order to fund 
a portion of outstanding System commitments. The Federal 
Reserve purchased these francs and used them to repay 
outstanding swap drawings. Then, at the month end, the 
System absorbed a total of $41.2 million from the National 
Bank by drawing once again on the swap line. Thus Federal 
Reserve commitments in Belgian francs under the line 
with the National Bank stood at $130.8 million equivalent 
at the end of November. (On November 30, as part of 
the general strengthening in the swap network, the total 
Belgian swap line was raised by $75 million to $225 mil
lion equivalent.)

The National Bank of Belgium, in cooperation with United 
States authorities, also took action to keep the forward 
market calm in the aftermath of the sterling devaluation. 
On December 4, the National Bank initiated forward sales 
of Belgian francs on behalf of the United States authorities 
(divided equally between System and Treasury accounts) 
to reduce the large premium on forward francs and dis
courage further shifts of funds from dollars. Pressures 
subsided almost immediately, and few additional forward 
sales were necessary through the end of December. These 
were the first operations conducted in forward Belgian
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francs and involved only a modest commitment of $11.8 
million equivalent.

The spot Belgian franc eased somewhat below its ceiling 
during the month of December, and the National Bank of 
Belgium lost a moderate amount of dollars in market 
support operations as the Belgian economy showed signs 
of revived growth and import demand picked up. The 
Federal Reserve, therefore, was able to acquire Belgian 
francs as the Belgian authorities required dollar balances 
to meet market needs; the System also obtained some 
francs from conversion of part of the proceeds of an IMF 
member’s drawing. These francs were used to reduce 
Federal Reserve commitments under the swap line with 
the National Bank of Belgium to $105.8 million equiva
lent by the year-end.

In late January, the National Bank purchased $25 mil
lion from the System to cover moderate losses in market 
support and to meet anticipated dollar requirements of 
the Belgian government. The Federal Reserve used the 
franc proceeds to reduce further its swap indebtedness to 
$80.8 million. In February, however, the tendency was 
briefly reversed, and the National Bank once again pur
chased dollars which the System covered by drawing $7.5 
million equivalent of francs on the swap. Subsequently, the 
System was able to make further reductions in its Belgian 
franc commitments. Late in February, the Federal Re
serve acquired $13.5 million of francs from the National 
Bank, when that bank needed dollars, and $30.2 million 
equivalent following Canada’s IMF drawing. Moreover, 
the System acquired $10 million of Belgian francs in con
nection with the United States Treasury’s Fund drawing. 
These francs were used to make swap repayments, and by 
March 8 such commitments had been reduced to $34.5 
million equivalent. The remainder of the Treasury’s $15 
million Belgian franc drawing was used in the liquidation of 
System and Treasury forward contracts and, on March 8, 
$5 million equivalent remained outstanding.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

Canada’s balance of payments was in sizable surplus 
in 1967, with a strong export performance during the 
last quarter of the year contributing significantly to the 
year’s overall results. In the exchange markets, there was 
substantial demand for Canadian dollars during most of 
the year.

During the summer months, the success of e x p o  67 
attracted an exceptional number of visitors to Canada and 
stimulated an unusually large volume of tourist receipts 
which helped keep the spot Canadian dollar close to 
$0.9300. In late summer, the Canadian banks sought to

relieve domestic liquidity pressures through conversion of 
United States dollar assets, and such conversions intensified 
with the approach of the end of their fiscal year on Octo
ber 31. Demand from this quarter converged with buying 
of Canadian dollars during the last minute rush to e x p o  
and with the increased movement of shipping prior to the 
winter closing of the St. Lawrence Seaway. As a result, 
the spot rate rose to its effective ceiling of $0.9324 by 
October 11 and held at about that level through the end 
of the month. In the three months to the end of October, 
Canadian holdings of gold and United States dollars (in
cluding Canada’s net creditor position with the IMF) 
increased by $121.5 million to $2,570 million. This gain 
more than offset the modest losses sustained during the 
first half of 1967.

The Canadian dollar remained strong until the devalua
tion of sterling on November 18, after which it began to 
decline. Some Canadian funds joined the general reflow into 
sterling, but there was also a sizable movement of short
term Canadian capital into Euro-dollars. These outflows 
might have been larger except for the 1 percentage point 
rise in the Bank of Canada’s discount rate to 6 per cent, 
which followed discount rate increases by the Bank of 
England (by IV2 per cent to 8 per cent) and the Federal 
Reserve (by V2 per cent to AV2 per cent). The sterling 
devaluation came at a time when the market was in any 
case assessing the likely impact on the Canadian dollar of 
e x p o ’s  closing and the sizable grain crops abroad that 
might limit Canadian wheat sales over the near term. More
over, with winter coming on, the Canadian payments posi
tion was moving into its seasonally weak period.

Against this background, the announcement of the 
United States balance-of-payments program had a fur
ther disturbing effect on market operations. Despite the 
fact that the new program did not restrict Canada’s ac
cess to the United States bond market, there was apprehen
sion that the program might adversely affect United States 
direct investment in Canada and the balance of short-term 
capital flows between the two countries. With exchange 
markets still unsettled following sterling’s devaluation 
and the subsequent rush into gold, the new uncertainties 
created by the United States program had a grossly ex
aggerated impact on Canadian dollar trading. By the third 
week of January, sales of Canadian dollars reached heavy 
proportions and the Bank of Canada was required to pro
vide substantial support in the market. To counter these 
speculative pressures, which became particularly severe 
on Friday, January 19, the Bank of Canada announced 
on January 21 a 1 percentage point increase in its discount 
rate to 7 per cent. In addition, it obtained the agreement of 
Canadian banks to discourage the use of bank credit for
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abnormal transfers of funds abroad. At the same time, the 
United States Treasury issued a statement emphasizing 
that: “The United States balance-of-payments program 
does not call for and is not intended to have the effect of 
causing abnormal transfers of earnings or withdrawals of 
capital by United States companies having investments in 
Canada.” The selling diminished considerably following 
these measures, but the market remained uneasy and was 
put off stride by political developments in Canada during 
February.

The impact on Canadian reserves of the selling pressures 
of January and February was cushioned by the use of 
some of Canada’s credit facilities. In January the Bank of 
Canada drew $250 million under its $750 million swap 
facility with the Federal Reserve, thereby reducing the 
January reserve loss to slightly less than $100 million. And, 
in February, the Canadian government made a $426 million 
drawing on the IMF. Of this drawing, some $241 million 
represented Canada’s creditor position in the Fund and was 
already included in published reserve figures. Consequently, 
the drawing improved Canada’s reported reserves by some 
$185 million. This increase was substantially greater than 
the amounts that had been used in support operations in 
the market in February with the result that, for the month, 
Canada reported a reserve gain of $71.6 million.

When market uncertainties continued in early March, 
the Canadian government responded by announcing a new 
series of fiscal measures designed to restrain domestic de
mand and reinforce the defense of the Canadian dollar. 
These steps were then backed up by a major bolstering of 
Canada’s international credit lines, with $900 million of 
new facilities—over and above the $500 million still avail
able under the Federal Reserve swap line—made available 
by the United States Export-Import Bank, the German 
Federal Bank, the Bank of Italy, and the BIS. At the same 
time the United States authorities made clear their whole
hearted support for Canada’s determination to defend the 
$0.9250 parity by announcing the complete exemption of 
Canada from the restraints on capital flows announced in 
the President’s January 1 program.

E U R O - D O L L A R  M A R K E T

During 1967 the Euro-dollar market was subjected to 
major strains, first during the spring and early summer as 
the Middle East crisis triggered heavy withdrawals of 
funds and again later in the year when speculation in the 
gold and exchange markets generated massive repatria
tions into Continental centers. These sudden shifts of funds 
out of the Euro-dollar market not only threatened to 
disrupt the normal continuity of credit and deposit trans

actions in that market, but—given the close links between 
the Euro-currency and foreign exchange markets—also 
had destabilizing effects on the exchange markets as well.

Whereas central banks are accustomed to dealing with 
periods of temporary stress in their own national money 
markets, there is no comparable international institution 
responsible for the smooth functioning of the Euro-currency 
market. Nevertheless, as the experience of the last year 
indicates, the Euro-currency market itself is surprisingly 
resilient in the face of fairly severe shocks and, so long as 
national central banks are prepared to cooperate in tem
pering the pressures to which the market is subjected, the 
risk of serious repercussions being transmitted by and 
through the market can be minimized.

As noted in the March 1967 article of this series,

The Euro-dollar market, which has become a multi
billion dollar operation, functions as a truly interna
tional money market and consequently cannot rely, 
as can a national money market, on the support of 
any single central bank to relieve temporary stringen
cies or knots in the market. There is a great deal which 
the central banks whose nationals use the Euro-dollar 
market can do in an ad hoc, informal way, however, to 
alleviate undesirable strains on the market.

Prospective developments in the Euro-dollar market are 
regularly discussed at the monthly meetings of central banks 
in Basle, with central banks increasingly prepared to under
take operations of various sorts to reduce the impact on 
the Euro-currency market of shifts of liquid funds by their 
own commercial banks. In fact, such operations have be
come more or less routine during periods of seasonal pres
sures, such as midyear and at the year-end when banks in 
some countries repatriate very sizable amounts to meet 
their own liquidity needs as well as those of their customers. 
The particular measures taken at any given time have 
been tailored to the prevailing circumstances and to the 
institutional requirements of the central banks involved. 
For example, the Swiss National Bank has normally re
channeled funds to the Euro-dollar market either directly 
or through the BIS. For its part, the Federal Reserve has 
also placed funds in the market, via the BIS, to mitigate 
year-end strains. Other central banks, such as the German 
Federal Bank, have sought to minimize seasonal pressures 
of this sort by providing special domestic paper timed to 
mature in December.

Similarly, during periods of speculative—as distin
guished from seasonal—pressures, central banks have 
acted to rechannel funds to the international markets, 
frequently by providing forward cover to their banks
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(either for their own account or in cooperation with the 
United States authorities) at rates that make profitable a 
covered outflow. In a somewhat different case, the Italian 
authorities have provided forward cover on a sustained 
basis to regulate domestic liquidity and at the same time 
provide funds to the Euro-dollar market during a period 
of payments surplus. Another important form of central 
bank intervention in the Euro-dollar market has been the 
Federal Reserve swap line with the BIS. Under this arrange
ment the BIS can draw dollars from the System for place
ment in the Euro-dollar market, and in a number of 
operations since late 1966 such short-term placements have 
amounted to $700 million. This facility was expanded to a 
total of $600 million during the past year, both because of 
the unprecedented stresses encountered during this period 
and because experience had demonstrated the usefulness 
of this facility in meeting such pressures.

The outbreak of hostilities in the Middle East early last 
June set off a sharp rise in Euro-dollar rates, as pre
cautionary withdrawals of funds added to stresses asso
ciated with usual preparations for the midyear by con
tinental European banks. These pressures were quickly 
countered, however, by BIS placements of dollars drawn 
on the swap line with the Federal Reserve or obtained 
from other central banks. As a result, the market calmed 
and, with the cessation of fighting, the rapid rise in rates 
was halted. Interest rates on three-month deposits eased 
from about 53A  per cent per annum to about 5V4 per 
cent by June 9 and, with ample liquidity available in the 
Euro-dollar market by the end of June, the BIS began to 
withdraw the funds placed earlier in that market. By July 
17, all outstanding drawings on the Federal Reserve by 
the BIS—which had reached a total of $143 million— 
had been repaid and the swap facility reverted fully to a 
standby basis.

Although the Euro-dollar market remained quite liquid 
during the summer months, covered interest arbitrage in
centives continued to favor Euro-dollars over sterling. Some 
of the funds moving out of sterling were absorbed by United 
States banks’ foreign branches along with additional dollars 
coming into the market from the Continent. In late Sep
tember, however, Euro-dollar rates began to move up as 
interest rates in the United States rose and as Conti
nental interests, faced with increasing uncertainties, began 
to anticipate requirements for the approaching year-end. 
Interest rates on three-month Euro-dollar deposits reached 
53A  per cent per annum at the end of September and re
mained at or above 5 Vi per cent during the early weeks 
of October. Confidence in sterling was steadily deterio
rating and, when the Bank of England raised its discount 
rate by V2 percentage point to 6 per cent on October 19,

the BIS, at the suggestion of the Federal Reserve, re
activated its swap line and placed a small amount of dol
lars in the Euro-dollar market to help forestall an offsetting 
rise in rates. Additional placements on a more substantial 
scale were made on November 9 to reinforce the second 
V2 point rise in the British bank rate in three weeks to 
6V2 per cent. Once again these operations—which raised 
BIS drawings on the System to $68 million—helped steady 
the market.

The November 18 devaluation of the pound and the 
accompanying increase in the Bank of England’s discount 
rate by IV2 percentage points to 8 per cent, followed 
immediately by the V2 point rise in the Federal Reserve 
discount rate to AV2 per cent, caused a sharp jump in 
Euro-dollar rates. Speculation against the dollar and gen
eral uncertainties in the exchanges generated large with
drawals of funds from the Euro-dollar market, thus adding 
to the stringencies associated with normal year-end repatri
ations. It was clear that coordinated central bank action 
was imperative if the speculation erupting in the gold and 
exchange markets and the corresponding heavy pressures 
being generated in the Euro-dollar market were to be held 
in check.

Among the various measures agreed upon by the active 
members of the Gold Pool who met in Frankfurt on the 
weekend following sterling’s devaluation, the central banks 
of Belgium, the Netherlands, and Switzerland agreed to sell 
their currencies forward in cooperation with United States 
authorities, with a sizable amount of the sales conducted on 
the basis of market swaps (forward purchase of United 
States dollars against spot sale) so that dollars simulta
neously were pumped out into the Euro-dollar market by the 
central banks. Even more important in terms of size was 
the very large volume of swaps entered into by the German 
Federal Bank at the end of November (in which the Federal 
Reserve participated through a $300 million drawing on its 
reciprocal currency arrangement with the German Federal 
Bank). The $600 million channeled into the Euro-dollar 
market by these German operations was especially effective 
in bringing down Euro-dollar rates—from nearly 7 per cent 
per annum for three months to about 6V4 per cent by 
early December—and in cutting the forward premium on 
the German mark. In addition, at the end of November, 
the BIS placed $38 million in the market, using dollars 
drawn under its swap line with the System, to reinforce 
the effects of the outflow generated by the German Federal 
Bank. Such operations through the BIS continued during 
much of December, bringing the total amount of BIS draw
ings outstanding to $346 million at the year-end. Moreover, 
the German Federal Bank swapped out a further $250 mil
lion before the end of the year. As a result, interest rates
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held in a narrow range, and the market generally remained 
steady despite the considerable stresses and uncertainties 
in the exchanges near the year-end.

After the turn of the year, Euro-dollar rates moved 
sharply lower, despite widespread expectations in the mar
ket that there would be a further rise following the an
nouncement of the President’s new balance-of-payments 
program. Yet the fall in rates should not have been sur
prising. Money markets in most of the major Continental 
centers remained highly liquid, and there were substantial 
outflows into the Euro-dollar market from Germany, 
France, and Switzerland as well as more modest flows 
from the Netherlands and Belgium. Much of this shift of 
funds was, of course, of a normal seasonal nature. More

over, the spate of longer term Euro-bond issues undoubt
edly resulted in the temporary accumulation of excess 
funds by some of the borrowers, who then placed the pro
ceeds in short-term deposits. At the same time, the heavy 
pressures on the Canadian dollar during January undoubt
edly resulted in a shift of short-term money from Canada 
into the Euro-dollar market. Thus, by the end of January, 
interest rates on three-month deposits had declined to about 
5V2 per cent, and they held at that level through February.

Under these circumstances the BIS was able to reverse 
its earlier placements in the Euro-dollar market made from 
the proceeds of drawings on the Federal Reserve swap line. 
By the end of January the $346 million outstanding at the 
end of 1967 was fully repaid.

P e r  J a c o b sso n  F o u n d a tio n  L ectu re

The Per Jacobsson Foundation in Washington, D. C., has made available to the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York a limited number of copies of the 1967 lecture on international mone
tary affairs. In sponsoring and publishing annual lectures on this topic by recognized authorities, the 
Foundation continues to honor the late Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund.

The fourth in this lecture series was held on September 22, 1967 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
David Rockefeller, President of The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., gave the only lecture on that 
date, under the title of “Economic Development—The Banking Aspects”. Supplementary comments 
were made by Felipe Herrera, President of the Inter-American Development Bank, and Shigeo 
Horie, Chairman of the Committee on International Finance, Federation of Economic Organiza
tions of Japan.

Since many readers of this Review have expressed an interest in international monetary affairs 
and in view of this Bank’s sympathy with the Foundation’s aims, we will distribute copies of the 
lecture upon request.

Requests should be addressed to the Public Information Department, Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y. 10045. Requests for French and Spanish ver
sions of the lecture can also be filled.
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T rea su ry  and F ed era l R e s e r v e  F o r e ig n  E x c h a n g e  O p e r a tio n s*

By C harles A. Co o m bs

Over the past year, international financial markets were 
swept by successive waves of speculation almost unprece
dented in their intensity. The Middle East war, the devalu
ation of sterling, the massive speculative drive on the Lon
don gold market, the French crisis, and continuing pay
ments imbalances among the major trading countries, all 
subjected the international financial system to severe 
strains. Yet world trade and payments continued to expand 
without interruption, as the monetary authorities of the 
major countries joined forces to deal with each new crisis by 
further strengthening the cooperative arrangements which 
have been built up in recent years. Of decisive importance 
was the agreement reached at the Washington central bank 
meeting in March 1968 to suspend official intervention in 
the London gold market and to separate private and official 
transactions in gold into two distinct circuits. These new 
arrangements not only insulated official gold stocks from 
the demands of private speculators but, in conjunction with 
the Stockholm Agreement on Special Drawing Rights, re
affirmed worldwide official support for maintaining the 
present official price of gold and the network of fixed pari
ties embodied in the Bretton Woods Agreements.

By midsummer, both the gold and foreign exchange 
markets had settled down to orderly trading in a reason

ably calm atmosphere, although in late August rumors of 

a mark revaluation generated heavy speculative flows of 
funds to Germany. On September 9 after the monthly 

Basle meeting, a communique was issued by the Bank for 
International Settlements (B IS) and a group of twelve

* This report, covering the period March to September 1968, is 
the thirteenth in a series of reports by the Vice President in charge 
of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York and Special Manager, System Open Market Account. The 
Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Federal Reserve 
System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

central banks announcing that the BIS, backed by those 
banks acting where appropriate on behalf of their govern
ments, was making available immediately a $2 billion 
medium-term facility to the Bank of England. This ar
rangement should effectively shield sterling from pressures 
arising out of conversion of sterling balances by sterling 
area countries.

As in earlier years, the Federal Reserve swap network 
provided the first line of defense against speculative pres
sure in the exchange markets. In order to insure an ample 
margin of safety against the mounting pressures of “hot” 
money flows, the network was expanded in several major 
steps, more than doubling the size of the facilities available 
in mid-1967, to the present level of nearly $10 billion of 
reciprocal credit lines (see Table I )  with fourteen central 
banks and the BIS.

As noted in the previous report in this series, drawings 
by the Federal Reserve on its swap network partners had 
risen to a record peak of $1.8 billion in late December
1967, but reversals in the flow of funds, together with a 
United States drawing on the International Monetary Fund 
(IM F ) and other special transactions, enabled the Federal 
Reserve to reduce these commitments to $557 million by 
early March 1968 (see Table I I ) .  After the gold rush ex

cited new hot money flows over the exchanges, Federal Re

serve swap commitments rose once more, reaching a peak 
of $982 million by late April. These commitments were 
completely liquidated during the spring and summer 
months, largely through Federal Reserve acquisition of siz

able amounts of continental European currencies made 

available by first French and then British drawings on the 
IMF. By July 3, only $ 135 million of debt in Swiss francs re
mained, and this residual was liquidated through a United 
States Treasury issue of a Swiss franc security to the Swiss 
National Bank.

In late July, however, renewed flows of short-term funds
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into Switzerland, in response to a credit squeeze in that 
country, necessitated new Federal Reserve drawings on the 
Swiss National Bank totaling $145 million. This debt was 
subsequently paid down to $130 million in August, and as 
of September 6 represented the only drawings outstanding 

by the Federal Reserve.
As part of a joint effort to stabilize the exchange mar

kets in the wake of the March gold rush, the Federal 
Reserve and United States Treasury underwrote forward 
operations in Swiss francs and Dutch guilders by the cen
tral banks of Switzerland and the Netherlands. These oper
ations lifted the total of forward market commitments by 
the Federal Reserve and Treasury from the $60.4 million 
outstanding on March 8 to $155.2 million by the end of 
March. In subsequent months, reversals in the flow of 
funds permitted a complete liquidation of these forward 
commitments.

One of the noteworthy features of the past six months 
was the broadening-out of foreign drawings on the Fed
eral Reserve to include central banks not hitherto making 
use of these facilities. In June, the Bank of France drew

the full $100 million then available under its standby swap 
agreement with the Federal Reserve, which was enlarged 
on July 3, in conjunction with $700 million of short-term 
credits from other sources, from $100 million to $700 
million. In that month, the National Bank of Denmark 
made its first drawing in the amount of $25 million on its 
$100 million reciprocal credit facility with the Federal 
Reserve. (This drawing was repaid in early September.) 
Likewise in June, the Netherlands Bank made two draw
ings totaling $54.7 million, also the first use by the Dutch 
authorities of their $400 million facility with the Federal 
Reserve. (The Netherlands Bank repaid the initial $25 
million drawing at maturity early in September.) Late 
in June, in a type of drawing which has now become rou
tine, the BIS drew a total of $111 million from the Fed
eral Reserve for financing intervention in the Euro-dollar 
market to relieve the midyear squeeze. (This BIS drawing, 
with further minor drawings by the BIS during the sum
mer months, was fully liquidated, and the $1 billion credit 
line has reverted to a fully available standby basis.) In 
June, the Bank of Canada repaid $125 million against a

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Institution
Amount of 

facility 
January 1, 

1967

Increases
Amount of 

facility 
September 6, 

1968
May 17, 

1967
July 20, 

1967
November 30, 

1967
December 15, 

1967
March 18, 

1968
July 3, 
1968

Austrian National Bank................... 100.0 100.0

National Bank of Belgium................ 150.0 75.0 225.0

Bank of Canada................................ 500.0 250.0 250.0 1,000.0

Bank of Denmark.............................. — 100.0* 100.0

Bank of England............................... 1,350.0 150.0 500.0 2,000.0

Bank of France................................. 100.0 600.0 700.0

German Federal Bank..................... 400.0 350.0 250.0 1,000.0

Bank of Italy..................................... 600.0 150.0f 750.0

Bank of Japan.................................. 450.0 300.0 250.0 1,000.0

Bank of M exico................................ — 130.0* 130.0

Netherlands Bank...... ...................... 150.0 75.0 175.0 400.0

Bank of Norway............................... — 100.0* 100.0

Bank of Sweden............................... j 100.0 100.0 50.0 250.0

Swiss National Bank........................ 200.0 50.0 150.0 200.0 600.0

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs/dollars...................... 200.0 50.0 150.0 200.0 600.0

Other authorized European
currencies/dollars......................... 200.0 100.0 300.0 400.0 1,000.0

Total.................................................. 4,500.0 330.0 200.0 1,750.0 300.0 2,275.0 600.0 9,955.0

* New facility.
f Effective on November 27, 1967.
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Table H

FEDERAL RESERVE COMMITMENTS

In millions of dollars

Institution
December 31, 

1967
March 8, 

196S
April 26, 

1968
June 30, 

1968
July 16, 

196S
September 6, 

1968

Austrian National Bank....................

National Bank of Belgium......  .................................................... 105.8* 34.5 ! 55.1

Bank of Canada.....................................................................................

National Bank of Denmark...................................................................

Bank of England.....................................................................................

Bank of France.... ................................ .................................................

German Federal Bank............................................................................ 350.0 275.0

Bank of Italy..............................................................  ........................ 500.0 325.0 500.0 189.0
j

Bank of Japan......................................................................................... 0

Bank of Mexico......................................................................................
!

Netherlands Bank................................................................................... n o .o t 65.0 20.0 i
Bank of Norway..................................... ................................................ !

Bank of Sweden.....................................................................................

Swiss National Bank.............................................................................. 250.0 77.0 77.0 135.0 130.0

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs/ dollars............................................................................ 400.0 55.0 55.0

Other authorized European currencies/ dollars.................................

Total........................................................................................................ 1,775.8 556.5 982.1 324.0 0 130.0

* Peak commitment of $150 million reached on November 13, 1967. 
t  Peak commitment of $185 million reached on January 4, 1968.

$250 million drawing in January, and in July the remain
ing balance outstanding was fully liquidated. Finally, in 
June, the Bank of England fully repaid a balance of $1.2 
billion in swap debt to the Federal Reserve, utilizing for 
such repayment a substantial part of a drawing from the 
IMF, together with dollars from additional acquisitions by 
the Federal Reserve and United States Treasury of sterling 
on a covered or guaranteed basis. The $2 billion swap line 
between the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England thus 

reverted to a fully available standby basis. As of the end 
of June, therefore, five foreign banks had drawn on their 

swap lines with the Federal Reserve to the extent of $415.7 
million. After subsequent drawings and repayments by 

these and other banks, the total outstanding had risen to 
a moderately higher figure by September 6. Since the 
inception of the Federal Reserve swap network in March 
1962, the total of credit provided under the network has 
amounted to somewhat more than $15 billion, of which 
nearly $6 billion was drawn by the Federal Reserve and 
roughly $9 billion by foreign central banks and the BIS.

During the period under review, the United States Trea

sury increased its indebtedness in foreign currency securi
ties by $513.1 million to $2,004.8 million (see Table III ).  
In conjunction with the German government’s successive 
agreements to offset or neutralize part of United States 
military expenditures in Germany, the Treasury issued to 
the German Federal Bank in April and again in August two 
more $125 million equivalent special 4Vi-year securities 
denominated in marks. Also, in conjunction with the new 
agreement related to military expenditures for fiscal year 
1968, in June the Treasury issued a $125.1 million equiv
alent of special medium-term securities to six German 
banks; the mark proceeds were sold to the System to re
pay the balance of outstanding Federal Reserve swap 

drawings on the German Federal Bank. On the other 
hand, by early August, the Treasury had purchased suf

ficient marks in the market to redeem prior to maturity a 
22-month $50.3 million note previously issued to the 

German Federal Bank. Thus, as of September 6, total 
securities denominated in German marks, including those 
issued to German banks, stood at $1,050.8 million equiv
alent. With respect to securities denominated in other for
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eign currencies, the Treasury in July issued a three-month 
certificate of indebtedness in Swiss francs for $54.7 mil
lion to the BIS and sold a $133.7 million three-month 
certificate to the Swiss National Bank in order to refinance 
United States short-term commitments in Swiss francs. 
The Treasury used the proceeds of the certificate issued 
to the BIS to liquidate an outstanding sterling-Swiss franc 
swap with that institution, and sold to the System nearly 
all the proceeds of the certificate issued to the Swiss Na
tional Bank for repayment of an outstanding swap obliga
tion to that bank.

S T E R L I N G

The events leading up to the British government’s de
cision last November to devalue sterling, and the imme
diate impact of this move on the gold and exchange 
markets, were discussed in some detail in the previous 
article in this series (this Review, March 1 96 8 ). By the 
end of November the initial wave of funds moving back 
into sterling had permitted the Bank of England to repay 
$300 million of the $1,350 million which had been drawn 
under its swap line with the Federal Reserve by the time 
of devaluation.

Further progress in repaying short-term credits was 
halted, and then reversed during the spring, by a com
bination of adverse developments. After three years of 
disappointed hopes, the market maintained a skeptical

Table III

OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Issued to

Amount 
outstand

ing on 
January 1, 

1968

1968
Issues or redemptions (—)

Amount 
outstand

ing on

1 II
July 1- 

September 6

September 6, 
1968

Austrian National Bank....... 50.3 50.3

National Bank of Belgium . 60.4 60.4

German Federal Bank.......... 601.2 124.9 125.5 f — 50.3 925.7\ 124.4

German banks...................... 0 125.1 125.1

Bank of Italy........................ 124.8 125.4

Netherlands Bank................. 0 65.7 65.7

Swiss National Bank............. 210.7 100.1 133.7 444.5

Bank for International 
Settlements*........................ 152.2 54.7 207.7

Total...................................... 1,199.6 290.7 250.6 262.5 2,004.8

Note: Discrepancies in amounts are due to valuation adjustments, refundings, 
and rounding.

* Denominated in Swiss francs.

wait-and-see attitude concerning sterling’s prospects. 
Hectic speculation in the gold market from November 
until mid-March kept the exchanges on edge, and sterling 
reacted sensitively to each new threat to the international 
financial system. Against this psychological background, 
the lag in any improvement in the trade account and the 
nagging fear that the government’s program to control 
expenditures and limit private demand would be thrown 
off course by labor or political unrest kept sterling gen
erally on the defensive. The forward sterling discount 
widened sharply at times, not only discouraging any in
flow of interest-sensitive funds, but also contributing to 
withdrawals of maturing short-term placements of foreign 
funds from London. In addition, several sterling-area 
countries, having suffered an exchange loss on their re
serves as a result of the devaluation, reconsidered the 
question of diversifying their reserves and began shifting 
a portion of their holdings out of sterling and into other 
reserve assets.

In the backwash of the gathering storm in the gold 
market, the pound dipped below its $2.40 parity for the 
first time on March 4 (see Chart I ) .  The following week, 
amid the climactic scramble for gold in London, the Febru

ary trade figures for the United Kingdom were announced 
showing a heavy deficit, with imports at record levels. The 
next day— the last day of the Gold Pool operations— 
sterling tumbled to $2.39. The closing of the London gold 
market on Friday, March 15, in advance of meetings in 
Washington by representatives of the central banks active 
in the Gold Pool, was accompanied by a declaration of a 
bank holiday the same day. With London closed, there 
was very little dealing in sterling either on the Continent 
or in New York. However, when isolated trades began to 
appear at rates below the $2.38 floor, the Federal Reserve 
—under arrangements worked out with the Bank of En
gland— effected small purchases in New York which 
quickly restored the rate to $2.3825.

On March 17 the Washington communique of the gover
nors of central banks participating in the Gold Pool an
nounced several important decisions in support of sterling 
and the exchange markets in general. Specifically, the 
governors “agreed to cooperate fully to maintain the exist
ing parities as well as orderly conditions in their exchange 
markets . . . [and] to cooperate even more closely than in 

the past to minimize flows of funds contributing to in
stability in the exchange markets”. Taking note of the 

importance of the pound sterling in the international 
monetary system, they also announced that the total of 

credits immediately available to the United Kingdom au
thorities (including the IMF standby) would be raised to 

$4 billion. As part of this increase, the Federal Reserve
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Chart I
EXCHANGE RATES

SEPTEMBER 1967 TO SEPTEMBER 1968 
New York noon buying rates on Wednesday of 
each week, cents per unit of foreign currency

280.00

278.00 ____ i-  i 1 i j J  238.00

Switzerland

S O N D J  F M A M J  J A S  
1967 1968

Note: Upper and lower boundaries of charts represent official buying and selling rates 
of dollars against the various currencies. However, the Bank of Canada has informed 
the market that its intervention points in transactions with banks are $0.9324 
(upper limit) and $0.9174 (lower limit).

—1 “  = Par value of currency.

*  As of November 18, 1967.

swap arrangement with the Bank of England was increased 
by $500 million to $2 billion. At the same time, the Brit
ish authorities announced that the London gold market 
would remain closed for the remainder of March.

On Monday, March 18, the decisions set forth in the 
communique brought about a clear change of atmosphere 
in the exchanges; sterling, in particular, was bid for 
strongly and rebounded to above par. The next day the 
British government announced the long-awaited 1968-69 
budget, calling for very substantial increases in indirect 
taxes on consumer purchases, a sharp rise in the selective 
employment tax (on employment in service industries), 
and a one-year tax on investment incomes, among other 
provisions. At the same time the government announced 
that it would seek legislation to limit annual wage in
creases to 3 Vi per cent and to defer or suspend price or 
wage increases for up to a year. In the wake of a favor
able market response to the budget and the Washington 
communique, the Bank of England on March 21 reduced 
its discount rate by Vi percentage point to IVz per cent, 
the first reduction since the move to 8 per cent at the 
time of devaluation. Along with the strengthening of spot 
sterling, discounts on the forward pound narrowed from 
the 10 to 12 per cent range, where they had been on 
March 13 to 15, to 4 per cent per annum for three-month 
contracts by early April.

Despite the improved atmosphere in the latter half of 
March, featured by the successful conclusion of the 
Group of Ten talks in Stockholm ironing out the last 
major differences on the Special Drawing Rights facility, 
the month as a whole had been costly to United Kingdom 
reserves. The Bank of England drew $50 million on its 
swap with the Federal Reserve (bringing the amount out
standing to $1,100 million) while making use of other 
sources of credit including the United States Treasury.

April was a much quieter month for sterling and for 
international markets in general. Nevertheless, another 
monthly report of a large British trade deficit at a time 
when observers were looking for clear signs that devalua
tion was beginning to work created an uneasy undertone 
in the market, and this grew more pronounced in May. 
The spot rate gradually drifted below par, and the forward 
discount began to widen again, reaching nearly 7 per cent 

by the end of May. At the same time Euro-dollar rates, 

which had dropped back from the peaks reached at the 
time of the mid-March gold crisis, began to rise once 
again, with the rate on three-month deposits moving from 
just under 6 per cent in early April to over 7 per cent by 

the end of May (see Chart II on page 1 9 2 ). As a result, 
the covered incentive to move foreign funds out of local 
authority deposits into Euro-dollars shot up to nearly 6
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per cent, adding to the strains on sterling that reemerged 
in May.

During this April-May period, United States banks— 
spurred by tightening credit conditions in this country 
— turned heavily to the Euro-dollar market in search of 
funds, adding about $1 billion to their takings through 
their branches during the two months. Although the sharp 
run-up in Euro-dollar rates increased the incentive to 
switch out of pounds, developments in the United King
dom were also causing concern. Setbacks for the Labor 
Party in by-elections, reports of dissension in labor ranks 
over the continuation of the austerity program, fear— 
subsequently borne out—that the next monthly trade fig
ures would again look bleak, all added to market pes
simism. In the middle of May, the crisis in France added 
a new dimension of uncertainty to the international mone
tary situation and helped to demoralize the market even 
further. As a result of these various disturbing factors, in 
May the pattern of heavy pre-weekend selling of sterling 
reemerged for the first time since devaluation at heavy 
cost to United Kingdom reserves. By mid-June, the Bank 
of England had drawn a net of $100 million more under 
the swap arrangement with the Federal Reserve, raising 
the total outstanding to $1.2 billion.

Pressures on sterling subsequently subsided, and it was 
announced that the United Kingdom would draw the full 
$1.4 billion available under the standby credit with the 
IMF to repay outstanding short-term central bank credits. 
A substantial part of this IMF drawing was used on June
19 to reduce the $1.2 billion of drawings then out
standing under the Federal Reserve arrangement. The re
mainder of these drawings was cleaned up on the same 
date by means of Federal Reserve and United States Trea
sury purchases of sterling on a covered or guaranteed basis 
from the Bank of England. To permit such purchases by 
the Federal Reserve, the Authorization for System Foreign 
Currency Operations was amended to increase from $200 
million to $300 million equivalent the amount of sterling, 
on a covered or guaranteed basis, that could be held for 
System working balances. Thus, as of the end of June the 
$2 billion swap arrangement between the Federal Reserve 
and the Bank of England had reverted to a fully available 
standby basis (although certain other credit facilities, in

cluding those from the United States Treasury, were still 

in use).
During July and August, confidence in sterling was 

greatly influenced by the ups and downs of the published 
figures on the United Kingdom trade account. A stabiliz
ing influence on the sterling market was the announcement, 

early in July, that general agreement had been reached on 

a new central bank facility to be extended to the Bank of

England, amounting to some $2 billion and covering a 
ten-year period, to offset reductions in the sterling balances 
of overseas sterling countries. After British authorities con
sulted with sterling area countries, the arrangements were 
completed at the September central bankers’ meeting in 
Basle. The communique from that meeting, issued on Sep
tember 9, confirmed these developments and noted that 
twelve central banks, acting where appropriate on behalf 
of their governments, would join with the BIS in making 
the facility available to the Bank of England, that the ar
rangements would be brought into force immediately, and 
that the earlier swap arrangement of June 1966 is expected 
to be liquidated and terminated by 1971.

F R E N C H  F R A N C

Late in 1967 the French current account was beginning 
to recover from the modest deficit that had emerged 
during the previous year. With this more favorable devel
opment in the background, the franc remained above par 
($0 .2025V i) during the early months of 1968. Never
theless, there were occasional periods of pressure on the 
franc, arising from reactions to the new United States 
balance-of-payments program announced on January 1, 
shifts of funds into the Euro-dollar market by French 
banks, and the March speculative stampede into gold. By 
the end of April the franc had drifted to a level just above 
par, from which there was little change well into May.

On May 17, however, student rioting broke out, fol
lowed shortly by labor strikes in Paris and similar dis
orders elsewhere in France. Within days the strikes 
had virtually paralyzed the French economy, and on May
20 the absence of personnel forced nearly all French 
banks to close. For all practical purposes, this also closed 
the Paris exchange market and complicated delivery of 
francs in exchange dealings in other countries. Trading in 
spot francs continued in those markets, but at sharply 
lower levels. With the French markets closed, the Bank 
of France called upon the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York to help maintain franc quotations within declared 
limits by purchasing spot francs for the Bank of France 
account. Subsequently, the Bank of France made parallel 
arrangements to cover European markets through the 
BIS. For a few days the franc fluctuated just above 
its floor ($0.2010V £), but as the political crisis deepened 
the rate fell to the floor level and had to be heavily sup
ported. Even though banks were closed in France, specu
lative flows from France to Switzerland and into the 

Euro-dollar market grew to substantial volume, and at 

the end of May the French government imposed exchange 
controls over resident capital transfers abroad; nonresident
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transactions remained free of controls, however.
In early June, the selling abated somewhat after Presi

dent de Gaulle’s call for national elections raised hopes 
that a beginning was being made toward restoring order 
in France. Evidence of a scattered return to work by 
French workers also helped improve the atmosphere. 
Moreover, the Bank of France was able to resume its 
regular activities and make its presence felt in support 
of the franc on the Continent. French banks began 
operating again, and on June 7 the Paris bourse opened 
its doors for the first time since May 20.

But the reopening of normal channels of foreign ex
change dealings brought with it further selling of francs. 
Despite the gradual return to work by French workers 
during the month of June, it was feared that the large 
wage increases necessary to bring an end to the work 
stoppage might initiate a wage-price spiral which could 
seriously weaken French international competitiveness. 
As a result, selling stepped up, based in large part on a 
precipitate reversal of commercial leads and lags despite 
the exchange controls imposed at the end of May. The 
French government’s announcement of a program of tem
porary import quotas and export subsidies to bolster the 
franc did little to stem the speculative tide. But the sweep
ing victory of the Gaullist forces in the elections at the 
month end cleared away one area of uncertainty besetting 
the market and, although the selling of francs persisted 
thereafter, the market fever abated.

For May the Bank of France announced a reserve loss 
of $307 million, and in June a further loss of $203 mil
lion was recorded. But sizable credit operations had also 
been initiated. In June, the Bank of France bolstered its 
reserves by drawing the full $100 million then available 
under its swap line with the Federal Reserve, the first 
drawing by that bank since the inception of the arrange
ment in March 1962. In addition, France drew $885 
million from the IMF—representing its gold tranche 
and other drawing rights resulting from previous Fund 
use of French francs, including those supplied by France 

under the General Arrangements to Borrow. (As de
scribed in other sections of this report, the Federal Re

serve was able to acquire certain currencies drawn by 
France and used them to reduce System drawings on swap 

lines with other central banks.) Thus the cost of official 
support for the franc in May and June came to $1.5 bil

lion. Part of this reserve loss took the form of gold sales 
by the French authorities to replenish dollar balances, 
including $220 million of gold sold to the United States 
Treasury.

With the announcement of the June reserve figures in 
early July, Finance Minister Couve de Murville (later

named Premier) strongly reaffirmed the government’s in
tention to defend the franc parity. As evidence of that 
resolve, the French authorities broadened their defense 
of the franc to include an increase in the Bank of France 
discount rate from 3Vi per cent to 5 per cent, a tightening 
of exchange controls, and new taxes. Shortly thereafter, 
on July 10, the Bank of France announced a $1.3 billion 
package of new credits from the Federal Reserve, the 
central banks of Belgium, Germany, Italy, and the Nether
lands plus the BIS. The United States participation took 
the form of a $600 million increase in the Federal Re
serve swap line with the Bank of France, raising that 
facility to $700 million.

Despite these measures in support of the franc, market 
pressures continued. Throughout July, there were inter
mittent bursts of selling, particularly in advance of week
ends. Bank of France losses remained substantial but de
clined significantly from the June level. The large outflows 
from France in the period brought little upward pressure 
on other currencies as those funds seemed to remain 
largely in the dollar market.

In August, the announcement of the July trade results 
provided some encouragement, with the trade balance re
bounding to surplus as the May-June export backlogs were 
cleared away and imports rose only by a further small 
amount. Although pressure on the franc in the spot market 
continued, the reserve drain diminished. On September 4, 
the French authorities announced the lifting of exchange 
controls first imposed at the end of May.

G E R M A N  M A R K

Germany’s trade accounts remained very strong during 
the early months of 1968 as they had throughout 1967. 
It was evident, moreover, that Germany’s resurgent growth, 
as well as its accompanying stimulus to activity in other 
Common Market countries, was being accomplished with 
few strains on Germany’s productive potential. Thus the 
downtrend in the spot mark early in the year—resulting 

from large short- and long-term capital outflows— tended 
to disguise that currency’s underlying strength and the mar

ket’s potential for a rapid reversal of direction with a new 
outbreak of speculative demand. During the March gold 
crisis, speculation on a revaluation of the mark touched 
off such a burst of demand. The German Federal Bank per

mitted a sharp rise in the spot rate to make marks more 
expensive for speculators, but nevertheless had to take 
in huge amounts of dollars. These heavy shifts of funds into 
marks would have severely aggravated the strains then 
being felt in the Euro-dollar market and in sterling had the 

German Federal Bank not immediately reoffered the dollars
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it received to its commercial banks on a swap basis, for re
purchase later at attractive rates. The swap rates were equiv
alent to a premium on the forward mark of 2 per cent per 
annum, more than Vi per cent below the market; the Ger
man Federal Bank concluded $220 million in swaps at those 
rates. As the week of March 11-15 progressed, the bank 
pursued this operation, gradually increasing the premium 
on the forward mark to 4 per cent per annum.

On Friday, March 15, with unprecedented uncertain
ties in the exchanges arising out of the closing of the 
London gold market and the emergency central bank 
meeting convening in Washington over the coming week
end, speculation seemed to focus on the mark and funds 
flowed into Germany from all over Europe and the United 
States. By the close of trading in Frankfurt, the German 
Federal Bank had purchased $400 million. After the 
Frankfurt market closed, the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York continued to offer marks for the account of 
the Federal Bank and sold a moderate amount that after
noon to help meet the spillover of demand. Although the 
Federal Bank’s gross intake of dollars in March amounted 
to $800 million, the bank was able to return the bulk of 
its intake to the market through swap operations with the 
commercial banks. The Federal Reserve participated in the 
operation, as it had done in November, by reactivating its 
swap line with the Federal Bank in order to absorb $300 
million from that bank, thereby providing cover for a part 
of that bank’s forward purchases of dollars.

The firm support for the existing system of currency 
parities that emerged from the Washington meetings 
helped to reassure the highly nervous markets. News of 
the large general expansion in the Federal Reserve swap 
network, including an increase in the line with the Ger
man Federal Bank to $1,000 million, contributed impor
tantly to the reassurance. Under these circumstances, the 
underlying liquidity of the Frankfurt market quickly re
asserted itself and the spot mark moved lower through 
the end of March. In order to maintain an orderly market 
as the earlier heavy speculation unwound, the Federal 
Bank sold a sizable amount of dollars.

Early in April, market sentiment was buoyed by hopes 
that President Johnson’s peace initiative in Vietnam would 
bring an early end to that conflict and an easing of its 

associated strains on the dollar. Moreover, the near- 
unanimous agreement of the Group of Ten representa
tives at Stockholm on a plan for Special Drawing Rights fur
ther contributed to a strengthening of confidence in the dol
lar. Rising interest rates in the United States and in the 
Euro-dollar market after the Vi point increase in Federal 
Reserve discount rates to SVi per cent also exerted a 
strong pull on German short-term funds.

Through April the Federal Bank continued its policy 
of domestic monetary ease, thereby encouraging German 
banks to reinvest abroad the proceeds of maturing swap 
contracts concluded in March. As capital outflows devel
oped, the Federal Bank sold about $390 million of spot 
dollars, while permitting the spot mark to slide gradually 
lower. Moreover, with the German economy still not 
absorbing all the liquid resources that were being made 
available in the market, the Federal Bank undertook 
$103 million in new swaps with the commercial banks to 
facilitate short-term investments abroad. Thus the authori
ties succeeded in returning to the market a very substan
tial part of the dollars that had flowed in as a result of the 
maturing of the swap contracts that had been concluded 
in March.

At the same time, the System began to reduce its swap 
debt to the Federal Bank, using marks acquired from a 
correspondent and some from balances to pay down the 
System’s outstanding swap obligations by $25 million. 
International currency uncertainties flared up again in 
May, however, and led to a new round of revaluation 
rumors concerning the German mark, as market appre
hensions over the failure of the United Kingdom trade 
position to show improvement were compounded by un
easiness over further delay in the proposed United States 
tax surcharge. Speculative demand for marks boosted the 
spot rate sharply in early May, and the German authori
ties once again purchased dollars. But the buying was 
not sustained and quickly dissipated after the flat denial 
of any revaluation plans issued on May 10 by Dr. Karl 
Blessing, President of the German Federal Bank. Mean
while, the Federal Bank continued with its swap opera
tions. At the end of May the market responded favorably 
to the statement by Economics Minister Schiller, en
couraging German commercial banks to export capital 
and stressing that the authorities intended to provide suf
ficient domestic liquidity to support further business ex
pansion in Germany despite the flow of funds abroad. 
Thus, with official approval and ample resources avail
able, foreign borrowers placed additional issues in the Ger
man capital market. One notable example of the broadly 
equilibrating influence of the outflow from Germany was 
the Canadian government’s five-year borrowing of DM 250 
million in late May. The borrowing not only served to 
bolster Canadian official reserves and offset Germany’s 
current-account surplus but at the same time afforded the 

Federal Reserve the opportunity to purchase a sizable 
amount of German marks. The Federal Reserve pur
chased from Canada $25.2 million equivalent of the pro
ceeds of the borrowing and used them, together with 
$25 million more acquired from the market, to reduce its
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swap debt to the German Federal Bank to $225 million 
equivalent.

The month of June brought a further increase in the 
flow of German capital seeking employment abroad. The 
Federal Bank provided sizable amounts of dollars for 
market requirements which in part reflected conversion 
of the mark proceeds of Canadian and Mexican long-term 
borrowings. Persistent demand for dollars in Frankfurt 
depressed the spot mark to parity by late June, and with 
marks readily available in New York the Federal Reserve 
and the Treasury accumulated mark balances against out
standing commitments. In addition, the System purchased 
$50 million of marks from the German Federal Bank when 
that bank replenished dollars sold to France in connection 
with the French drawing on the IMF. These marks, to
gether with market purchases, were used to reduce System 
swap obligations in marks by $100 million to $125 million 
as of June 21. Finally, near the end of June the United 
States Treasury issued to German banks special mark- 
denominated securities equivalent to $125.1 million. The 
securities were issued in conjunction with agreements 
reached with the German government to neutralize part of 
United States troop-stationing costs in Germany. The 
System purchased these marks and used them to liquidate 
the last $125 million outstanding under the swap line with 
the Federal Bank.

Market selling of German marks continued unabated 
in July and early August, partly reflecting reflows abroad 
from German banks after midyear. By early August the 
spot mark had declined to $0.2486V£, the lowest level 
since the 1961 revaluation, and the German Federal Bank 
had supplied some $230 million to the market. At the 
same time, both the Federal Reserve and the Treasury 
made sizable purchases of marks in the New York market. 
On August 9, using the proceeds of its recent purchases, 
the Treasury redeemed in advance of maturity a $50.3 mil
lion equivalent 22-month note held by the Federal Bank. 
On August 19, in a further transaction related to the Ger
man government’s agreement to offset or neutralize United 
States troop costs in Germany, the Treasury issued to the 
Federal Bank another medium-term security denominated 
in marks equivalent to $124.4 million. This security was 

the first in a new series of four equal quarterly instalments 
which will eventually total $500 million. (The fourth in
stalment of the earlier series of similar securities sold to 

the Federal Bank had been issued in April.) In addition, 
the German authorities expected to pay about $100 million 
for procurement of military equipment directly from pro
ducers in the United States. Thus, including the special 
Treasury securities issued to German banks in June, as 

noted above, and the new scheduled purchases by the Fed

eral Bank, the German government had agreed to offset 
or neutralize some $725 million of United States troop- 
stationing costs in Germany. As of September 6, total 
United States Treasury securities denominated in German 
marks stood at $1,050.8 million. No short-term indebted
ness under the Federal Reserve swap line was outstanding, 
however.

Toward the end of August, heavy speculative buying of 
marks resulted from renewed market rumors that a re
valuation of the mark was imminent. The German au
thorities promptly rejected such a move, noting that capital 
outflows from Germany in 1968— particularly long-term 
outflows—have more than offset Germany’s current- 
account surplus. Nevertheless, within a few days’ time, 
the spot mark rose virtually to its ceiling, and the German 
Federal Bank had to absorb very sizable amounts of dol
lars. As in other recent periods of temporary inflows to 
Germany, the Federal Bank acted to mitigate the impact 
on international financial markets by rechanneling these 
dollars to the market through swap transactions with com
mercial banks. In addition, the United States authorities 
sold a moderate amount of marks in the forward market.

S W I S S  F R A N C

In 1967, Switzerland attracted very heavy inflows of 
liquid funds seeking refuge from currency uncertainties 
arising out of the Middle East war, the devaluation of 
sterling, and the subsequent speculative rush in the gold 
markets. With the Swiss National Bank accumulating 
large amounts of dollars during the year, the Federal 
Reserve drew heavily on its Swiss franc swap lines with 
the National Bank and the BIS. In order to accommodate 
such unusually large drawings and provide for contingen
cies, resources available under each facility were 
raised in several steps to $400 million by mid-December. 
By the year-end, Federal Reserve drawings on the line with 
the National Bank had risen to $250 million, while the 
$400 million Swiss franc facility with the BIS had been 
fully utilized, for a total of $650 million. Moreover, United 

States authorities had undertaken a total of $65.5 million 
in forward commitments to the market in mid-December, 
when the Swiss National Bank initiated forward sales 
jointly for the System and the Treasury in order to deal 
with emerging speculative pressure in that market. With 
the turn of the year, following President Johnson’s 
balance-of-payments message, a substantial reflux of funds 
from Switzerland developed. The reflow enabled the Fed
eral Reserve to purchase sizable amounts of francs directly 
from the National Bank. These were used, together with 
moderate purchases in the market and in special transac
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tions, to reduce swap obligations in Swiss francs by $418 
million. Moreover, in early March the Federal Reserve 
paid off a further $100 million of its Swiss franc drawings 
through Treasury issuance of a Swiss franc security. Thus, 

by March 8 the System’s outstanding swap commitments 
had been reduced by $518 million from the $650 million 
peak to $132 million. Earlier, in February, the United 
States authorities had also paid off at maturity the first 
$10 million of forward sales contracts falling due to the 
market, leaving $55.5 million still outstanding divided 
evenly between the System and the Treasury.

The renewal of severe tensions in the gold market in 
March brought a strengthening in the spot franc, although 
the advance was retarded by demand for dollars to buy 
gold. After the Zurich markets had closed on March 14, 
demand for francs intensified with the growing uncertain
ties in the exchanges, and the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York sold moderate amounts of francs for account 
of the Swiss National Bank. The next day, with the Lon
don market closed and traders highly apprehensive over 
the likely outcome of the weekend meetings in Washing
ton, demand for Swiss francs increased and the Swiss 
National Bank purchased dollars after indicating to the 
market that it would sell francs at the official upper inter
vention point of $0.23281/4, rather than $0.23171/i as 
it had done in recent years. But the bank’s intake was less 
than might have been expected, given the tense interna
tional monetary situation, and it was not necessary for the 
Federal Reserve to bring its Swiss franc swap lines into 
play. Demand for forward francs was relatively heavier, 
however, and the Swiss National Bank, acting jointly for 
the Federal Reserve and the Treasury, sold a total of $56 
million equivalent of forward francs, raising United States 
forward commitments to the market to $111.5 million.

The news of the decisions taken at the Washington 
meetings calmed the market considerably. One result of 
those meetings was a further increase in the Swiss franc 
swap facilities with the Swiss National Bank and the BIS 
of $200 million each, bringing the resources available 
under each arrangement up to $600 million. In suc
ceeding weeks, liquidity conditions remained relatively 
easy in the Swiss money market and, with the exchange 
markets generally calmer during April, it proved possible 
for the Federal Reserve and the United States Treasury 
to liquidate $43 million equivalent of maturing Swiss 
franc forward contracts, thereby reducing these commit

ments to $68.5 million.
The month of May brought a strengthening of the spot 

franc. Early in the month, market uncertainties arising 
from a spate of rumors of a revaluation of the mark and 
growing apprehensions over sterling generated speculative

demand for francs. In addition, there were indications that 
Italian interests were buying francs to liquidate credits 
that were becoming expensive relative to loan rates else
where. Later in the month the political and economic up
heaval in France pushed the Swiss franc still higher. By 
the end of May, the flight of French capital to Switzerland 
lifted the Swiss franc to its ceiling and the Swiss National 
Bank took in a sizable amount of dollars. The System sub
sequently absorbed most of that intake by drawing $73 
million under the swap facility with the Swiss National 
Bank, raising Federal Reserve commitments to the Swiss 
National Bank to $150 million. On the other hand, the 
remaining $55 million of Federal Reserve swap debt to 
the BIS was fully repaid in May through a Treasury swap 
of sterling against Swiss francs through the BIS.

In June, quotations on the Swiss franc moved irregu
larly lower after the middle of the month, as the National 
Bank provided swap facilities to help Swiss banks meet 
their midyear needs. Such short-term swaps by the Swiss 
National Bank reached a total of $430 million, with the 
bank reinvesting the entire amount of the dollar proceeds 
in the Euro-dollar market, either directly or through the 
BIS. Toward mid-June, the System acquired $15 million 
of francs from a correspondent and with these francs re
duced commitments to the Swiss National Bank to $135 
million by June 18. In addition, the United States authori
ties liquidated $3.0 million of maturing forward commit
ments to the market, using francs purchased from the 
Swiss National Bank.

In July, money and credit conditions in Switzerland 
tightened, as heavy seasonal currency withdrawals drained 
liquidity from Swiss banks and as the midyear swaps be
tween the Swiss National Bank and the banks ran off. 
Swiss banks bid strongly for francs to meet month-end 
needs, and interest rates on one-week money climbed to 
8 to 10 per cent per annum.

With no immediate prospect of liquidating Swiss-franc 
swap commitments through market transactions, the United 
States authorities took action to wind up these commit
ments by other means. In July the United States Treasury 
issued to the BIS a three-month certificate of indebtedness 

denominated in Swiss francs equivalent to $54.7 million. 
The Treasury used these francs to reverse its third- 

currency swap of sterling for francs with the BIS. Sub
sequently, the Treasury issued to the Swiss National Bank 
a three-month certificate denominated in francs equiv
alent to $133.7 million; nearly all these francs, together 

with balances, were employed by the System to repay 

fully the $135 million commitment still outstanding under 
the swap line with the Swiss National Bank. The $600 
million facility with the bank thus reverted to a fully avail
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able standby basis. Also during the month, the System 
and Treasury were able to liquidate at maturity $29.5 
million of forward contracts with the market.

At the end of July credit conditions in Switzerland 
tightened still further, triggering heavy repatriations of 
funds to Switzerland and the Swiss National Bank pur
chased a large amount of dollars in meeting market needs. 
The System subsequently absorbed nearly all those gains 
by reactivating its swap line with the Swiss National 
Bank, drawing a total of $145 million. The substantial in
jection of francs resulting from these inflows into the Swiss 
money market brought an end to the squeeze and an easing 
in the spot rate. The Swiss market remained comfortably 
liquid during August and early September, and the United 
States authorities purchased from the National Bank suf
ficient francs to meet the last $36 million due under matur
ing forward sales contracts with the market. In addition, the 
System purchased a further $15 million from the Swiss Na
tional Bank and reduced its swap debt to $130 million.

IT A L I A N  L IR A

In the latter part of 1967, Italian exports moved 
strongly upward, reflecting the revival of business activity 
in Germany and other major markets as well as Italy’s 
remarkable record of price stability in recent years. At the 
same time, there was a temporary tapering-off of long
term capital outflows coupled with some repatriation of 
funds induced by the sterling crisis. Italian official re
serves consequently continued to rise even after the usual 
summer buildup. The Federal Reserve absorbed these 
dollars by drawing on its swap line with the Bank of Italy, 
and by the end of November System swap commitments 
in lire had reached $500 million. The delayed seasonal 
weakness in the lira finally developed just before the close 
of the year and continued into early 1968, but with mini
mal effect on Italian official reserves, and the Federal 
Reserve had scant opportunity to acquire lire through 
market transactions. In late February and early March, 

however, the Federal Reserve acquired $75 million equiv
alent of Italian lire and $100 million equivalent of Ger
man marks from the proceeds of Canadian and United 
States drawings on the IMF; the marks were converted 

into lire, and the combined proceeds were used to reduce 
the swap debt to the Bank of Italy to $325 million in early 

March.
As a new wave of speculation on the London gold mar

ket spread to the exchange markets, inflows of funds to 

Italy quickly tapered off when the Bank of Italy per
mitted a rapid rise in the spot rate. The spot lira moved 
sharply lower after the Washington central bank meeting

restored confidence in the currency parity structure, but 
there was no significant reflux of funds from Italy as that 
country’s external position remained strong. With little 
change in the market pattern through April and with 
the usual spring and summer buildup of Italian official 
reserves in prospect, the Italian authorities asked the 
System near the end of April to absorb $175 million of 
its dollar holdings by a swap drawing, again raising 
Federal Reserve swap debt in lire to $500 million.

As the spring months wore on, however, the increase 
in Italian official reserves did not develop as expected. A 
brief period of labor and student unrest, together with 
political uncertainties arising out of the resignation of 
Premier Moro, may have induced some outflows of funds. 
More important, however, were relatively easy credit and 
liquidity conditions which encouraged large capital out
flows, particularly to the Euro-bond market. Such outflows 
of long-term funds from Italy continued into the sum
mer, largely offsetting the normal seasonal rise of re
serves during the tourist season.

The shift toward balance in Italy’s external accounts, 
along with the French and United Kingdom drawings on 
the IMF in June, provided the opportunity for the Fed
eral Reserve to liquidate the full amount of its outstanding 
swap obligations to the Bank of Italy by early July. The 
currency packages put together by the IMF for France and 
the United Kingdom provided for $369 million of lire. Of 
this amount, the System purchased $141.5 million equiv
alent directly from the drawing central banks, and the bulk 
of the remainder was converted into dollars by the Bank 
of Italy, depleting its dollar holdings. Moreover, in the 
absence of a large seasonal increase in reserves, the swap 
drawing effected in anticipation of such reserve increases 
no longer seemed necessary. Therefore, the System was able 
to purchase an additional $351.1 million equivalent of lire 
from the Bank of Italy. These lire, combined with some 
$7.6 million equivalent acquired from a correspondent and 
in the market, were used by the Federal Reserve to liqui
date completely its remaining swap debt to the Bank of 

Italy.
In early 1965, the United States Treasury had again 

assumed technical commitments in forward lire, related 
to the dollar-lira swaps transacted by the Italian authori
ties with the Italian commercial banks. Earlier operations 
of this type had been conducted in 1962-64. The Federal 
Reserve joined in these commitments in November 1965, 
under an authorization to participate to the extent of 
$500 million. No opportunity subsequently appeared to 
terminate these Federal Reserve commitments through a 
reversal in the Italian banks’ forward positions. Conse
quently, in line with System policy of limiting exchange
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operations to relatively short-term needs, the Federal Re
serve in April transferred to the Treasury the total of its 
technical forward commitments in lire. Such commitments, 
as they have fallen due, have been rolled over by the Italian 
authorities.

D U T C H  G U I L D E R

Late in 1967 there were heavy flows of funds to the 
Netherlands, generated mainly by the sterling crisis but 
also by a brief liquidity squeeze in the Amsterdam 
market at the year-end. As part of the concerted central 
bank effort in November 1967 to restrain speculation, 
the Netherlands Bank initiated forward sales of guilders 
totaling $37.5 million on behalf of the Federal Reserve 
and United States Treasury. In the same month, the Trea
sury also executed special temporary swaps with the 
Netherlands Bank, for $126 million equivalent, to provide 
cover for that bank’s spot dollar accumulations. More
over, the Federal Reserve drew several times on its swap 
line and by early January 1968 System commitments had 
reached $185 million. At their peak on January 4, the 
total of the United States authorities’ short-term com
mitments in guilders amounted to $348.5 million.

Liquidity conditions in Amsterdam improved signifi
cantly with the new year, and Dutch banks responded by 
moving excess funds back into the Euro-dollar market. 
The outflow, which gave the Netherlands Bank an oppor
tunity to sell some dollars, did not last long enough for 
the Federal Reserve and the Treasury to make more than 
moderate progress in reducing their guilder obligations. 
Moreover, the Dutch balance of payments, which was in 
modest surplus in 1967, showed no signs of shifting into 
deficit. To avoid an undue prolongation of the short-term 
guilder commitments incurred by the System and the 
Treasury, a variety of special transactions (recounted in this 
Review, March 1968, page 4 8 ) were undertaken with the 
result that only $65 million of Federal Reserve swap draw
ings remained outstanding by early March.

Demand for both spot and forward guilders swelled 
once again in the wake of the March gold rush. The 
Netherlands Bank took in about $100 million through 

March 15 but swapped out a sizable amount of this 
intake— selling the dollars spot and repurchasing them 

forward—in order to mop up excess domestic liquidity. 
To absorb the bulk of the Dutch reserve gains, the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of New York, acting for the account 
of the United States Treasury, concluded a special 45-day 

swap for $65 million with the Netherlands Bank. In addi
tion to such market swaps, the Netherlands Bank also 
offered guilders forward on an outright basis, to limit the

tendency for costly forward premiums to result in sales of 
spot dollars to the central bank. The Federal Reserve and 
the Treasury underwrote this operation by each taking over 
$20.9 million equivalent of guilder forward commitments 
to the market—in the one-, two-, and three-month ma
turity ranges. These combined operations by the Dutch 
and United States authorities helped to reassure the mar
ket and restrained further heavy inflows of funds.

The March 16-17 Washington meeting of the Gold 
Pool central banks marked a major turning point. (One of 
the agreements reached that weekend was a further in
crease in the swap facility between the Federal Reserve 
and the Netherlands Bank to $400 million.) The guilder 
market resumed a more normal trading pattern, as attrac
tive yield incentives favoring investments in Euro-dollars 
were restored. A sizable reflux abroad soon developed, 
bringing about an easing of spot guilder rates at a time 
when the forward premium on guilders was also narrowing 
as speculative influences abated. Moreover, commercial 
firms became buyers of foreign exchange to rebuild bal
ances and to meet current requirements. With this reversal 
of pressures in the guilder markets, the Netherlands Bank 
sold a substantial amount of spot dollars over the rest of 
March and into April, replenishing those losses through 
purchases from the United States Treasury and the Fed
eral Reserve. The Treasury used the guilders so obtained 
to liquidate its $65 million special swap with the Nether
lands Bank in advance of maturity, and by the end of 
April the System had also purchased sufficient guilders to 
repay the last of its swap drawings with the Netherlands 
Bank. The United States authorities were also able to 
liquidate the forward guilder contracts falling due to the 
market in April and May. The last $10.7 million of these 
obligations was covered in early June, when the United 
States purchased from France part of the guilder proceeds 
of the French IMF drawing.

Moreover, additional conversions of the guilders drawn 
from the IMF by France and the United Kingdom re
duced the dollar balances of the Netherlands Bank to 
such an extent that the bank in turn drew a total of 
$54.7 million under the swap line with the Federal Re
serve to replenish its holdings. This was the first time the 
Netherlands Bank drew on its swap line with the Federal 
Reserve since the inception of the swap arrangement in 

1962. In addition, the Netherlands Bank bolstered its dol
lar balances by selling $30 million of gold to the United 
States Treasury.

With the underlying Dutch payments position roughly 
in balance, the spot guilder fluctuated in response to 
changing liquidity conditions in Amsterdam during May 
and the early part of June. On July 1 the Netherlands
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Bank announced that it had concluded an arrangement 
with the government to purchase directly up to 400 mil
lion guilders in Dutch Treasury bills. This operation 
helped bridge the seasonal decline in government receipts, 
which coincides with money market stresses resulting 
from increased note circulation at the time of summer 
vacations in the Netherlands. Thus, sizable repatriations 
of foreign assets were avoided. With the guilder largely 
insulated from money market pressures, the spot rate 
eased below par in July and declined further through 
early September. On September 6, the Netherlands Bank 
liquidated a maturing $24.9 million swap drawing on the 
facility with the Federal Reserve, leaving $29.8 million 
outstanding from the June drawings.

B E L G I A N  F R A N C

Belgium also experienced inflows of funds during the 
sterling crisis last fall, and the National Bank of Bel
gium took in sizable amounts of dollars at the upper limit 
for the Belgian franc. To cover these accumulations, the 
Federal Reserve drew on the swap line, with swap com
mitments totaling $130.8 million by the end of Novem
ber, while the United States Treasury issued a $60.4 
million medium-term franc-denominated note to the Bel
gian authorities. In addition, as part of the concerted 
central bank effort to maintain orderly markets after the 
sterling devaluation, in December the National Bank sold 
some $11.8 million of forward Belgian francs for the 
account of the Reserve System and the United States 
Treasury. Thereafter, speculative buying pressure on the 
Belgian franc subsided quickly, while a revival of busi
ness activity in Belgium, and the consequent growth of 
import demand, contributed to a demand for dollars and 
to an easing of the spot franc from its ceiling. During this 
period, the National Bank of Belgium occasionally sold 
dollars in the market and, to recoup these losses as well 
as to anticipate dollar needs of the Belgian government, 
the bank sold francs to the Federal Reserve. The System, 
in turn, used the francs to reduce its swap commitments 
to $80.8 million by late January. The franc firmed again 
in February, and it was only through a series of non- 
market transactions (described in this Review, March
1968, page 4 9 ) that by early March the Federal Reserve 
swap commitment was lowered to $34.5 million and the 

System and the Treasury forward contracts were reduced 

to $5.0 million equivalent.
On March 7, the National Bank cut its discount rate 

by Va percentage point to 3%  per cent to promote a 
lower level of interest rates in Belgium and to stimulate 

economic activity. But in the following week a violent

burst of speculation in the gold and foreign exchange 
markets pushed the franc to the National Bank’s upper 
intervention point. By March 15 the bank had taken in 
nearly $60 million. The Federal Reserve absorbed most 
of this inflow by additional drawings on the swap line; 
by March 19, System drawings outstanding reached $80.1 
million.

In the calmer atmosphere immediately following the 
Washington meetings, however, Belgian banks soon be
gan to channel funds back into dollar investments. As 
the National Bank provided occasional support in the 
spot market and replenished its dollar holdings through 
purchases from the System, gradual progress was made 
reducing the swap debt to a level of $43.1 million by 
early June. Moreover, the System and the Treasury were 
able to purchase sufficient francs from the Belgian Na
tional Bank to liquidate the remainder of their forward 
franc commitments with the market.

In June, the French and British drawings from the IMF 
gave rise to a series of official transactions in Belgian 
francs, with the net result that francs made available by 
the National Bank to the IMF were purchased by the 
United States authorities in sufficient quantity to liquidate 
all remaining Federal Reserve indebtedness under the Bel
gian franc swap line.

During the summer months, the spot Belgian franc con
tinued to edge downward as a result of the economic re
covery and the maintenance of relatively low levels of 
short-term interest rates in Belgium, compared with the 
attractive yields in the Euro-dollar market. In July, the 
spot franc dipped below par ($ 0 .0 2 0 0 0 ) and the Na
tional Bank intervened to slow the decline. As part of this 
operation, the National Bank utilized $20 million under 
its Federal Reserve swap line, the first such utilization 
since 1963.

C A N A D I A N  D O L L A R

The Canadian dollar came under heavy speculative 
attack during the winter months of 1968. Although Can

ada’s trading position remained strong, market sentiment 
had been badly shaken by the devaluation of sterling and 
the subsequent gold rush. The market was particularly 

disturbed by apprehensions that the new United States 
balance-of-payments program announced on January 1 
would adversely affect direct investment in Canada and 
the balance of short-term capital flows between the two 
countries, despite Canada’s continued free access to the 
United States bond market under the new program. In 
February, political uncertainties added to market tensions 

as the Canadian government encountered temporary
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difficulties in getting legislative approval for its anti- 
inflationary fiscal program. Losses in official reserves in 
January and February were heavy, and the Canadian 
authorities accordingly reinforced their reserve position 
by drawing $250 million under the $750 million swap 
facility with the Federal Reserve and $426 million from 
the IMF. At the same time, the bank rate was raised to 
7 per cent on January 21.

In early March, as the gold rush resumed, the Bank 
of Canada was again forced to intervene in the exchange 
market on a large scale. In an effort to curb speculative 
pressures, fiscal measures designed to limit domestic de
mand were reintroduced into (and subsequently passed 
by) Parliament and were immediately backed up by a 
bolstering of Canada’s international credit lines. New 
international credits of $900 million, over and above the 
$500 million still available under the Federal Reserve 
swap line, were made available by the United States 
Export-Import Bank, the German Federal Bank, the 
Bank of Italy, and the BIS. At the same time the United 
States Government made clear its wholehearted support 
for Canada’s program to defend the $0.9250 parity by 
granting Canada a complete exemption from the restraints 
on capital flows announced in the President’s January 1 
program. The Canadian Minister of Finance assured the 
United States Government that this exemption would in 
no way impair the effectiveness of the President’s pro
gram. In addition, the Finance Minister announced the 
intention to invest Canada’s holdings of United States 
dollars— apart from working balances— in United States 
Government securities which do not constitute a liquid 
claim on the United States. Effective March 15, the Bank 
of Canada raised its discount rate by V2 percentage point 
to IV2 per cent. The previous day, most Federal Reserve 
banks had also announced a Vi point rise in discount rates.

These strong measures to protect the Canadian dollar 
began to exert their full effect as soon as the March 16-17 
Washington meetings cleared away doubts about central 
bank resolve to defend the existing international pay
ments system. Announcements following the Washington 
meetings that the Bank of Canada’s swap facility with 
the Federal Reserve had been increased to $1,000 million 
provided further assurance of the capacity of the Cana
dian authorities to maintain the existing parity. For 

the first time since the November devaluation of ster

ling, more normal influences began to emerge in the 
exchange market for Canadian dollars. The market re
sponded favorably to a large calendar of Canadian bor

rowings in New York, suggesting sizable forthcoming 
demand for Canadian dollars. Moreover, a Province of 

Quebec loan in Europe also suggested that Canadian bor

rowers could tap new capital resources in Europe where 
monetary conditions had eased as a result of official policy 
actions designed to foster renewed business expansion on 
the Continent. With a sharp turnabout in market senti
ment toward the Canadian dollar, the Canadian authori
ties took in sizable amounts of dollars toward the end of 
March, and thus offset some of the losses sustained early 
in the month. Buying pressure gathered momentum in 
April, as demand for Canadian dollars was strengthened 
by the resumption of normal monthly conversions of ex
port earnings by Canadian paper and grain companies. 
Thus, the Canadian authorities were able to report sub
stantial reserve increases in April and May. In May and 
June, the Government of Canada made new issues of 
bonds in the United States, Italy, and Germany in a total 
amount of $262 million equivalent. As the exchange 
market situation continued to improve in late June, the 
Bank of Canada repaid $125 million of its $250 million 
obligations under the Federal Reserve swap line, and on 
July 1 reduced its bank rate V2 point to 7 per cent.

After a brief lull early in July, there was renewed buy
ing of Canadian dollars as banks began to undo forward 
positions against the Canadian dollar which had been 
undertaken during the peak of the speculative attack in 
January. The Bank of Canada supplied the needed liquid
ity to the market but gradually permitted the spot Cana
dian dollar to advance to its effective ceiling ($ 0 .9 3 2 4 ). 
The prospect of sizable provincial borrowings abroad and 
rumors of a possible new grain deal with the Soviet Union 
appeared as further bullish factors. Against this favorable 
background, the Bank of Canada announced on July 26 
that it was lowering its discount rate by a further V2 per 
cent to 6V2 per cent. With this announcement the Cana
dian authorities also revealed that the Bank of Canada 
had repaid the final $125 million outstanding on its swap 
line with the System, thereby placing the entire $1,000 
million facility on a standby basis. At the same time, it 
was reported that the $100 million short-term facility 
with the BIS and the facilities of $150 million each with 
the Bank of Italy and the German Federal Bank had been 
terminated without having been utilized. The Canadian 
dollar remained at or near its effective ceiling through 
August and early September and, effective September 3, 
the Bank of Canada reduced its discount rate to 6 per cent. 

At the end of August, the Canadian official reserves stood 

at $2,590 million, a gain of $345 million since the end of 
March.

E U R O - D O L L A R  M A R K E T

During the fall of 1967, concerted central bank action 
to minimize the impact of massive repatriations of funds
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shielded the Euro-dollar market from the repercussions of 
the sterling crisis and the subsequent wave of speculation 
in gold. Joint operations by the German, Swiss, Dutch, 
and Belgian central banks, and the Federal Reserve in 
cooperation with the BIS, brought some $1.4 billion of 
resources into play toward the end of 1967, limiting up
ward movements in Euro-dollar rates. In the early months 
of 1968 Euro-dollar rates eased sharply (see Chart I I ) ,  
despite the announcement on January 1 of the more 

stringent United States balance-of-payments program. 

Sizable reflows from France, Germany, and Switzerland 

— and the heavy pressure on the Canadian dollar—re
sulted in substantial shifts of funds into the Euro-dollar 
market. Moreover, the upsurge in Euro-bond flotations 
produced temporary accumulations by the borrowers— 

in large part affiliates of United States corporations—who 
placed them in short-dated deposits. At the same time the 
market’s skeptical attitude toward the pound led to wide 
discounts on forward sterling that made short-term invest

ments in sterling unattractive. Thus, despite record in
terest rate levels in the United Kingdom and the ample 
liquidity in the Euro-dollar market, funds moved not into 
sterling assets but in good part were absorbed by United 
States banks’ branches for placement with their head offices 
in the United States.

In early March, the speculative upheaval in the gold 
market inflamed market apprehensions over currency 
parities and the general stability of the international 
financial structure. In this atmosphere, Euro-dollar rates 
jumped to 7 per cent. Once again, however, the central 
banks of Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, act
ing in concert with United States authorities, returned 
substantial amounts of funds to the Euro-market, simul
taneously making forward exchange available and there
by curbing the tendency for wider forward premiums in 
major Continental currencies to pull further funds from 
the Euro-dollar market. The German Federal Bank, for 
example, resold nearly $800 million to the market in swap 
operations through the end of March. In addition, the 
Netherlands Bank by March 15 had made available $41.8 
million of forward guilders, partly in swap transactions 
but also on an outright basis, and the Swiss National Bank 
made available $56 million equivalent of forward francs. 
The Federal Reserve underwrote the forward commitments 
in guilders and Swiss francs, and participated in the Ger
man operations by drawing $300 million on its swap line 
to absorb dollars from the Federal Bank, thereby providing 
cover for part of that bank’s forward purchases of dollars.

News of the decisions taken at the Washington meetings 
strongly bolstered market confidence in currency parities. 
(A t that time the Federal Reserve swap facility with the 
BIS, under which Euro-dollar placements can be made, 
was increased to $1 billion.) Prospects for stability were 
further improved late in the month by the President’s 
peace initiative and the agreement at Stockholm on a plan 
for Special Drawing Rights. Under the influence of these 
developments, Euro-dollar rates drifted down from their 
mid-March peaks until the swing toward higher interest 

rate levels in the United States began in April to exert a 
strong pull on short-term funds in Europe.

Substantial amounts of funds continued to flow into 
the Euro-dollar market from the Continent during the 

spring, notably from Germany where three-month inter
bank loan rates of about SVi to 3% per cent per annum 
were indicative of the relatively low investment yields in 
major Continental markets. Moreover, in May large 

amounts of funds were drained from London as growing 

apprehensions over the pound precluded uncovered invest
ments in sterling, and sharply widened the discount for 

forward pounds, which created an unusually large interest
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incentive for shifting funds into dollars on a covered basis. 
Outflows from France starting after mid-May seem also 
to have gone largely into dollars. On the demand side, 
United States banks’ branches continued to absorb funds 
for placement with their head offices and, without un
due strain on the market, in the quarter ended in June 
increased their takings to more than $6 billion, com
pared with about $4 billion at the beginning of the year.

Euro-dollar rates moved upward in May as United 
States interest rates advanced and as international cur
rency uncertainties temporarily unsettled the market, be
fore rates eased in early June. With the approach of 
midyear, however, and indications of a possible develop

ing squeeze of exceptional stringency in Switzerland, rates 
began to rise once more. Undue pressures were effec
tively countered, however, as the Swiss National Bank 
bought $430 million on a short-term swap basis from 
Swiss commercial banks and rechanneled the dollar pro
ceeds to the Euro-dollar market, directly or through the 
BIS. The Federal Reserve backed up the operation by 
providing to the BIS $111 million for placement in short
term deposits in the Euro-dollar market. With midyear 
pressures out of the way, and expectations of easier 
monetary conditions in the United States following pass
age of the tax surcharge, Euro-dollar rates subsequently 
eased considerably.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

B y  C h a r le s  A . C o o m b s

The major development in the exchange markets during 
the period under review was the surging wave of specula
tion last fall on a simultaneous revaluation of the German 
mark and devaluation of the French franc and pos
sibly other currencies. Between late August and the Bonn 
conference in November, the German Federal Bank was 
swamped by record gross market purchases of more than 
$4 billion. Over the same period, the Bank of France and 
the Bank of England suffered reserve losses, largely attribut
able to speculation, of over $2 billion. The flood of money 
across the exchanges, probably the largest in international 
financial history, was rooted in national currency problems 
rather than basic flaws in the international financial system. 
The extraordinary competitive strength of German exports, 
the struggle of France to restabilize the franc after the 
“events of May”, the lagging recovery of sterling after the 
devaluation of November 1967, and, more generally, con
cern over the erosion by inflation of the value of the dol
lar—these and other fears had kept the exchange markets in 
a state of continuous anxiety and vulnerability to any per
suasive rumor. Thus the speculative rush into marks in late 
August and again in November 1968 seems to have been 
triggered not by any special event, but rather by a sudden 
boiling-up of rumors of an imminent intergovernmental 
agreement on a realignment of the mark and other currency 
parities. The market accordingly rushed to hedge against 
what seemed to be a near-term risk until a number of major 
markets were closed during the emergency conference at

* This report, covering the period September 1968 to March 
1969, is the fourteenth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open Market 
Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury and Fed
eral Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange operations.

Bonn of the finance ministers and central bank governors 
of the Group of Ten.

While the Bonn conference in itself did not fully clear 
the air, market apprehension was immediately relieved by 
the categorical assertion by all elements of the German 
coalition government that the mark would not be revalued 
and that adjustment of the foreign trade balance would in
stead be sought via tax measures. Similarly, market fears 
of a devaluation of the French franc also receded as the 
French government, on the day after the Bonn conference, 
equally categorically asserted its determination to hold to 
the present parity and to introduce changes in taxation and 
stringent exchange controls to protect the franc until more 
basic policy measures restored a natural equilibrium. The 
British government simultaneously took forceful action to 
restrain internal demand which had been eroding much 
of the benefit anticipated from the November 1967 de
valuation of sterling. Finally, during the Bonn conference, 
the central bank governors quickly put together a new 
package of credits totaling $2 billion on behalf of the 
Bank of France, thus providing further convincing evi
dence of the solidarity of the major trading countries 
against any threat of breakdown in the existing interna
tional financial system.

With this clarification of official intentions, the specula
tive fever abruptly subsided. Encouraged by unusually high 
rates in the Euro-dollar market, favorable terms on market 
swaps provided by the German Federal Bank, and out
right forward mark cover initially offered by both the 
German Federal Bank and the Federal Reserve, massive 
return flows of funds from Germany continued throughout 
the winter months, and by early March 1969 all the funds 
taken in by the German Federal Bank between late 
August and the Bonn conference had been withdrawn or 
recycled into the international money markets. The Bank 
of France succeeded in recovering a substantial portion of
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the reserves lost during the fall months, while the pound 
sterling showed a healthier tone with sizable dollar gains 
by the Bank of England appearing after the turn of 
the year.

Since the end of the last war, the monetary authorities 
of the major industrial countries have been confronted 
with a number of speculative storms which may well recur 
over the years to come as one country or another drifts 
into disequilibrium. But there is no reason why trouble at 
any one point in the network of currency parities should 
trigger a chain reaction of competitive devaluations or re
sort to floating rates. The Bonn communique noted that 

. . international monetary stability is the joint respon
sibility of all countries in the international economic com
munity”. The rules of the game agreed upon at Bretton 
Woods were designed to provide, and do provide, an effec
tive safeguard against the competitive devaluations of the 
thirties, while the development of central bank and inter
governmental cooperation at Basle and in the Group of 
Ten has further strongly reinforced the ability of the major 
trading nations to prevent any accidental collapse of exist-

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS 
March 10, 1969

In millions of dollars

Institution Amount of facility

Austrian National Bank................................................ 100
National Bank of Belgium........................................... 225

Bank of Canada............................................................. 1,000

National Bank of Denmark.......................................... 100

Bank of England................ ............................................ 2,000

Bank of France.............................................................. 1,000*

German Federal Bank.................................................. 1,000

Bank of Italy .............................................................. l,000f

1,000

130

Bank of Japan .............................................................

Bank of Mexico..............................................................

Netherlands Bank........................................................... 400

Bank of Norway........................................... ................. 100

Bank of Sweden............................................................. 250

Swiss National Bank..................................................... 600

Bank for International Settlements:

600

Other authorized European currencies-dollars..... 1,000

Total ....................................................................... 10,505

•T he facility with the Bank of France was increased by $300 million effec
tive November 25, 1968. 

t  The facility with the Bank of Italy was increased by $250 million effective 
October 10, 1968.

ing monetary arrangements. These countries have in their 
hands all the authority, the financial resources, and the 
facilities for immediate communication and consultation 
required to protect the international financial system 
against the risk of a national currency crisis escalating 
into a worldwide financial explosion.

Illustrative of the determination of the central banks 
to deal with the speculative risks inherent in all free 
markets was the response of the central bank governors 
meeting at Basle to their undertaking, as noted in the 
Bonn communique, to “. . . examine new central bank 
arrangements to alleviate the impact on reserves of specu
lative movements”. The conclusions of the governors’ 
study, as communicated to Minister Schiller, Chairman of 
the Ministers and Governors of the Group of Ten, noted 
that . . facilities between central banks, or with the BIS, 
have been established extremely quickly in case of need. 
If, at any time in the future, it appears that new arrange
ments are needed in order to cope with an unusually large 
movement of speculative funds, the central banks of the 
group declare themselves ready to meet together immedi
ately, at the request of the President of the BIS, to arrange 
such additional facilities as the group may judge appropri
ate.” The governors further expressed their belief that 
“. . . in any new group arrangement designed to recycle 
speculative flows, both the shares of the participants and 
the timing of drawings should reflect the direction of the 
flows involved. Thus, central banks that were receiving 
funds at the time could accept proportionately larger 
shares in the arrangement and/or they could agree to be 
drawn on first. Central banks that were drawn on and were 
not gaining reserves at the time should be afforded refinanc
ing facilities for the period of the drawing from other cen
tral banks that were gaining reserves at the time.”

Among other important developments, the Federal Re
serve swap network was further increased to $10,505 mil
lion (see Table I). The System’s swap line with the Bank 
of France was raised by $600 million in July and by a fur
ther $300 million in November, to a total of $1 billion, as 
the Federal Reserve participated in international credit 
packages for France. In October, the facility with the 
Bank of Italy was also raised to $1 billion, an increase of 
$250 million, bringing it into line with other major 
reciprocal currency arrangements.

By midsummer 1968, the Federal Reserve had liquidated 
its $1.8 billion of swap commitments outstanding at the 
beginning of the year, and shortly thereafter the System 
and the Treasury had cleared away all forward market 
commitments originally undertaken in late 1967 and March 
1968. (See Table II for the System’s swap operations since 
the beginning of 1968.) In late August this Bank, act
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Table n

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS 
UNDER ITS RECIPROCAL CREDIT ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Transactions
with

System swap 
commitments on 

January 1, 
1968

Drawings (+ ) or repayments (—)
System swap 

commitments on 
March 10, 

1969
1968 1969

January 1- 
March 101 II Ml IV

National Bank of Belgium..............................

German Federal Bank......................................

Bank of Italy......................................................

Netherlands Bank.............................................

Swiss National Bank.........................................

Bank for International Settlements................

Total...................................................................

105.8

350.0

500.0

170.0

250.0 

400.0*

f +  53.1 
I — 88.8

f +  300.0 
} -  350.0

-  175.0

f +  15.0 
1 -  120.0

-  173.0

-  345.0

f +  54.0 
I — 124.1

-  300.0

f +  175.0 
1 — 311.0

-  65.0

) '+  73.0 
1— 15.0

-  55.0

-  189.0

( +  145.0 j — 160.0

4-112.1

f 4- 280.0 
I — 80.0

— 112.1 

-  280.0 40.0

1,775.8
I

J +  368.1 
i -1,251.8

f 4- 302.0 
I -  870.1

( +  145.0 
} — 349.0

(4-392.1 
I — 80.0 — 392.1 40.0

* System drawings in Swiss francs.

ing for the Federal Reserve and the Treasury, reentered 
the forward market in German marks for the first time 
since 1961, supplying $33.8 million of forward marks 
to the New York market in support of much larger 
market swap operations by the German Federal Bank 
in Frankfurt; the forward commitments of the United 
States to the market were fully liquidated by the end 
of the year. In November, during the phase of acute 
speculative demand for marks, the Federal Reserve re
activated its swap line with the German Federal Bank to 
finance $40 million equivalent of spot sales in the New 
York market. After the Bonn meeting, the System once 
again sold marks forward in New York and covered them 
with a further $72.1 million equivalent of swap drawings. 
These System obligations totaling $112.1 million equiv
alent also were fully liquidated as the speculative fever 
abated and funds flowed from Germany. In addition, Fed
eral Reserve swap commitments in Swiss francs rose to 
$320 million in late November, but the System was able 
to reduce its obligation to $40 million equivalent by the 
end of February. As of March 10, the Swiss franc draw
ings were the only outstanding Federal Reserve commit
ments under all swap arrangements.

Foreign central banks and the Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS) continued to make heavy use of their 
swap lines with borrowings of $1.7 billion outstanding 
at the end of 1968 (see Table III). The Bank of England

reactivated its facility in July after having repaid all its 
earlier outstanding swap debt; by the end of November 
its drawings on the System totaled $1,150 million. Draw
ings by the Bank of France reached a peak of $611 million 
by late November, but these obligations were reduced to 
$306 million by early March. By the end of October, 
drawings by the National Bank of Belgium rose to $120.5 
million, but nearly all these drawings had been repaid by 
late February. When Euro-dollar rates rose in December, 
the BIS placed a total of $80 million drawn from the 
Federal Reserve to minimize any immediate pressures on 
sterling. These drawings were repaid in January. In smaller 
operations, the National Bank of Denmark drew $25 mil
lion in January. On the other hand, the Netherlands Bank 
liquidated an outstanding $29.8 million commitment to 
the System in October, placing its $400 million facility 
on a fully standby basis. Overall, credits extended under 
the reciprocal currency arrangements since their inception 
in March 1962 total $17.6 billion, of which $6.3 billion 
has been drawn by the System and $11.3 billion by foreign 
central banks and the BIS.

Since February 1964, the United States has drawn a 
number of times on its gold tranche with the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), on some occasions in conjunction 
with Fund repayments by other countries and on others to 
settle United States foreign currency commitments. United 
States repurchase obligations to the IMF reached a peak
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of $964 million by December 1966. Subsequent drawings 
of dollars by other countries reduced this obligation to 
$284.3 million by late 1968. In November and Decem
ber 1968, the Treasury voluntarily liquidated this obliga
tion, using Netherlands guilders, Belgian francs, and 
Italian lire, thereby fully reconstituting the United States 
gold tranche of $1,290 million with the IMF.

GERMAN MARK

Germany recorded large monthly trade surpluses 
throughout 1968, but for most of the year the balance of 
payments was roughly in equilibrium as there were offset
ting capital outflows facilitated by the official policy of 
monetary ease. In the exchange markets, however, atten
tion tended to focus on the large trade surpluses which 
were interpreted as evidence that the German economy 
had developed a wide competitive advantage. Consequently, 
there were frequent rumors of an imminent revaluation of 
the mark, and on several occasions these set off vast shifts 
of funds into Germany. German authorities repeatedly de
nied that any revaluation was in the offing, and on the eve 
of the Bonn conference took strong measures to reduce the 
trade surplus and discourage the inflow of hot money. The 
German Federal Bank met each inflow of funds with vigor

ous exchange market operations and over the course of the 
fall and early winter months succeeded in pushing out all 
its huge dollar intake. Thus by February 1969 the spot 
mark was once again well below par, as it had been last 
summer before the speculation came to a head.

The first major wave of revaluation rumors occurred 
toward the end of August 1968 and touched off heavy 
speculative demand for marks. Within days the spot mark 
had risen virtually to its ceiling (see Chart I ) , and the 
German Federal Bank had begun to take in huge amounts 
of dollars. The bank’s market purchases amounted to $1.7 
billion in the period August 27-September 6. Some of 
the inflow represented conversions of sterling and French 
francs, but a large part came from the Euro-dollar market. 
From the outset, the Federal Bank moved to neutralize 
the potentially disruptive effect of these inflows, as it had 
in the past, by making available dollar-mark swaps at 
rates that provided a sizable incentive to German banks 
to channel the funds to the Euro-dollar market. The 
United States authorities assisted these efforts by selling 
some $33.8 million equivalent of marks in the forward 
market in New York. After the monthly central bank 
meeting in Basie on the weekend of September 7-8, the 
demand for marks let up as speculative influences receded. 
The German Federal Bank continued with its swap sales,

Table III
DRAWINGS AND REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 

AND THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 
UNDER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars

Commitments 
j to System on 

January 1,

Drawings (+ ) or Repayments (—)
Commitments 

j to System on 
I December 31,

Banks committed 
to Federal Reserve System 1968

196S
1 II III IV

| 1968
i
!

National Bank of Belgium.............................................................. f +  30 
I -  20 \±

180.5 i
183.0 7.5

Bank of Canada................................................................................ +  250 -  125 -  125 1

National Bank of Denmark............................................................ +  25

545 
1 -1,645

— 25

I

Bank of England.............................................................................. 1,050.0 +  50 f +  600 
1 — 200 \ ±

850 1,150.0100

Bank of France................................................................................. +  100 f +  390 
} — 40 \ ±

275
430.0295

Netherlands Bank............................................ ................................ +  54.7

f +  306 
1 -  195

-  24.9 _ 29.8

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks)...
|.

346.0
f +  66 
1 — 412

| +  145 
[ — 256 \ ±

126
46 80.0

Total................................................................................................... 1,396.0 f +  366 
1 - 4 1 2

f +1,030.7 
{ -1,965.0

( +1,165.0 
690.9

f +1,431.5 
653.8 1,667.5
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Table IV

OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Amount 
outstanding on 

January 1,

Issues or redemptions (—)
Amount 

outstanding on 
March 10, 

1969
Issued to 1968 January 1- 

March 10, 
1969

1968
1 II III IV

Austrian National Bank................................... 50.3 50.3

National Bank of Belgium............................... 60.4 — 60.4 0

German Federal Bank...................................... 601.2 124.9 125.5 f -  50.3 
} 124.4

250.8 -  50.0* 1,125.7

125.1German banks.................................................. 0 125.1

Bank of Italy...................................................... 124.8 100.2 225.6

Netherlands Bank............................................. 0 65.7 -  65.7 0

Swiss National Bank........................................ 210.7 100.1 133.7 25.4 469.8

Bank for International Settlements'!*.............. 152.2 54.7 49.7 257.0

Total.................................................................... 1,199.6 290.7 250.6 262.5 224.9 25.1 2,253.5

Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to valuation adjustments, refundings, and rounding.
• In addition, on January 16, 1969 the United States Treasury issued a medium-term security in place of a 

certificate of indebtedness purchased by the German Federal Bank on December 27, 1968. 
t  Denominated in Swiss francs.

so that by the end of September the bank had returned to 
the market virtually all it had taken in from the earlier 
speculative inflow.

The market atmosphere remained quiet through most of 
October, encouraging renewed capital outflows and con
sequent substantial sales of dollars by the German Federal 
Bank. As the spot rate declined, the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York made modest purchases of marks for Trea
sury account, and the System and the Treasury paid off 
maturing August-September forward sale commitments.

Market expectations of an eventual revaluation of the 
mark persisted, however, and by the end of October 
this undercurrent was reflected in a strengthening of the 
spot rate. In early November, rumors of an imminent 
revaluation once again swept the exchanges, triggering a 
huge demand for marks, and the German Federal Bank 
purchased nearly $2 billion by November 15. Although 
the momentum behind the speculation was being gen
erated mainly in Europe, the heavy demand reflected pur
chases by United States firms as well. To meet some of the 
demand in New York, the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York sold $47 million of marks on behalf of the Federal 
Reserve. The System sales were covered through a $40 
million drawing on the swap line with the German Fed
eral Bank and from balances.

Once again the German Federal Bank acted to recycle 
the funds by concluding market swap sales of dollars at at
tractive rates. After swapping out some $1 billion of its 
spot gains, however, the Federal Bank then took action 
to curb the tendency of German banks to resell the spot 
dollar proceeds of the swaps rather than hold the funds in 
dollar investments, thereby in effect obtaining outright for
ward cover as a result of the swaps. The authorities indi
cated that they would conclude further swap sales of dollars 
only if the banks invested the spot dollar proceeds in United 
States Treasury bills. The German banks and their custom
ers had become mainly interested in acquiring outright 
forward cover in marks, and they chose not to engage in 
swap transactions with the Federal Bank on these terms; 
instead, they bid for spot marks and sought forward cover 
through swaps in the market.

Speculative buying of marks continued with full fury
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on Monday, November 18, when the regular monthly meet
ing of central bankers at Basle ended without the of
ficial statement that the market expected, and speculators 
remained convinced that the next move would be an up
ward revaluation of the mark. In two days through No
vember 19 the Federal Bank purchased $850 million, 
bringing gross purchases in November to more than $2.8 
billion. On November 19, in an effort to calm the market, 
the German authorities issued a formal communique stat
ing that the mark would not be revalued and, to reduce the 
German trade surplus, announced new tax measures that 
would raise the price of exports while lowering import costs. 
After a holiday on November 20, trading in Germany was 
effectively suspended for the next two days before the week
end as the finance ministers and central bank governors of 
the Group of Ten nations met in emergency session in Bonn. 
On November 22, the Group of Ten nations issued a com
munique fully supporting the German government’s deci
sion to stand firm at the existing mark parity, its new tax 
measures, and the Federal Bank’s decision to impose 100 
percent reserve requirements on new foreign-owned mark 
deposits held in German banks. The monetary move, which 
was designed to discourage further speculative inflows, 
reinforced the ban on interest payments on foreign-owned 
sight or time deposits denominated in marks already in ef
fect. The German authorities also initiated legislation 
authorizing the licensing of mark deposits by foreigners 
with German banks.

When trading resumed in Frankfurt on November 25, 
substantial amounts of funds began to flow from Germany 
as market expectations of a revaluation receded and long 
positions were liquidated. To encourage these and subse
quent reflows, the Federal Bank offered outright forward 
cover back into marks at a 3 percent per annum premium 
for three-month maturities. The Federal Reserve backed 
up the German Federal Bank’s operations, offering out
right cover to the market at the same rates for the same 
maturities. By the end of November the Federal Bank had 
resold $880 million spot and sold $246 million of outright 
forward marks. The System’s outright forward sales 
reached $72.5 million equivalent, all covered by swap 
drawings which raised Federal Reserve swap debt in marks 
to $112.1 million equivalent.

On December 2 the Federal Bank and the Federal Re
serve discontinued outright sales of forward marks, con
cluding that they had served their purpose of encouraging 
capital outflows and assuring the market that there would 
be no parity change. The Federal Bank offered instead to 
do swaps with its banks at improved rates and for a wider 
range of maturities. Earlier the authorities had dropped 
their requirement that the proceeds of the swaps be in

vested in United States Treasury bills and requested only 
that investments match the maturities of the official swap 
contracts. German banks responded to the improved in
centives, enabling the authorities to roll over into 1969 
the very large December maturities of earlier swaps. More
over, German banks also purchased very substantial 
amounts of spot dollars, as foreigners withdrew funds 
from Germany and commercial leads and lags began to 
unwind.

Heavy demand for dollars both spot and on a swap basis 
continued into January 1969, reinforced by seasonal reflows 
from the German money market. As the outflows continued, 
the spot mark eased below par and the Federal Bank raised 
the cost of its official swaps moderately in several steps. 
Late in January, however, the very considerable outflows 
finally brought about some tightening of German banks’ 
liquidity, and the Federal Bank’s swap sales began to taper 
off. At the same time the Federal Bank raised its swap rates 
again, to reduce the net incentive to move funds into the 
Euro-dollar market.

During February the mark continued to move lower 
in active trading. At first the German Federal Bank gained 
reserves on balance, as receipts of dollars under maturing 
forward contracts slightly exceeded current spot sales and 
new swaps. By the month end, however, new outflows of 
funds into dollar investments were again running ahead 
of maturities. As of the end of February 1969, German 
gold and foreign exchange reserves were $7.0 billion, com
pared with $7.4 billion at the end of August 1968.

During the period of heavy outflows from Germany be
ginning in late 1968, the Federal Reserve was able to ac
cumulate substantial amounts of German marks. By late 
January the System had purchased sufficient marks in 
the market and from the German Federal Bank to repay 
the entire $112.1 million of swap drawings from the Fed
eral Bank. The System continued to acquire mark balances 
during February and early March.

In early February the United States Treasury redeemed 
at maturity a mark-denominated note equivalent to $50 
million held by the German Federal Bank (see Table IV). 
The Treasury obtained the marks to meet the maturity di
rectly from the German Federal Bank, which was losing 
reserves at the time. During the period covered by this re
port, in conjunction with the second agreement to neutral
ize United States troop costs in Germany the Treasury had 
issued new medium-term securities to the German Federal 
Bank as part of the quarterly series of four issues to total 
$500 million equivalent. By early January, three of these 
securities had been purchased by the German Federal 
Bank, bringing the total of such securities to $876 million 
equivalent.
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FRENCH FRANC

The political and economic crisis in France in May and 
June 1968 gave rise to heavy selling of French francs in

the exchanges, and as the spot rate fell to its lower limit the 
Bank of France suffered large dollar losses in support oper
ations. The crisis atmosphere lifted in late June, after 
the strikes were settled and returns from general elections 
assured the continuation of a strong government. Further
more, firm domestic and international measures were taken 
to support the franc, including a $1.3 billion credit package 
extended to France in early July by the United States, Ger
many, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, and the BIS. United 
States participation in the package took the form of a $600 
million increase in the Federal Reserve swap arrangement 
with the Bank of France, raising that facility to $700 mil
lion.

Despite these stabilizing measures, the market remained 
skeptical about the future of the franc, particularly in view 
of the inflationary potential of the wage increases in June. 
Pressure on the franc continued throughout the summer 
and was aggravated by recurring rumors of a revaluation 
of the German mark. Selling pressures eased only tempo
rarily following the publication, in mid-September, of the 
French government’s 1969 budgetary plans. At the same 
time removal of exchange controls imposed in May also 
had only a short-lived favorable impact.

Over the course of the summer the Bank of France drew 
several times on the Federal Reserve swap line, using the 
first $100 million by the end of June and drawing another 
$390 million on the expanded facility through the end of 
September. Net drawings on September 30 amounted to 
only $450 million, however, since the Bank of France had 
repaid $40 million of its drawings in the summer following 
a sale of gold to the United States Treasury; France sold a 
total of $240 million of gold to the United States in the 
third quarter (after sales of $220 million in the second 
quarter). The French authorities also made use of other 
international credit facilities.

October was a generally quieter month, and the Bank of 
France was able to repay $75 million of its swap debt to 
the System and to reduce obligations under other interna
tional credits. The respite was short-lived, however. The 
outbreak of renewed speculation in marks in early Novem
ber gave rise to a massive outpouring of funds from France, 
with heavy losses to French official reserves. The French 
authorities responded by tightening monetary policy—in
cluding an increase in the discount rate to 6 percent and a 
ceiling on short-term bank credit growth. On November 
18, after the November 16-17 monthly central bankers’ 
meeting at Basle, Premier Couve de Murville went on na
tionwide television to declare that France was assured of 
“all the help she might need or will need in the future” and 
promised large cuts in planned government spending to 
bolster the franc. But the markets remained convinced that
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the franc faced imminent devaluation, and heavy selling 
continued. To meet the pressures the Bank of France drew 
further on the Federal Reserve swap facility, raising its debt 
under that line to $611 million, and also drew funds from 
other participants in the July credit package. In view 
of the continuing feverish speculation, the French author
ities decided to close the Paris financial markets during the 
period of the Bonn meeting (November 20-22). Although 
the New York market remained open, there were only 
scattered quotations for spot francs at deep discounts below 
parity, and forward quotations were essentially unobtain
able as the market believed that a devaluation of the franc 
was certain to follow the meeting.

At the conclusion of the Bonn meeting a new central 
bank credit facility for France in the amount of $2 billion 
was announced. United States participation in the new 
credits took the form of a $300 million increase in the 
Federal Reserve swap line—raising the total to $1 billion 
— and a $200 million facility extended to the Bank of 
France by the United States Treasury. The next day Presi
dent de Gaulle confounded market expectations by rejecting 
devaluation of the franc, and on November 24 he set forth 
a new program to defend the existing franc parity. The new 
plan included a sharp cut in the government budget deficit, 
further monetary curbs, price restraints, and tax adjust
ments to improve the French competitive position, all 
backed up by stringent exchange controls.

When trading resumed on Monday, November 25, there 
was some immediate covering of short positions and the 
Bank of France began to take in dollars. In subsequent 
days the Bank of France continued to gain reserves, as the 
newly imposed exchange controls stopped capital outflows 
and French exporters complied with regulations requiring 
them to repatriate export proceeds within a short period of 
time. In early December, further restrictions required 
French importers to abrogate a substantial portion of their 
contracts to purchase forward cover in foreign exchange, 
and French banks were obliged to sell to the Bank of 
France the currencies held as cover against those con
tracts.

As a result of these moves the Bank of France continued 
to gain reserves which it used in part to repay official bor
rowings. By the year-end the bank had liquidated a total 
of $181 million of its swap debt to the Federal Reserve, 
lowering those commitments to $430 million. The bank 
had also repaid substantial credits drawn from other EEC 
countries and the BIS. At the same time the French au
thorities made further gold sales, bringing those to the 
United States to $600 million for the year.

The French franc remained generally firm during Janu
ary and February 1969. French controls were tightened

further in January. The authorities requested that French 
banks deposit with the Bank of France, over a period 
of several months, an amount of foreign exchange rep
resenting the net surplus of the banks’ foreign exchange 
assets over liabilities in transactions with foreigners as of 
the end of January. Those French banks with net borrow
ings abroad were asked to maintain the existing level of 
those foreign exchange liabilities. By this means the author
ities mobilized substantial amounts of foreign exchange to 
help cover the continuing French current-account deficit, 
while the many corrective measures taken in recent months 
worked their way through the French economy. In addi
tion, the Bank of France used some of its reserve intake to 
reduce its outstanding Federal Reserve swap debt to $306 
million by early March.

STERLING

Sterling recovered slowly from the shock of devalua
tion, and it was not until the latter part of 1968 that a 
material improvement began to be visible. During the first 
half of last year, when many holders of sterling were 
struggling to reassess their positions, the pound was caught 
up first in the gold crisis and then in the backwash of the 
French troubles in May and June. Thus it was not until the 
summer that signs emerged of an improvement in the 
fundamental position of sterling. Even then, however, for
ward discounts remained relatively wide and sterling 
continued to be vulnerable to any new external shocks. 
Consequently, when speculation on a revaluation of the 
German mark and a devaluation of the French franc 
erupted again during the fall, sterling too came under 
pressure. Once this crisis had been weathered, however, 
and the exchange markets generally assumed a calmer 
atmosphere, sterling was able to resume its recovery. Dur
ing the first part of 1969, with increasing evidence that 
the United Kingdom’s economic measures are taking hold, 
sterling has been in a generally stronger position and the 
United Kingdom authorities have been able to make some 
progress in reducing Britain’s international indebtedness.

The second half of 1968 started rather auspiciously 
for sterling. May and June had been very costly months 
for United Kingdom reserves, as the uncertainties of the 
deepening crisis in France compounded the adverse impact 
on sterling of continuing large British trade deficits, threat
ened labor disputes, and the pull of rising Euro-dollar 
market rates. Despite these pressures, the United King
dom authorities were able to make substantial repayments 
of short-term assistance in June, mainly through use of 
the full $1.4 billion available under a standby credit with 
the IMF. Thus, at the end of June all outstanding debt
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under the swap facility between the Federal Reserve and 
the Bank of England was paid off, and the $2 billion 
facility reverted to a standby basis (see Monthly Review, 
September 1968).

Official confirmation on July 8 that twelve central banks 
and the BIS were prepared to participate in a new multi
lateral credit facility—amounting to $2 billion—to offset 
reductions in the sterling balances of sterling area coun
tries helped to turn market sentiment, which until that 
period had been increasingly discouraged. More impor
tant, June trade figures, showing reduced imports, seemed 
to offer the first tangible evidence that devaluation was 
working. Combined with a number of other encouraging 
developments at home and abroad, these announcements 
stimulated widespread buying of sterling, lifting the spot 
rate above $2.3950 by the end of July. However, heavy 
losses at the end of June and in the first week of July had 
required the Bank of England to reinstitute drawings on 
the Federal Reserve swap arrangement and, despite sizable 
reserve gains in the last three weeks of July, outstanding 
drawings amounted to $350 million at the month end.

Hopes for further improvement in the trade account 
helped to sustain demand for pounds through early Au
gust, and the Bank of England was able to reduce its swap 
drawings by $50 million to $300 million. But these hopes 
were dashed with the publication of July trade results 
showing that the previous month’s gains had been re
versed. Shortly afterward, Soviet intervention in Czecho
slovakia brought new uncertainties, which were soon com
pounded by mark revaluation rumors which in turn cast 
new doubts on sterling. The pressures thus generated 
carried through early September, by which time the spot 
rate was back close to the floor and the Bank of England 
had increased its drawings on the Federal Reserve to $400 
million.

As in earlier months, the market’s appraisal of sterling 
turned heavily on the latest trade figures. Relatively favor
able results for August and September were thus impor
tant factors in sterling’s improved showing through the 
end of October. The temporary subsiding of mark revalu
ation rumors and the announcement in early September 
that final agreement had been reached on the new sterling 
balances arrangement were further elements in sterling’s 
stronger market performance during this period.

A sharp run-up in sterling rates, following Pres
ident Johnson’s announcement of a bombing halt in North 
Vietnam, was abruptly halted by the new outbreak of 
mark revaluation rumors in early November. The ster
ling market remained roughly balanced at about $2.39 
during the first two weeks of November despite uneasi
ness over the implications for the domestic economy of

the government’s announcement of new instalment credit 
restrictions. But news on November 13 of a doubling of 
the United Kingdom trade deficit for October left sterling 
fully exposed to the mounting pull of funds into Germany 
in anticipation of an imminent mark revaluation. Before 
the end of November the Bank of England had been forced 
to extend heavy support to hold sterling at $2.3827 and 
had increased its outstanding drawings on the Federal Re
serve by $750 million, raising the total to $1,150 million.

During the Bonn meeting of November 20-22, foreign 
exchange dealings were suspended in London as in several 
other major European centers. Meanwhile, the United 
Kingdom authorities acted to bolster their austerity pro
gram through indirect tax increases, tightened credit curbs, 
and a 50 percent deposit requirement against imports of 
manufactured and semimanufactured goods.

Although speculation abated and markets were steadier 
once the Bonn meeting was over, considerable uneasiness 
remained. When trading resumed on November 25, demand 
for pounds was limited to modest covering of short posi
tions. Moreover, in the early part of December, sterling 
was subjected to renewed selling pressure by the market’s 
apprehensions over heightened tensions in the Middle East 
and reports suggesting disagreement within the British 
government regarding the austerity program. Higher United 
States interest rates added to market pressures. In this 
atmosphere, the Bank of England sustained substantial 
losses in support of spot sterling and forward discounts 
again widened sharply. By midmonth, however, the mar
ket had become heavily oversold, and spurred by expec
tations that the next set of trade figures would show 
substantial improvement—as in fact was the case—traders 
moved to cover short positions. The rebound enabled the 
Bank of England to recover most of its losses earlier in 
the month, but the market then turned cautious once 
again. On balance, very little of the substantial reflux of 
funds from Germany found its way back into sterling, 
with the result that Bank of England commitments to the 
Federal Reserve remained at $1,150 million at the year- 
end.

Increasing monetary restraint in the United States, sig
naled by the V* percentage point increase in Federal Re
serve discount rates effective December 18, was quickly 
transmitted to the Euro-dollar market after the turn of the 
year through the rapid rise in dollar placements with head 
offices by the European branches of United States banks. 
The contraseasonal upswing in Euro-dollar rates prob
ably kept sterling from benefiting fully from the normal 
seasonal reflows of funds from Continental centers, aug
mented on this occasion by the sizable outflows from 
Germany. About mid-January, as Euro-dollar pressures
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eased temporarily and the market again expected favorable 
trade figures, buying of sterling picked up, only to taper off 
once more later in the month. Although the December trade 
results failed to measure up to expectations, the release in 
mid-February of sharply reduced deficit figures for January 
again gave a boost to the market, which was also encour
aged by prospects for much reduced British government 
domestic borrowing during the coming year. Thus, despite 
record levels for Euro-dollar rates in the latter part of Feb
ruary, the Bank of England was able to announce an $18 
million reserve gain for the month even after heavy debt 
repayments, mainly to the IMF. On February 27, the Brit
ish raised the bank rate by 1 percentage point to 8 percent, 
in order to help achieve the desired reduction in bank credit 
and to help insulate sterling from the pull of continuing 
high Euro-dollar rates.

SWISS FRANC

The Federal Reserve liquidated a large volume of Swiss 
franc swap drawings during the first half of 1968, and 
by mid-July the System’s Swiss franc swap lines were 
entirely on a standby basis. Shortly afterward, however, 
Swiss commercial banks began bringing home funds to meet 
domestic liquidity needs, and the Federal Reserve re
activated its swap line with the Swiss National Bank to 
absorb dollars that were taken into Swiss reserves. By 
August 1 the System had drawn $145 million equivalent 
on the Swiss central bank. The inflow of funds to Switzer
land brought about an easing of liquidity conditions in the 
Swiss money market and subsequently a decline in the 
spot franc rate which lasted well into August. Accordingly, 
in August the System and the Treasury paid off the last 
$36 million of forward franc commitments to the market 
dating from late 1967 and early 1968.

After mid-August, the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia 
and the uncertainties generated by a renewed flare-up of 
speculation in German marks brought a sharp jump in 
demand for Swiss francs. However, the franc rate did not 
reach the Swiss National Bank’s upper intervention point, 
and in early September the spot rate eased somewhat as 
funds began to move out of Switzerland into Germany. 
Later in that month, quarter-end liquidity demands re
sulted in a firming of the franc, but Swiss banks sold only a 
small amount of dollars to the National Bank, meeting 
their liquidity needs primarily by rediscounting money mar
ket paper with the Swiss National Bank rather than by 
liquidating dollar assets in view of the relatively higher 
Euro-dollar rates. In these circumstances, the Swiss Na
tional Bank covered the dollar needs of the Swiss Confed
eration and dollars required for exchange transactions with

other countries through purchases of dollars from the Fed
eral Reserve, thereby providing the System with francs 
needed to meet short-term obligations. Thus, by early 
October the Federal Reserve had reduced its outstanding 
swap debt to the Swiss National Bank by $105 million to 
$40 million equivalent.

The Swiss money market remained tight in October, 
and late in the month the Swiss National Bank had to take 
in dollars. The Federal Reserve absorbed these gains by 
drawing $80 million equivalent on the swap line with the 
National Bank, raising the swap debt to $120 million equiv
alent by early November. Subsequently the spot franc 
dipped lower and traded quietly through mid-November, 
despite the heavy speculation in the exchanges focused on 
the German mark, French franc, and sterling. When inter
national currency uncertainties intensified severely during 
the three days of the Group of Ten meeting in Bonn, the 
Swiss franc rose to the ceiling and the Swiss National Bank 
took in some $215 million. The Federal Reserve absorbed 
most of the Swiss National Bank’s intake of dollars by 
drawing an additional $200 million equivalent on its swap 
line with that bank. These drawings raised the System’s 
indebtedness under the swap facility with the Swiss Na
tional Bank to $320 million equivalent.

In December as in past years, the Swiss authorities 
offered short-term swaps to Swiss commercial banks re
patriating funds for year-end needs. The banks made 
very heavy use of this facility, with total swaps rising to 
$746 million. Following past procedure the Swiss authori
ties rechanneled these dollars back to the Euro-dollar 
market in order to prevent the disturbance of that market 
that would otherwise have occurred.

After the year-end, the usual seasonal easing of liquid
ity conditions in Switzerland, coupled with high and rising 
Euro-dollar rates, resulted in substantial outflows of Swiss 
funds and a sharp drop in the Swiss franc rate. The 
dollars received by the banks under maturing swaps with 
the Swiss National Bank were readily absorbed during 
early January, and in the latter part of the month, as 
additional demand for dollars pushed the spot franc 
lower, the Swiss National Bank reentered the market as 
a seller of dollars for the first time since April 1968. These 
dollar sales provided the Federal Reserve with the op
portunity to purchase francs from the Swiss National Bank. 
By the end of February, the System had made $190 million 
equivalent of such purchases. The System used the francs 
to repay outstanding swap indebtedness to the Swiss 
National Bank. Additional repayments were made with 
$75 million equivalent of francs obtained through United 
States Treasury issues of Swiss franc securities to the Swiss 
National Bank and the BIS and with $15 million of francs
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from balances. (At the same time the Swiss National Bank 
purchased $25 million of gold from the Treasury.) Thus, 
by the end of February, the System had reduced its Swiss 
franc obligation by $280 million to $40 million equivalent.

BELGIAN FRANC

Economic recovery in Belgium and the maintenance of 
relatively low levels of short-term interest rates resulted in 
a steady decline in the Belgian franc rate during the sum
mer of 1968. In July the spot franc dipped below par 
($0.02000) and the Belgian National Bank provided sup
port to slow the decline. As part of that operation the 
bank utilized $20 million under its swap facility with the 
Federal Reserve, the first such drawing since 1963. Selling 
of francs continued intermittently through late summer, 
especially during the period of heavy pressure on the 
French franc. The selling was not severe, however, and in 
the latter part of September the Belgian National Bank re
paid the $20 million of credits drawn earlier under the 
swap line with the Federal Reserve, thereby restoring the 
entire $225 million arrangement to a standby basis.

Selling pressures resumed near the end of September 
and carried into October. Part of the outflows from Bel
gium reflected spot sales of francs by some United States 
corporations which refinanced in Belgium dollar credits 
employed earlier in direct investments in that country. Dur
ing most of October the authorities held the spot franc 
moderately above its oflicial floor ($0.019851) and cov
ered market losses with drawings on the Federal Reserve 
swap line. By the end of October, drawings by the Belgian 
National Bank totaled $120.5 million.

November’s speculative upheaval in Europe gave rise 
to heavy selling of francs which cost the Belgian authori
ties substantial support losses, although the pressures 
lightened considerably in the quieter atmosphere after the 
Group of Ten meeting at Bonn. The Belgian central bank 
drew $65 million under its swap line with the Federal Re
serve in November and another $5 million in December 
to cover the cost of oflicial exchange market support. In 
early November and late December the United States 
Treasury purchased a total of $216 million of Belgian 
francs from the Belgian authorities; $60.4 million equiv
alent of these francs was used to redeem in advance of 
maturity a two-year note issued to the National Bank 
in 1967 (leaving no further United States obligations 
in Belgian francs), and the balance was paid to the 
IMF to help reconstitute the United States gold tranche 
position with the Fund. For its part, the Belgian central 
bank used the dollar proceeds of the Treasury’s franc pur
chases to replenish its reserves and repay a total of $183

million of its swap debt with the Federal Reserve, leaving 
$7.5 million still outstanding at the end of 1968.

In the meantime, effective December 19, the Belgian 
National Bank had raised its discount rate to AVz percent 
from 3 3A  percent, to help stem short-term capital outflows 
and in response to evidence of money market strains in 
Belgium associated with larger domestic borrowing re
quirements. Subsequently the spot franc strengthened, 
reaching par just before the year-end.

But selling of francs resumed in January 1969, largely 
reflecting the weaker trend in the Belgian current account. 
The Belgian National Bank again provided support for the 
franc and eased the consequent reserve drains by making 
use of its swap line with the Federal Reserve. In January 
the bank drew a net of $33 million, raising its swap debt 
to the System to $40.5 million. Trading in francs was 
quieter in February and early March, and the Belgian 
National Bank was able to make swap repayments totaling 
$27.5 million, reducing the obligation to $13 million. 
Effective March 6, that bank raised its discount rate by 
V2 percentage point to 5 percent, in view of the rise in 
interest rates abroad and to moderate domestic credit ex
pansion.

DUTCH GUILDER

In June the Netherlands Bank had drawn $54.7 mil
lion under the Federal Reserve swap line after its dollar 
balances had been depleted by conversion of guilders 
drawn from the IMF by France and the United Kingdom. 
Although the guilder drifted lower in July and August, 
the Netherlands Bank took in sufficient dollars to make a 
$24.9 million swap repayment in early September.

The downward drift of the spot rate continued into late 
summer, as the Dutch current account weakened and as 
Dutch funds moved into United States corporate securi
ties. A slight rise in Euro-dollar rates in early October 
contributed to a further decline in the rate so that by mid- 
October it had reached $0.27441/ i ,  its lowest level since 
the 1961 revaluation. During the course of the decline, 
however, the Netherlands Bank provided only occasional 
and modest market support. In fact, in mid-October the 
bank was able to restore the full swap facility with the 
Federal Reserve to a standby basis by repaying the $29.8 
million outstanding balance of the June drawing.

The downtrend ended when the money market in 
Amsterdam tightened in the last half of October. How
ever, the spot rate held steady as an increasing demand 
for marks more or less outweighed the influence of the 
tight money market. At that time the Netherlands Bank 
increased its dollar balances by selling $25 million of
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guilders to the United States Treasury, which used them 
to make an advance repurchase of its obligation to the 
IMF. After the Bonn meeting on November 20-22, the 
demand for marks eased abruptly and the spot guilder 
strengthened.

Year-end liquidity requirements in the Netherlands re
sulted in a further firming of the guilder throughout De
cember. Pressures were modest, however, and were relieved 
through market purchases of dollars by the Netherlands 
Bank, largely on a swap basis; the bank’s swap purchases 
for December totaled $84 million. Just before Christmas 
the Netherlands Bank raised its discount rate Vi percentage 
point to 5 percent, explaining that the move was made in 
response to the rise in rates abroad, a weaker trend in the 
Dutch current account, and danger of renewed inflationary 
tensions in the Dutch economy.

During the early months of 1969, the Dutch current 
international payments position was roughly in balance 
but, along with other European currencies, the spot 
guilder responded to the pressures associated with active 
demand for Euro-dollars. Thus the spot rate declined 
moderately as Dutch interests switched some funds from 
guilders to dollars, but the outflows were modest and cen
tral bank activity was minimal.

Shortly before the end of 1968, the Dutch government 
elected to prepay debts outstanding under postwar Mar
shall Plan credits and purchased $65.7 million from the 
United States Treasury for that purpose. The Treasury 
used the entire guilder proceeds to redeem in advance of 
maturity a one-year certificate of indebtedness issued to the 
Netherlands Bank in January 1968. This was the only out
standing United States obligation in guilders.

ITALIAN LIRA

With the Italian economy showing signs of slower 
growth through much of 1968, substantial amounts of 
long-term capital moved abroad in response to more attrac
tive investment opportunities, notably in the Euro-bond 
market. Italian banks also placed large amounts of short
term funds in the Euro-dollar market. As a consequence of 
these capital outflows, Italian official reserve gains were 
limited. These developments, and Italian official sales 
of dollars in connection with conversion of lire drawn 
from the IMF by France and the United Kingdom, pro
vided the opportunity for the Federal Reserve to liquidate 
completely its outstanding swap debt with the Bank of 
Italy, thus placing the swap facility fully on a standby 
basis by early July. Subsequently, in October the Federal 
Reserve and the Bank of Italy agreed to increase their 
reciprocal currency facility by $250 million, to $1 billion,

bringing it fully into line with the System’s reciprocal cur
rency arrangements with other major countries.

As the Italian balance of payments moved into its 
period of seasonal weakness, the lira began to ease in Sep
tember and, during the November speculative upheaval 
in European exchange markets, the lira came under fur
ther selling pressure as Italians covered commitments in 
marks. More normal trading patterns resumed after the 
Bonn meeting and continued through the year-end. In 
early 1969, however, the pull of interest rates in the 
Euro-dollar market drew funds from Italy, and the Italian 
authorities provided some support for the lira while per
mitting the spot rate to fall sharply.

During the period under review the United States Trea
sury added moderately to its technical forward lira com
mitments, which have arisen in connection with dollar-lira 
swaps extended by the Bank of Italy to its commercial 
banks. (These commitments were described in the Septem
ber 1968 issue of this Review, pages 188-89.) Shortly be
fore the end of 1968, the Treasury issued to the Italian 
Exchange Office a 4 Vi-year lira note, equivalent to $100 
million, in connection with its understandings with Italy on 
the neutralization of United States military expenditures. 
The Treasury took advantage of the lira proceeds to make 
an advance repurchase of its obligations to the IMF.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

Once the speculative atmosphere of early 1968 cleared 
away, Canada’s strong trading position and ready access 
to long-term capital resources both in the United States and 
Europe provided a buoyant market outlook for the Ca
nadian dollar. During the summer months the Bank of 
Canada repaid its earlier swap drawings on the Federal 
Reserve, and other special international credit facilities 
were terminated without the need for their use. Subse
quently, through late summer the Canadian dollar remained 
largely at its effective ceiling ($0.9324), as demand was 
spurred in part by the conversion of Canadian borrowings 
abroad. The Canadian authorities gained modest amounts 
of reserves and the use of Canadian dollars in drawings on 
the IMF by France and the United Kingdom substantially 
reduced Canada’s repayment obligation to the Fund in
curred earlier in 1968; by September Canada’s gold 
tranche was reconstituted to the full $185 million.

The Canadian dollar continued to benefit from opti
mistic market appraisals through the closing months of 
1968. In mid-December, an exchange of letters took place 
between United States and Canadian Treasury officials, 
restating the United States exemption of Canada from all 
United States balance-of-payments programs and the basic
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principle that it would not be Canada’s intention to achieve 
increases in its exchange reserves through borrowing in the 
United States. Implementation of this principle does not 
require that Canada’s reserves be limited to any particular 
figure.

On December 18 the Bank of Canada raised its discount 
rate by V2 percentage point to 6V2 percent following an
nounced increases in Federal Reserve discount rates. For 
the month of December the Bank of Canada gained some 
further reserves. Thus, despite a major crisis early in 1968, 
Canada’s gold and foreign exchange reserves (including 
the net creditor position with the IMF) were up by $332 
million for the year as a whole.

The Canadian dollar edged off early in 1969, as the 
further upswing in United States interest rates led to some 
switching of Canadian funds into dollar investments. Never
theless, the market undertone remained quite strong 
through early March. Effective March 3, the Bank of 
Canada raised its discount rate by another Vi percentage 
point to 7 percent in view of strong demand for domestic 
credit and the rise in short-term money rates following 
higher rates abroad.

EURO-DOLLAR MARKET

During the second half of 1968 and the first two months 
of 1969, activity in the Euro-dollar market reached un
precedented levels, but the massive flows of funds through 
that market were accommodated in an orderly fashion 
with the assistance of some defensive central bank op
erations—primarily by the German Federal Bank and the 
Swiss National Bank. Indeed, the Euro-dollar market 
once again demonstrated its remarkable resiliency in the 
face of extraordinary demands. In particular, it accom
modated a further very substantial increase in the bor
rowings by United States banks through their overseas 
branches during a period in which there were massive 
flows into and out of the market as a result of develop
ments in the foreign exchange markets.

Early in July, with funds readily available after the 
midyear adjustments by Continental banks, United States 
banks increased their borrowings sharply, with total tak
ings reaching $7.0 billion. During the rest of the month, 
these borrowings were allowed to run off somewhat, to a 
level of approximately $6.2 billion at the month end, only 
to be followed by a further sharp rise in August. Late in 
August, the outburst of speculation over a revaluation of 
the German mark resulted in a heavy flow of funds, 
some of which came out of Euro-dollars, into German 
official reserves. The German authorities moved quickly 
to push these funds out again through dollar-mark swap

operations with German commercial banks. Moreover, 
heavy drains on French reserves also tended to supply 
funds to the market in early September. Consequently, 
funds remained readily available in the market and interest 
rates declined somewhat (see Chart II).

During the course of October, the Euro-dollar market 
was generally much quieter, as were the exchange markets. 
On the other hand, interest rates began to move up in 
sympathy with somewhat firmer monetary conditions in 
the United States.

The speculative upheaval in the exchange markets in 
November caused only moderate strains in the Euro-dollar 
market, as the German Federal Bank once again imme
diately moved to rechannel a major portion of its dollar 
intake out into the market through swaps. Moreover, the 
Federal Bank’s outright sales of forward marks in the 
first few days after the Bonn meeting encouraged addi
tional reflows from Germany, and this operation was 
backed up in New York where the Federal Reserve sold 
forward marks.

Nevertheless, in early December Euro-dollar rates once

Chart II

INTEREST RATES ON EURO-DOLLARS 
UNITED KINGDOM LOCAL AUTHORITY DEPOSITS 

AND CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT OF UNITED STATES BANKS
Percent THREE-MONTH MATURITIES* percent

1968 1969

*  Weekly averages of daily rates.
+ Between Euro-dollars and United Kingdom local authority deposits.
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again began moving up sharply as United States domestic 
interest rates advanced. Pressures were felt particularly 
in the shorter maturities, reflecting not only generally 
tighter monetary conditions in the United States but also 
the usual seasonal pressures associated with year-end posi
tioning by European banks. At the same time, exchange 
market sentiment regarding sterling was softening once 
again and, as discounts on forward sterling widened, a 
substantial incentive developed in favor of Euro-dollars 
over United Kingdom investments. To avoid any undue 
additional strain on the pound in view of approaching 
year-end repatriations of funds to the Continent, the BIS, 
using dollars drawn on the swap line with the Federal Re
serve, placed $80 million in the Euro-dollar market. 
Although Euro-dollar rates rose further in the latter part 
of December, the increase by and large reflected the higher 
United States rates (following the Va  percentage point in
crease in Federal Reserve discount rates on December 18 
and the further rise in United States banks’ prime loan rates 
to 6% percent), and Euro-dollar market conditions re
mained orderly. Reflows from Germany continued. At the 
same time, Swiss commercial bank repatriations of funds 
for domestic year-end needs were again accommodated 
without undue strain on the market, thanks to the swap 
operations of the Swiss National Bank. The Swiss commer
cial banks undertook $746 million of swaps with the Na
tional Bank, and the Swiss central bank in turn rechanneled 
the dollars so obtained back into the Euro-dollar market, 
both directly and through the BIS. In the latter part of 
December, takings by United States banks’ branches 
dropped sharply (to a total of about $6.0 billion), but 
United States corporations took a substantial amount of 
dollars out of Europe, partly in response to interest rate 
considerations and partly to comply with provisions of 
the Commerce Department’s program.

Seasonal pressures eased after the year-end, but never
theless interest rates soon rose further as major United 
States banks looked to the Euro-dollar market to relieve 
liquidity drains imposed by large runoffs of certificates of 
deposit. The advance in rates gained new momentum, fol
lowing the Va percentage point rise in United States banks’ 
prime loan rates to 7 percent per annum on January 7. 
United States banks bid aggressively for Euro-dollars 
through their European branches, raising their takings to 
a new peak of $8.6 billion by the end of January. Mean
while market supplies were being augmented by further 
flows of funds from Germany and reflows from Switzer
land, and there was some reversal of the heavy United 
States corporate repatriations just prior to the end of 1968. 
With demand for funds heaviest in the short-term maturi
ties, interest rates for one-month deposits advanced sharply, 
to nearly 8 percent per annum in early January compared 
with 7 percent per annum at the year-end.

In late January the heavy flow of funds to the Euro
dollar market from Germany tapered off, and the German 
Federal Bank began to take in dollars as German banks’ 
deliveries of dollars under maturing swap and forward sale 
contracts exceeded German official spot dollar sales. De
mand for Euro-dollars from United States banks’ branches 
remained brisk in February, and repatriations by French 
banks, which had to comply with newly tightened ex
change controls, added to market pressures. As a result, 
Euro-dollar rates moved up to new record levels—in 
excess of 8 percent per annum for one- to six-month de
posits— attracting funds from Italy and Switzerland in 
particular and contributing to the generally weaker trend 
in most Continental currencies through early March. 
Nevertheless, throughout this period trading in Euro
dollars remained quite orderly and market needs were met 
without undue strain.
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Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign Exchange Operations*

By Charles A. Coombs

The foreign exchange markets had a lot to contend 
with during the past six months. The root difficulties 
were the continuation of serious imbalances in interna
tional trade and payments, notably the German and 
Japanese trade surpluses, the French deficit, and abnor
mally heavy short-term capital flows from Europe to the 
United States via the Euro-dollar market.

During most of the period, speculative activity was 
tempered by the high cost of borrowing in the Euro
dollar market. In focusing as it generally does on short
term risks, the exchange market was also inclined to the 
view that no parity changes in either the French franc or the 
German mark were politically feasible before the French 
and German elections. In early May, however, this specu
lative timetable was suddenly disrupted as reports spread 
like wild fire that the German government might be pre
pared to consider a revaluation of the mark in the context 
of a multilateral realignment of parities. Highly charged 
market expectations of eventual parity changes exploded 
in a burst of speculation in favor of the mark and against 
a broad range of other currencies. In ten days, the flow 
of funds into the German Federal Bank amounted to 
$4.1 billion, with $2.5 billion flooding into Germany on 
Thursday and Friday, May 8 and 9. A substantial share 
of this massive flow into Germany apparently resulted 
from hedging and related operations by United States 
corporations, with consequent gross exaggeration of the 
United States liquidity deficit in the second quarter of 
1969. Various European countries were even more se

* This report, covering the period March 1969 to September 
1969, is the fifteenth in a series of reports by the Senior Vice 
President in charge of the Foreign function of the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York and Special Manager, System Open 
Market Account. The Bank acts as agent for both the Treasury 
and Federal Reserve System in the conduct of foreign exchange 
operations.

verely affected: reserve losses approximating $1.9 billion 
were suffered by ten different European countries during 
the speculative crisis. On May 9 a German government 
communique flatly rejecting revaluation broke the specula
tive wave, and the exchange markets settled back to 
orderly trading as money flowed out from Germany into 
foreign markets through midsummer. The reflux of funds 
from Germany was accentuated by the strong pull of high 
Euro-dollar rates.

During the spring and early summer of 1969, the Euro
dollar market was subject to unprecedented credit de
mands, generated in large part by the effects of increas
ing monetary restraint in the United States. As United 
States commercial banks borrowed heavily in the Euro
dollar market through their overseas branches, Euro
dollar rates moved steadily upward through mid-June, 
reaching historic highs and strongly attracting funds from 
foreign financial centers. In response to these develop
ments, a number of European countries took steps to 
protect their domestic money markets and international 
reserves from Euro-dollar pressures, and in the summer 
months the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System issued amendments to its regulations in order to 
reduce the attractiveness of Euro-dollars to United States 
banks. Euro-dollar rates declined substantially throughout 
July and early August, as the supply of dollars continu
ously generated by the United States liquidity deficit was 
augmented by further dollar outflows from Germany.

On August 8, the long ordeal of the French franc since 
the events of May 1968 came to an end as the French 
government, in a cleanly executed maneuver, devalued 
the French franc by 11.1 percent. Although the Belgian 
franc and, to some extent, sterling experienced some back
wash from the French move, other currencies were rela
tively unaffected as it became clear that the new franc 
rate could be readily accommodated within the interna
tional structure of currency parities.
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During the six-month period under review, most of the 
pressures on central bank reserves generated by trade im
balances, capital flows in response to interest rate differen
tials, and speculative disturbances were more or less fully 
financed by the Federal Reserve swap network (see 
Table I), associated international short-term credit facili
ties, and large-scale recycling arrangements. Reflecting the 
continuation of a very substantial United States surplus on 
official settlements account, however, swap drawings by 
the Federal Reserve during the period were limited to $40 
million on the Netherlands Bank and $100 million on the 
Swiss National Bank. Each of these drawings was fully 
repaid during the period under review and, in early Sep
tember, no swap drawings by the Federal Reserve were 
outstanding (see Table II). In contrast, six European 
central banks plus the Bank for International Settlements 
(BIS) had occasion to draw on the Federal Reserve during 
the period. Such foreign drawings totaled $1.3 billion as 
of the end of August (see Table III). Since the inception 
of the swap network in March 1962, total drawings on the

Table I

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEM ENTS 
September 10,1969

In millions of dollars

Institution Amount of facility

Austrian National Bank............................................................ 100

National Bank of Belgium..................................................... 500*

Bank of Canada........................................................................... 1,000

National Bank of Denmark..................................................... 100

Bank of England........................................................................ 2,000

Bank of France.......................................................................... 1,000

German Federal Bank................................................................ 1,000

Bank of Italy................... ........................................................... 1,000

Bank of Japan............................................................................ 1,000

Bank of M exico.......................................................................... 130

Netherlands Bank ...................................................................... 300t

Bank of Norway.......................................................................... 100

Bank of Sweden.......................................................................... 250

Swiss National Bank................................................................. 600

Bank for International Settlements:

Swiss francs-dollars ............................................................. 600

Other authorized European currencies-dollars............ 1,000

Total................................................................................. 10,680

* The facility with the National Bank of Belgium was increased by $75 million 
effective May 15, 1969 and by $200 million effective September 2, 1969. 

t  The facility with the Netherlands Bank was reduced by $100 million effective 
May 15, 1969.

swap lines by the Federal Reserve and its partner foreign 
central banks have amounted to $19.5 billion.

Bank of England drawings of $1,150 million outstand
ing at the end of 1968 were reduced somewhat during the 
early months of the year, but rose to a peak of $1,415 
million during the crisis created by the speculative rush 
into German marks in early May. Subsequently, the Bank 
of England made additional repayments, and as of the end 
of August the swap debt outstanding was $975 million.

Bank of France drawings on the swap line, which had 
risen to a peak of $611 million in November 1968, were 
reduced to a balance of $306 million in early March, but 
rose to $461 million by the end of the month. Pressures 
on the French franc during the May crisis were financed 
by drawing on the $200 million credit provided by the 
United States Treasury under the Bonn credit package 
of November 1968 and on other foreign central banks. 
Before the end of June the Bank of France repaid the entire 
$461 million outstanding under the Federal Reserve swap 
line. No new drawings were made subsequently, and the 
entire $1 billion swap line to the Bank of France with the 
Federal Reserve currently remains available to the Bank 
of France on a standby basis.

The National Bank of Denmark repaid in mid-March 
the $25 million then outstanding under its Federal Reserve 
swap facility, but in April reactivated the line, drawing 
$50 million to replenish reserves lost through Euro-dollar 
market pressures. During the mark crisis in May the Na
tional Bank had to draw another $50 million. With the 
$100 million Federal Reserve swap line thus exhausted, 
the United States Treasury reinforced the Danish defenses 
by providing a special credit facility of $50 million. During 
June, an inflow of funds to Denmark enabled the National 
Bank to repay the $100 million to the Federal Reserve, re
storing the Federal Reserve credit line to a fully available 
standby basis, while the Treasury credit of $50 million 
also remains entirely available.

The Austrian National Bank made its first drawing on 
the swap line in the amount of $50 million to replenish 
reserves lost in the mark crisis early in May. This draw
ing was fully repaid in August.

The Netherlands Bank suffered reserve drains late 
in the second quarter as a result of the strong pull of the 
Euro-dollar market, and drew on the Federal Reserve 
swap line during June and July for a total of $192 mil
lion. Defensive measures by the Netherlands Bank, includ
ing a discount rate increase, subsequently reversed the 
flow of funds and enabled the Netherlands Bank to reduce 
its swap debt outstanding to $109.7 million by late August.

The National Bank of Belgium also experienced reserve 
pressures originating in the Euro-dollar market early in
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Table II

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM DRAW INGS A N D  REPAYMENTS 
U N D ER  ITS RECIPROCAL CREDIT ARRANGEMENTS

In millions of dollars equivalent

Transactions with

System swap 
drawings 

on
January 1, 

1969

Drawings (+ )  or repayments (—)
System swap 

drawings 
on

September 10, 
1969

1969

I II July 1- 
September 10

German Federal Bank,.

Netherlands Bank..........

Swiss National Bank

Total..................................

112.1

320.0

-1 1 2 .1  

- f  40.0 

—280.0

-  40.0

+100.0
-  45.0

-9 5 .0

432.1 -3 5 2 .1 +  15.0 -9 5 .0 -0-

the year, raising its outstanding drawings on the Federal 
Reserve swap line to $40.5 million by the end of Janu
ary. After effecting partial repayments during the rest 
of the first quarter, the National Bank found it necessary 
to increase its swap drawings to $175.5 million during 
the mark crisis in May but was able to bring down the 
total of this debt to $114 million as of the end of June. 
In July, Belgium used funds available from the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) to finance a complete 
repayment of outstanding debt to the Federal Reserve, 
and the swap line reverted to a fully available standby 
basis. Sudden pressures on the Belgian franc developed 
in the wake of the French devaluation, however, and 
in mid-August the National Bank made new drawings 
totaling $244 million. By the end of August, $20 million 
had been repaid, leaving a debtor balance of $224 million.

Finally, relatively minor drawings on its swap line 
were made by the BIS to finance brief imbalances in cash 
flows. In contrast to earlier years, the BIS did not draw 
on the swap line to finance intervention in the Euro-dollar 
market during the June window-dressing period, since 
it was judged that the pressures then impinging on the 
Euro-dollar market originated in fundamental economic 
policy matters rather than seasonal strains or speculation.

As shown in Table I, during the period under review 
the Federal Reserve swap line with the Netherlands Bank 
was reduced from $400 million to $300 million on May 
15, 1969, while the swap line with the National Bank of 
Belgium was simultaneously increased from $225 million 
to $300 million. On September 2, the Belgian swap line 
was further increased to $500 million, thereby enlarging 
the overall network to $10,680 million.

No operations in forward markets were undertaken by

either the Federal Reserve or Treasury during the period 
under review.

Since the beginning of 1969, the outstanding total of 
United States Treasury securities denominated in foreign 
currencies has declined slightly, to $2,220.1 million as of 
September 10 (see Table IV). In February and May the 
Treasury repaid at maturity a total of $99.9 million equiv
alent of mark-denominated securities held by the Ger
man Federal Bank. In April, however, in connection with 
earlier agreements relating to United States military ex
penditures in Germany, the Treasury issued to the German 
Federal Bank a medium-term security for $124.3 million 
equivalent of marks. This was the last of eight quarterly 
issues, and no further securities issues are contemplated 
under the new two-year offset agreement signed in July. 
In order to refinance Federal Reserve swap obligations to 
the Swiss National Bank, the Treasury issued a $49.7 
million Swiss franc-denominated security to the BIS and 
a total of $94.9 million of such securities to the Swiss 
National Bank. In July, the Treasury repaid at maturity 
$53.2 million of a $152.6 million equivalent Swiss franc 
security held by the BIS while renewing the remainder. 
In addition, the Treasury redeemed a $25.2 million note 
denominated in Austrian schillings in July, and in August 
redeemed a $100.2 million note denominated in Italian 
lire; both repayments were in advance of maturity.

GERMAN MARK

Throughout 1968 there were recurrent rumors of im
minent revaluation of the mark as Germany continued to 
show a very large surplus in its balance of payments on 
current account. Although the current account surplus was 
offset by an equally substantial capital outflow, the mar
kets remained apprehensive that the outflow could not be 
sustained and that German competitive strength eventually 
would force a mark revaluation. These fears culminated in 
a huge rush of funds into Germany in November 1968, but 
speculation receded in the face of the determined refusal 
by the German government to revalue the mark. Reversal 
of the massive influx of funds took some time, but by early 
1969 German monetary reserves were back to their pre- 
November level and the volume of outstanding market 
swap commitments of the German Federal Bank had been 
significantly reduced. Moreover, by late January the Fed
eral Reserve had acquired sufficient marks to repay in full 
its $112.1 million equivalent of swap drawings on the 
German Federal Bank.

During the first quarter of 1969 the flow of funds from 
Germany continued unabated, as the authorities pursued 
a policy of monetary ease at a time when Euro-dollar
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rates were rising sharply. In addition to the substantial 
flow into the short-term Euro-dollar market, long-term 
capital exports rose to record levels as foreign borrowers 
flooded the German capital market with loan demands and 
securities issues in response to the relatively low borrowing 
costs in Germany. With the mark consequently trading 
below par (see Chart I) , the Federal Reserve and Treasury 
purchased marks to add to balances throughout the quarter.

Such capital outflows from Germany more than offset 
the current account surplus and by mid-March had con
tributed to a tightening of the German money market and 
the first signs of indigestion in the capital market. At the 
same time, with domestic credit demand intensifying, Ger
man monetary policy shifted toward somewhat less ease. 
In order to prevent too rapid a tightening of domestic 
liquidity, however, the Federal Bank raised its market 
swap rate, thereby reducing the incentive for banks to 
make covered placements abroad.

By early April, congestion in the capital market was be
coming severe and the West German Capital Committee 
acted to space out issuance of securities by foreign bor
rowers. With capital outflows dropping sharply, the steady 
decline in German reserves came to an end. Moreover, the 
gradual shift in official policy toward restraint aroused

concern that reliance on monetary means to curb inflation
ary pressures might result in reflows of funds to Germany 
and consequent renewed buying pressure on the mark. 
The 1 percentage point jump to 4 percent in the Federal 
Bank’s discount rate on April 18 (see Chart II) pointed 
up this potential dilemma inherent in official efforts to 
avert domestic inflation while avoiding internationally dis
ruptive shifts of funds into Germany.

Against this background, the market grew increasingly 
apprehensive at the approach of the April 27 referendum 
in France, fearing that a defeat for President de Gaulle 
and his resignation from office might lead to new specula
tion on changes in currency parities. Demand for marks 
rose sharply, and on April 22 the Federal Bank began 
purchasing dollars. The bank immediately resumed swap 
operations, pushing the dollars back into the market. The 
news of the referendum defeat for President de Gaulle 
touched off substantially heavier demand for marks on 
April 28, but the authorities permitted the spot rate to 
rise steeply and this helped dissipate the buying pressure. 
Meanwhile, it soon became clear that the transfer of power 
in France following President de Gaulle’s resignation 
would be orderly and that a franc devaluation by the in
terim government was unlikely. Consequently, demand for

Table III

DRAW INGS A N D  REPAYMENTS BY FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS 
A N D  THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 

U N DER RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEM ENTS

In millions of dollars

Banks drawing on 
Federal Reserve System

Austrian National Bank ...................................................................

National Bank of Belgium ............................................................

National Bank of Denmark ............................................................

Bank of England .................................................................................

Bank of France ...................................................................................

Netherlands Bank .............................................................................

Bank for International Settlements (against German marks) 

T ota l........................................................................................................

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve System 

on January 1,1969

1969 Drawings on 
Federal Reserve System 

on June 30,1969

Drawings on 
Federal Reserve System 

on August 31, 1969I II

+ 50 50.0

7.5 f +  74.0
1 -  58.5

1+195  
) —104 114.0 224.0

{ +  25 
1 -  25 It o

o
o

o 0

1,150.0 -  50 f+465
1 -5 4 0 1,025.0 975.0

430.0 -4 6 1
1

0

+  82.2 82.2 109.7

80.0 f +  51 
1 -1 3 1

j +  25 
1 -  25

0

1,667.5 — 83.5 -3 1 2 .8 1,271.2 1,308.7
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marks began to taper off, and the Federal Bank succeeded 
in rechanneling to the international money markets most 
of the $500 million taken in during this period.

The market atmosphere changed dramatically over
night, however, following reports that German official 
circles might be willing to consider a mark revaluation as 
part of a multilateral realignment of parities. Demand for 
marks soared as firms with commitments in marks rushed 
to hedge them, commercial payments leads and lags be
gan to swing heavily in favor of the mark, and outright 
speculation began again. Between April 30 and Friday, 
May 2, the Federal Bank purchased over $850 million.

Speculative pressures built up on an even more massive 
scale during the following week. On May 7 the Federal 
Bank suspended its swap operations as it became clear 
that the spot dollar proceeds of the swaps were being used 
to finance speculative purchases of marks rather than 
covered investments abroad, as requested by the authori
ties. Frenzied speculation induced huge shifts of funds to 
Germany, exerting strong pressure on the Euro-dollar 
market and dangerously straining the international re
serves of some of Germany’s trading partners. On May 8, 
in view of the unprecedented speculative excesses, the 
German Federal Bank decided to limit the amount of 
marks it would supply in markets outside Germany. 
Consequently, the Federal Bank placed a fixed amount on 
its support order through the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York. When heavy demand for marks spilled over 
into the New York market, the United States Treasury 
made available $114 million of marks for sale through the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. These marks, plus 
those provided by the German Federal Bank, made it 
possible to hold the rate at its ceiling through most of the 
trading day in New York; at about 3:30 p.m. the supply 
was exhausted, and in the closing hours of dealing the 
mark traded up to 26 cents.

The following day—Friday, May 9—was even more 
turbulent, with transactions in marks taking place outside 
Germany at rates as high as $0.2550 even while the Ger
man Federal Bank continued to sell marks in its market at 
$0.25171/4. The speculation did not halt until the German 
government announced late on that day that it would 
not revalue the mark and that supporting measures would 
be announced in a few days. By then the exchange 
markets had witnessed the heaviest flow in international 
financial history. The speculative onslaught between the 
end of April and May 9 increased German monetary 
reserves by some $4.1 billion— including $2.5 billion 
on May 8 and 9 alone—to a record level of $12.4 billion.

The exchange markets began returning to normal on 
the Monday following the German government’s decision,

which was backed up by an official communique from 
Basle declaring that agreement had been reached among 
the central banks on steps to recycle the speculative flows. 
The unwinding of speculative positions brought a sharp 
fall in the mark rate and the Federal Bank began to sell 
dollars on a large scale.

On May 13 the German authorities announced new 
measures to be submitted to parliament, including: (1) 
authority for the German Federal Bank to impose higher 
minimum reserve requirements on all foreign-owned mark 
deposits in German banks and (2) extension beyond the 
March 31, 1970 expiration date of the tax adjustments 
introduced in late 1968 effectively to raise export prices 
and lower import costs.

Thereafter, there was a large outflow of funds from 
Germany that continued through early June, as Euro
dollar rates moved higher and as the Federal Bank re
sumed swap operations. A tightening of liquidity condi
tions in Germany around the mid-June tax date brought a 
temporary hiatus in the outflow, but despite a further 
increase in the Federal Bank’s discount rate to 5 percent 
the flow resumed toward the month end and continued 
into early July. By then nearly $3 billion had returned to 
the international markets.

In subsequent weeks the market began to show signs 
of nervousness once again, with the growing pre-election 
debate among German political figures keeping the issue of 
revaluation of the mark in the foreground. Thus, when 
the German Federal Bank moved to tighten monetary 
policy further by raising the minimum reserve require
ments of commercial banks toward the end of July, there 
was a brief flare-up of demand for marks. This scare passed 
quickly, however, and the outflow of funds resumed.

The devaluation of the French franc on August 8 in
troduced new uncertainties and triggered a fresh rush of 
demand for marks. The Federal Bank once again pur
chased dollars, but the buying pressures were not sustained 
and the authorities were able to swap back to the market 
a substantial part of the inflow. The mark remained firm 
into early September in relatively light trading, and there 
was no further official intervention in the spot market. 
With funds beginning to come into the reserves as a result 
of maturing market swaps, however, the Federal Bank 
progressively reduced its swap rate in order to encourage 
banks to renew these transactions.

STERLING

The unwinding of the speculative excesses of Novem
ber 1968 brought an improvement in sterling rates, but 
the exchange markets continued to take a very cautious
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Chart I

EXCHANGE RATES 
SEPTEM BER 1968 TO  SEPTEM BER 1969 

Cents per unit of foreign c u rre n c y *

S O N  D J F M A M J J A  5

1968 1969

Note: Upper and lower boundaries of charts represent o ffic ia l buying and

selling rates of do lla rs against the various currencies. H owever, the Bank of 
Canada has inform ed the m arket tha t its intervention points in transactions 

w ith banks are $0.9324 (upper limit) and $0.9174 (lower lim it).

*  W eekly averages of New York noon offered rates.

"!" A verage of d a ily  data for the week ended on Novem ber 22 was severely 
d istorted during November 20-22, when several major European markets 
were closed; accordingly, no rate is shown for tha t week.

_ -  pQf v a |ue 0 f currency.

^  As of August 8, 1969.

view of the future. Progress in reducing the United King
dom trade deficit was slow and uneven during the winter 
months, and sporadic labor difficulties, tensions in the 
Mideast, and rising interest rates abroad tended further to 
delay the return of confidence. The first quarter of the 
year, however, is generally favorable to sterling because 
of seasonal strength in the export trade of the overseas 
sterling area (OSA). Since most of the official sterling 
holdings of those countries are now guaranteed under the 
terms of the September 1968 arrangements, OSA countries 
were encouraged to retain rather than convert their sterling 
balances, thus strengthening the net demand for sterling 
in the markets. Moreover, with the London money market 
under tight official rein, foreigners tended to buy rather 
than borrow sterling. In these circumstances, sterling was 
firm and the Bank of England was able to make substan
tial dollar gains.

The British authorities used the dollar inflow to meet 
repayment obligations to the IMF and to begin repaying 
outstanding shorter term indebtedness. By the end of 
March, the Bank of England had reduced its drawings 
from the Federal Reserve by $50 million to $1,100 million. 
In addition, the bank liquidated part of the credits drawn 
under the 1968 sterling balances arrangement.

Sterling remained seasonally strong in early April, 
and the Bank of England was able to make a further re
payment of $150 million to the Federal Reserve. As the 
month wore on, however, the seasonal strength began to 
fade and in midmonth the latest United Kingdom trade 
figures showed a smaller improvement than the market had 
expected, with imports remaining high. In this setting, the 
United Kingdom government’s new budget stirred little 
market enthusiasm, despite general satisfaction with the 
much tighter stance of fiscal policy in evidence. To bolster 
the austerity program, the United Kingdom authorities 
provided for substantially increased taxes and an overall 
surplus of more than «£800 million for fiscal 1969-70.

Sterling was also adversely affected in late April by 
developments abroad. Euro-dollar rates had advanced to 
relatively high levels in March, and pressures in that mar
ket were intensified in April when the Federal Reserve 
Banks raised their discount rates and several continental 
European central banks followed suit. Moreover, in a num
ber of countries, steps were taken to curtail capital out
flows or to induce repatriations of funds. Throughout this 
period, there was no incentive to move covered funds 
into London and, indeed, there was little net incentive for 
users of sterling to build their balances above minimum 
levels.

In these circumstances, sterling was vulnerable to the 
uncertainties generated by President de Gaulle’s decision
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to stake his presidency on the outcome of the April 27 
constitutional referendum. Sterling weakened as the voting 
date approached, but there was no large-scale selling and 
official support costs were modest. The rate dropped 
sharply following the referendum and President de Gaulle’s 
resignation, but demands for sterling for month-end pay
ments absorbed most of the immediate selling pressure.

Just as the market was beginning to regain its equi
librium, a new wave of speculation on possible parity re
alignments was unleashed by reports of German official 
willingness to consider revaluing the mark as part of a 
broader readjustment of parities. As funds flowed from 
virtually every major center into Germany, sterling was 
particularly hard hit, with the familiar buildup of selling 
pressure in advance of the weekends. Over the ten days 
that it took the speculation to run its course, Bank of 
England support costs in the spot market were very large, 
while forward sterling discounts widened sharply.

This episode, of course, interrupted the progress the 
United Kingdom authorities had been making in reducing 
their external indebtedness, as the Bank of England had 
to draw on the swap line with the Federal Reserve to 
help cover market losses. At their peak, swap drawings 
reached $1,415 million, but sterling had been very heavily 
oversold and rebounded sharply following the German 
government’s rejection of a revaluation of the mark on 
May 9. During the remainder of May and through June 
the Bank of England was able to make sizable reserve 
gains, despite the further upsurge of interest rates in the 
Euro-dollar market.

The reserve gains once again were used to make repay
ments of debt under various international credit lines. 
By the end of June the Bank of England had succeeded 
in reducing its outstanding drawings from the Federal 
Reserve to $1,025 million, $75 million below the end-of- 
March level. In addition, during May and June the United 
Kingdom made a large scheduled repayment to the IMF 
and liquidated the bulk of the credit still outstanding under 
the 1968 sterling balances arrangement. On the other 
hand, the Bank of England obtained new credit from the 
German Federal Bank under a recycling arrangement 
designed to neutralize part of the speculative flow from 
the United Kingdom into Germany, and drew $500 mil
lion from the IMF under a new standby facility. On bal
ance, the British authorities succeeded in making sizable 
net repayments of debts during the second quarter, and 
indeed recently released monetary data indicate that in 
the second quarter the underlying United Kingdom bal
ance of payments was in substantial surplus.

A generally quieter atmosphere prevailed in July, and 
the Bank of England further reduced its drawings on the

Federal Reserve. The basic situation was still of concern 
to the market, however, as the trade figures failed to show 
the expected gains and hostilities in the Mideast intensi
fied. Thus sterling was vulnerable to the uncertainties 
resulting from the devaluation of the French franc on 
August 8. The spot sterling rate dropped sharply, and 
pressures became substantial on August 13 with the release 
of figures showing an enlarged British trade deficit. But 
once again, more sterling had been sold than the market 
could deliver, and in subsequent days speculators paid 
high prices to cover short sales. At the end of August, 
Bank of England drawings on the Federal Reserve swap 
arrangement stood at $975 million. By then the market 
had calmed, although the spot rate remained near its floor 
and forward discounts continued wide.

FRENCH FRANC

The French franc had come under heavy speculative at
tack during the massive rush for German marks in Novem
ber 1968, and the Bank of France had sustained large re
serve losses in support of the franc at its floor. In the after- 
math of that assault, the French government had bolstered 
its defenses with anti-inflationary measures, $2 billion in 
new international credits, and reimposition of exchange 
controls. Late in 1968 and early in 1969 the exchange 
controls were tightened to require French commercial and 
banking interests to surrender substantial amounts of for
eign exchange to the Bank of France. The French author
ities used these exchange inflows partly to cover the large 
current deficit in the French balance of payments, but 
also to reduce their outstanding indebtedness under short
term international credits. Thus, by early March the Bank 
of France had cut its swap drawings from the Federal 
Reserve to $306 million from the November peak of $611 
million and had repaid credits drawn from other EEC 
(European Economic Community) countries and the BIS.

As these induced reserve inflows tapered off, however, 
the current account deficit again began to drain French 
official reserves. Apart from the weakening reserve posi
tion, a number of background factors were cause for 
continuing concern. Inflationary pressures were still in 
evidence, and large unresolved wage demands were a 
potential threat to the international competitive position 
of the franc. At the same time, recalling the November 
Bonn conference, the market remained fearful of a pos
sible currency realignment involving both the German 
mark and the French franc. These uncertainties kept the 
franc market off balance and, in spite of tight exchange 
controls, the franc remained in an exposed position.

New fears of devaluation emerged on March 6 when
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the French trade union leadership dramatized its wage 
claims by calling a general strike for March 11. The 
strike call triggered the heaviest burst of selling since 
November 1968. The devaluation scare receded almost 
as quickly as it had arisen, however, when the general 
strike was orderly and, as scheduled, lasted only one day. 
Although it appeared that the unions were not yet pre
pared to force the issue on wage claims that far exceeded 
the official guidelines, uncertainties persisted through the 
end of March and the official reserves were subject to 
further erosion. Accordingly, the Bank of France made 
new drawings on the Federal Reserve swap line, raising 
its swap obligations to $461 million by the end of March, 
and sold $50 million of gold to the United States Treasury.

Early April brought a brief respite from pressure and 
the Bank of France was able to repay $25 million of its 
swap drawings from the Federal Reserve, but selling of 
francs soon resumed before the Easter holidays. Near the 
middle of April a new element of doubt suddenly was 
injected into the situation by President de Gaulle’s deci
sion to stake his political future on a favorable vote in a 
constitutional referendum on April 27. At the same time, 
news of a large trade deficit in March underscored the 
difficulties involved in restoring the franc to a position of 
strength. Market tensions increased with the approach of 
the referendum date. The Bank of France met the pres
sure in both the Paris and New York markets, at heavy 
cost to its reserves.

As was to be expected, the news of President de Gaulle’s 
referendum defeat and immediate resignation from office 
generated still heavier selling pressure on April 28. The 
selling soon began to fade, however, as it became clear that 
France’s calm response to President de Gaulle’s withdrawal 
from office presaged an orderly transfer of governmental 
authority. Moreover, the market quickly concluded that 
no official decision on the franc parity was likely before 
the formation of a new government in June.

Just as the uncertainties in the franc market were re
ceding, speculation on a possible revaluation of the Ger
man mark and adjustments in other currency parities burst 
upon the markets. Demand for German marks swept 
through exchange centers all over the world and the franc 
again came under heavy pressure, as the speculative 
wave rose to a crest on May 9. Forward franc rates de
clined precipitously, with three-month contracts quoted at 
discounts as wide as 32 percent per annum before the for
ward market temporarily dried up completely. The specu
lative fever showed no sign of abating until the German 
government announced late Friday, May 9, that it would 
not revalue the mark. That announcement relieved the im
mediate pressure in the exchange markets, and on the fol

lowing Monday, as the spot franc moved up from its floor in 
response to market covering of speculative short sales of 
francs, the Bank of France began to recoup some of its 
losses.

Although the latter part of May was a quieter period 
for the franc, the impending Presidential elections, sched
uled for June 1 and June 15, aroused renewed uneasiness. 
Mr. Georges Pompidou’s impressive victory in the elec
tions was seen by the market as assuring the continuity of 
stable government in France, but there remained an over
riding concern for the viability of the parity. Sharply rising 
Euro-dollar rates also aggravated strain on the franc. On 
June 13 the Bank of France countered some of the pull 
from the Euro-dollar market and reinforced its anti
inflation program by raising its discount rate a full percent
age point to 7 percent. Even so, during June the franc 
required further sizable official support.

In view of the heavy strain on the official reserves, the 
Bank of France made substantial drawings on its credit 
lines during the second quarter of 1969. The bank drew 
heavily on international assistance available under the 
November 1968 package, including the full $200 million 
provided by the United States Treasury. France also sold 
$275 million of gold to the United States Treasury in the 
second quarter. In order to avoid an undue prolongation 
of credits outstanding under the Federal Reserve swaps, 
the Bank of France used part of the proceeds of these gold 
sales, and some of the new drawings on the November 1968 
credits, to liquidate its obligation to the System. During 
the second quarter the Bank of France repaid the total of 
$461 million outstanding on the swap line, so that the $1 
billion facility was restored to a fully available standby 
basis.

The underlying situation remained unchanged as the 
summer progressed. Although the exchange market re
ceived favorably the new cabinet appointments of Presi
dent Pompidou, and the vacation period contributed to 
quieter markets, the franc remained weak. Faced with a 
continuing attrition of official reserves, the French govern
ment announced on August 8 that it had decided to de
value the franc, rather than impose too severe a deflation 
on the French economy. The 11.1 percent devaluation, to 
a new parity of $0.180044, had been discussed at the Group 
of Ten meeting of Finance Ministers in November 1968 at 
Bonn and was judged to be within the limits that could 
be accommodated by the existing framework of exchange 
rates.

Explaining the reasons for the devaluation, the French 
Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs, Giscard 
d’Estaing, noted that French reserve losses had averaged 
$500 million a month in the second half of 1968 and
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$300 million a month in the first half of 1969. Thus, 
France was faced with the prospect of seeing its reserves 
dwindle to practically nothing by the end of the year. 
Moreover, he said, further defense of the former par value 
against international speculation would have left the franc 
overvalued, weakening French competitiveness in world 
markets. The Minister made clear that devaluation would 
be backed up by credit restrictions, continuation of exchange 
controls, and a tightening of France’s economic policy to 
produce a balanced budget in 1970. For the rest of the 
month of August the franc held firmly above its new par 
and the Bank of France began to accumulate dollars as a 
steady reflow of funds to France developed.

At the end of August the French government an
nounced that it had $1.6 billion of international credits 
available and was applying to the IMF for a facility of 
$985 million. As promised, in early September the author
ities strengthened their austerity program with further 
curbs on consumer credit, measures to encourage savings, 
and substantial cuts in public spending. A temporary price 
freeze imposed immediately after devaluation will be re
placed by strict official surveillance of domestic prices. 
Minister Giscard d’Estaing declared that the new measures 
were designed to bring the French trade balance into 
equilibrium by July 1, 1970.

BELGSAN FRANC

The Belgian franc was weak during the first quarter 
of 1969, largely as a result of capital outflows to the 
Euro-dollar market. Early in the year the Belgian National 
Bank provided occasional support to the market and drew 
a net of $33 million on the swap facility with the Federal 
Reserve to help cover market losses, thereby raising its 
outstanding swap indebtedness to $40.5 million. A tempo
rary easing of market pressures in February enabled the 
Belgian authorities to repay $27.5 million of these draw
ings, but by the end of March they again had to provide 
support to the franc as the outflow of funds accelerated. 
On March 31 the National Bank’s drawings on the Fed
eral Reserve stood at $23 million.

With little prospect that the demand for funds in the 
Euro-dollar market would soon abate and with domestic 
credit expanding at an excessive rate, the Belgian National 
Bank raised its discount rate to 5lA  percent on April 10, 
the second V2 percentage point increase in a month. To 
further relieve pressures on the franc rate, the authorities 
reinforced this measure by instructing the Belgian banks 
to repatriate a portion of their net foreign exchange assets 
in several stages by the end of June. These measures were 
followed by an immediate firming of the franc, and by

Table IV

OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES TREASURY SECURITIES 
FOREIGN CURRENCY SERIES

In millions of dollars equivalent

Amount Issues or redemptions (— ) Amount

Issued to
outstanding

on
January 1, 

1969

1969 outstandina
on

September 10, 
19691 il

July 1- 
September 10

Austrian National 
Bank............................. 50.3 -  25.2 25.1

German Federal 
Bank........................... 1,176.3 -50 .0*

! 124.3 
1—49.9 1,199.7

German banks.............. 125.1 125.1
Bank of Italy................ 225.6 -1 0 0 .2 125.4
Swiss National 

Bank........................... 444.7 25.4 39.5 30.0 540.6
Bank for International 

Settlements! ......... 207.7 49.7 — 53.2 204.1

Total 2,229.1 25.2 113.8 — 148.6 2,220.1

Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to valuation adjustments and round
ings.

* In addition, on January 16, 1969 the United States Treasury issued a medium- 
term security in place of a certificate of indebtedness purchased by the 
German Federal Bank on December 27, 1968. 

f  Denominated in Swiss francs.

late April the rate had advanced to par.
But the strength was short lived, as the worldwide rush 

for marks in early May generated heavy sales of francs 
along with other currencies. The spot rate declined 
sharply, and the Belgian National Bank sold large amounts 
of dollars to support the spot franc at its floor. The Na
tional Bank covered the heavy losses by further drawings 
on the Federal Reserve swap line. Although pressures 
eased after the German government rejected a mark re
valuation, there was no important immediate reflux of 
funds, and at mid-May the Belgian National Bank’s out
standing obligations under the swap line stood at $175.5 
million. (During the month the swap facility was increased 
by $75 million to $300 million in order to restore the 
earlier parity between that line and the facility with the 
Netherlands Bank.)

Subsequently, as the exchanges calmed further, the Bel
gian franc began to strengthen. Although there were 
occasional moderate outflows to the Euro-dollar market 
through shifts of nonbank funds, the franc was reasonably 
well insulated from the heavy pressures in that market 
in May and June by the directive regarding the commercial 
banks’ foreign asset positions. Moreover, on May 29, the 
Belgian National Bank raised its discount rate by a further 
V2 percentage point, to 6 percent. The National Bank was 
able to purchase sufficient exchange to reduce its outstand
ing swap obligation to the Federal Reserve by a net of 
$61.5 million to $114 million by the end of June.
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The franc generally stayed firm in July as Euro-dollar 
rates eased and there was also a modest commercial 
demand for francs, but market conditions did not permit 
significant reserve gains by the National Bank. At the end 
of the month the authorities moved further to reinforce 
both the curbs on domestic monetary expansion and the 
efforts to reduce capital outflows. The Belgian National 
Bank raised its discount rate by a full percentage point to 7 
percent and abolished its preferential discount rates for 
export credits extended by Belgian banks to countries out
side the EEC. These preferential rates had tended to shift 
financing of other countries’ trade to Belgian financial 
markets rather than to stimulate Belgian exports and con
sequently had added to the strain on the franc.

By this time the Belgians had been making use of the 
Federal Reserve swap facility to some extent for a period 
of ten consecutive months. In keeping with the principle 
that wherever possible the use of central bank credit 
should not be unduly prolonged, the Belgian authorities 
decided to utilize some of the resources previously accu
mulated by them with the IMF to repay the swap draw
ings. Consequently, the Belgians drew $116.5 million from 
the IMF, representing the credit available to Belgium as 
a result of IMF use of Belgian francs under the General 
Arrangements to Borrow plus part of the Belgian gold 
tranche. The Belgian National Bank used nearly all the 
proceeds to liquidate completely its $114 million swap 
obligation outstanding to the Federal Reserve. The $300 
million facility then reverted to a standby basis.

In the wake of the uncertainties created by the devalu
ation of the French franc on August 8, the Belgian franc 
came under renewed pressure. The spot rate dropped to 
its floor and, in the first week following the French move, 
the Belgian National Bank suffered substantial reserve 
losses. To replenish its reserves, the National Bank reacti
vated its swap line with the System, drawing $244 million. 
With the passing of another weekend a calmer atmosphere 
emerged, and as the franc strengthened markedly the 
authorities began recouping some of the reserve loss. In 
late August, Belgium repaid $20 million of the outstanding 
drawings, reducing the total to $224 million. Then at the 
month end it was announced that the reciprocal credit 
facility with the Federal Reserve was being increased by 
$200 million to $500 million and that, in addition, the 
Belgian National Bank had obtained a $100 million equiv
alent credit facility from the German Federal Bank.

DUTCH GUILDER

The international payments position of the Netherlands 
was about in balance on current account during early

1969, but the spot guilder rate fell below par as short
term funds flowed to the relatively high-yielding Euro
dollar market. At the beginning of March the Dutch 
money market tightened, and on March 6 the flare-up of 
currency fears surrounding the French franc and German 
mark brought an upswing in the guilder rate in sympathy 
with the mark. As Dutch funds were repatriated, the 
Netherlands Bank purchased dollars to slow the advance. 
On March 12 the Federal Reserve drew $40 million of 
guilders from the Netherlands Bank and used the guilders 
to purchase an equivalent amount of dollars from that 
bank. This was the first Federal Reserve use of the swap 
line since April 1968.

The flurry of demand for guilders soon ended and the 
market calmed; with Euro-dollar investments remaining 
attractive, the spot guilder eased once again. Outflows 
of funds from the Netherlands were small, however, since 
the domestic money market was still tight. In early April, 
liquidity conditions in Amsterdam eased and short-term 
capital outflows increased. The Netherlands Bank sold 
dollars in support of the spot guilder rate, and then re
plenished its dollar balances by selling $20 million equiva
lent of guilders to the Federal Reserve. The System used 
the guilders to reduce its outstanding swap drawings from 
the Netherlands Bank to $20 million equivalent.

Although the pressure on the guilder mainly reflected 
the high interest rates in the Euro-dollar market, infla
tionary price increases in the Netherlands also began to 
threaten the guilder’s underlying position. Accordingly, 
on April 8 the Dutch government imposed a price 
freeze, and the Netherlands Bank announced a Vi per
centage point increase in its discount rate to 5Vi percent, 
both to reinforce domestic anti-inflationary policies and to 
reduce the incentive to move Dutch funds abroad. Fol
lowing these measures, the guilder market generally re
mained in equilibrium in the latter part of April, and the 
Netherlands Bank discouraged covered outflows through 
modest swap purchases of dollars against forward sales, 
thus widening the forward premium on the guilder. Near 
the end of April and in early May, however, the initial 
shock waves emanating from a new eruption of mark 
revaluation fears began to hit the guilder. On May 8 
the spot rate dropped to its floor, and the Netherlands 
Bank provided support that day as the rush for marks 
reached major proportions. Following the German govern
ment’s announcement on May 9 that the mark would not 
be revalued, speculative pressures lifted throughout the 
exchanges and the spot guilder moved up from its floor.

The support operation had reduced the dollar position 
of the Netherlands Bank which then replenished its hold
ings by selling the System $20 million equivalent of
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guilders. The System used the guilders to liquidate com
pletely its outstanding swap drawing from the Netherlands 
Bank, and on May 12 the entire facility reverted to a 
standby basis. Meanwhile, consultations had been taking 
place among the Federal Reserve, the Netherlands Bank, 
and the National Bank of Belgium with a view to restoring 
the previous equality of the Federal Reserve swap lines 
with those two banks. On May 15, the System’s swap 
facility with the Netherlands Bank was lowered by $100 
million to $300 million while, as previously noted, the 
line with the National Bank of Belgium was increased 
from $225 million to $300 million.

Later in May the Netherlands Bank was able to pur
chase in the market a moderate amount of dollars on 
a swap basis. These transactions not only reduced the 
incentive to move funds abroad by increasing the premium 
on the forward guilder, but also relieved liquidity strin
gencies in the Amsterdam market.

Higher Euro-dollar rates brought renewed selling of 
guilders starting at the end of May. With Euro-guilder 
rates at relatively low levels, there was an incentive to 
borrow in guilders; as funds flowed out of the Netherlands 
through such transactions, the spot rate again declined 
to its floor during the early part of June. As a result, the 
Netherlands Bank was obliged to provide a substantial 
amount of support and by June 12 found it necessary 
to reactivate its swap facility with the System. Selling 
pressure on the guilder continued through June, and the 
Netherlands Bank drew further on the swap line to ease 
the drain on its reserves. At the end of June the bank’s 
outstanding swap drawings on the Federal Reserve totaled 
$82.2 million.

Accordingly, in early July the Dutch authorities took 
measures to prevent the pull of interest rates abroad from 
imposing a prolonged strain on local interest rates, do
mestic liquidity, and official reserves. After discussions 
with the Dutch commercial banks, the Netherlands Bank 
requested that they reduce their net foreign exchange posi
tions by 10 percent during the last half of 1969. Never
theless, the pressures continued and, with the guilder re
quiring further official support, the Netherlands Bank 
drew again on the swap facility. In the latter part of July 
the pressure on the spot guilder began to ease, as Euro
dollar rates dropped and Euro-guilder rates rose to levels 
that discouraged further shifts of liquidity into dollars. 
At the same time Dutch commercial banks began to repa
triate funds in compliance with the earlier official request, 
thus adding to the demand for guilders. Consequently, 
the spot rate was firmer and the Netherlands Bank’s sup
port operations tapered off. The Netherlands Bank, how
ever, delivered a sizable amount of dollars to the market
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in connection with maturing forward contracts, and the 
bank drew further on the swap facility with the System to 
replenish its reserves. By the end of July, outstanding 
drawings by the Netherlands Bank on the Federal Reserve 
swap line had reached a total of $192 million.

On August 1 the Netherlands Bank announced an in
crease in its discount rate by V2 percentage point (to 6 
percent) and in its other rates by 1 percentage point as an 
adjustment to the rise of domestic and foreign interest 
rates. Following these increases the spot guilder moved 
up sharply, as the higher interest rates in the Netherlands 
further discouraged outflows of funds. The spot guilder 
soon moved above par, and the Netherlands Bank began 
adding to its reserves. Later in the month the Netherlands 
Bank repaid $82.2 million of drawings outstanding on the 
swap facility, thereby reducing the amount outstanding to 
$109.7 million. During the remainder of August the market 
was quiet and the guilder was firm.
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SWISS FRANC

In early 1969 the seasonal reflux of funds from Switzer
land was accentuated by the pull of high interest rates in 
the Euro-dollar market. The Swiss franc rate declined and 
the Swiss National Bank sold a large amount of dollars, 
providing the Federal Reserve with the opportunity to 
purchase $190 million of francs from the National Bank. 
The System used these francs, together with some in bal
ances and additional francs obtained in nonmarket transac
tions (see this Report, March 1969, pages 52-53) to 
reduce its outstanding swap debt to the Swiss National 
Bank by $280 million to $40 million equivalent as of the 
end of February.

The flow of excess liquidity from Switzerland tapered 
off by early March, however, and the Swiss franc strength
ened in response to a brief flare-up of currency uncertain
ties surrounding the French franc and German mark. The 
franc rate did not reach its official ceiling until late in 
the month, when the Swiss commercial banks began 
to repatriate funds to cover their usual quarter-end needs; 
with the rate at the ceiling the Swiss National Bank took 
in $244 million. Despite the strong pull of Euro-dollar 
rates, there was little reflow of funds after the quarter end. 
In these circumstances a special transaction was required 
to liquidate the residual $40 million obligation outstanding 
under the swap line. On April 29 the United States Trea
sury issued to the Swiss National Bank a fifteen-month 
Swiss franc-denominated note equivalent to $39.5 million. 
The Treasury sold the francs to the System which used 
them, along with a small amount of francs in balances, to 
liquidate the obligation. On April 30, however, in view of 
the eruption of new uncertainties regarding currency pari
ties, the Swiss National Bank requested the System to 
reactivate the swap line to provide cover for $100 million 
of the funds that had come into its reserves at the end of 
the first quarter.

In early May, the rush for German marks began pulling 
funds from Switzerland and, as the franc rate declined, the 
Swiss National Bank sold a small amount of dollars. These 
pressures subsided when the German government rejected 
a revaluation of the mark, but the pull of the Euro-dollar 
market on Swiss franc funds grew stronger during the 
remainder of May. As the Swiss franc weakened, the Fed
eral Reserve was able to accumulate a small amount of 
francs in market transactions and reduced its outstanding 
swap obligation by $5 million equivalent to $95 million 
on May 28.

Swiss banks added substantially to their Euro-dollar 
assets during June, offsetting the large Swiss balance-of- 
payments surplus on current account. At midyear, in par

ticular, the heavy pull from the Euro-dollar market had a 
strong effect on Swiss banks’ portfolio decisions, as the 
banks preferred to reduce their seasonal repatriation of 
funds rather than forego the high yields on Euro-dollar 
placements. Moreover, the Swiss National Bank, while 
again offering market swap facilities to bridge the quarter 
end, limited such facilities to no more than $250 million. 
For the balance of their liquidity needs the Swiss banks 
rediscounted an unusually large volume of eligible paper 
with the central bank. Following past practice, the Swiss 
National Bank rechanneled to the Euro-dollar market the 
dollar proceeds of its market swap purchases of dollars, 
so that overall there was no drain on the Euro-dollar 
market from the midyear positioning of the Swiss banks.

Through July the Swiss franc market was quiet, and dur
ing the month the Federal Reserve liquidated completely 
its outstanding $95 million swap drawing on the Swiss 
National Bank. The System acquired $5 million of Swiss 
francs in the market and, against the background of gen- 
rally calm exchange markets and some Swiss government 
need for dollars, purchased a total of $60 million equiva
lent of francs directly from the Swiss National Bank. The 
remaining $30 million of francs needed to repay the swap 
drawing was obtained from the United States Treasury, 
which had issued to the Swiss National Bank a Swiss franc- 
denominated certificate of indebtedness for the same 
amount. By July 17 the $600 million facility reverted to 
a fully available standby basis.

On July 24 the Treasury purchased from the Swiss Na
tional Bank sufficient Swiss francs to liquidate $53.2 mil
lion equivalent of a maturing $152.6 million certificate of 
indebtedness held by the BIS; the balance of the certificate 
was rolled over.

Trading in Swiss francs remained quiet in August, with 
only a minimal reaction to the devaluation of the French 
franc. The spot rate continued very strong but held below 
the ceiling, and there was no need for official intervention.

ITALIAN LIRA

During the early months of 1969, the upward surge of 
interest rates in the Euro-dollar and Euro-bond markets 
resulted in heavy outflows of funds from Italy. Moreover, 
domestic political uncertainties spurred withdrawals of 
foreign and domestic funds, both through normal channels 
and through the export of Italian bank notes. Italian lire 
consequently were heavily offered in the foreign exchange 
markets, and the Bank of Italy provided substantial sup
port for the lira while allowing the rate to drop sharply 
below par.

In view of the continued outflow from Italy during the
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early spring, the Italian authorities took several steps to 
protect the official reserves and to alleviate the growing 
strain on Italian capital markets. Italian banks were asked 
to repatriate by midyear an amount of foreign exchange 
equivalent to their net foreign assets (then about $800 
million). Long-term investment flows abroad were re
stricted: (1) by temporarily suspending official permission 
for Italian banks to participate in underwriting consortia 
for foreign securities, except for those issued by institu
tions with large financial interests in Italy and (2) by sub
jecting Italian residents to strict regulations on purchases 
of investment fund shares and on other transactions in
volving capital transfers abroad. Along with these mea
sures, the authorities moved to reduce excess domestic 
liquidity and to align Italian interest rates more closely 
with those abroad.

The cumulative impact of these measures brought the 
lira rate above par by late April, and the Bank of Italy 
purchased some dollars. The recovery ended, however, 
with the new eruption of mark revaluation fears. Italian 
residents joined the speculative rush for marks and also 
sold lire in order to cover the commitments in German 
marks, and to some extent in Swiss francs, that they had 
undertaken because of relatively low interest rates in 
Germany and Switzerland. The spot rate dropped to its 
official floor and the Bank of Italy provided substantial 
support through May 9.

Once the speculation in marks subsided, the lira mar
ket improved and during late spring and early summer 
there was some reflow from German marks. This reflow, 
combined with repatriations of funds by Italian banks act
ing under the official request to eliminate their net for
eign asset positions, more than offset the further outflow of 
Italian capital via export of Italian currency. Effective 
July 1, the Bank of Italy reinforced its defensive mea
sures by imposing a penalty rate of 1 Vi points above its 
discount rate of 3 Vi percent for banks making excessive 
use of central bank borrowing.

New uncertainties unsettled the lira market with the 
fall of the Italian government in early July. Despite the 
subsequent formation of a new government, a strong un
dercurrent of apprehension persisted. When the French 
franc was devalued, the spot rate dropped to its floor, 
and during the next few days of exchange market uncer
tainties lire were offered in heavy volume, with the Bank 
of Italy extending sizable support. On August 14 the 
Bank of Italy raised its discount rate to 4 percent, and as 
the speculative pressures subsided the lira firmed. It held 
well above the floor through the end of August.

In August the Italian authorities replenished their dollar 
balances by encashing prior to maturity a $100.2 million

equivalent lira note issued by the United States Treasury 
to the Italian Exchange Office in late 1968 in conjunction 
with its understanding with Italy on the neutralization 
of United States military expenditures. During the period 
under review the United States Treasury reduced moder
ately its technical forward lira commitments which have 
arisen in connection with dollar-lira swaps extended by the 
Italian Exchange Office to its commercial banks. The re
maining commitments have been rolled over periodically 
as they came due.

CANADIAN DOLLAR

Canada’s trade position remained relatively strong in 
the first half of 1969— though the surplus was much lower 
than in 1968— and Canadian residents continued to bor
row heavily in the United States capital market. As the 
year progressed, however, the Canadian dollar, like other 
major currencies, was increasingly affected by short-term 
capital outflows in response to the high and rising level 
of interest rates in the United States and in the Euro
dollar market.

One of the principal channels for these outflows was 
the growth of so-called “swapped deposits” with Canadian 
banks. In these transactions, deposits in Canadian funds 
are converted into United States dollars on a covered 
basis. Using the dollars thus obtained, Canadian banks 
acquired a substantial amount of short-term assets directly 
from United States banks in forms not subject to Regu
lation Q. Some of the United States dollar proceeds also 
were invested in the Euro-dollar market, although place
ments were limited by Canadian official directives issued 
in 1968 (in conjunction with Canada’s exemption from all 
United States balance-of-payments programs) to prevent 
Canadian financial institutions from acting as a “pass
through” channel.

The pull of abnormally high yields on United States dol
lar instruments not subject to Regulation Q contributed to 
a sharp rise in outstanding swapped deposits during the 
spring and summer months. The large short-term outflows 
from Canada resulting from these transactions and other 
Canadian investments abroad was largely offset by a sur
plus on current and long-term capital accounts combined, 
and by a compensating short-term capital inflow from the 
United States. American investors, seeking outlets not 
subject to Regulation Q and discouraged by the United 
States balance-of-payments program from taking advan
tage of the high rates available in the Euro-dollar market, 
moved short-term funds to Canada. Such investments 
were attractive because the covered outflows from Can
ada generated equally heavy demand for Canadian dol
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lars in the forward market and, as a result, the forward 
rate moved out to a substantial premium. This premium 
increased the attraction of covered investments in Canada, 
where interest rates were rising, not only in line with the 
increase in rates abroad, but also as a result of the tight
ening in Canada’s anti-inflation program. This tightening 
included a V2 percentage point increase in the Bank of 
Canada’s discount rate to IV2 percent on June 11.

By early July, however, the spot Canadian dollar had 
dropped below par as a result of the overriding effect of 
short-term capital outflows. To restrain such short-term 
outflows, the Bank of Canada asked the Canadian banks 
to regard the existing level of their swapped deposits as 
a temporary ceiling and, effective July 16, announced a 
further V2 percentage point increase in its discount rate to 
8 percent. These measures curtailed the short-term capital 
outflow, and the spot rate quickly moved up above par 
where it held through August.

OPERATIONS IN OTHER CURRENCIES: 
DANISH KRONE AND AUSTRIAN SCHILLING

In January the Danish National Bank had drawn $25 
million on the swap facility with the Federal Reserve; this 
drawing was repaid in March. Subsequently, the Danish 
krone was brought under pressure by sharply higher in
terest rates abroad, as Danish commercial firms shifted part 
of their borrowings from international to domestic markets. 
The Danish National Bank suffered a sizable reserve drain 
in supporting the krone rate and, in the latter part of April, 
drew $50 million under the $100 million Federal Reserve 
swap arrangement. Even greater outflows from Denmark 
occurred as speculation on the mark developed in late 
April and early May. To bolster its reserves, the National 
Bank drew the remaining $50 million under the Federal 
Reserve swap facility and drew $45 million under the 
Danish gold tranche with the IMF. With the regular swap 
line with the Federal Reserve fully utilized, the United 
States Treasury provided a supplementary standby facility 
for $50 million. Danish authorities also took several mea
sures to stem the outflow, including a 2 percentage point 
increase in the discount rate to 9 percent. Thus rein
forced, the krone firmed after the German government 
rejected revaluation, and in June the Danish National Bank 
was able to repay the full $100 million of swap drawings 
on the Federal Reserve. During the summer the market 
was calm and, although the krone remained somewhat 
below par, it was not adversely affected by the devalua
tion of the French franc. At the end of August, the 
$100 million Federal Reserve swap facility and that for 
$50 million from the United States Treasury remained

fully available.
The Austrian National Bank also lost reserves during 

the international rush into marks and in late May drew 
$50 million under the Federal Reserve swap facility— 
its first drawing since the arrangement was established 
in 1962. During the summer tourist season the National 
Bank began to accumulate reserves, and in August it fully 
liquidated its $50 million swap drawing. In early summer 
it was agreed that the Austrian National Bank would en
cash prior to maturity a $25.2 million equivalent out
standing United States Treasury security denominated in 
Austrian schillings.

EURO-DOLLAR MARKET

During the spring and early summer of 1969, the Euro
dollar market was subject to unprecedented credit de
mands, generated in large part by the effects of increasing 
monetary restraint in the United States. Throughout this 
period, the large United States banks experienced sizable 
and sustained losses of time certificates of deposit (CD’s), 
as the ceiling on bank time deposit rates under Regulation 
Q remained well below market rates on alternative short
term investments. At the same time United States banks 
faced a continued expansion of business loan demand. In 
an effort to offset the deposit losses and meet the loan de
mand, many of the larger commercial banks resorted to 
the Euro-dollar market, borrowing heavily through their 
overseas branches. In the process, Euro-dollar rates rose 
steadily through mid-June (see Chart III), reaching his
toric highs and attracting funds from foreign financial 
centers and from the United States. In response to these 
developments, several countries moved to protect their 
domestic money markets and their international reserves 
from the Euro-dollar pressure, and in the summer months 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
issued amendments to its regulations in order to reduce 
the attractiveness of Euro-dollars to United States banks.

In February, United States banks increased their bor
rowings through their foreign branches in the Euro-dollar 
market only marginally from the $8.5 billion level at the 
end of January (see Chart IV). Nevertheless, with the 
heavy outflow of short-term funds from Germany tapering 
off and French commercial banks withdrawing funds from 
the market, Euro-dollar rates moved sharply higher, with 
the rate on three-month deposits rising almost 1 percentage 
point to just under 8V2 percent by the end of February. 
Then early in March, in anticipation of higher demands for 
loans in connection with the March 15 corporate tax date, 
United States banks began to bid more aggressively for 
Euro-dollars and by midmonth their aggregate dollar bor-
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Chart III
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rowings through foreign branches reached a new peak of 
$9.7 billion. Interest rates, however, were not substantially 
affected; with the three-month rate around 8V2 percent, 
funds were attracted from a great many money markets. 
Indeed, several European central banks increased their 
discount rates late in February and in March, as presssures 
on their reserves mounted and domestic short-term rates 
rose.

Meanwhile, the growing stringency in United States 
financial markets caused commercial banks in this country 
to raise their prime rate, on March 17, to IV2 percent, 
from 7 percent. Moreover, in early April, Federal Reserve 
discount rates were increased by V2 percentage point to 
6 percent and reserve requirements against demand de
posits were raised. The impact of these measures was 
quickly transmitted to European money market centers,

and three central banks followed the Federal Reserve 
move by raising their discount rates in April. Further
more, in March the Italian authorities, and in early April 
the Belgian authorities, imposed restrictions on their com
mercial banks’ net foreign asset positions, in effect requir
ing the banks to repatriate funds from the Euro-dollar 
market.

The fresh outbreak of speculative activity in the foreign 
exchange markets in late April and early May— especially 
the expectation of a revaluation of the German mark— 
put very strong pressures on the Euro-dollar market. As 
huge amounts of funds moved into marks and United 
States banks attempted to maintain the level of their 
Euro-dollar borrowing, Euro-dollar rates jumped sharply, 
with the call rate bid up to 10 percent per annum by 
May 8. Following the German government’s rejection of 
a mark revaluation, rates declined briefly.

In June, there was a heavy surge of United States 
banks’ borrowings in the Euro-dollar market. During the 
first three weeks of the month, when the runoff of CD’s 
was particularly severe, the liabilities of banks to their 
foreign branches rose more than $3 billion, to $13 bil
lion, and generated extreme pressures on Euro-dollar 
rates. On June 10—the day after United States banks 
had raised their prime loan rates by a full percentage point 
to 8V2 percent—the Euro-dollar call rate rose to IW 2 
percent and the three-month rate was bid up to 13 
percent. The market withstood the high rates without seri
ous dislocation, and rates actually eased somewhat once 
preparations for the mid-June United States corporate tax 
date were completed. Throughout this period there was 
evidence that United States funds were being drawn into 
the Euro-dollar market. Yet, toward the end of the month, 
there were indications that United States corporations 
pulled substantial amounts of dollar balances and other 
foreign currency deposits out of Europe, only to redeposit 
these funds early in July following the month-end reporting 
date under regulations issued by the Commerce Depart
ment’s Office of Foreign Direct Investments. At the same 
time, midyear window-dressing by continental European 
commercial banks was on a much smaller scale than in 
past years.

In July United States banks’ demand for Euro-dollars 
continued at a high level, though the increase in the 
banks’ liabilities to their branches, which reached $14.3 
billion on July 30, proceeded at a much slower pace than 
in June. Euro-dollar rates declined substantially through
out July and by the end of the month, call money was bid 
at 9 percent and three-month deposits at IOVig percent. 
The market continued to attract substantial amounts from 
several European financial centers, and additional central
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banks took steps to protect their domestic money markets 
and monetary reserves from the pull of high Euro-dollar 
rates.

The devaluation of the French franc on August 8 trig
gered new pressures in the Euro-dollar market. The three- 
month Euro-dollar rate jumped to 11 percent by August 
12 and moved irregularly around that level through the 
rest of the month. At the end of August the liabilities of 
United States banks to their foreign branches had risen 
to $14.6 billion, a $7.4 billion increase over the Novem
ber 27, 1968 level, offsetting 64 percent of the $11.6 
billion decline of outstanding negotiable CD’s during the 
same period.

In the light of the heavy reliance of some United States

banks on Euro-dollar borrowings and the repercussions 
on foreign monetary reserves and financial markets, the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System took a 
series of measures in order to moderate the flow of Euro
dollars to United States banks. First, the Board amended 
Regulation D (which governs reserves of member banks) 
so as to eliminate a technical loophole which had led 
banks to increase their use of overnight borrowings of 
Euro-dollars. Subsequently, the Board amended Regula
tion D and Regulation M (which governs the foreign 
activities of member banks) by placing a marginal reserve 
requirement of 10 percent on Euro-dollar takings by mem
ber banks and on United States assets acquired by foreign 
branches from their home offices.
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